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E VOLUTION
When Madrigal Audio Laboratories introduced the Mark Levinson No.38 preamplifier in 1993 and the No.38S
ayear later, they built in alevel of quality and refinement backed by the leading-edge technology of the day.
The Madrigal design team listened to seemingly infinite combinations of parts during product development.
The resulting preamplifiers have since been recognised for their outstanding performance and craftsmanship
with numerous awards world-wide, and are enjoyed by thousands of music lovers, the world over.
Since then Madrigal have identified many new devices, using previously unavailable technologies.
Armed with these powerful new technologies Madrigal decided to re-evaluate both preamplifiers.
A careful design review revealed that while the basic topology of the original preamplifiers was still the most desirable,
these designs could significantly benefit from ahost of new devices. In all, atotal of 84 changes to the No.38 and 106 to
the No.38S result in sonic improvements that effect virtually all areas. An audition of the new Mark Levinson No.380 and
No.380S preamplifiers will reveal improved lbw end authority and impact, cleaner, more naturel sigh frequency
performance, finer detail and improved dynamics, imaging focus and soundstaging reproduction.
Upgrade options are available to owners of the No.38 and No.38S through authorised Mark Levinson dealers.
Visit one soon and discover how aMark Levinson preamplifier can enhance the way you listen to music in your home.
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Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
email: premier@path.co.uk
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Next math:
afree CD!
Free with the
April issue is a
superb new Cl)
recording of
Mozart's Clarinet
Concerto,
engineered by
Tony Faulkner
and featuring
Musical Fidelity's
Antony
Michaelson as
clarinettist. For
more details turn
to page 121.

E-MAIL

You can
contact us via
e-mail on
HI-FINEWS(a
lhm.coalk

ost people who have heard
a good demonstration of
rate
96kHzhigh-bit
sampled audio have been left in little
doubt that this is the way forward for
high fidelity. (See, for example, MC's
review of the DCS Elgar DAC last
month.) The technology exists, and
the vast data capacity of DVD
provides the means of bringing it to
the consumer. Yet at press time, we
still await an official announcement of
the DVD Audio standard.
As it turns out, DVD Audio has
been in asense pre-empted, or at least
partly anticipated, by the group of
high- end
manufacturers
and
audiophile record labels which has set
its own standard, by supporting the
Las Vegas launch of 24-bit/96kHz
DAD Digital Audio Disc. Founding
members of this DAD alliance are
Ayre Acoustics, Bel Canto Designs,
Conrad-Johnson
Design,
Muse
Electronics and Resolution Audio,
Classic Records, Chesky Records and
CD manufacturer Cinram.
Here's asuccinct description from
Kevin Halverson of Muse:
'Utilising a subset of the DVD
Video
specification,
this
high
performance (24-bit, 96k) audio disc
can deliver to the consumer's home a
system which has the ability to surpass
all previous digital formats. These
products also possess the ability to
play back CD-based audio recordings
along with DVD Video discs and
future DVD Audio discs.'
The 24/96 ( DAD) Digital Audio
Disc disc format takes advantage of
the fact that the DVD Video
specification already allows a96kHzsampled linear PCM soundtrack. In
the 24/96 DAD, nearly all the
available data capacity is used for
audio information and processing,
with aproprietary encoding process.
The video content is reduced to
vestigial proportions, and uses less
than aten-thousandth of the total data
available. (It still usefully provides onscreen prompts.) The data rate is
around 2.45gb/hour, of which about
2.15gb/hour is audio.
This, then, is a practical highquality audio disc which still falls

24-BIT/96KHZ IN MANCHESTER
Visitors to The Northern HiFi Show will be
• • •
Sn
able to hear 24-bit/96kHz audio as part of
EMI/Abbey Road Interactive's special exhibit, silow
which will explain the whole process of DVD gm)
video production. Show visitors will also meet
HFN/RR contributors: Ken Kessler will be
there to answer the questions you always wanted to ask,
as ( Sunday only) will Ben Duncan. And David Berriman
will give demonstrations of his DBS7 kit speaker and, we
hope, a new baby speaker. The Northern HiFi Show is
open to the public From 10am to 6pm on Saturday, 7th
and on Sunday, 8th February, at the Britannia Hotel,
Portland Street, Manchester. Admission is £3.00.

within the DVD Video standard. If
played back on a standard DVD
machine, it will produce audio of CD
standard, along with a few still
pictures. But aDAD-capable DVD
transport and DAC will process the
extra data to extract 24-bit/96kHzsampling audio.
A special development of the I
2S
bus provides a suitable interface
standard for transports and DACs.
This also facilitates an advanced copy
protection scheme: before sending
data, the transport interrogates the
connected device to check that it is
an approved DAC, not arecorder.
Classic Records, which hosted the
9 January press launch at CES,
proclaimed ' The wait is over' and
announced its first four 24/96 DADs.
A Time Remembered, by jazz bassist
Art Davis ( 1995, with Herbie
Hancock, Ravi Coltrane and Marvin
Smith) and Pulse by The New Music
Consort are both modern pureanalogue recordings, while the other
two are from ' golden age' analogue
masters: trumpeter Red Rodney's
1957 (made in that year for Signal)
and Raclunaninov's Symphonic Dances
and Vocalise (
Dallas Symphony/
Johanos) recorded 10 years later for
Vox. Four more Vox/Tumabout titles
are promised this year. Chesky has
announced
a
24-bit
96kHz
sampler/test disc called An Introduction
To DVD Audio and will release at least
10 more titles during 1998.
At the post-Show meeting of
CEMA ( the Consumer Electronics
Manufacturers Association),
an
announcement of 24/96 DAD was
received with enthusiasm by other
high-end manufacturers present: a
CEMA committee, chaired by Kevin
Halverson, has now been set up to
promote the new format.
So what is the difference between
24/96 DAD (now) and DVD Audio
(when it comes)? The DVD Audio
standard will provide manufacturers
with options in which sound quality
may be balanced against playing time
and number of channels. It is safe to
say ( ignoring for the moment the
possibility of 192kHz sampling) that
the quality delivered by two-channel
24/96 DAD will be the same as that
of the highest quality level specified
by the DVD Audio standard.
The immediate goal of 24/96 DAD
is to provide the best quality possible
for two-channel music recordings. Other
sections of the industry will take the
ARA view that the future is multichannel, and will take the appropriate
DVD Audio options. But as all the
`96kHz' proponents now live under
the huge shadow of the Philips/
Sony
Super CD, they'll need
to work together.
Steve Harris
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30 CARY 805c AMPLIFIER
A classic of its genre? Or more
than that? A full technical
review on Cary's single-ended,
zero-feedback monoblocks
Martin Colloms

34 ARCAM ALPHA 8SE
CD PLAYER
this new-and-improved ' special
edition' version of Arcam>s
popularly-priced Alpha 8 turns
out to be virtually a new player
Paul Miller

36 ATC A7 SPEAKER
famous for its massive studio
speakers, ATC now brings
you what ought to be the
ultimate mini-monitor:
the under-£ 1000 A7 ' baby'
Ken Kessler
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everything when
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Classic floor-standing
speakers, alongside anew
'quality miniature', the
TDL Chiltern CF100
Martin Colloms
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PROCESSOR
modular design helps makes
Theta's high-end home cinema
controller versatile, elegant and
as far as possible, future-proof
Ken Kessler

48 INFINITY COMPOSITION
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we review a full blown fivespeaker home cinema speaker
system fronted by Infinity's
towering Composition Preludes
Peter Comeau
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make your own CDs! A chance
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BECOME A REALIST—AUdi0 Research
delivers true reference sound quality
in its Reference 1preamp and
Reference 600 monoblocs. Each
mono chassis packs 16 power output
valves through atightly coupled
output transformer to deliver an
effortless 600 watt with the naturalness and ease of dynamics only
associated with live performance.
With its wide bias adjustment the
Reference 600 can use of any
popular output valves in the 6550,
KT88/90/99/100 families. The
all-valve Reference 1stereo line

preamp has full microprocessor
remote control of volume,
balance, record and input selection with both balance and single
ended inputs ( eight plus full tape
loop) and outputs ( two main, one
tape). There are no
mechanical switches to
degrade the signal path.
Awards and world-wide
acclaim says it all. Find out
for yourself why Ken
Kessler rated these "the
finest audio amplification
devices ever produced'
(Hi Fi News May 1996)
REAL cbtss—Audio
Research has introduced

BECOME A

This is the partnership to put excitement back into your music making.
Martin Colloms ( HiFi News April
1997) reviewed the VT100 as "having
agenerously balanced sound...sufficiently positive and dynamic to
give abelievably accurate tonal
balance".
The VT100 is amid-power amplifier positioned between the
classic VT50, at around £3300,
and the mighty VT200.
REAL PRAISE — the all-valve LS22
brings down the cost of true
Audio Research high-end performance.
This line stage preamplifier
was reviewed in March 1996 ( HiFi
News, Martin Colloms) as "atn.*
first-rate line controller. The LS22
peermed as flawlessfr on the lab
bench as it did in the listening room. (
the LS22) proved
uncompromising in its
closest approach to the
absolute— aneutral, transparent, musically honest
gain controL" The review
concludes: "awork of refer-

R
E
ALI S
T
ence, universal in
application and atonicfor
any system. In my opinion
it's the best mixed mode
pre-amplifier I've heard to
date and in view of what it
achieves, the price is nicely
competitive".

the LS9, aremote control
solid-state preamp to
replacing the popular
IS3/36. This all new,
direct-coupled Class A
design uses the constantcurrent technology of the
flagship Reference 1and
features two balanced and
three single-ended inputs
plus afull tape monitor
loop in alow profile case.
Perfect partner for
the LS9 is the new 100.2
solid-state power amp
which we believe sets a
new standard. Liquid and
grain- free it possesses afine

REAL INTEGRATION—

enthusiasts waited along
while for the CA50 allvalve, remote control
integrated amplifier.
Conservatively rated at 50
watt per channel the CA50
was designed to be stunningly musical, handsome
in appearance— its styling
cues come from the
awesome Reference l—
and completely
convenient. Join the
midrange transparency.
Reference 600 monoblocs — winner AM-BEA Golden
queues waiting to audition
REAL TRADITION—Audio
Note award 1996 ' Best tube electronics desie
this important Audio
Research has kept the faith
Research first. As Ken
Reference 1preamplifier — winner AAHEA Golden
with vinyl and has finally
Kessler ( Hi Fi News
Note award 1997 ' Best tube electronics design
produced the no-comproFebruary 1997) said, "So
mise Reference 2phono
much for the superiority of
stage. Various cartridge
separates...".
E0s — RIAA and 78 — are
The CASO is styled to match the CD2 Compact Disc player.
provided with front panel
REAL aumny — An entirely new full 20- bit CD player, the CD2,
gain control, balanced or single ended working and remote control.
replaces the single box CD1 and CDT1 transport. As acomplete player
Enthusiasts looking for the traditional qualities of an all-valve line preAudio Research is convinced the CD2 can compete with any single or
amplifier will find them carried over into the LS8 which replaces the LS7.
two- box player in the market with its astounding resolution of detail and
REAL PERFORMANCE — the LS15 preamplifier caters for those making an
dynamics.
important transition into the real high-end yet who want to retain the conveFor those seeking classic Audio Research sound quality ideals in an
nience of full remote control of all front panel functions. It offers both
outboard digital converter the all valve- output DAC3 converter is the
singled ended and balanced inputs with microprocessor controlled relays for
perfect choice. The DAC3 — now in Mk 11 production with improved
gain control and switching.
components and importan: mechanical improvements to reduce vibration
REAL POWER — The 100 watt per channel VT100 power amplifier is a
— is joined by the entry-level DAC5 converter.
hard-driving amplifier with true bass slam matched by aliqu;d mid and top.
Its speed and control have to be heard. The LS15/VT100 pre/power combination will rock you back on your heels with its resolution and dynamics.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Tel
0181-971 3909/0181-947 5047
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email info@absolute-sounds.com

Time you became arealist?—contact Absolute Sounds for full
information and alist of dealers where you can experience musical reality of
Audio Research.

audio research
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'Converting
aulio
samplei at
96kHz
44.1kHz
does not
pose any
great
problems
provided
that the
digital
processing
is corrEctly
implemerteœ

SAMPLE RATE CONVERSION
Dear Sir, Iwould like to reply to a
couple of points raised in Barry
Fox's article ' Better Than CD'
[HFNIRR, January].
Converting audio sampled at 96
kSis to 44.1 ltSIS does not pose any
great problems provided that the
digital processing is correctly
implemented. Our DCS 972
Sample Rate and Format
Converter, which we have been
shipping to the professional market
since 1996, does just this, as the
plot below illustrates. Shown is the
resultant spectrum of a0dB Fs
IkHz tone, originally sampled
atg6kHz, after conversion to 44.1
kHz. The word length in both cases
is 24-bits. As you can see, the
highest of the spuriae is - 110dB
below the fundamental, and even
this is in fact an artefact of the
measurement system, so the real
performance of the conversion is
better than indicated. Sample rate
conversion from 96kHz to 44.1kHz
is just not aproblem.
The DCS 972 has successfully
been used in the production of
several CDs where the source
material was recorded at 96kHz,
and we have had nothing but praise
for the resulting sound quality.
Barry Fox's comments derive
from an article by Dr A Moorer of
Sonic Solutions. His original
comments regarding the difficulty
of such aconversion were based on
acomputer simulation of something
that might be aproblem: he was not
sure. It was not based on

dei 250 Œr Told 99999r9

991919197) n FREO (1
.
9)

IS F..9 97 11995 98
dC5

96kHz to 44.1k11.: conversion using the DCS
972 DDC Sample Rate Converter
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measurements of areal piece of
equipment. But even in that paper,
he went on to say: ' If sufficient care
is taken with numerical issues there
will be no difference between the
conversion from 88.2kHz to
44.1kHz and aconversion from
96kHz to 44.1 kHz', and he was
right.
The article also referred to
standard DCS D/A converters
being of 20-bit resolution. All DCS
D/A converters are 24-bit
resolution, as are our A/D
converters. We are able to achieve
this as we have our own proprietary,
discrete 5-bit oversampling
converter technology, and we are
not dependent upon off-the-Shelf
parts from the big semiconductor
manufacturers. This is why we have
been shipping 24-bit 96kHz
converters since July 1993 and also
why last year were able to start
shipping 24-bit 192kHz converters.
Our leading-edge converter
technology is now available to the
audiophile in the form of the DCS
Elgar 24-bit D/A converter
[reviewed in February by Martin
Colloms - Ed]. Not only does this
give superb results when decoding
conventional CDs, it also supports
the new high density 24-bit 96kHz
format and is the first consumer
D/A converter of its type in the
world. Others will follow.
Robert Kelly, DCS Ltd
REALISTIC PEAKS
Dear Sir, The truth has been laid
bare by Peter Comeau in
November ' 97 on high efficiency
tower loudspeakers.
The aim for most audiophiles is
to recreate the sound of alive
orchestral performance in their own
home. Reality is how closely can
you acheive this, and most
enthusiasts are reguarly spending
money in upgrading what they
have, to try to narrow the gap.
Dynamic range is surely much
more important than most
reviewers suggest. If peak SPLs are
110 dB in aconcert hall then we
need to be able to acheive asimilar
level of clean sound for extremely
short periods at home.
Assuming most CD players and
pre-amps can produce adequate
dynamic range then the amplifiet/
loudspeaker combination must be
matched to approach the correct
figure. This would suggest either
500 watt peak capability amplifiers
and average efficiency loudspeakers
or 50W amplifiers and very high
efficiency loudspeakers.
Ibelieve that Ican get close to
the 110dB level with the system I
have built up over anumber of
years. This is An audio Research

CD1, AVI S2000MP pre-amp
feeding aKrell FPB300 amplifier
with ATC 20T speakers and REL
Stentor II subwoofer.
In the end, the real test is to
come home from alive concert and
immediately sit down and listen to
agood recording of the same piece.
Does it have the same impact, life,
excitment and dynamic range?
Martin Philips, West Sussex
NO ROOM FOR DVD
Dear Sir, Ihave been reading Barry
Fox's articles on DVD with much
interest, and Ihave to agree with
him that if all the 'restrictions' are
built into the format it will be a
non-starter.Yet there is another
more practical point which the
governing body of DVD have
overlooked, especially on the matter
of it being a ' super' CD
replacement. This has to do with
the amount of space people have to
live in. The majority of people can
quite happily fit apair of stereo
speakers into their domestic
environment and enjoy excellent
sound reproduction, but will they
be able to devote the space required
by asurround system?
Because of room size, the
majority of people put their seating
around the walls of the room, with
the hi-fi and television against
another wall. Surround sound really
requires that you move the seating
out into the middle of the room in
order to appreciate fully the
soundstage created. How many
homes will be able to fit such a
system and then incorporate their
day-to-day living with it? Any
system really needs to appeal to the
masses if it is ever going to take off.
Then, of course, there is the
subject of ' digital jitter'. There are
those who believe we still have a
long way to go with CD, and
besides, there is HDCD — so what
chance DVD-super-CD?
Phil Tyler, e-mail
CABLE TRIES
Dear Sir, Iwould be interested to
know what your reviewers have to
say about the recent articles in
Electronics World by Douglas Self
(particularly October ' 97). I've
been using 13 amp mains cable as
speaker cable for years and find it is
perfectly adequate. I've tried exotic
cables, out of curiosity, and found
that most of them degrade the
sound, particularly the treble
performance. How is it then that
we are force-fed all this nonsense
abut cables in hi-fi publications? It
brings into doubt the credibility of
reviewers. Ihope that this is not for
commercial considerations only!
M JSwain, Lines
7

The most important development
in sound reproduction for years.

The Faraday ring may look insignificant. But it's this tiny component that gives the A Series its huge dynamic range.
By counteracting rising impedance in the voice coil, it allows more power into the tweeter. And with
more power going in, you get more power out.
Even the highest frequencies sing out loud and clear, making the A Series the ideal speakers for
the faithful reproduction of today's digital music and film recordings.
The Faraday ring is just one of many small, but vitally important components that make
the new A Series so special. And there's only one place good enough for it. The beautiful box
we put it in.

C.elestion Consumer Division, Dept HFN 16. Eccleston Road, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 609 U.K. Tel: 01622 607442. Fax:
Celestion Industnes Inc., 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01476. USA. Tel: 508 429 6706. Fax: 508 429 2426.
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

SENSMVE TO CHANGES
Dear Sir, Anyone who, like me, has
apre-amp or integrated amp made
in the 1980s should check whether,
like mine (Audiolab) it has alow
sensitivity CD input: 200mV
instead of 100mV. I've only been
using CD for two years, and always
noted the narrow stage-width
compared to vinyl. As alast resort I
tried adifferent input. Bingo! Back
to normal.
Also, if anyone has an Audiolab
8000P made before late 1989, they
can benefit from aretrofittable RF
filter that was then introduced in
response to Paul Miller's work on
RF-IMD, where an effect on the
sound that 'was not there because
you couldn't measure it' (as Mr
Walker might have said), now was
there because you could! Thank you
Paul.
JG Dudderidge, Luton
SHOOTOUT CONTINUES...
Dear Sir, Whilst Iam grateful to Mr
Kessler for his comments on my
previous letter [`Views' December
'97], Ifind them unconvincing.
Why not simply afull review on the
LP12 in its latest manifestation,
something which you have still not
yet given us?
The point Iwas 'belabouring' (to
use Mr Kessler's terminology) was
that he and his assembled team
appear to have failed to appreciate
that for the last five of the six (
big
deal!) tracks tested, the gap in the
scores steadily increased in favour
of the current version.
Not only my own experience of
the many changes to my own LP12
in the 15 years or so that Ihave
owned it but everything Iread in
hi-fi publications tells me that
neither six tracks nor three hours is
anything like long enough for
brand-new equipment to achieve its
potential.
This would not matter, of course,
if the panel had not assigned marks
out of ten. If marks are to be
assigned, then areference standard
has to be announced. Hence my
question as to what turntable it is
which scores 10/10 on each or all of
the criteria employed.
Again, if the LP12 is to be
assigned marks out of ten, then
surely it must be tested in
conjunction with the amplification
and speakers for/with which it was
designed. Although Mr Kessler
regards it as obvious that Iam ' a
Linnie with afull system', he is
mistaken. Ido have an LP12 and I
do have Keltiks, but pre-amp and
amps are by adifferent maker.
Finally, when did Mr Kessler —
or anybody else last review Linn
amps and Keltiks? They have all

undergone considerable revision
within the last year or two, as have
the Karik and Numerik. It might
perhaps be legitimate to ask why
Linn did not get them right first
time around; but they should not
be damned for past coloration, not
present in current production.
Richard Smith, Kent
Igive up —

Ed.

FACTS AFTER THE ACCESSORIES
Dear Sir, Ifinally succumbed to the
temptation of ordering some of
those silly items from your
Accessories Club. After all, we
spend thousands of pounds on our
systems, why not take the plunge
for afew pounds and probably
waste afew hours tweaking in vain?
In order of disbelief:
1) The Ringmat. Iswapped it for the
felt mat on my Roksan-X/SMEV/Koetsu Red system and couldn't
believe the extent of improvement,
the Koetsu now opening up in ' Red
Signature' way, better spatial
rendition, much improved
transients, without any loss of
musicality. A win-win situation for
any owner of such asystem.
2) The Gryphon Black Exorcist. The
first time Iused it, Iwasn't
impressed; but after three
treatments of the cartridge over a
period of 10 minutes the sound
suddenly brightened up, as if an
ever-so-thin veil had been lifted,
but completely preserving the
character of the cartridge. So how
could so much be written about
analogue reproduction without ever
pointing out the improvements
possible at such low cost?
3) Kontak cleaner. The last tweak
applied to my system (consisting
further of Naim amplification and
Martin Logan electrostatic
speakers). Let's say the jury is still
out — maybe the improvements
were lost in the sea of change
brought about by the above.
On another note: in Grandad's
attic Ifound an Audio Technica
AT- 637 stylus cleaner, avibrating
device complete with alittle light to
illuminate the cantilever/stylus.
Apparently it had to be used
together with astylus-cleaning
liquid. Any ideas whether such is
worthwhile/ dangerous? Any
suggestion of amodern reinterpretation of the stylus cleaning
procedure?
M Salzer Levi, Athens

Led..
acoustic
PANELS

The simplest & most cost effective
way to upgrade your existing system

You need at least 2
Deflex panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4 panels for
a pair of Tannoy 6's,
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access tc the
inside of the cabmen.
remove foam and/or
wool damping trine
the inside of the
speaker (if fitted,

Plbce the flexible Defies
;panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and
listen to the extra
detail in sound, snd
far less distortion
when played loud

"...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."
Hi- F1 fItonE;

Record Review - March -1994

"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, Improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
,coAlophile - Junuury J
994
"...But one things for sure - the Deflex panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
Audio Video - December *1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."
HI-FI Choice - .briuwy 199';
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality
Value for money .1...C1

** SPEC 1.1_ OFFERS **
Package
One

2 x Standard Deflex Panels
2 x Magnapads 3's
1 x Adhesive

ALL FOR £ 15.00 inc. P&P
Package
Two

1 x Platter Mat
1x Pack of 4 Foculpods

ALL FOR £30.00 inc. P&P

For aFi--/É.E.information pack &
details of other products from
5.PECTEA D71 ,
1/11W1(.
Tel
Fax

(01745) 360070
(01745) 360086

E-mail: smason@enterprise.net

ANOTHER FIRST FROM
SPECTRA DYNAMICS!

LiPODS
PACK OF 8
Only r:11,'
Forget cutting squash balls In half - now
you can have the real thing for almost the
same cost - made from the same squidgy
stuff as i.(X.:1P.Pr.P.T; - the ultimate
Isolator!

The AT electronic stylus cleaner is, alas,
no longer manufactured (nor is
Golding's equivalent). The current
manual options, Discwasher SC-2or
Last kits, are essential but need asteady
nerve! - Mus Ed.
Unit „Al
Efurdcl
Derwen, Fthyl, Denbighshire
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You recognise performance. We create it.
Every effort towards supreme success
comes from concentration on the goal.
Endless scrutiny of components, methods,
processes, achievement, away of life at
Naim. Where we cannot buy performance
components we have them made for us.
When we cannot have them made for us we
manufacture them ourselves, building our

111111.11116emfflfflefflillaMil

own facilities to do so. We think hard and
long about what you need. Hand and mind
for performance. When you audition you
will hear the results.

FOR THE VERY BEST IN HI-FI THERE'S ONLY ONE NAIM
F
OR YOUR PERSONAL AUDITION AT YOUR NAIM CENTRE CALL 01722 332266
WEB SITE: http://www.naim-audio.com

news
DVD SUMMIT VOTES FOR DOLBY
PHILIPS has written to the companies planning
to launch DVD in the UK, promoting the idea
of aco-ordinating committee. The UK Launch
group first met with the British Videogram
Association in London on 18 November and
again on 9 December, to plan a press/trade
event in late February, and aconsumer launch
in early April. The European Optical Disc
Organisation will be kept informed but not be

BARRY
from

FOX reports
Versailles

for compressed stereo. The standard for
American NTSC requires Dolby Digital AC- 3
for compressed stereo, and thus makes AC- 3
the de facto choice for NTSC surround.
Although linear PCM remains an option for

invited to join.
If it goes ahead, the launch looks likely to be
in low key. MGM could promise only three or
four titles by launch date, with Sony's Columbia

stereo, in PAL or NTSC, few discs use it

Tristar saying four or five. PolyGram aims at
eight. Warner hopes for between 15 and 20.
Columbia will hedge bets by putting both

studios must now decide whether to wait for
Philips to deliver, or change horses and buy

AC- 3 and MPEG-2 surround on the same
discs. MGM will use mainly AC-3for surround.
Polygram will use only MPEG-2. Discs will be

Of the software companies supposedly
supporting the video launch, only Warner

sold for under CO, and also available to rent.
In early December, speakers at the DVD
Summit held in Versailles were already casting

Although the Summit was held afew miles from

doubt on afull-bodied spring launch anywhere
in Europe. Autumn now looks more likely. The
Summit, staged by industry publisher Phillips
(no relation to Philips electronics) also
confirmed the record industry's worst fears.
Now that the IFPI and RIAA have abrogated
responsibility for testing the competing DVDAudio systems, the electronics industry will
impose its own standards.
Said Toshiba's Koji Hase, Chairman of the
DVD Forum, ' The DVD-Audio Working
Group will produce aVer 0.9 standard by the
end of 1997. We are nearly there'.
At the Versailles Summit, key industry figures
were still arguing over the surround sound
system to be used with DVD-Video in Europe.
Koji Hase accused Philips of failing to deliver
finished MPEG audio coders to Hollywood and
said he would ask the Forum to ditch MPEG
audio and make Dolby AC- 3 the mandatory
system, worldwide for DVD-Video. A few days
later the Forum voted 8-2 against Philips and
Sony, to change the standard for multi-channel
sound. Philips ' regrets' the decision and says it
is 'based on incorrect information'.
The original sound standard, set in 1995,
was designed to encourage the use of Europe's
MPEG-2 system for PAL discs sold in Europe.
It did this by insisting on the use of MPEG-2

7-8 FEBRUARY The Northern Hi Fi Show,
Britannia Hotel, Manchester, 10.00am-6.00pm.
Admission £ 3.00. Sponsored by HFN/RR.

because of the bit-space consumed.
The revised standard lets them use either
MPEG-2 or AC-3compression in Europe. The

from Dolby. So far there is no agreed policy.

showed up in Paris to discuss marketing plans.
Thomson's Paris HQ no-one from the company
attended. In his keynote speech, Jan Oosterveldt,
Philips Strategy Director said pragmatically:
'Hopefully there will be asuccessful launch
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or even DTS. The two chips add around $ 30
to the component cost of aplayer, which could
mean an extra £ 0, at least, on the shop price.
But once aplayer can decode whatever sound
system is on the disc, the Dolby vs MPEG vs
DTS lobbying argument turns into adebate on
which system sounds best. In theory the decoder
can be upgraded by re-programming after

DURING 1998, B&W plans to replace all its CDM loudspeakers
with Special Edition Series models, whose revised main drive unit
and crossover design promises superior midrange integration.
Altogether four new CDM models are expected, each fitted with
afixed dispersion modifier at the heart of the 6.5in woven Kevlar
driver to improve midrange dispersion. Corresponding crossover
modifications aim to bring about better integration, enabling the
SE designs to take advantage of their bi-wire/bi-amp capability.
Spearheading the updates, the CDM1SE, which replaces the
CDM1, was scheduled for launch at Winter CES in Las Vegas with
aretail price of £600 per pair. Polypropylene capacitors in the
CDM1SE crossover replace the previous model's electrolytics to
give 'acleaner and more accurate treble response'. Additional
crossover elements tackle amplitude and phase matching.
One new model scheduled is acentre channel speaker, the
magnetically- shielded CDM CSE, designed for use below or above
atelevision or projection screen. Unlike the paired models, which
are available in cherry and red ash alterntives, the CDM CSE is to
be sold only in ablack ash finish.
Further details on all these new models are available from B&W
Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd, 01903 750750.

JPW'S LOW-COST
HOME CINEMA

(0)1 45 57 30 48.
29-31 MARCH Electrical

SHOW

21-24 MAY High End ' 98,
98
Hotel Kempinski, Frankfurt, Germany. The High
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has now developed adigital signal processing
two-chip set which can be programmed to
decode any system, whether AC- 3, MPEG-2

B&W SPECIAL EDITIONS

20-22 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision Bristol,

Contact the organisers, Groupe SPAT, on + 33

Samsung, obsolete.
Semiconductor manufacturer Cirrus Logic

with MPEG-2 surround.

Contact 01737 768611.

20-25 MARCH, Génération Images & Son,
featuring Le Salon de la HiFi & du Home
Cinema, Paris Expo, Porte de Versailles, Paris.

AC-3or MPEG-2 multi-channel surround. This
makes single-standard DVD players, as already
on offer from Panasonic, Thomson and

not available in the spring, we shall have to

House Exhibitions) on 0181 686 2599.

15 MARCH Herts/North London Audio &
Record Fair. Contact 01992 620905.

the hardware companies now promise dualsound standard players, which will play either

purchase.
Cirrus could only demonstrate its system with
AC- 3, because it had been unable to get adisc

Contact the show organiser Janet Belton ( Link

10.00am-5.00pm ( 21st and 22nd) sponsored
by retailers Audio Tand Audio Excellence.
Contact 01865 760844 or 01222 228565.

selection of movie discs to support the spring
launch, the change in audio standard also means
that consumers face two types of disc. So all

in Europe in 1998. It is up to the software
industry to fulfil its promises. But if software is

Retailing Show 98, NEC
Birmingham, trade visitors only.

Marriott Hotel, Bristol, 11.00om-6.00pm ( 20th);

move the launch to the autumn.'
As well as compromising plans for abroad

End Society + 49 202 70 2022
10-14 JUNE The Home Theatre & Specialty
Audio Show, Los Angeles Airport Hotel,
sponsored by Stereophile magazine. Contact
+1 914 476 3157.
17-20 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, at the
Ramada Hotel, Heathrow, London (Trade only
17-1 8th). Sponsored by HFN/RR. Contact show
organiser Janet Belton on 0181 686 2599.

PLYMOUTH-BASED speaker maker JPW
claims to have

made home cinema truly

affordable, with its low-cost Millennium
ML110, acompact stand/wall/shelf mounted
two-way speaker at £70/pair, and the SW40
active subwoofer (£200). Both are bass-reflex
(ported) designs. The SW40 subwoofer is
equipped with infinitely variable level and
crossover slope controls, adjustable floor
spikes, a phase inversion system and auto
start/standby operation. A self-powered
(active) version of the ML! 10 is coming soon
at a slightly higher price. For more details
on the Millennium range, contact JPW on
01752 607000.

ii

ARCAM XETA 2 IS READY FOR DIGITAL
MULTI-CHANNEL
ARCAM has updated its Xeta 2 Home Cinema
processor to ensure that it will provide DVD player
compatibility. Six- channel decoded audio signals
can now be accepted via a new External Processor
Input, which is fitted to the Xeta 2's rear panel.

Decoded discrete multi-channel signals from sources
providing Dolby Digital (AC3), DTS or MPEG
surround-sound formats are all accepted. An industrystandard connector feeds a computer-grade pcb
dedicated to the extra signal switching and electronic
volume control tasks required. The UK retail price of
the upgraded Xeta 2 remains at £ 650. It is intended
that existing owners of Xeta 2 units will be able to have
the latest update fitted by an Arcam dealer. The
anticipated price of £ 120 for this upgrade service
includes a new rear panel, 5.1 channel steering board
and 25-way connector. Further details from Arcam,
A&R Cambridge Ltd, 01223 203200.

HEADLINE NEWS
FROM NAIM

CASA:
MU LTIROOM •
FROM B&W

IF you're a Naim amplifier owner

has completed its move into
multi-room with the launch of amultisource remote control system, known
as Casa. Nerve centre of the system
is a multi- zone system controller
feeding low voltage DC power rails to remotely
tweeters. The ceiling mounted loudspeaker has
located, active loudspeakers. Four zones are
co-axial drive units. Balanced signal feed to the
expandable to atotal of 32 subzones such as an
active speakers is designed to give 'professional
en suite bathroom or adressing room next to a standard' immunity to interference and distortion.
bedroom. Each zone, normally an individual
The entire system is linked with shielded Category
room, has its own keypad for source selection,
5data cable terminated with shielded R145 goldvolume adjustment, track/station choice and other plated jacks. Ease of installation and system
system control functions. A luminous keypad
extension are central to the design of Cara. Prices
display confirms each operation. Two active invary according to system complexity and the
wall loudspeakers, AWM65 and AWM70 are
specific details of individual installations. Call
fitted with Kevlar main drivers and metal dome
B&W Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd, 01903 750750.
B&W

DENON COVERS
AV OPTIONS
EQUIPPED to deal with decoded
digital multi-channel audio (Dolby AC3, DTS or MPEG), the new Denon
AVR-1400RD five-channel Dolby Pro
Logic receiver (£ 500) is rated at 65W
x 5ch. Each channel has its own

dissatisfied with the quality of
electronics commonly fitted to hi-fi

components, the new Naim Headline
could be just what you want. Designed
to optimise performance from high
impedance dynamic headphones, the
Headline headphone amplifier (£205
excluding power supply) takes its
signal from the tape socket of aNaim
pre-amp. Fitted with its own volume
control, Headline is designed to
achieve a loud, very low noise,
extremely low distortion performance.
Naim warns that Headline must be
used an external power supply such
as the NA PSC, Flat-Cap or Hi-Cap.
Call Nairn Audio Ltd, 01722 332266.

dedicated power supply, and each of
the three front channel output is biwire capable. Up to 40 presets cater for

Logic decoder processes matrixed
surround signals. A six- channel

FM/AM listeners and the AVR1400RD is fitted with RDS and Radio

extension accommodates DTS and
MPEG decoders, Toslink and two

Text. A learning remote control hides
minor buttons and memorises up to 10

SPDIF digital inputs feeding 20-bit

commands on aSystem Call button for
regular operationals sequences.

CD Red Book compatibility. The AVD2000 also has a host of control

Meanwhile, Denon's new AVD-2000

functions to keep AV fans amused.
These include Denon Cinema Equaliser
allows adjustment for brightness, and

multi-purpose deal surround processor
(£380) is designed for maximum
compatibility with current and future
AV formats. An RF input caters for
Dolby AC- 3 digital signals from
LaserDisc players, while aDolby Pro

12

Lambda DACs (front channels) give

ten digital surround modes. Customised
memory settings are also included. The
AVD-2000. Contact UK distributor
Hayden Laboratories, 01753 888447.

NXT COLLECTS MORE
AWARDS AND LICENSEES
NXT, the flat panel loudspeaker technology
developer, notched up its fourth international
accolade of 1997 when it won the AudioVideo Hi Fi
Grand Prix Award. In the run-up to Christmas, NXT
also announced afurther three licensees: Audax, the
major French OEM drive unit supplier owned by
Harman International Group; Alusuisse Kapa GmBH,
the advertising display firm; and Atlas Soundolier
Inc, the professional and commercial audio products
company. For Further details contact NXT (
New
Tranducers Ltd), 01480 451777. ,
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OBITUARY

IBUKA: SONY'S
'GENIUS INVENTOR'
MASARU IBUKA, the engineering brains behind Sony's
8

MULTI- PLAYER JOINS TEAC 500 SERIES
Latest addition to TEAC's Reference 500 Mini Series is . 1new seven-disc CI)
multi-player, the PD-H570. A gold-effect fascia and jluorsecent display complement
the existing 500 Series mini components. A 32-track memory and QDBS Quid:
Bank System are included for simple, quick operation. TEAC aims for competitU'e
performance using an 8-times oversampling one-bit digital-to-analogue converter.
Retail price is ,C300. Further details from TEAC UK Ltd, 01923 819630.

'BBC' ETHOS
EXTENDED
ETHOS ACOUSTICS has developed
its first domestic hi-fi floor standers,
Models 202 and 301, and an update
to its original LS5/12A compact
monitor speaker, now renamed
LS5/12B. All three loudspeakers have
been
developed
by
Graham
Whitehead, the former BBC designer.
The Model 202 floor stander, derived
from the Model 201 studio monitor,
uses a200mm bass driver and 28mm
soft dome tweeter in a ported
enclosure to deliver ' controlled bass
to below 30Hz'. Based on the
LS5/12B, the new Model 301 is afull
range, slimline floor stander. Targetted
at hi-fi and home theatre markets, the
301 may be used as afront pair with
asingle LS5/12B as the centre front
channel. At the heart of the LS5/12B,
Ethos has fitted an uprated, custommade 150mm bass driver for greater
consistency at low temperatures,
making it better equipped for Outside

first-wave innovations, died shortly before Christmas.
Ibuka co-founded Sony's forerunner, Tokyo Telecommunication Engineering Corporation, with marketing
visionary, Akio Morita, in1946. During the 1950s Ibuka
developed Japan's first open-reel tape recorder. Over the
next decade, the firm grew successful following astring
of innovations: Japan's first transistor radio, the world's
first pocket-sized transistor radio, and the world's first
transistorised TV. In the 1960s Ibuka masterminded the
famous Trinitron television, for which Sony is famed.
And after retiring from Sony management in 1976, Ibuka
played a guiding role in Sony's development of the
Walkman and the CD player.
Even before graduating from Waseda University
School of Science and Engineering, Ibuka was nicknamed
'genius inventor'. Ibuka was fiercely proud of the
'invisible creativity' inside Sony's, and indeed, Japanese
products. Paying tribute to Ibuka, Norio Ohga, Sony
Chairman, described him as ' aperson of an entirely
different dimension.'

ATC AT SONY DVD STUDIO
Broadcast conditions. An increase in
sensitivity to 84dB (for 1W/1m) has
also been achieved. Prices are £ 1495
for the LS5/12B, £ 2395 for Model
202 and £2595 for Model 301. More
details available from Ethos Acoustics
Ud, 01895 441177.

ATC has helped Sony Music Studios, New York, evolve
'the definitive 0.1 mastering system for DVD and multichannel applications'. Custom modified active
loudspeakers, based on familiar ATC models from
across the range, have been installed in the first system
acoustically designed by Waterland More details from
ATC, Loudspeaker Technology Ltd, 01285 760561.

'NO COMPROMISE' £ 500 AMPLIFIER LAUNCHED

NEW CABLES
FROM INSERT

MUSICAL FIDELITY is set to launch the new
XA-1 amplifier in March 1998, promising a ' nocompromise sound quality'. The designer's top
priorities are stated as ' sound quality, imaging,
slam/attack, speed and load-driving ability.
The XA-1 is aminimalist design with source
selection between CD, tuner, 3aux, and tape
inputs„ atape monitor and volume control. The
XA-1 retails at £479. For further details contact
Musical Fidelity Ltd on 0181 900 2866.

BRISTOL SHOW BOOST

WITH more than 50 exhibitors booked by the end of December. Sound and Vision Bristol
INSERT AUDIO has developed a
new Mk II version of its IC100
analogue interconnect which now
incorporates high purity Class 1
I.COCC cable and polyethylene
insulation in place of the PVC
previously used. A 1m pair costs
£47. Call Insert on 01622 664070.
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(20-22 February. see Events') looks set to present enthusiasts in the South West with a
feast of hi-fi and home cinema products. Brands on show will range from Acoustic Energy to
Yamaha. Admission is £ 5.00 for adults. £ 3.00 for students, with ccompanied children
admitted free, and visitors can expect to get a 10% discount on most purchases made at
the show Venue is the Marriott Hotel. Lower Castle Street. Bristol. and the Show is
organised jointly by retailers Audio Excellence and Audio T. whose headquarters are
contactable on 01222 228565 and 01865 760844 respectively.

e-mail: saes@musical-images.co.uK
e 11

Audio Visual Design Magazine
recognises Musical Images'
excellence in Home Theatre
design and installation

news
AUDIO CRAFTS FAYRE, CHESTERFIELD
AVONDALE AUDIO has been running
small-scale ' designer' hi-fi shows for a
few years now. They have all been
friendly, low-key affairs featuring many
of the smaller manufacturers that never
make it to the main venues.
Most recent was the Audio Crafts Fayre,
with demonstration rooms and tables loaded
with vinyl, CDs and secondhand classic hifi, held at Ringwood Hall Chesterfield on the

show report by
DAVID BERRIMAN
claimed. Q's own amplifiers and active
crossovers drove them, sourced by aChantry
turntable (this being a modified Rega). In
Loricraft Audio's room (where Loricraft was

demonstrating its Garrard turntables) were
several kit loudspeakers from QTA designed by
physicist Bryn Adams. His TL1 (the only one
Iheard) sounded nicely balanced and costs a
25th and 26th October 1997. There simply
reasonable £595 ready-built in veneered MDF.
isn't space here to write up all the exhibitors,
Looking very tasty indeed was a Gab's TR2It4 25 amp using 3008s in push pull mode
so I've simply mentioned those
valve pre-amp from Hynes Acoustics.
which stood out either for sound
turned and polished to arich wood finish.
With its solid wood front panel and
quality, originality or aesthetics.
Papworth Audio Technology was showing
control knobs, Hynes Acoustics has
Perhaps the most novel was a
its new M100 valve/FET monoblocks and
just one dealer: Steven Harper Audio
directly-coupled,
output
also its new M200 FET amplifier.
Consultants in London.
Tranformerless valve amplifier,
Gate was making some very pleasant noises
Sounding particularly smooth and
using readily available PL509 TV
with its new TR201 25W push-pull 300B
well integrated (with Sonneteer
tubes, from new company Vadis.
triode monoblock amps driving PosseIt
amplifier and Cambridge Audio CD
The design (patent applied for) has
Albatross speakers. Source was aNottingham
player) was the Acoustic Solutions
aclaimed output impedance of just
Analogue turntable and Gate PRIO1P preEight
loudspeaker.
It's
a
small
two
0.25 ohms, bandwidth from 5Hz
amp. Organisers Avondale showed its new
way reflex with 24nun solid American
to 60Hz, output of 15W into 8
TAPS Turntable Auxiliary Power Supply (a
oak or cherry cabinets at around
ohms
in
stereo
and
50W
seven-stage filter to clean up the 50Hz mains
£1200 per pair.
connected as monoblocks.
waveform. Looking a bit Naim-like was
Altogether
different
were
a
small
Another innovative product was Innovative Q
Avondale's new single knobbed black/brushed
pair of Heil Air Motion Transformer
the Q series loudspeakers in the
Loudspeaker uses a

speakers playing in the Zeroth Audio
Chantry room. These unusual JEIL horn, manied
room. These wedge-shaped miniatures,
looking designs had asmooth, clean to a rear-mounted
with AMT tweeter mounted on top
effortless quality and utilise aJBL compression driver,
horn, married to arear-mounted and Dywudio woofer sounded sweet, clean and open.
The Audio Workshop showed its Cyclone
compression driver, and Dynaudio woofer.
C34 solid oak cylindrical speakers. Cabinet
Very wide horizontal and vertical dispersion,
and stand are built like barrels, then lathe
low distortion and flat frequency response are

aluminium pre-amplifier.
Finally, your truly, DBS Audio, was at
Chesterfield demonstrating the HiFi News
DBS7 kit speakers, the new low-cost Clio

`Lite' sound measuring system (upgradeable
to full specification Clio) and Sofia
computerised valve curve tracer.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
ARCM is not exhibiting at the Northern Hi Fi Show, 7-8 February,

and has asked us to state that it never had any intention of taking
part, despite the impression given to the contrary last month.
THE AUDIO NOTE SALON of Glasgow and Edinburgh has been
appointed sole Scottish and North of England dealer for Path Premier
products, including Mark Levinson, Bow, Technologies, Revel and
other home cinema products including Runco and DaLite. Call 0141
357 5700 (Glasgow) or 0131 226 7000 ( Edinburgh).
AUDIOGUEST Cable Centres, where up to 14 speaker cables, nine
interconnects and four AV or digital cables from Audioquest can be
auditioned on home trial prior to purchase, have grown to atotal of
100 around Great Britain. Call 01223 203200 for details.
THE BINAURAL SOURCE offers binaural sound demonstrations at
its web site for free downloading in MPEG format via Quicktime or
freeware MPEG players, 001 415 457 9052.
CARY can now supply the 805c monoblock power amplifiers
[reviewed this month by MC] with Western Electric 300B tubes instead
of Cetron types. Price is slightly higher at £8995. Contact UK
distributor The Audiophile Club on 0181 882 2822.
DESIGN AUDIO CLASSICS, new Glasgow ' high-end' outlet, is
contactable on 0141 353 7474, fax 0141 353 7444.
EMI's new CD plant ( pictured) has been purpose-built with a400,000
disc per day capacity, using flowline technology in an ecoefficient
environment for high-volume round-the-clock production.
FINESPLICE has appointed former Decca editing chief, Nigel Gayler,
known for his work with Pavarotti, to its team of specialist editors.
KJ WEST ONE, the well-known dealer in New Cavendish Street,
London WI, has been acquired by The Hi Fi Company, which has two
stores in Peterborough. Contact numbers are 0171 486 8262/3
(London) and 01733 358141 ( Peterborough).
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MOORGATE ACOUSTIZS has overhauled its website, visited by

6000 in its first year, with asecondhand sales section and news on
Arcam, Audiolab, Cyrus, Linn, Loewe, Nain and Wilson Benesch. Visit
www.demon.co.uk/moorgate/, or call 01142 756048.
SERIOUS KIT has opened aspecialist audio shop at 431, Bury New
Road, Prestwich, Manchester, to sell mainly British brands including
ProAc, Harbeth, Trichord, Sugden, Shearne, Audio Note, Rogers,
Neat, FiRax and Target, 0161 798 9649.
THOMAS TRANSDJCI RS has renamed its loudspeaker brand Ira
(pronounced b-star-a) it transpires that 'Bravura' is atrademark
owned by Bose. Call Thomas Transducers on 01424 813888.
TOTAL SOUND AND VISION's five 'most prestigious' retail outlets
in Aberdeen, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Gateshead and Stockton on Tees
are to stock Linn hi-fi and will have Loewe televisions on permanent
demonstration. Call 0161 280 5115.
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Technics

THE CLOSEST YOU'LL GET TO THE SOUND IN

HIS HEAD.

COURTESY OF RAY DAVIES 1997.
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With our large selection

of valve

pre and power amplifiers we can tune asystem
to provide you with exactly the sound you wish,
within your budget. We install all purchases to
ensure you achieve the best sound it is capable
conrad-johnson

PV- 10A

pre- amplifier and mv-55 power

amplifier. An exceptional duo; true high end sound at an
affordable cost.

of in your own home. Our aftersales policy is
second to none.

Audio Analogue — remarkable new
solid state amplification from Italy
with amost valve like sound.
Exceptional value and
all include phono stages for MM
and MC. Puccini SE integrated
amplifier 50 wpc £ 595
Bellini pre- amplifier £ 475
Donizetti dual mono amplifer
6o wpc £ 575.
Graaf GM200

OTL

amplifier

Abench mark in sound quality at
its price. If you have not heard
what an output transformerless
design can do in terms of transparency, imaging and speed, we
would be pleased to offer you that
pleasure. Extraordinary at f8000.
Look out for the new GM20.
OTL

performance and Italian build
quality at £ 2750.

Bravura Virtuoso Horns

Audiostatic oci — afull range

Golden Tube si 5o

—agreat looking horn speaker.

electrostatic speaker with a

Warm and natural sound with no

An integrated amplifier with

modern appearance. Exceptional

asweet, pure sound normally

hint of " shout". An excellent

bass and imaging without any

associated with products

combination with single- end

tight " hot spot". £ 2500 apair.

above this class.

amplifiers. Three versions

With full remote control £ 999.

available from £ 2995 apair.

Benz- Micro Glider (
not shown)
Atrue highend cartridge at an amazing price. Swiss hand- built
quality resulting in exceptional tracking ability and ahuge,
3D sound stage. o.9mv output usually means that step-up devices
can be avoided with most decently designed pre- amplifiers,
with no loss of speed.
Benz- Micro and Clearaudio MC cartridges at very special prices for
alimited period only. Please phone for details.

Demonstrations by appointment only
Unison- Research Simply 845 — the latest integrated amplifier
from Unison - Research. Very 3- dimensional sound imaging with
tremendous looks £ 2950.

0171 380 0866

Camden town, London Nwl

FAX: 0171 383 5028
E.MA1L:

io-165o,2424@compuserve.com
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Pioneer CD recorders
'Make your own CDs - absolutely true to the original'
JUST afew years ago, the idea of making your own CD copies at home would have
seemed like an impossible dream. Now, of course, it's not only possible but simple
and trouble-free. Recordable CD, or CD- R, is astandard format for recording
on 'write-once/read many times' compact discs. In the early 1990s, several
companies introduced Recordable CD machines for professional studio use, but it was
Pioneer which introduced the technology to consumer audio. So we're delighted to be
able to offer two Pioneer CD- Rmachines as the main prizes in this free-entry

£000
worth of
rizes

competition.
Pioneer's widely-acclaimed PDR-05, and the lower-cost PDR-04, allow you to record and play
back CD digital sound perfectly, bit-for- bit, at home. CD- Rtechnology involves absolutely no
data compression or expansion processing, so sound quality remains true to the original
With aCD- R, you can record whole albums, or add atrack at atime until the disc is full. Once recording
is finished, the disc is permanent and ( unlike the recently- introduced CD-RW, ' Rewritable', erasable discs)
is certain to play back correctly on any standard CD player in use today', just like afactory- made CD. So
you can make CD- Rcopies for the car, asecond system or even or your computer CD-ROM drive.

C

FIRST PRIZE: PIONEER PDR-05 PLUS 10 DISCS
Pioneer's PDR-05 recorder will record on to CD- Rfrom
Compact Disc, MiniDisc or any analogue source. A built-in
Sample Rate Converter allows direct recording from digital
sources sampled at 48kHz ( such as DAT) and 32kHz as
well as the CD standard, 44.1kHz. One Touch Synchro
Q
recording (from any digital source), automatic trackC., c,'‘.
number writing and a 'Talk Back' user interface make for
easy recording. Superb playback quality is assured by the
use of two twin DACs operating in differential mode, pus
oneer's Legato Link Conversion 'S' digital filters. Complete
with full-function remote control, the PDR-05 normally retails at
£1000. Our First Prize winner will also receive 10 CD- Rdiscs:

PRIZE: PIONEER PDR-04 PLUS 10 DISCS
Like the PDR-05, the PDR-04 uses Pioneer's Stable Platter Mechanism and is capable of recording any (44.1kHz)
digital or analogue sound source. The PDR-04 also incorporates an Auto Level Control for even easier recording
from analogue sources. The 1- bit D/A converter uses an 8-times oversampling filter. With full-functior remote
control, the PDR-04 normally retails at £700. Our Second Prize winner will also receive 10 CD- Rdiscs:
THIRD PRIZE: PIONEER PD-5705 CD PLAYER
Our Third Prize winner will receive ahigh-performance
Pioneer CD player, the PD- S705. Built around Pioneer's
Stable Platter Mechanism, the PD- S705 also features
_
Pioneer's 'Clean DAC-Drive' system, reducing the noise of
—
-—
the power supply to aminimum for pure sound, and Class
A FET output stage. It comes with full remote control and
normally retails at £300.
•While only an estimated 30% of existing CD players will play CD-RW discs, future CD players from major
manufacturers will be CD-RW compatible.
HOW TO ENTER: Complete the entry form, answer the three questions, and send it to: Pioneer Competition,
Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9
2TA, to arrive before the closing date of Friday, 20 March, 1998
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of entry form a, acceptable, but only one lOrm
per reader 6 allowed. No ,,, her correspondence should be
enclosed with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or
other alternatives to the prim: offered. The winners will be
the first correct entries opened. 3) Employe. of Link House
Magazines and Pioneer and their agents will not be eligible to
enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday, 20
March 1998, when judging will be carried out. The Editor's
decision will be final and binding. No correspondence will be
entered into regarding the competition. 5) The priaewinners
will be notified by post, and the results will be published in
the May H)98 Hi- Ft News & Re.ord Review 6) Ent, forms
received become the property of link House Magaaines Ltd.
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Pioneer Competition

Name

THE QUESTIONS
1. Which feature enables
the PDR-05 to make direct
recordings from 48kHzsampled sources such as
DA T?
a) built-in Sample Rate
Converter
b) twin DACs
c) automatic tracknumber writing
d) Legato Link 'S'
2. Which feature of the
PDR-04 makes it even
easier to record from
analogue sources?
a) 1-bit D/A conversion
b) 8-times oversampling
c) Auto Level Control
d) full remote control
3. Which exclusive Pioneer
design feature is found in
the PDR-05, PDR-04 and
the PD-S705 player?
a) Synchro Record
b) Stable Platter
mechanism
c) Class A FET output
stage
d) Auto Level Control

—

Address
THE ANSWERS
2.

1

old prefer NOT to receive further direct mail, please tick this box

Postcode
u Daytime tel no:

SIMPLY.In aclass of their own

Simply Two

Simply Four

When Unison Research introduced the Simply Two and Simply Four, they set new standards.
For sheer musical enjoyment. For impeccable style and build quality. And real value for money.
Simply Two and Four gave you the magical single-ended valve sound, rich in grace, space and clarity. With enough
power to drive all but the most difficult loudspeakers. No wonder the reviewers raved. Hi Fi News called the Simply
Two "Simply Stunning". Hi Fi World gave the Simply Four top-star rating with the words "Aclassic". And today the
Simply Two and Four are still leaders of their class, unmatched for musical enjoyment.

Simply 845

Now, Unison Research have exceeded even their own high standards. Enter the Simply 845. With its supremely
elegant styling it demands to be seen as well as heard. And the quality of construction is quite literally in aclass of its
own, leaving the competition far behind. 24 watts of pure single-ended triode power give enough driving ability for
virtually any loudspeaker, whilst the sound it provides is everything you could wish for from avalve amplifier - natural,
spacious and totally convincing. We believe the Simply 845 is one of the most enjoyable sounding integrated amplifiers
money can buy*. If you're serious about listening to your music, you owe it to yourself to audition the Simply 845.
We promise, you won't be disappointed.
For more information and the name of your nearest Unison Research stockist contact:

U.K.D.

23 RICHINGS WAY
IVER, SLO 9DA, BUCKS. ENGLAND
TEL: 01 753-652669 FAX: 01753-654531
*Simply 845 costs £2,995. Simply Two £995. Simply Four P £ 1,555
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DVD-Audio:
the ;aga
cortinues,
witi player
conpatibiity
problems
and royalty
clairs
pushing up

,,r

he DVD Forum held its
European members' meeting
in Berlin in October, and six
weeks
later
there
was
an
independent DVD Summit meeting
in Paris. The
Summit,
and
confirmation that the DVD Forum
is now ready to set a standard for
DVD-Audio [see ' News'], came m
the record industry's trade bodies
finally owned up and publicly
admitted that their Internation
Steering Committee had abandoned
listening tests on DVD-Audio.
The ISC had been set up 18
months
ago
by
the
IFPI
(International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry) and RIAA
(Recording Industry Association of
America), to report by the end of
1997. The ISC had not even agreed
on how to test. Now, despite howls
of protest
from
the
record
companies (which pay the IFPI and
RUA to represent them), the
Committee acknowledges that it
cannot ' choose a winning sound
format'.
'Abandoning centralised listening
tests does not mean that the
introduction of DVD-Audio will be
slowed' say ihe IFPI and R/AA,
hoping that the availability of a
number of sound formats need not
result in separate DVD players in
the marketplace'.
Shrugging off its promised
responsibility, the ISC says the
electronics industry should develop
a DVD Audio player that selfadjusts to whichever disc standard
the owner tries to play on it. Sony
has already said it will launch DSD
as a consumer format in 1999.
Dolby is pushing AC- 3 for
worldwide use. Philips is still
plugging MPEG-2 for DVD-Video
in Europe, but will support DSD
for DVD-Audio.
Promotional demonstrations of
DSD are planned for London early
in 1998. DTS is on offer for DVDVideo and Audio. The first DTS
decoders, from Yamaha, will not
work with existing DVD players
because DTS has only recently
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manufacturers can buy asingle oneproposed astandard for flagging the
DTS bit-stream so that a player Istop licence to make DVD players
and discs without fear of legal
handshakes
with
a decoder.
problems.
Meanwhile Circuit City, the largest
The DVD Forum applied to the
electronics retail chain in the USA,
Department of Justice in America,
has backed a modified version of
the Fair Trade Council of Japan and
DVD, called Divx.
the EC Council in Europe for
Panasonic, Thomson and LG/
permission to pool patents and
Goldstar are supporting Divx, as
provide a one-stop licence shop.
well the Universal and Disney
Said Koji Hase: 'We convinced
studios. The Divx disc is encrypted
so that it will play only on a them all that the royalty rate on a
single licence would be lower than
modified DVD player, and then
only for two days. After that a if manufacturers had to negotiate
separately with patent holders. But
modem in the player connects to the
there may have to be two pools, one
Divx control centre and sucks
run by Philips and Sony, and the
money from the owner's bank
other by the rest of us'.
account for further playtime.
This is exactly what has now
Divx is a ' closed' system; existing
happened. Hitachi, Matsushita,
DVD players cannot be modified.
Mitsubishi, Time Warner and JVC
So if Divx is successful, they are
have now authorised Toshiba to
obsolete. The Internet seethes with
split aroyalty of 4% on players, with
messages of resentment from dealers
a minimum fee of $ 4, and 7.5 US
who are trying to sell existing 'open'
cents per disc. But Thomson of
DVD players, and the 250,000 early
France refuses to pool. So do
adopters who have already bought
Philips, Sony and Pioneer who
them. Patents filed by Divx
already charge 3.5% on players, and
(formerly Zoom TV) show that the
5US cents per disc.
company would like to extend the
Manufacturers also face separate
system to cover ordinary CDs.
royalty claims from Discovision
Associates, US company MPEG LA
FIGHTING A LOSING WAR
which controls a pool of video
But says Toshiba's Koji Hase,
compression patents, and any other
Chairman of the DVD Forum:
companies, as yet unknown, who
'Circuit City is fighting alosing war.
claim essential patent rights. MPEG
It is not a DVD format. In many
LA is charging 10% interest on
respects that's the end of the story.
royalties for use back to 1994.
Some manufacturers have a strong
Jan Oosterveldt explains Philips'
trading relationship with Circuit City
position: 'We have always wanted
so they couldn't say no. Hollywood
one pool. Up until the end of last
studios are being paid to release
year, 1996, it was assumed Philips
titles. As Disney said, why not?
would handle it, like CD. Then
'Circuit City is now in trouble
Matsushita backed off. Ihave never
because no-one wants to help.
known why.
Competing stores say "why should
'We tried to get Matsushita back
we?". They are resentful because
on board. We had many meetings.
they saw DVD as the one product
It was like the United Nations. But
they could sell this autumn. No-one
we could not get Matsushita back
wants to help Circuit City now it
on board and did not want to wait
has rocked the boat.
any longer. We said we must go
'Perhaps some years later the time
ahead and publish our proposals
might be right for amodified DVD
because we had already worked with
system. But not now. It's very
the Department of Justice on CD
counter-productive. Divx (then
licensing.
Zoom TV) approached Toshiba two
`So we approached all the
years ago to talk about the system.
companies individually. Pioneer
They wanted me to sign a nondisclosure agreement, but Isaid I accepted our offer. There were
cannot build a firewall between
DVD and what you tell me. So I
never signed.'
Jan Oosterveldt, Director of
Strategy at Philips, confirms that all
the talk of Divx is 'hurting' sales of
'open' DVD players. Remember,
always, that DVD-Audio can only
hope to succeed by riding on the
back of any success enjoyed by
DVD-Video.

PATENT COMPLICATIONS
On top of all this, there is still no
patent pooling scheme whereby

meetings, which IBM chaired. But
in September we said " the debate
is over".
'The other six formed their own
pool. But Thomson did not want to
join and has not yet said what it will
do. The MPEG video licences are
separate. We give MPEG audio free,
Dolby charges alicence. Then there
is DVA. And there will be additional
licenses to pay on Phase Change for
recordable DVD.'
Adding it all up puts alikely $ 20
on the factory cost of aDVD player.
Bony Fox
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or the first few days Ikept
thinking a spaceship had
landed in my living room! And
Iwasn't the only one. People came
over and gasped when they saw it.
Some products you simply can't
ignore; their sheer physical presence
dominates the room, and the
Domus by Ghibaldani is one of
these. A turntable you have to see
and touch to appreciate it. It's more
than just size: it's the grandness of
the design, the airy spaciousness of
the overall conception.
Had the Domus appeared in the
1960s or '
70s, reviewers would no

doubt have described its appearance
as futuristic: hi-fi for the 21stcentury. But today, in a world
dominated
by
Information
Technology and microchips, it
strikes one as magnificently baroque.
Like asteam locomotive built for the
'90s, its lavish engineering and
massive construction pay homage to
a mechanical age that's fast
disappearing.
With vinyl replay now something
of a minority interest in mass
market terms, it makes sense to
pitch anew turntable at the very top
of the market. The Domus will

The Ghibaldani Domus: a no- compromise
turntable design for those who want to
play LPs in the grandest of style

by JAMES M HUGHES

In aworld
dominated by
Information
Technology
and
microchips,
it strikes
one as
magnificently
baroque.
Like asteam
locomotive
built for
the ' 90s,
its lavish
engineering
and massive
construction
pay homage to
amechanical
age that's fast
disappearing

appeal to those who want an
exclusive, hand-crafted product that
offers incredible styling, lavish
construction
and
superb
performance. Certainly, Ghibaldani
has spared no expense to make the
Domus turntable as good as it can
be.
Not that such extravagance
comes cheap. The retail price is
around £ 10,000, without arm and
cartridge. So the Domus is very
much aturntable for lottery winners
or the exceptionally well-heeled.
Design and styling are clearly an
important part of the whole
package, but the principal intention
was to make a turntable that
sounded good. It's aproduct for the
serious audiophile, not just those
interested in style and exclusivity.
From a technical standpoint
there's little about the design of the
Domus that is ground-breaking or
revolutionary. It's asuspended subchassis turntable supported by three
adjustable inverted springs. The
clear acrylic platter is belt-driven by
an AC synchronous motor powere d

6
1 )\i
'°FCOVERY
from an external crystal-controlled
power supply offering switchable
33/45 speeds. A high degree of
mechanical isolation from structureborne acoustic feedback is achieved,
ensuring stable performance.
Using CAD- CAM technology,
the massive 350mm thick subchassis is cut from asolid billet of
Acetal, arigid self-damping material
that's about 95% acrylic. The large
support base and suspension/motor
turrets are also made from Acetal,
again cut from solid billets to
achieve maximum strength, selfdamping and structural integrity.
The
complete
turntable
is
supported by three adjustable goldplated brass domes that sit on a
circular glass platform.
It's abig unit, almost 70cm in
diameter (nearly 27in across!),
and weighing around 6 stones.
The unusual shape clearly
calls for a dedicated stand,
and Ghibaldani has one on
the drawing board that will
include a shelf for the power
supply plus a remotecontrolled motorised lift for
the large perspex dome lid.
However, Iused the review
sample on a Frameworks
stand and it fitted quite
/ nicely.
/

An important design feature
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of the Domus is that its sub-chassis
is dynamically balanced. The aim is
to achieve equal weight on all three
springs so the suspension bounces
evenly. Without this balance, you
can only achieve an even bounce by
employing springs of differing
tension strengths. Though excellent
results may be yours after much
patient adjustment, Ghibaldani
prefers to balance the sub-chassis
and utilise three identical springs.
To this end, two weighted goldplated brass platforms are provided
to counter-balance the tonearm.
These can be altered in mass to
match exactly the effect of the arm
fitted. Ghibaldani used the SME IV
while developing the Domus and
strongly recommends it, or its more
expensive stablemate, the model V.
Other
arms
could
be
accommodated, but the ballast
weights would need to be changed.
Although this was not specifically
part of the original design brief, it
would be possible to use the Domus
with up to three tonearms — rather
like the old Micro Seiki DDX-1000.
However, this would almost
certainly affect the balance of the
sub- chassis unless all three arms
were of equal weight. Some
compromise in the optimum
positional relationship between
motor and stylus for the extra two
arms would result too — a point
which I'll discuss in more detail a
little later on.
The
main
centre bearing
supporting the 250mm thick acrylic
platter as it revolves is a key
component; it needs to have low
friction and minimal free play, as
well as low noise. Ghibaldani opts
for an inverted stainless steel shaft
with a close- tolerance phosphorbronze bearing made by an
engineering
company
that
specialises in making parts for
McLaren Formula One cars.
Tolerances are held below 3
microns!
To reduce noise, side- wall
contact is kept to a minimum, and
the bearing spins on a hardened
steel ball. The height of the contact
point is close to the surface of an
LP, thus keeping the centre of
gravity low whilst minimising
adverse movement. This, coupled
with the precision machining of the
platter, sometimes makes it difficult
to tell when the thing is actually
spinning — there's so little up and
down movement it can look as if the
platter is stationary when it is not.
The synchronous drive motor is
positioned at about 1 o'clock,
alongside the rear of the tonearm, to
minimise the adverse physical
effects of any transmitted noise or
vibration. Think of the motor
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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power cable

phono cable
armboardl
counterweight
for variety of
tonearms

dummy housing for
45rpm adaptor
line of acetal
sub-base under
acrylic base

acrylic base

counterweight

line of
acrylic
platter

sub-chassis
suspension turret
suspension turret
counterweight

driving the stylus: Ghibaldani's aim
is to ensure that any spurious
movement between motor and
stylus lines up with the front of the
cartridge, so the stylus cannot sense
it. This minimises losses of
information caused by having a
compliant coupling (belt/sprung
suspension) between motor and
platter.
Of course, the use of agood stiff
power supply that allows phase and
voltage to be adjusted for low noise
(as here) should minimise such
problems. But it's not just a
question of that; there's a potential
problem with slight movement
between motor and platter leading
to subtle pitch irregularities. The
suspension on the Domus is fairly
compliant vertically, but quite stiff
horizontally. This helps minimise
unwanted lateral movement, while
the optimum positioning of the
motor adds abit of extra insurance.
Ghibaldani uses Rega's crystalcontrolled electronic power supply
for the Domus. To begin with, this
will be supplied in its original Rega
casing. A lavish Ghibaldani-esque
case to house the supply is waiting
in the wings, and will be made
available to Domus owners as soon
as it is ready. The basic circuit will,
however, remain unaltered, the
change being merely cosmetic.
Ghibaldani intends the Domus to
be used with the LP clamped firmly
to the platter, minus mat. Being a
staunch fan of the Ringmat, Ibriefly
tried this when the deck arrived, but

It was
impressive to
hear Domus
maintain the
individuality of
different
synthesizer
lines, allowing
one to follow
the repetitive
patterns of
each, and thus
how the track
had been
built up,
layer- by- layer

SUPPLIER
Ghibaldani
Design,
21 Barn Hill,
Wembley Park,
Middlesex.
HA9 9LD.
Tel: 0181-904
5421

concluded that the sound was better
when used as supplied. But some
days later, Itried again, raising the
tonearm height to compensate for
the change in vertical tracking
angle. This done, Ifelt the sound
improved noticeably, so all my
subsequent
listening
was
undertaken using the Ringmat and
a Shun-Mook style Mpingo record
weight rather than the supplied
clamp.
Perhaps at this point you're
wondering exactly how the Domus
come into being, and what
prompted its launch. The design
itself is the brainchild of Ben
Ghibaldani, who conceived the
project for his A-level engineering
studies. The original turntable
(which I've neither seen nor heard)
apparently featured an MDF subchassis but was similar in concept, if
somewhat less extravagantly
constructed. Evidently it worked
pretty well: so well that the
Ghibaldanis began to get ideas...
After hearing the prototype
against other good turntables and
CD, Ben and his father started to
ponder the commercial possibilities
of aproperly finished/styled version.
The Ghibaldanis felt their creation
sounded better than, or at the very
least comparable to, the finest
turtables available. So they started
to look at the commercial
possibilities of marketing it,
deciding on a no- compromise
approach
to
design
and
construction. Conventional wisdom
23

justified in sonic terms — it's surely
in a price- class beyond normal
considerations of value for money
— but it is special, and no mistake.
The Domus produced a big, full
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has it that the turntable is the
dominant component in a record
playing system, so Idecided to
listen initially with something less
than my very best cartridge. Instead
of fitting the Transfiguration Spirit,
Ichose Ortofon's MC- 30 Supreme:
agood, solid performer, not exactly
inexpensive, but hardly in the exotic
class inhabited by the Spirit.
Naturally, you'd want aturntable
costing almost ten- grand to be
pretty wonderful.
But
how
wonderful? Iconfess, if Iwere
spending this much on a turntable,
I'd
want
something
really
exceptional — exceptional to the
point where its qualities would
make a £25 budget cartridge sound
great!
Could the Domus/SME
combination in tandem with
a pickup like the Ortofon
MC- 30
Supreme

produce a sound so good you'd
almost think it couldn't be bettered?
In a nutshell, it could and it did.
The sound did seem to have that
Something Extra which only occurs
when the turntable/arm system is
superlative. Call it control, stability,
security, solidity, purpose... it all
adds up to making your LP records
sound like mastertapes, and the
music informative and involving —
qualities that make you forget all
about the mechanics of vinyl
reproduction. I'm not saying the
Domus's hefty selling figure is fully
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sound. It has exceptional control
and bottom-end tightness, yet bass
is powerful and deep with excellent
dynamics. Stereo imagery is wide
and stable, while clarity is good — a
quality further enhanced by the use
of aRingmat. Vocals were positively
placed centre-stage, with impressive
projection and attack. At the same
time, quieter sounds placed far left
and right weren't smudged; you
could always hear the complete
picture.
Inoticed this especially while
playing an old LP by Kraftwerk —
Computer World, a synthetic,
'processed' recording in every
respect. But it was nevertheless

"IMIIIM111111111111111111111111111111immium
The drawing and
photo above show the
promised, visuallymatching Domus
power supply unit.
This will replace the
adapted Rega power

supply provided with
the first 15
production turntables

impressive to hear Domus maintain
the individuality of different
synthesizer lines, allowing one to
follow the repetitive patterns of
each, and thus how the track had
been built up, layer-by-layer. You
could hear (say) three instrumental
lines intertwine, yet keep their own
separate identities while forming a
cohesive whole.
It wasn't just to do with an
exceptional clarity and separation,
although these were certainly
important factors. Rather, it was
the way the individual timbres of
each synthesizer line were
revealed and maintained,
despite changes going
on
elsewhere.
Somehow it was
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ring you tend to get when metals

possible to detect a specific
timbrai quality of sound unique to
each instrument, which made it

are used. The result was a clean,
open sound, devoid of obvious
colorations yet, paradoxically, both

plain who was playing what, and
how. It's hard to explain, yet easy

neutral and tonally colourful.
Lucid and tactile, with all the
focus and precision of CD, it
nonetheless avoided digital

to hear. It made the music so
much more interesting and
accessible.
The Domus maintained the

sterility. Surface noise was
' low, too, enhancing the
impression of clean, solid

rhythmic timing of the music —
something which isn't always
the case with large heavy ' mass

music emanating from a
near- silent background.

and damping' turntables. Yes, it
did sound weighty, solid, and

A special turntable then?
' No question. Very expensive

controlled, but not in that sterile
over-damped fashion. The music
was involving and human, yet
impressively stable and very clean.

egoe#0,
,
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material for the sub- chassis and
platter had taken away the resonant

fi
o
nf
ish,d
course,
an b
d ut
handsomely
beautifu l l y

engineered to give a lifetime's

It's always hard to say exactly what
it is that creates such an effect;
inevitably it is a combination of
several things, not just one single
magic ingredient.
Even so, Idid feel the use of a
rigid but well- damped plastic

/

-/
----"-'

from anvve skates the symmetrical lame

listening enjoyment. Fortunately,
its stunning looks are matched by
outstanding sonic performance: it
sounds as good as it looks, and that's
saying something. The Domus is a
pleasure to use, too — simple, and
functionally elegant. Those who want
to play LP records with the grandest
of style need look no further...

DESIGN FEATURES AND DEVELOPMENT
IN DESIGNING the Domus, Ghibaldani
openly acknowledges its debt to turntable
design classics. Important influences include
Pink Triangle, Michell, and especially, Rega.
Ben Ghibaldani set himself two specific
technical goals: minimal movement between
platter hub and tonearm pivot, and maximal
isolation from external vibration. In
describing this as a 'closed loop', Ghibaldani
revives one of Linn's central design tenets for
its LP12. Yet although both 'closed loops' rely
on atriple- sprung, suspended subchassis and an AC, belt-drive, the
Domus bears practically no other
resemblance to the LP12.
The easily adjusted, tension spring suspension system is anovel
design based on engineering
principles developed by Ben
Ghibaldani during development of
his A level project turntable. A
critical design feature is the intricate
construction surrounding the Domus
spring, developed to eliminate all
forms of audible ' ringing'. The
springs are coupled to the
suspension posts and subchassis
support members via special rubber
isolation washers eliminating all
metal to metal contact.
Apart from its unique triple
suspension system, further isolation
between motor and subchassis/arm
assemblies is furnished by the
independently mounted motor
casing to the sub-base. The motor itself is then
isolated one stage further by mounting on
rubber grommets. Finally, the sub- base is
isolated from the main base via special oil
impregnated rubber 0- rings. Ghibaldani
also argues that critical positioning of the
motor adjacent to the tonearm base
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minimises vibration transmission to the
cartridge and tonearm.
Mass plays oport in Domus, but (as
described in the review) its use is limited to
ensuring easily adjustable static/dynamic
balance for the selected tonearm.
For the inverted main bearing in apreproduction Domus„ othrust ball was located
by apin.-prick in the top of the shaft. But this
was found to be too prone to rumble and
bedding- in problems. In its place Ghibaldani

uses afree-floating thrust ball at the top,
retaining a5mm sleeve around the bottom of
the snail. The finished, one-piece phosphor
bronze becrring is honed to a3micron
tolerance and motched to the precision
ground stainless steel inner shaft which is
shaped like an T in section to give lower

friction and rumble. Due to the machining
process used, each bearing and shaft are a
matched pair for optimum performance.
Ben Ghibaldani is adamant that the use of
felt or rubber mat would cause aserious
resonance discontinuity undermining the
'closed loop' ideal. The Domus platter is of
highly polished acrylic, amaterial whose
resonance behaviour is as close as possible
to that of vinyl. A purpose-designed record
clamp ensures intimate vinyl-to-acrylic
contact. Subchassis and thick
base structure are both fabricated
from acetal, astiff, low- mass
material, difficult to machine.
Since both surfaces have to be
kept in the same degree of
tension, a0.5 mm sliver is
removed from alternate faces at
each stage of machining, to
prevent warping. Only the
subchassis is critically
'thicknessed', otherwise
manufacturing would become
unnecessarily protracted.
Ghibaldani is using amodified
Rego Planar 9 power supply in an
initial production batch of 15
machines. Thereafter, aradical,
shallow-domed spun aluminium
casing will supersede the Rega
unit, featuring acircular PCB and
'layered' construction techniques
unique to Domus, and consistent
with the turntable aesthetic.
Domus's first customers (who will have paid
£9400 inc VAT for the turntable, plus £705
for the power supply) will be offered a 'very
-attractive' price for aretrofit upgrade to the
domed version, which will subsequently sell
for £ 1410. Current delivery time is quoted at
six weeks.
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ust why did it take so long for
Nagra to succumb to the lure

roaring success. One thing led to
another. Schlup came up with the
miracle combination of an all- tube
pre-amp bearing every hallmark of
Nagra-ness: utter functionality,
bomb- proof construction and
portability. Why the latter? Force of
habit, I suppose; it's not as if
audiophiles have a tendency to
schlup, er, schlep pre- amps from

of domestic audio? The
legendary Swiss makers of portable
recording equipment for film crews
and spies seem to have been
surprised that their reputation
preceded them. What they didn't
know is that every audiophile who
ever laid eyes on a Nagra IV
recorder wanted one. Badly. Even
if he or she never used tapes!
Every
item
Nagra
has
produced in its near- halfcentury oozes two qualities
which elude traditional highend manufacturers. The first
is a total resistance to the
aesthetic requirements
which make ' normal'
hi-fi domestically
acceptable: Nagra
designs solely for
functional
excellence. The 11Pe
second? Nagra's
build quality —
the three ` Fs' of
Fit,
Finish
•
and Feel —
exceeds the
standards of
almost every
OFF
audio maker.
Amusingly,
though, the
alpine
tape
deck mavens
have entered
the high- end
not with a tape
recorder, but
with a preamplifier, and a
battery- powered valve
one at that. Why the sea change?
Jean-Claude Schlup, Nagra's
Research
and
Development
Manager, needed aphono stage. It's

house to house. But given the
adherence to family practices, the
PL-P could be mistaken for one of
the Nagra portable recorders around
which a cult of well-heeled
audiophiles do their naked- in-themoonlight dance.
Measuring just 310x76x254 mm
(whd) and weighing 4.45kg, it
resembles aNagra IV, but instead of
atape transport you see a top-plate
drilled for ventilation and featuring
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that simple. Steven Lee of Canorus,
the company's American distributor,
had already finessed Schlup into
producing aone-off Nagra IV with a
tube output stage, and it was a

Every
audiophile who
ever laid eyes
an aNagra IV
-ecorder
wanted one.
1
3adly.
Even if he or
she never used
tapes!
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Nagra, the pro tape recorder
specialist, brings Swiss precision
to high- end audio with its
exquisite PL-P pre- amplifier
by KEN KESSLER
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The motherboard is mounted on
elastomer dampers and contains an
ECC81 and an ECC83 for the
phono stage, with two ECC8ls and
four ECC8s in the line stage. Both
sections sport nifty 5000-hour valve
for convenience. Four sets of gold- timers, to let you know when the
tubes need replacing. A replacement
plated phono sockets accept the
leads from atonearm and three line kit comes in a tiny valise, with the
sources. Line-out sockets provide valves protected in dense foam and
for two amps ( for bi-wiring) and with a brace of new timers, which
tape. Next to these is a connector pop in like fuses. The phono section
also features a Nagra-made step-up
for the PLP-CCC3 Power Pack/AC
battery charger, a small aluminium transformer for boosting the output
box which carries the main of moving coils. Headphone users
on/off switch and LEDs will appreciate the two large
transformers nestling in the right of
indicating state of charge.
The PL-P's fascia itself is the case; the signal to aset of cans is
the stuff of which technoid what you'd expect of a company
audiophiles' dreams are which designs its equipment
made. When you rotate primarily for headphone monitoring
by engineers, rather than mere
the large source selector,
audiophiles like us.
avertical red stripe offers
Given the studio mindset and an
a visual indication that
owner's manual running to 37
the
unit
is
on.
(Remember:
you pages, the PL-P requires adifferent
approach from that which serves
might choose to
switch
off
the conventional components. Take, for
meter's illumination example, the auto- muting facility
to conserve battery which operates when you switch
power, hence the between sources. It caught me out,
usefulness of the panicking needlessly, when I
red stripe.) Next switched to phono not knowing that
from the left is a the three- second muting gap
mono/stereo between line positions extends to 15
switch, followed seconds when you select phono.
by two input That's because the phono tubes are
level
controls switched off every time you move to
'T LEVEL
aline source, to extend battery and
which
can
be
locked together via lower the noise; the 15s delay allows
a small
rotary them time to return to ' on' status
2
selector between while eliminating any voltage surges
them. Unlocked, they or audible thumps.
Input level setting lets you
e. allow independent
movement for balance
optimise the pre-amp's behaviour
setting. The multi- and match levels between sources
' function meter shows while keeping the main volume
input levels or battery control where you like it. Inside,
1111611111.11111 strength; it is flanked by jumpers let you choose between pretiny toggles which choose between and post- 1978 RIAA curves, the
source and tape, and meter lamp on latter including a - 3dB rumble filter
or off, or battery check. Lastly, at 30Hz, a choice of 100, 330, lk
there's a large volume control, a and 47k ohm loading, and achoice
toggle to select between main of 47, 100, 220 and 470pF
capacitance. Selecting m-m instead
output/headphone/mute, and a 1
4 in
/
of m-creduces the phono stage gain
headphone socket.
The case is machined from solid by 4.5dB; Iused this by-pass for all
slabs of aluminium, and nearly of my listening, the Crown Jewel
m-c sounding just great fed into a
everything, bar the valves and
sockets, is made in-house. This 47k ohm input and with no
includes the meter, the transformers transformers to negotiate. You
and the knobs. Under the lid the will hear the difference. But for
first things you notice are the two those who opt for lower output
blue NiCad battery packs along the m-cs, or who like extra gain,
back. In an ' emergency', you can the PL-P's transformers are as
good as they get.
pop in eight alkaline D cells.
Note, too, that the line ,
Power supply regulation is
level inputs can be fineprovided by dual DC- to- DC
converters for eliminating power tuned internally via trim
supply ripples. Ididn't mess around pots for channel balance, to
too much with the ' cold' PL-P fresh compensate for bypassing the
from the box, preferring instead to transformers or whatever else your
plug it in for an overnight charge.
heart desires. Additionally, there are
snazzy legends including avery basic
circuit diagram and agraph showing
the ' area of best performance'.
Always thinking of professional
needs, Schlup placed the inputs on
the left and the outputs on the right
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The alpine tape
tech mavens
lave entered
.he hig-h-end
lot wil atape
ecorder,
)Ut with a
we- amplifier,
and a battery3owered valve
ane at that.
Why he sea
-change?
Jean-Claude
Schlup,
Nlagra's
iesearch and
levelopment
Vlanager,
leeded a
3honc .
stage.
I's that

trim pots for the tape loop, useful
not just for optimising tape recorder
performance but also for matching
to external processors. Oh, and no
less than six pages in the manual
deal with earthing and the avoidance
of hum. Luckily, the PL-P suffered
not a trace of it in my set-up, so I
was spared added grief.
Was it a conscious decision to
make the PL-P behave so differently
when in phono than in line mode, or
merely an instinctive understanding
that analogue and digital sources
demand different treatment? Digital
sources and analogue sources are
chalk and cheese, and it's criminal to
expect either to emulate the other in
practice... even though aperfect CD
system and a perfect LP system
would sound exactly the same
because there's only one ' perfection'.
Whatever, the PL- P emphasises
rather than clouds the differences
between analogue and digital,
exploiting the virtues of both rather
than their weaknesses. It's as if
Nagra decided that it was high time
the two learned to co-exist.
Taking the phono stage first, it's
as quiet as you could want, yet so
warm and rich that that it'll make
you worry about your waistline.
This is the kind of edge-free, neverfatiguing, romantic world view
which keeps tubes and vinyl alive.
Of course, it lacks the spooky
background silences of digital
playback, but so what? It's musical,
involving and certainly transparent
and revealing enough to make
minute changes in VTA as audible
as achange of cartridges.
It's vivid because the PL-P gives
you a precise soundstage and
glorious three-dimensionality: mess
with arm height, and you can
hear the soundstage
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probably the two best specialist retailers of hi-fi
and home cinema equipment - give independent
advice, excellent deals and a level of after sales
service that keeps customers
returning
year after
year.
We are not
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dealers, so
why not send
for our full
brochure to
see why.

BRISTOL
65 Park Street
Tel: 0117 926 4975

BASINGSTOKE
4 Feathers Lane
Tel: 01256 324311

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

CARDIFF
134/136 Crwys Road
Tel: 01222 228565

BRENTWOOD
30 Crown Street
Tel: 01277 264730

Ask for your
free copy of
MUSIC AT
HOME
The Ultimate
Guide

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

CHESTER
88/90 Boughton
Tel: 01244 345576
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

EXETER
156 Sidwell Street
Tel: 01392 491194
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment
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58 Bristol Road
Tel: 01452 300046
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f
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FREEPHONE 0500 101501
8am - 10pm 7 days a week

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm

CHELTENHAM
40/42 Albion Street
Tel: 01242 583960
Tues - Fri 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

ENFIELD
159a Chase Side
Tel: 0181 367 3132

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

PRESTON
131 Friargate
Tel: 01772 253057

GANTS HILL
442-444 Cranbrook Rd
Tel: 0181 518 0915

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

SWANSEA
9 High Street
Tel: 01792 474608
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Or return the FREEPOST coupon below

•
• Please send me my FREE copy of
• MUSIC AT HOME - The Ultimate Guide

CAMBERLEY
173-175 London Road
Tel: 01276 685597

Tues - Fri 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

(
UK only)

• 47 years of experience
• authorised dealers
• full demonstration facilities
• 7day exchanges
,A413^11)/e1
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/
• 30 day no charge upgrades
• interest free credit
• part exchange
• 3year guarantee on hi-fi separates and systems
• home loans and home dems

Tues - Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late ' til 8pm
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WORCESTER

WORCESTER
Independence House
The Trinity
Tel: 01905 619059
Tues - Sat3 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

All shops are closed on
Mondays.

Tues - Fri 10am -6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

LONDON
WEST HAMPSTEAD
190 West End Lane
Tel: 0171 794 7848

ACOUSTIC
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PRECISION
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APOLLO
ARCAM
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AUDIOLAB
AUDIOQUEST
B&W
CABLE TALK
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CYRUS
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EPOS
GRADO
KEF
LINN
LOEWE
MARANTZ
MAXELL
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MICHELL
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MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNTSHORT
NAD
NAIM
ONKYO
ORELLE / XTC

Tues -Sat 10am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

PANASONIC

OXFORD
19 Old High Street,
Headington
Tel: 01865 765961

PROAC

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

READING
4 Queens Walk,
Broad Street Mall
Tel: 0118 958 5463

PIONEER
PRO-JECT
QED
QUAD
QUADRASPIRE
REGA
REL
ROKSAN
ROTEL
ROYD

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

RUARK

SWINDON
60 Fleet Street
Tel: 01793 538222

SONY

Tues - Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN
SOUND STYLE
STANDS UNIQUE
TALK
ELECTRONICS
TAN NOV

(
UK only)

•
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branch before
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AMPLIFIERS
Given the
adherence to
family
practices, the
PL-Pcould
outwardly be
mistaken for
one of the
Nagra portable
recorders
around which
acult of wellheeled
audiophiles do
their naked-inthe-moonlight
dance

•
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shift or change shape. Although the
NAGRA
extra tubes add a fine haze in
comparison to the line stages, it's LAB REPORT
not enough to condemn the LP to
Where appropriate,
museums. The sound is also a bit all measurements
softer at the frequency extremes,
were taken at
almost as if Nagra wanted the PL-P OdBV=1V, with
to sound ' vintage' in LP mode.
the two Input
Imagine if alaserdisc player or VCR Level controls and
could sense a black- and-white film
the single Output
and added a hint of sepia to
Level control all set
complete the experience.
to the nominal OdB
The personality changes when position.
you move to the line sections. The
In this position,
sound tightens up, it's more detailed Nagra 'sanalogue
and seemingly faster, but the price
`Modulometer'
you pay is a clinical mop- up. It's
reads OdB, this
razor-sharp from top to bottom, yet corresponding to
there's less ' air' and certainly less
the output of the
warmth. And still, it seems right. first ECC83181
That's partly because the midband line input stage
character doesn't change as much as and contributing
+14.4dB of gain.
do the frequency extremes, and the
physical presentation is unaltered. If The main line
you love the panoramic left-to-right outputs are driven
sweep found in phono mode, you from asecond
can relax: it's still there in the line- ECC83181 gain
block, via the
level stages.
CD sounded — how do Iput this?
Output Level
—
liberated.
The
dynamic control (far right of
capabilities of the PL-P allow CDs to fascia) and brings
+6.4dB to the
breathe freely, to swing from soft to
loud without restraint, and to overall +20.8dB
demonstrate their (alleged) precision pre-amplifier gain.
to better effect that one would expect
Just 91mV of
of aCD-via-tubes. No, Idon't want input level (or
to remind tranny fanatics that they 252pV via the
love to criticise tube lovers as 'those moving-magnet
who just can't take it', as if valves phono input) is
now exist only to ameliorate digital
required to raise
nasties. Believe me: the Nagra filters
1V with all
out nothing, softens no edges, controls set to
compresses no dynamics. What it maximum .
does is allow signals to decay as
The final
smoothly or abruptly as required,
Output Level pot
and this enhances rather than suffered a
embarrasses CD. It even seemed to significant 4.2dB
work with some early discs which channel balance
were notable for coarse, choppy error at - 60dB,
sound. Maybe it was just the early
though this can be
players that sucked, and not the discs corrected by
themselves.
disengaging the
Because the PL-P was designed to Input Level
serve
two
masters
without
'clutch' and
compromise,
it might seem
manipulating the
schizophrenic. Until, that is, you LIR Input Level
abandon the notion that analogue pots separately.
and digital sources should be Moreover, both
assessed by the same standards. It's
Output and Input
like asking tubes to sound like
Level pots betrayed
transistors and vice versa. Instead, surprising
the Nagra says you can have both.
calibration errors
Because of this, referenced to
(red and black
both my professional and personal
traces,
needs and tastes, Imust regard the
respectively).
Nagra PL-P as the choice I'd make Frankly, if a
if you told me Icould only have one
'precision' device of
pre-amp in my possession, and Ihad
this cost has
the requisite £ 7450. As it stands,
controls marked
seeing it depart was the most
+10dB, +20dB
wrenching hi-fi moment I've
and + 40dB then I
experienced since Isaid goodbye to do not expect to
the Marantz Project T-1.
discover outputs of

NARCIf

PL- P PRE AMPLIFIE
+8.9dB, + 15.0dB
and +26.1dB
respectively.
Following acall to
Nagra, it
transpired that a
quantity of AllenBradley
potentiometers had
been supplied with
the wrong track
law. Following a

Fig I. Xagra PL-P: input and output control
,alibration (error in dB)

call to Nagra in
Switzerland,
though, we have
been assured that
production from
December onwards
(the time of
writing) will use
correctly calibrated
potentiometers.
This has no
direct bearing on

Fig .Vagra PL-P: frequotcy responses, line
inpm . ohl phono input (
sec text)

sound quality —
unlike the
response(s) which
begin to reveal the
differences in tonal
quality between
line and disc inputs
[Fig 2, black and
red traces,
respectively]. Here
the + 1dB boost to
the phono stage's
mid and upper bass

Nagra PL-P: distortion, ni-rn phono
input, 0-20kHz sweep (see text)
Fig 3.

(1) is self-evident,
along with the

Line and Phono

amounting to

sweet-sounding

inputs may

0.7-0.06% front

decline of its

correlate with the

20Hz to 20kHz.

mid/treble (2).

distortion

No obvious source

measurements.
Line input

of external

low at -84.3dB via
line and very low

distortion was no

identified, but any

at -82.1dB from

higher than

low-level parasitic

Noise remains

interference was

nim (all ref

0.002-0.006%

resonances (4) atr

OdBV) while the

across the entire

of academic interest

use of abattery

audio band. Its

only. Interesting

supply is revealed

«3D plot' [Fig 21 is

stuff, though the
incorrect pots

in the exceptional

completely devoid

-93.1dBV residual

of the second

remained a

noise Crust

harmonic seen in

disappointment at

0.022,11V of

the phono stage's

this extreme price.

'hum

spectnon (3,),

9.

Input

Paul Miller

overload margins

Test results

are hardly generous

20Hz IkHz 20k1*
Output level to 1% THD 13.6V Frequency response ( dB)
At OdBV, line
- 1.7
0 -0.46
At Od8V. mm disc -5.46
0 -0.81
Output impedance ( ohms) 37
Stereo separation ( dB)
78
62
36
Channel balance (dB). inputs set at OdB
k 20dB setting, line A
1.4
At -60dB setting, line A
4.2
Total harmonic distortion ( dB), re OdBV
Line
-93 -94
Disc ( m-m)
-43 -52
Noise (dB). inputs set at OdB
IHF, A-wtd, re OdBV. line
- -84.3
IHF. A-wtd, re OdBV, disc - -82.1
Residual noise unweighted ( dB) -93.1
Input sensitivity (controls at max)
L,ne. for OdBV/full output
91mV/1250mV
Disc ( m-m), for OdBV/full cutout
252pV/3.c
Typical price ( inc VAT)
f

at + 16.5dB
(phono) but the
high 13.6V
maxiMUM output
level of the PL-P
and usefully low 32
ohm source
impedance bode
well for
compatibility..
The difference in
sonic transparency
observed by Ken
Kessler between

Nagra PL P

Now revised as the 805c,
Gary's big single- ended
triode confounds
'conventional' lab test
results and provides a
new sonic reference

by MARTIN COLLOMS

C

ary has fought for recognition
of valve/tube sound, and not in
a classic old fashioned way
either. Yet in a fascinating
contradiction, its best and biggest
amplifier, the one which most
forcefully argues the case, has
fundamental design elements dating
back to well before the emergence of
high fidelity, never mind stereo.
Based in Cary, North Carolina
[apologies for December's incorrect
reference to Indiana — Ed], the
brand has had notable success in the
critical press with its low-powered
valve power amps, generally using

One of the two
rotary controls
on the front
deck of each
unit is
calibrated 4, 8
and 16 ohms,
ostensibly for
feedback
matching, but
in fact on the
review samples
this feature
was found to
be purely
decorative!

the vintage 300B power triode, in
circumstances where agood speaker
match may be achieved. Believing
strongly in an approach to power
amplification using low- and even
zero feedback and single- ended
design, Cary then built a much
bigger version which nominally
achieved 50W into amatched load.
This was the original 805, in
which the driver valve was atriodeconnected EL34 pentode, the output
a 211 directly-heated transmitting
triode, atype dating from the 1940s.
It was followed by the 805B
[reviewed by Ken Kessler in
HFNIRR, Jan ' 95], where the EL34
drivers were replaced by 300B
triodes. Now, in the latest 805c
version tested here, the output triode
is by RCA, similar to the 211 but
called an 845.
Unquestionably impressive in
appearance, each unit is dominated
by the huge single output valve, its
heater so bright that it glows white
hot even in daylight. The ` magic eye'
indicates ( roughly) when full peak
level has been reached. One of the
two rotary controls on the front deck
of each unit is calibrated 4, 8and 16
ohms, ostensibly for feedback
matching, but in fact on the review
samples this feature was found to be
purely decorative! The other rotary
has a switched ` off' position plus a
continuously
variable
range
calibrated from 0 to 10dB of
negative feedback. This one is
functional [see Lab Report].
On the rear panel, gold-plated
binding posts are provided for 4, 8
and 16 ohm speaker matching.
Mains input is by adetachable IEC
cord while signal input is an
unbalanced, a gold-plated phono
socket. The pair weigh 73kg!

TECHNOLOGY
When the control is set to zero
feedback, there is no local feedback
.,....m.a.

)

except the unavoidable
*let. .
internal
degeneration
within
the
devices

ü-\

themselves. All the
required linearity is
obtained by careful
circuit design and by
choice of the right
operating points. The input
double-triode is the 6SL7, the
two halves strapped as a
wideband
single
device,
coupled by an oil- filled
capacitor to the 300B power
k triode: the 300B is in turn
_ag
transformer-coupled to the
, grid of the 845 output
i valve. The resulting drive
impedance is low enough
for operation into conduction
(positive grid current), helping to
push out another 20W of peak level.
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AMPLIFIERS
The power supply runs at high including the Editor and Paul
voltage with the reservoir built from Messenger.
Iknew one thing I'd have to do —
four huge 1500e capacitors each
Ineeded to take time to adjust to the
rated at 450V DC. In standby the
805c consumes around 76W, more changed sound of my various test
speakers when driven by an amplifier
or less indefinitely. In ' operate'
with such a high output impedance
condition the Class 'A' power bites,
raising the consumption per channel as this. Unmistakably, my reference
to 230W. In practice, the peak WITTs were altered, sounding richer
efficiency barely exceeds 15%!
in the upper bass, more laid back in
the lower treble and alittle exposed
A high- specification output airgapped transformer is used, avoiding and ' zingy' in the upper treble.
saturation from the Class ' A' • Some vocals, such as Joni Mitchell
standing current. It is heavily wound on her title track ' Blue', lost
to transfer sufficient bass, yet multi- articulation. None of the speakers I
used was higher than 89dB/watt
sectioned to minimise leakage
inductance, in order to achieve a sensitivity, yet the generousclean, extended high frequency sounding 50W of the 805c was able
response. The final linearity depends
to generate apretty loud sound, even
on the ratio matching to the load, though not being able to achieve
which must be maintained over the genuinely high sound levels. A good
.50W is only just enough for the
widest possible bandwidth.
Conventionally-specified 20Hz to WITT, for example, which can
20kHz power bandwidths are out of happily storm along on 500W of
clean unclipped peak programme.
the question for this kind of design.
Instead, amore representative 50Hz That aspect of hi-fi showmanship is
to 10kHz range is used informally as ruled out with the Cary.
When the 805c was producing
the design target. The average power
spectrum for most music will fit this more than 20W or so, its sound
criterion, so a moderately- limited became thicker and leaner, asharper,
power bandwidth such as this may almost ' clunky' quality emerging, as
not prove to significantly limit the well as a partially, if softly, clipped
bass. Yes, it went on getting louder
subjective quality.
and you could use all this level it if
Without any feedback applied one
would reasonably expect quite high you really needed it, and while it did
distortion, certainly several per cent, sound different on big crescendi it
which is potentially audible. With a didn't fail them musically. When the
solid-state amplifier, the removal of 805c was being played loud, lower
level sounds remained surprisingly
just the loop negative feedback is
likely to result in distortion of tens of clear and focused. In context Iwas
led to feel that the altered high level
per cent, and both this and the
audibly limited bandwidth would be performance was a matter of
unacceptable. This Cary amplifier character and not of failure.
What is important is how the 805c
provides an opportunity to consider
the relevance and importance of conveys the musical message, and
established criteria for acceptable here without doubt, it is clearly
distortion thresholds.
placed in the highest class. Before
launching into the fine- detail
SOUND QUALITY
evaluation, Itried various knobs and
My reference system comprised the output variations. Logically, if I
Conrad-Johnson ART pre-amplifier didn't need to play very loud Icould
and Krell FPB 600 power amplifier use the 4 ohm tap and enjoy the
driving the Wilson WITT 2 benefit of better output matching.
speakers. Ialso tried Quad ESL63, Also why not try a little negative
Cadence hybrid electrostatics, a feedback to help the amplifier grab
Spendor SP2.2, the Sonus Faber the speaker more strongly, tighten
the bass and restore some more
Concerto and a BBC LS3/5A.
Supporting amplification included neutrality to the mi range?
an XTC PRE/POW, ConradLooking back at the results, I'm
Johnson Premier 15 phono equaliser, tempted to suggest that Cary may
have provided the adjustment
a Cary SLA 70 II , Cary SLP 98
TKD ( stepped attenuator), and facilities to satisfy the curiosity of
those who would try and correct this
Conrad-Johnson
Premier
8a.
amplifier's apparent or imagined
Sources included a Linn LPI2
Lingo/Naim Aro/Koetsu Rosewood flaws.
In every case, whether lower
Signature II and a Krell KPS 20 i/I
CD player.
output matching impedance or the
Iknew that the Cary had to be addition of any degree of negative
dealt with in an open series of tests feedback was selected, the innate
and that the assessment of the more sound of the 805c was felt to be was
unusual aspects of its sound, both compromised.
Take the 4 ohm output. Yes, you
good and bad, would benefit from
the experience of other experts could hear that the tonal balance of
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One rotary
control is
calibrated 4, 8
and 16 ohms,
ostensibly for
feedback
matching, but
on the review
samples this
was found to
be purely
decorative!
The other
rotary has a
switched ' off'
position plus a
continuously
variable range
calibrated from
0 to 10dB of
negative
feedback. I
confirmed that
this one is
indeed
functional

"PLIER
The
Audiophile Club,
PO Box 6477,
London
N13 4AY
Tel: 0181-882
2822

the speakers was somewhat restored,
but it also sounded as if the output
valve had moved off its ` sweet spot'.
Technically speaking, for a given
sound level, we are asking for more
volts and less current, perhaps
altering the subtle balance of the
zero feedback linearity compensation
operating within the amplifier.
On the 16 ohms setting, it was
clear that the mismatch to a6-8 ohm
speaker was too great; there was too
large a shift from apassably neutral
tonal balance.
On the 8 ohm output tapping,
adding negative feedback was
instructive. Note that this analysis
isn't an absolute one, since it can't
separate the associated changes in
stability margin, or in bandwidth,
which might accompany varying
degrees of negative feedback. ( In
fact, the lab test subsequently
showed that the frequency response
was already good enough without
feedback applied.)
Nevertheless in this case, even a
minuscule 3dB of indicated feedback
merely served to burn the edge off
the Cary 805 sound, while the halfway ` 6dB' setting altered the
amplifier immensely, in this context,
to something far more familiar and,
sadly, rather ordinary. You see, the
zero feedback 805c is extraordinary,
confidently and convincingly
providing a sound quality which
lesser SE amplifiers merely hint at. I
can believe that still better sound is
possible with still more purist and
smaller SE confections, but at
present I don't like really high
sensitivity speakers sufficiently to
own them and 8W just isn't
sufficient for my review references.
The Cary 805c exists, it works and
goes surprisingly loud.
Ifeel that Ican easily describe the
805c achievement using the example
asingle piano note. Working on the
basis of an optimally driven 805c
(KPS 20 CD player or Koetsu RS II
cartridge via Premier 15 and/or C-J
ART), with the electronics nicely
warm and glowing, asingle note tells
us alot. Firstly the 805c helps make
the piano sound much more like a
real piano, throwing up the general
observation that electronics tend to
make the piano sound cheap and
tinny, as if, in fact, it is synthesized.
Only very good systems can reveal the
progress that's possible in this area.
Proof that power amplifiers have a
major responsibility comes with this
Cary. The leading edge of the piano
note had a more natural character
and attack, the sustain showed
greater richness and harmonic
complexity, while the die- away was
more spacious and atmospheric.
There was also a better and more
natural sense of the inner dynamic.
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The deep layering of piano chords
had agreater purity, asuperior sense
of intended harmony; it was more
consonant, more beautiful to the ear,
leaving many of today's amplifiers
sounding threadbare, grey, washed
out and cold.
Subjective
reactions
were
fascinating. A spin-off from the above
was the superior insight the Cary gave
to absolute pitch in complex scoring.
In one track alow level keyboard line,
a cross between a DX7 and a
Hammond, accompanies acomplex
vocal and percussive section. Normally
you just hear the keyboard as afairly
loose backing, approximating a
counterpoint to the primary tune. With
the Cary there was anew insight into
the texture and character of the multiharmonic keyboard sound. Through
what Iwill call purity of amplification,
it revealed an unsuspected accuracy of
tune playing and perceived pitch which
significantly enhanced the musical
satisfaction
gained
from
the
composition.
Through octave after octave of
musical range the Cary held on to
the characteristic quality of familiar
sounds, differentiating more clearly
between them, to avoid the all-toofrequent muddying or greying of
natural timbres.
Many audio systems need to be
played loud to come to life, to reveal
low-level detail and depth. Many can

do this very well. Paradoxically the
Cary can give much of the same
perceptual effect at much lower
sound levels. You didn't need to play
it loud to hear dynamic contrasts,
wholly natural percussive attack and
persuasive inner dynamics. Low-level
detail was just fine, imaging very
good indeed, with excellent focus,
very good depth and width, as well as
excellently layered perspectives and a
very stable front stage placement.
In absolute terms the bass was
softened, with a subdued output in
the low bass. Depending on the
speaker match, the treble may also
sound mildly out of balance with a
hint of excess in the high treble and a
dulled lower range.
In a fascinating indictment of
conventional measurement, the Cary
sounded as if it had low distortion,
yet the lab results told us otherwise.
Clearly its distortion was not the
kind we should be trying to measure.
The Cary sound was subjectively
sweet and pure, free from glare,
grain or grit.
Underlying the noted tonal purity,
the clarity, and the unforced yet
convincing dynamics, there was a
bedrock of fine pace and rhythm.
Complex
syncopation,
finely
patterned percussion ( even in the
bass) were abreeze for the 805c. It
offered apowerful degree of listener
involvement and seemed to convey

LAB REPORT
SE valve power amplifiers do not measure well.
In fact, in the case of the Cary, some aspects of
its technical performance are such that the data
could be used to help explore the boundaries of
aural perception.
Take a 'cruising' 1watt level into 8ohms.
Depending on the feedback setting, this results in
alow harmonic distortion of around 0.6%,
which isn't very different from the average
moving-coil loudspeaker at acomparable sound
level of 88 to 92 dB at I
m [Fig I]. Much of this
`loudspeaker' distortion may be 2nd order
(0.2%), and 3rd order (0.35%). While this
level of distortion may have an audible artefact,
it's not necessarily amusically damaging one,
tallying with the industry's general experience of
moving-coil loudspeakers. At the verge of
audibility such distortion may engender amild
'thinning and `hardening' of mid range
sounds. However, its practical importance
may also be gauged from the listening test
report, which described an especially
natural, `rich' timbre in the midrange,
perhaps the opposite of that expected
from the tested numerical distortion
result.
The calibrated settings on
the negative feedback control
proved to be rather
arbitrary. Referred to the
'zero' click position, the
first allowed increment of

The use of
powerful
triodes is a
great help as
they are the
most linear
amplifying
devices known
particularly in
respect of their
distortion, of
low harmonic
order, the
kindest on the
ear and
predominantly
second
harmonic
content

Fig 1. Cary 805c: distortion spectrum, IW, 'zero' and
(lower trace) `6c1B' feedback setting
'1.5dB' was in fact 3.3dB, while the full
indicated <10dB' actually measured 5.8dB
average for an 8ohm tap! In consequence there's
not agreat measurable difference between the test
results for the 'OdB' and the '6dB' setting. This
finding reinforces my view in this test that almost
any negative feedback is surprisingly influential
on sound quality, but has rather less effect on the
measured results.
Tested for its power output, this amplifier
showed anotably poor power bandwidth. Aflatout midband, load matched, raised amaximum
of 15.5dBW (32W1 8ohms) for arelaxed limit
of 3% of distortion and clipping. Distortion had
exceeded 1% by 10W. When driven towards full
power, the amplifier changed in character,
thickening in texture, softening in definition, and
blurring louder detail. However, it did so without
unacceptably impairing the main harmonic line
and musical expression heard. Measured at
10W, the 20Hz distortion was 10%, and at
20kHz, 6% of distortion, but at 1kHz the figure
was 1.6%. Narrowing the power bandwidth to,

rather more of the music making
experience than many of its
competitors. Once again, as with the
Conrad Johnson ART [
HFNIRR,
June ' 97], natural dynamics and
musical rhythm were found to be a
strength of well- executed zero
feedback SE technology.
Scoring the Cary 805c on my usual
listening- test marking scale was
problematical. It's not a generalpurpose hi-fi power amplifier. If scaled
'objectively',
balancing
its
acknowledged virtues against the
observed pattern of colorations
(interface-related, and mild colorations
of its own), taking into account the
softened low bass and the limited
power capacity, the Cary 805c would
still achieve an exceptional figure of 33
marks, matching references such as the
Krell FPB300 or the Conrad-Johnson
Premier 8a. If you let your heart rule
your head and can assemble asystem
where all is kept in balance, then the
particular excellence of the 805c may
be allowed to predominate. On pure
musicality grounds, and for amoment
side-stepping the known but not
insuperable drawbacks, Iwould rate
the Cary 805c at an extraordinary 48
marks, areference in its own right.

CONCLUSION
Don't dare to doubt the results
presented in this review unless
you've sampled such an amplifier or

Fig 2.Cary 805c: frequency responses with Sonus
Faber Concerto loudspeaker load, 'zero' and (lower
trace) `6dB' feedback setting
arguably, amore musically- relevant 50Hz to
10kHz, for the 3% clipping point it now
provided abelievable 15dBW at the lower test
frequency and 12.5dBW at 10kHz. This more
or less makes sense in aprogramme context.
Subjectively, though, it really did go as loud
as many 60-100W solid-state amplifiers.
Clipping was agentle 'purr' rather than the
usual brittle 'rattle'.
The 805c offers amodest 3.7A of peak current
via the 8ohm tap with alittle more via the 4
ohm tap and rather less via the 16 ohm tap
The rated 50W output power was not too
sensible; a30W rating is fairer; aurally, this is a
modest shortfall ofjust 1.5dB.
Output impedance was fairly high at typically
1.5 ohms. For what it's worth, the 8ohm
damping factor was quite low at 5.3, and this is
small enough to significantly alter the low
frequency alignment of many speakers.
Iran afrequency response with aSonus Faber
Concerto as aload. This compact bass reflex
design is tuned to 40Hz [HFN1RR, April 1997]
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its like. In combination with the
Conrad-Johnson ART pre-amp, the
Cary 805c presently epitomises the
zero
feedback
approach
to
amplification. And it succeeds
handsomely, despite its acknowledged second-order shortcomings,
audible and measurable. What can't
be measured is the effect on the ear,
suspected to be predominantly the
absence of negative feedback. In this
case this message is delivered via a
conduit constructed of single ended
Class A Triodes, transformer
coupled. This is the stuff of
nightmares for acontemporary solid
state audio design engineer.
Once I'd adjusted to the Cary's
relatively minor eccentricities, the
musical integrity was unmistakable.
This was no subtle difference. Zero
loop negative feedback is certainly
beneficial, as the latest Krell power
»
amplifiers show, but no feedback at
all is something beyond.
It isn't however an amplifier for
headbangers nor will it deliver the
kind of visceral thrill which the best
big power amps can achieve with
appropriate speakers. But make no
mistake, this is no toy and the 805c
will play more than loud enough for
most sensibly judged situations.
At these and lower levels, the Cary
excelled by revealing loudness
contrasts in anatural way. It doesn't
have to be played loud to give a

satisfying dynamic
expression, startlingly
lifelike attack and very
good rhythm.
Transparency and detail
resolution were very good, if
not quite to the standard of the
Premier 8a or the Krell FPB 600,
though the margin wasn't great and
fell within the variations of system
matching, cables, etc. That grainless,
liquid Cary midrange is without
peer.
The 805c is not all things to all
audiophiles. It won't for example
replace my own Krell FPB 600
reference,
whose
all
round
achievement, including compatibility
with any source or load, makes it
indispensable. Yet the 805c actually
shows us where we must go. If you
don't need deep slam bass,
breathtaking peak sound levels or
state-of-the-art resolution and
transparency, then there is a valid
alternative. If hi-fi, in the accepted
sense, is unimportant, and considered
to be only ameans to an end, it must
be acknowledged that when suitably
driven and loaded, and held within its
dynamic power envelope, the Cary
805c elevates sound reproduction to a
higher plane, one where expression,
rhythm and harmonic purity reign
supreme, where substantially more of
the attributes of musical performance
are brought home to the listener.

Paradoxically,
the -805c
is
technically
less
accurate than many
amplifiers -of higher
feedback and greater
complexity, even in a
criticar subjective sense, yet
sounded more lifelike in the
context of musical expression
and performance.
If the system context is right, if
you can afford it, and if you care
more about music than audio
equipment, then you won't regret
buying the Cary 805c. It rightfully
joins the industry legends.

13 •

1 •
• •

Fig 3. Impedance graph for the Sonus Faber Concerto

Fig 4. Cary 805e: frequency responses, 8 ohm load

Fig 5. Cary 805e: intermoclularion distomnii,

speaker, used as a load for the responses in Fig 2

'zero' and (lower trace) `6.1B' feedback

19kHzi2raktiz tones, 1W
Test results

with an average impedance of 7ohms, falling to
4ohms in the 5kHz range. Two results are
given with the Concerto connected [Fig 21, with
and without some negative feedback (the dashed
trace shows the `6dB' feedback setting). Even at
zero feedback, the error at the loaded speaker
terminals was held to +0.5dB, -0.7dB, 20Hz to
8kHz. At higher frequencies the lowered
impedance gives amoderate shelf cut of 1.5dB
(some speakers' grilles can do this!) before
rolling down by 2to 2.5dB by 20kHz, audibly
softening the high treble. In fact with the
Concerto used without its grille, the sonic match
was pretty good. A slight shift in speaker
placement relative to the wall behind helped to
rebalance the low end.
The earlier Cray 805 did not have a
particularly flat frequency response. This has
now been addressed, and without feedback, 8
ohm loaded, it was substantially flat from 30Hz
to 16kHz, with -3dB at 13Hz and 30kHz.
With atouch offeedback C6dB') the -3dB
points reached out to 5Hz and 43kHz (Fig 4],
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but does it really matter?
The Cary didn't measure very uell on high
frequency intermodulation, though it was no
poorer on this than it was for simple harmonic
distortion, [Fig 5]. The difference tone tie az
1kHz, -40dB, with the higher order cluster of
sidebands quite acceptable at -66dB 0.0.5% .znd
very likely inaudible.
Rounding up the other results, there was
some electrical hum in the output, which I
judge might become marginally audible with
speaker sensitivities of over 96dBW.
Mechanical transformer hum was quite low.
Unweighted the IW signal to noise was 66dB
,improving to 102dB A '- weighted excluding
hum, which relative to full level, 15dBW Eva,
-82dB, and better than 114dB A' weighted.
Channel balance was held to 0.4dB, n'Inle
the input impedance was high at
approximately 100k ohms. With '6dB' a)
negative feedback it required 400mV znput
for IW, and 2.25V for clip so you can't do
without apreamp.

Cary 805c power amp

Power output
led powe into 8ohms (makers soec)5GN rdi3W•I
ibted power •Ito 4ohms (makers speo)50N 1.4d13W')
One channv-I 3ohm load (dlet
^th chanref 4ohms
Bust 10mS iiohms
Burst 10m3 4ohms
Output Impedance

20Hz
a
n/a

1kHz
15.5
8.2
16.5

20kHz
7
n, a

9

1.4
1.4
0..6
•*1.7 —1.5 -.1.6

Distortion • dB)
T+ID, at LOW 8ohms
20
TI-ID, at OdBW 8ohms
-24
intermodutation distortion (dB)
(19/20K-4z ZOW
Stereo separation ( dB)
Signal to noise ratio (dB) (full gain)
rel OdBW (22Hz -22kHz)
ml OdBW i'A'wtd)
rai full levi-1 rated ( 22Hz -22kHz>
rel full lev.i rated ('A
Channel balance (dB)
input Impedance
103kdhn
kiput sensitivity ( IHF, odBW)
input sensitivity ( 3% THD)
Frequency response ( -0.5dB)
Frequency response (.0.5dB)
Distortion residual
supply modulation
Dimensions (whd)
26
Typical once (
inc VAT)
*where G&W =2.83V. Or 1W/8 ohms
• in zero negative feedback mode

-35 -25
-46
-38
-20
-40
monobhck
-80
-112
-82
-114
*I 4
0.12GrIF
400eV
2.Z.‘r
64z - 17..Hz
4Hz 50!.11z
very low * de,
geod
x6:0 Elm
£8495
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he bare bones of Arcam's Alpha
8 CD player have already been
raked-over in some detail in a
group test [
HFNIRR, Dec ' 96, p 361
where its performance was compared
very favourably to models costing up
to £ 1000. Our blind listening panel
clearly appreciated the player's ability
to tease out the light and shade of a
recording, while recognising that its
cool, calm and subtle demeanour
might not appeal to those with a
yearning for the dramatic.
With hindsight, this also implies
that the Alpha 8 might not prove an
instant hit during a quick A/B
demonstration, even with the
notional advantage of its high 2.6V
peak output. The latest, SE version
of the Alpha 8, however, looks to be
an entirely different prospect.
Functionally, the 8SE offers the
same selection of track access,
programming and repeat play
facilities as the existing Alpha 7 and
8. However, by replacing the latter's

SM5843 8-times oversampling filter
with Pacific Microsonics' PMD100,
the 8SE also provides compatibility
with HDCD-encoded software.
Owners of the Alpha 8 or 7 may
upgrade to the 8SE via aDAC board
replacement, while economies of
scale have enabled Aream to reduce
the price of the standard Alpha 8
from £ 20 to £450. The Alpha 8SE
is set to retail at £600.

was the lasting impression of our
/Cl

It.t.i

SOUND QUALITY
If the Alpha 8 could be said to lack
vim and vigour, then the SSE
provides more than enough ` elbow
grease' by way of compensation. This

Arcam adds HDCD and
claims better sound for its
new 'special edition'
Alpha 8SE player

S;'‘ blind panel. assembled to judge
the 8SE under precisely the
same conditions as recent
gr
F
oupC D player
h ri st Mo
tests e,in
az R Cs
ore's
metal
strings
sounded
appropriately
feverish,
a
powerful and forthright sound but
one that was not out of character
with this live musical event. And yet,
despite its exuberance, there is a
darkening of its extreme treble,
manifest as a very slight loss in
ambience, depth and spaciousness.
Mahler's 2nd symphony [LSO/Solti,
Decca 448 921-2] also possessed a
deal of attack, aDecca trait but one
that brought arefreshing injection of
energy to the opening cellos and rasp
of horns. ` Powerful, certainly',
remarked one panellist ' but not
particularly convincing'.
In similar fashion, Beth Orton's
'She Cries your Name' [Trailer Park,
HVNLP17CD] betrayed those same

2

by PAUL MILLER

ALPHA
BETTER
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ARCAM ALPHA 85E
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(Alpha 8) to just

In common with

191psec of low-

the Alpha 8, the
Arcam's Alpha

level data-induced
sidebands (1).

8SE has an
output level which

Arcam is forced to

is already +2.1dB
over the nominal
2V standard at
2.55V— and
with HDCD
engaged this
increases by a
further +5.7dB to
4.9V. This

8-times
oversampiig
filter wità
Pacifi
Microsonics'
PMD100, the
8SE ale
provides

-3000 -2000 -1000

0

1000 2000

3000

JITTER FREQUENCY in Hz
Fig I. Arcam Alpha 8SE: total jitter

spectrum

decoded data.
Similarly, the 4-

+0.3dB of

the Alpha 8, must

compression over

now operate at
twice the gain

HDCD, where
distortion also
increases from
0.0028 to
0.014%.
Naturally, any
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(from the same
+15V power
supply). In my
opinion, these
essential
differences, rather
than the HDCD

Fig 2. Arcam Alpha 8SE: spurious output
from 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB

filter itself, are keys
to the 'new sound'
of the 8SE.
Otherwise, the

will be severely

little exaggerated, and percussion was
difficult to pin- point — tonally

affected by the

8SE offers the

accurate but positionally vague. This

Alpha's
prodigious output,

same uniformly
flat response,

effect is not unlike that encountered

HDCD or no.

with loudspeakers whose top-end is
rolled-off, effectively bringing the

Additional

excellent stereo
separation and a

countermeasures
against jitter are

low 0.01%
midband

performed by re-

distortion at

Fig 3 Arcam Alpha 8SE: effect of dither,
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HDCD to a successful player truly
represents an upgrade or simply ' a

emerging
bitstream is re-

solution looking for a problem'.

latched to remove

unaffected by
digital dither at

Whatever

the politics

spurious RF

low-levels (3) and

components prior

whelmed by the Alpha 8 should
find the 8SE's vigorcrus, ' in-your-

to the analogue

at least partially
compromises the

Low Pass Filter.

player's 'true'

face'

Using agenuinely
'high resolution'

presentation

of this

depending on
signal conditions).
This pattern is

decision, anyone who was under-

a startling

excitement.
Either
way 5 it's difficult to
treat the Alpha 8SE
as a logical upgrade
to its cheaper brother.
Better, instead, to
view it as an entirely
new player — even
perhaps as a wolf
dressed
in
the
clothing of the
slightly sheepish Alpha 8.
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idle pattern tone
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800Hz-lkHz

immediately
following the
PWM DAC,
where the

and texture of subtle classical works
is occasionally lost, or perhaps
traded, for some seatof- the- pants

LIER

remains
modulated by an

the Alpha 8SE's identity was
revealed to the listening panel, it
was debated whether introducing

alternative. la this case, the flow
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headroom required
by HDCD-

detail. Yet the image was perhaps a

midband forward while making the
most of what bass is available. The

compatibilly

SUP

additional +6dB

pole analogue
stage, culled from

headroom
expected with

By replacing
the Mein B's
SM5813

use level-shifting
latches to
accommodate the

demonstrates

the +6.02dB

big and fruity colours so abundant
with Christy Moore's live experience.
Her voice sounded very lucid, and
positively bubbled with emotive

Interestingly,

.00
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program, we see
jitter squeezed
from 228psec

96.5dB signal-tonoise ratio —
much as it does in
the Alpha 8
(incidentally,

Arcœn quotes a
SIN of 100dB).
The SM5864's

spectrum expected
of the PMD100
[see HFNIRR,

fourth-order noiseshaping also
overwhelms (4)
the characteristic

Oct '97, p57 for
an example]. The
upshot is 16-bit
performance at

ultrasonic

best.

Test results

Arcam Alpha 8SE

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
ellannel balance (dB) 0.1
0.1
0.1
Channel separation (dB)117
105
102
Frequency response ( dB) -0
0 -0.1
Distortion ( TI11) vs level, dB):
At _
-91 -91 - 71
At -30cB
-95 -80 -65
At -60413
-57 -43 - 39
At -80a
-29 -30
- 15
At -90.1B ( dithered) -26
-18
r,
At -100c18 (dithered)
-14
At - 1,).OdB (dithered)
8
Resolution (
linearity error, dB):
Error at -60dB
0
0
Error at -80dB
+0.1 -0.1
Error at -90dB
-0.3 -0.4
Error et - 100dB Peak output level L/R
2.542/2.5i6V
Relative output level ref 2V (dB) +2.1
Output impedance L/R
47k ohms
Intermodulation, CCIR, OdB (dB)
-99
Stopband Image suppression (dB)
102
1Hz noise modulation ( dB)
+24.5
Signal-to-noise (
A-wtd, dB)
With emphasis, OLSB
110.2
Withoilt emphasis. OLSB/lLSB
110.2/96.5
Total correlated jitter
191 picoseconds
Digital output
coaxial
Crystal clock accuracy
+21pprri
Track access time (
to track 99)
2.8 seconds
Typical price (
Inc VAT)
£600

Small enough to smuggle
in past the Bitch Wife
From Hell, ATC's new A 7
is a baby speaker with a
real pedigree

by

KEN

KESSLER

WITH CLASS
H

ot
minis
continue
to
proliferate: it's the cliché that
has marked the British
loudspeaker industry ever since the
1970s, when big KEFs and IMFs
and even Quad ESLs made way for
BBC LS3/5As and aflood of £ 100per-pair budget boxes. And yet this
never stopped ATC from producing
massive floorstanders, rendered
bombproof for use in studios —
audiophiles be damned. But ever
since the company ' clomesticised'
the range, there's been a core of
ATC wannabees counting the days
until the release of a sub-£ 1000,
dinky-sized, yet ' proper' ATC. At
last, the counting can stop. Now,
ATC has amini that looks set to, uh,
proliferate.
What made the appearance of
such abeast as the diminutive A7 so
unlikely is ATC's absolute refusal to
go the way of so many other British
companies, those not above whoring
nor flushing their reputations down
the toilet. Unwilling to use cheap,
off-the-shelf drivers from Taiwan or
Timbuktu, unable to wrap its mind
around vinyl cabinetry or cheap
terminals, ATC held out until it
could deliver a design which
eschewed even metal dome tweeters
— still the current fashion in many
circles — but which still managed to
contain aversion of the company's
expensive, in-house-produced dome
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What made the
appearance
of such a
beast as the
diminutive A7
so unlikely is
ATC's absolute
refusal to go
the way of
so many
other British
companies,
those not
above whoring
nor flushing
their
reputations
down the toilet

SUPPLIER
A1U,
Gypsy Lane,
Aston Down,
Stroud,
Glos. GL6 8HR.
Tel 01285
760561

mid/bass unit. And with Billy
Woodman's insistence, any ATC
baby would have to wear areal-wood
veneer, contain asuperior crossover
network and sport the kind of
terminals which wouldn't make
audiophiles want to retrofit
aftermarket substitutes: gold-plated,
chunky, multi-way and bi-wirable
describe the standard fittings.
Amusingly, recent trends have
mitigated against the notion of a
budget ATC speaker because ( 1)
ATC has never pandered to the
high- sensitivity brigade, ( 2) the
company has cushioned itself from
onerous amp-matching with wares
from other brands by promoting
active speakers, and ( 3) the company
now makes its own solid-state (what
else?) stand-alone amplifiers. But a
reality check shows that people
buying sub-£ 1000 speakers tend not
to own the kind of amplifiers
measured in hundreds of watts and
costing thousands of pounds, and —
more to the point — aspeaker priced
below £ 1000 precludes a built-in
amplifier. Meanwhile, the world had
gone nuts on low- power, singleended triode amplification.
So, with no small sense of irony,
the new A7 is described as 'a very
easy amplifier load' by virtue of
being 3dB more sensitive than
traditional ATCs. Whoa! Planet
Earth to Billy Woodman, Planet

Earth to Billy Woodman: 83dB for
1W at lm (8ohm impedance or not)
is hardly what the typical hi-fi user
would regard as an easy load or a
sensitive system. But, before we're
confused by specifications versus
actual practice, here's what
constitutes an A7.
Housed in a rock- solid 7- litre
enclosure measuring an unobtrusive
330x175x220mm (hwd) are anewlydesigned 25mm soft-dome tweeter
and a new bass/mid unit with a
130mm cone surrounding a 45mm
dome. The former, which carries a
neodymium magnet, is fitted to a
nicely flared surround, mounted as
close as possible to the latter; the
surround 'cuts into' the frame of the
woofer. The woofer, derived from
the SCM10 driver, immediately
stands out from others by virtue of
the dome technology developed to
offer ' broad and even dispersion.
Hand-assembled at the ATC factory,
it features avoice coil using ribbon
wire around a Kapton former, the
polyester weave cone is hand-doped
and its magnet weighs a serious
3.51%, contributing to asingle A7's
weight of 7.5kg. The magnet is
black- anodised and acts as a
heatsink, the entire unit assembled
on adie-cast chassis. Having dealt
with thermal concerns, the A7
woofer's other safety feature is along
throw of 35mm. The two drivers
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cross over at 2.5kHz via an eightelement network, assembled with
air-core inductors, special OFC wire
and — instead of electrolytics —
metallised polypropylene capacitors.
ATC offers the A7 in European
Cherry, Walnut and an ecofriendly
rosewood
substitute
called
`Rosenue. The curved-edge baffle is
finished in a semi- gloss black,
offsetting the real-wood wrap, and a
nicely-made grille on a solid frame
completes the package. Because of
the build quality, the finish, the fit
and, yes, the weight, the A7 looks as
if it should cost more than its actual
£749-inc-VAT price tag. Like, uh,
way more. If I'd been told £999 or
even £ 1200, Iwouldn't have raised
an eyebrow. Then again, the A7T,
the fioorstanding version of the A7,
sells for exactly £ 1200, so in ATC's
world view an extra 590mm of
cabinet height is worth £450
But the latter is part of the quest
for more bass, something which I
never felt to be something worth
pursuing the entire time Iused the
A7 in the kind of space you'd expect
to be allocated by the Bitch Wife
From Hell for a small system:
roughly 3.5 x 4.5m. The A7s were
placed on top of 24in Partington
stands and connected to...a pair of
Radford MA25 monoblocks. And
your alarm bells are ringing, right?
ATC says right on the back of the
brochure that it expects to see
customers using amps rated between
50W and 300W, to best cope with
that 83dB sensitivity. OK, OK —
the only reason Iwent straight to the
Radfords is pure sloth. They
returned from a complete overhaul
at Woodside (call 01994 448271 for
details) in the same week as the
ATCs, the amps having been placed
in my custody for caretaking by the
Good Dr Hawksford. And Icouldn't
wait to hear how they sounded. And
so perfect was the marriage that it
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enough to make you forget that the
speaker ain't much larger than an
LS3/5A, is smooth and bump-free,
fading down to its lower limits rather
than cutting off abruptly in the heyI'm-a-high-pass-filter method of the
WATT- sans- Puppy. The trick is
doing it so well than the fade-out is
almost imperceptible. At the other
end, the treble is equally smooth and
almost unbelievably free of sibilance.
None of my most irritating
spit'n'sizzle specials could induce
rattles or rips. Lsistener fatigue was
never an issue.
In between, though, it grows
contentious. Given that the
frequency extremes are so natural
and non- aggressive, it's a minor
shock to focus on the mid-band —
especially vocals and horns - to
discover aslight hardness and atrace
of ` shout' which prevents the A7
from ever being accused of too much
politesse. In some ways, it's
deliciously arresting, and you can
barely wrest your ears away from this
involving, immersive sound. It's as if
the frequency extremes serve only to
TRANSPARENCY
frame the midband. But then you
Remember: this is an ATC speaker,
start to notice a coolness which
and ATeworships transparency,
low coloration, negligible distortion,
detracts slightly from the natural
detail and other virtues which studio sound of apiano, from the 'human'
element of avocal.
denizens require. User-friendly,
What do you get for this trade-off?
forgiving and 'universal' it's not, and
yet here's atrue ATC design which Imaging so precise that you could
sounds like an audiophile sneaked mark your floor where the singer
stands. Stage depth which adds a
into the factory when nobody was
looking. For, despite its utter metre to your room's dimensions.
ruthlessness, the A7 still manages to Width to challenge you to locate the
speakers' edges with your eyes
flatter rather than embarrass
closed. And that should be more
amplifiers.
It's as if ATC has suddenly than enough to stop you from
decided that being nice guys isn't a artificially 'warming up' the midband
by choosing some unnaturally fat-insign of weakness.
It's like this: the A7 is so revealing the-middle tube concoction.
of an amplifier's capabilities that the
What emerges is a classy British
listener will be able to identify a mini- monitor with only two real
change of valves — not an absurd rivals, neither of which are precise
substitution but a series of ' close substitutes so much as they're viable
calls' — with such repeatability that alternatives. Indeed, the three form a
triumvirate which gives you a series
the A7 almost qualifies as alab tool.
Iswapped a couple of rectifiers of options. The others in its class
in the Quad II amps ( not are, as you might have guessed, the
the output tubes), and the LS3/5A and the Quad 77-10L. The
change was vivid. You former is the opposite of the A7,
wanna
hear
the with less bass and absolutely no hope
differences in cables? of matching the ATC's playback
Like to play around levels, but with a more caressing
with stands? This midband. The Quad? It rests smack
speaker is so highly- in the middle., with the LS3/5A's
tuned that it lets you voicing, but with bass extension and
SPL limits more akin to the ATC's.
hear the differences
All you have to do is choose the mix
in stand fillings.
And yet it never which suits your tastes and your
seems too pushy, too system; whatever way you go, you'll
in- your- face,
too be opting for one of three undeniable
classics. But if you've always wanted
forward, too aggressive.
That's because all of the the authority of an ATC and
forcefulness, the front, the couldn't stretch to the bigger
models, then the choice is obvious.
high-energy ball- busting ATC
pragmatism is restricted to the The A7 is, quite simply, better than
midband. The bass, extended you could have imagined.

was all Icould do to wrest myself
away from them to try the speakers
with a host of wildly varying
amplifiers — but not once did I
notice alack of grunt. So what gives?
Whatever magical excuse Iwanted
to elicit from ATC, the response was
calm and measured. ' We designed
the crossover so that it didn't present
any nasties. What you're hearing is
good behaviour.' And Icouldn't
fault the logic. Admittedly, the solidstaters of higher wattage performed
much better than the weedier
models, but the small tube amps,
especially the Radford, took to the
ATCs in a way which could only
horrify the pro-transistor Woodman.
(Note to anachrophiles: marketing
and promotion at ATC are now
handled by Alan Ainslie, possessor of
one of the finest collections of
vintage valve amps in the country.
Which might or might not have
influenced — spiritually if not
actually — the instant synergy the
A7 shows with glassware.)

Remember: this
is an ATC
speaker, and
ATC worships
transparency,
low coloration,
negligible
distortion,
detail and other
virtues which
studio denizens
require
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At last, Conrad-Johnson follows
other high- end makers in offering an
integrated amplifier: so is the £2495
CA17-50 really something special?
by ALVIN GOLD

T

he existence of aone-box valve
amplifier from Conrad-Johnson
might make it seem that this
marque, one of the most fastidious,
and least compromising of elite highend
Americana,
has
finally
succumbed to the blandishments of
the wider marketplace. But this isn't
quite true. Although C-J has a
determinedly high-end image in the
UK, the company has long produced
amplifiers with (in descending price
order) valve, FET and bipolar output
stages. What marks out the CAV-50
is that it is the only valve or any other
kind of integrated amplifier to fly
under the prestigious ConradJohnson colours. So what kind of
animal is the CAV-50?
This is an all- valve design,
weighing an extraordinary 20kg, and
said to deliver 45W/ch ( 8ohms,
30Hz-15kHz, 1% THD) in its
standard ultralinear operating mode.
The amp may also be rewired
internally to operate the output stage
in triode mode, for which half the
power, je, 22W/ch ( 8 ohms,
30Hz-15kHz, 1.5% THD) is
claimed. However, as this is adealer
mod that requires some internal
reconfiguration and soldering, and is
not specifically endorsed by the
importer, it was not attempted for
this test.
Few corners have been cut in this
design. Internal quality appears to be
very fine, with asprinkling of exotic
components: laser-trimmed Vishay
resistors,
for example,
plus
proprietary polypropylene and
polystyrene capacitors, including
polypropylene reservoir caps instead
of the usual electrolytics. The volume
pot is from Alps. The valve
complement includes two 12AX7
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avoid using the pre-amp to drive the
active bass section of part active
speakers, such as the larger Definitive
Technology models, which would
result in the bass being inverted.
User controls are limited to avolume
pot, a source selector and a tape
monitor switch.

(ECC83) and two 6SN7 in the driver
stage, a 12AU7 ( ECC82) active
buffered pre-amp output gain stage,
and two EL34s per channel in the
push-pull output stage.
As is the usual practice with
Conrad-Johnson, the signal path is
about as simple and direct as can be
contrived. Voltage regulators for the
voltage amplifiers and phase inverters
help isolate them from the heavy
power supply swings associated with
the output stage. One strong point is
that line input impedance is 50k
ohms rather than the 10k ohm value
often found elsewhere (not so much
with mainstream mass produced
amplifiers, but on many high end
designs). The high input loading
effectively eliminates undesirable
interactions with high- output impedance CD players.
There are absolutely no extraneous
features. The CAV-50 offers five line
level inputs plus a tape circuit.
Outputs are available at pre- amp
level ( 20dB gain) and speaker level,
the former phase- inverting, which
should be borne in mind if this
output is used to drive another power
amplifier, especially in abi-amplified
setup. It is also a good reason to

The raised
perforated
metal cover
allows the
valves to
glint though,
but appears
to be strong
enough to
withstand
an elephant

Audiofreaks,
15 Link Way,
Ham,
Surrey
TWIO 7QT
Tel OIR1-94R
/1-,7

Warm-up is fairly rapid: the
amplifier sounds on song a few
minutes after being cranked into
action, and Iwould judge that it is at
its peak within about half an hour.
There is only one set of speaker
outputs, but the CAV-50 seems
comfortable with any reasonably
non-reactive loudspeaker load of 4
ohms or above. The amp was run
with awide variety of speakers fitting
this general description, including
models from Definitive Technology,
TDL, KEF ( Reference Two and
Four) and Ruark (Excalibur).
The last-named is amassive 4ohm
speaker of moderately high sensitivity
(90dB/W) and it worked surprisingly
well with the CAV-50 at fairly high
volume levels, which is ameasure of
this amplifier's ability to cope. Short
of choosing this amplifier to partner
obviously reactive loads, or lowsensitivity speakers in large rooms, it
is difficult to see how to upset the
CAV-50.
There are few other practical
problems either, beyond those that
must be expected of any valve amp.
The raised perforated metal cover
allows the valves to glint though, but
appears to be strong enough to
withstand an elephant, and the amp
is solidly built throughout, and not
noticeably microphonic. Of course it
runs hot, but it appears to do so well
within legal limits, and there is no
danger of burnt skin if the amplifier
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is allowed proper ventilation. The
speaker terminals are of good quality,
but require spade terminals or bare
wires as they don't provide sufficient
clearance for 4mm plugs. Iused
spade adaptors which do accept
4mm plugs, with my usual Flatline
Red Dawn cables.
Finally, output biasing of each
valve is required, but this is not an
elegant procedure, involving sticking
a long screwdriver ( supplied)
through holes in the cover, and
twisting four control pots to just
extinguish their associated LEDs.
The procedure doesn't take long,
and has the advantage that there is
no absolute requirement to pairmatch the output valves. There
seemed, however, a degree of
ambiguity in the set-up, which fails
to yield a definitive, repeatable
optimum bias point. The maker
suggests rebiasing about once every
six months, or when the valves are
replaced; and valve life is said to be
of the order of 2000 hours, which
suggests they are not being driven
within an inch of their lives, as is now
the practice of less reputable brands.
The favourable technical prognosis
is mirrored in the way it performs.
The CAV-50 comes from the top
drawer of valve amplifiers, while
conforming to most of the
stereotypes. Switching directly from
a Classé CAP- 100, the C-J was
clearly mellower, smoother and more
liquid in its responses. It has amore
refined, gentle top end that was
particularly attractive with orchestral
strings, which had an unaccustomed
silky pungency: the Classé, which of
course comes from from the

•

higher echelons of solid-state The amplifier
integrated amps, is harder, more worked
strident and clearly less attractive.
particularly
Whether the CAV-50's cosmetic weli with
sonic improvement amounted to a small-scale
musical one, however, is amatter of music and with
interpretation, or perhaps even of sole or small
personal taste. Brahms symphonies groap vocal
sounded more sonorous, and Mozart material, its
piano concertos more jubilantly uncontrived
warm and effusive then ever through transparency
the C-J's silky valve circuit, but brass anc limpid,
and wind instruments, for example characterful
minband
Mozart's Wind Serenade K361
belling make
[BBC Music Magazine cover disc,
Vol VI No 2] reproduced with more the most of the
of a sense of the complex, almost ma:erial on
discordant
tonality
of
the disc
instruments through the Classé. The
transistor amp may come a distant
second-best on ear appeal, but it
often seemed capable of digging out
uncomfortable musical realities that
the CAV-50 smoothed over.
In a recording of Mahler and
Zemlinsky songs [ DG 439 928-2],
Anne-Sofie von Otter sounded richer
and more sultry through the C-J,
with a more limpid delivery which I
suspect was a little closer to the
truth, though it was also responsible
for a generalised halo around the
orchestra whereas the Classé gave
enhanced clarity and a coherent,
properly shaped acoustic.
But in another almost
e— t.
schizophrenic result, with the / G
marvellous Murray Perahia -1
/*
4
recording of Handel and
Scarlatti [Sony SK62785], it
was the Conrad-Johnson that
was the more plausibly

-ad-joluison
care
teN

le cA v-50
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piano- like, the rapid fingering in
Handel's Chaconne in G, HWV435
handled [
Ouch! Ed] with more
fluidity and grace, as though the
player was more adept at getting his
fingers around the notes. This
unusual ease and facility with
naturally dynamic material was a
particular strength of this amp, and it
is natural to infer that this is a
consequence of afast, well-endowed
audio signal metered by a simple,
transparent circuit.
In any case it was a revelation,
which largely offset a suggestion of
reigning in at the frequency
extremes, and some homogenising of
detail in the larger, more complex
orchestral pieces. The amplifier
worked particularly well with smallscale music and with solo or small
group vocal material, its uncontrived
transparency and limpid, characterful
midband helping make the most of
the material on disc.
It also appears to be easy to build a
system around. It goes loud,
overloads gracefully, and seems more
than capable of dealing with awide
range of loudspeakers of varying size,
configuration and sensitivity, though
it probably prudent to avoid ultralow sensitivity designs, or those with
a naturally depressed treble. BBC
LS3/5A and Celestion SL6 ( and
derivative) owners should look
elsewhere. On the other hand, the
CAV-50's bass is finely controlled,
and largely avoids the charge of
bloom or excess. Other ' valve type'
failings are notable only by their
absence. Hum and noise, for
example, are not an issue in
practice or on paper (the maker
claims 98dB below full output,
or 94dB below 2.5V at the preamp output).
If all this makes the CAV50 sound like just another
soft-centred valve amp, think
again. This is much more
than just a nice- sounding
amplifier.
It has an
inherent naturalness and
transparency that paint
music in vivid, glowing
colours. Tonality is
more subtly and richly
orchestrated than
usual, and music
sounds naturally
more expressive
and
engaging
than with other
amplifiers in its
class. Whether
this is the valves
talking
or
simply the quality
and the simplicity of the
circuit is for others to judge. Either
way, this is no ordinary valve
amplifier.
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(SUBJECT TO STATUS)
3 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

MAIL ORDER FACILITY
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1,01 ) S
Ifyou're spending
£500-£600 on speakers,
remember size isn't
everything! The three
very different models on
test here are Castle
Severn 2, Mordaunt
Short MS30i Classic and
TDL Chiltern CF100
by MARTIN COLLOMS

p

riced at around £ 500-600,

the three speakers grouped
for review here are all are
two-way designs, are all reflexloaded (ported) at low frequencies,
and are all finished in real wood
veneer cabinets. But they have little
else in common. So diverse are
these speakers from Castle,
Moraunt Short and TDL in terms
of size, shape and design, that they
cannot be played off against one
another.
Perhaps the smallest ever TDL
speaker,
the
new
Chiltern
CFCF100 is atrue miniature, little
bigger than an LS3/5A, and
intended to bring high quality
sound into this size category. The
Castle Severn 2 is a drastic
reworking of the older Severn
model, which Iwasn't particularly
impressed with when Ireviewed it
in September ' 95.
But since then, this speaker has
undergone such a radical redesign
that it could justifiably be viewed as
an entirely new model. A slim, selfcontained floorstanding pillar, the
Severn 2 comes complete with
plinth and floor spikes. This affects
the value equation, as the other two
models both need matching stands,
which of course cost extra.
Comparing the three models by

LITTLE
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Aslim, selfcontained
floorstanding
pillar, the
Severn 2
comes
complete
with plinth
and floor
spikes

1Z S
the sizes of their main bass drivers,
the Castle's 155mm unit ( overall
chassis diameter) places it between
the small TDL and the last member
of this trio, the latest model from
Mordaunt-Short, a ' Classic'
reworking of its established MS30i,
with a210mm bass driver.
From the specifications and build
alone Iwould have predicted with
some certainty that the Castle was
likely to have the most extended
bass, the Mordaunt-Short would
play the loudest and take the most
power, while the TDL would sound
the most neutral and deliver the
sharpest and deepest stereo sound
stage. The following analyses will
reveal whether my predictions were
right or wrong!

CASTLE SEVERN 2
Castle Acoustics takes pride in its
real wood finishes and the Severn 2
is no exception. As standard, your
£579.90 allows you to choose from
an amazing range of Black Ash,

LAB REPORT
Although it was
characterised by
amild but
audible plateau
in the presence
range, some 2dB
in the 1kHz to
3kHz region, the
axial response
from this
loudspeaker was
actually very
good, of wide
range and well
balanced,
measuring 44Hz
to 20kHz,
+3dB.
Sensitivity was
average at
87.5dBIW at
1m, but this
speaker's
particularly kind
impedance
characteristic
nonetheless made
it eminently
usable, providing
an easy amplifier
load of a
nominal 8ohms.
While good
maximum sound
levels of 104dB
was possible in
room from a
suggested
maximum of
120W per
channel, as little
as 20W of clean
power will give
good results, the
moderate
sensitivity
paying you back
in good bass
extension down
to 40Hz
(-6dB). In the
listening room,
boundary gain
gave ausable
bass to the mid30s of Hz. From
the axial
responses [Fig
la] the acoustic
crossover

Castle
Acoustics Ltd,
Shortbank Road,
Skipton,
N. Yorks,
BD23 2TI
Tel: 01756
795333

response was
more than tidy
enough, set at
2.4kHz. Offaxis, the vertical
phase integration
was perfect, with
no significant
change between
0, + 15 and
-15°.
Laterally there
was more roll-off
at higher
frequencies at the
wide angles of
30° and 45° but
the acoustic
integration
remained
excellent [Fig
1b]. Pair
matching was
fine at + 0. 6dB
up to 10kHz, the
moderate
variation above
partly due to the
offset placement
on the baffle. As
is so often the
case, the grille
significantly
disturbed the
response with
+1.5dB
variations added
from 2to
15kHz,
roughening the
treble. Leave it
offfor critical
listening.
While the
energy time
response didn't
look too
promising, the
fast rate
waterfall decay
was excellent
[Fig 1c],
confirming the
very good
transients and
crisp detail heard
on test. The
result was still
good on awide
dynamic range
waterfall display,
though traces of
some upper range
clutter were
visible until after
acouple of
milliseconds
decay. This may
be associated
with mildly

Fig la. Castle Severn 2: axial frequency
response, Im, showing individual driver
responses (dashed line is nearfield correction)

Fig lb. Castle Severn 2: response family at 2m,
axial (solid trace), + 15° vertical (dotted), 30°
lateral (short dash), 45° lateral (chain dash)

Fig lc. Castle Severn 2: waterfall of energy
decay, 0.2ms risetime (5dBldiv)

Fig Id. Castle Severn 2: room averaged
response (solid trace); impedance versus
frequency (dashed trace, scale 2 ohmsldiv)

reduced audible
transparency.
Turning to the
RAR or room
averaged
response, the
acoustic output
was smooth,
+2.5dB 35Hz to

Test results

7kHz, with the
appropriate rolloff in energy
above this point.
The presence
range effect
measured on axis
was seen to be
surprisingly mild.

Castle Severn 2

Dimensions ihwd, mm)
810x210x250
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
2P120W
Recommended placement
free space on floor spikes
Frequency response ±3dB (2m)
44Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
40Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
36Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
87.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
103dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6.3 ohms/8 ohms/very good
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
f580
(in most finishes; special finishes, f670)

Larger than
the old
Severn's main
driver, the ' 2's
155mm
diecast
chassis carries
a new woven
carbon fibre
cone. This
provides good
damping
properties with
sufficient
rigidity for
satisfying
clarity and
extension

Mahogany, Walnut, Natural Oak,
Medium Oak, Antique Oak and
Cherry; with Santos Rosewood and
English Yew available at £ 669.90.
This choice, as well as its slim
simple footprint, must add to its
wife- appeal, a frequently underestimated factor in the decision to
purchase.
Larger than the old Severn's main
driver, the ' 2's 155mm diecast
chassis carries anew woven carbon
fibre cone. This, like the Kevlar
equivalents pioneered by B&W [and
FocalljM Lab in France — Ed],
provides good damping properties
with sufficient rigidity for satisfying
clarity and extension.
The tall pillar enclosure provides
a usefully- large 26 litres of box
volume, powerfully tuned by a
distributed- port system which
comprises a 200mm long by
100mm internal duct in the floor of
the enclosure itself, loaded by a
radial slot formed by the space
between the base of the enclosure
proper and the integral floor plinth.
A diagonal division provides
internal bracing and also helps to
control vertical standing waves in
the enclosure. The crossover is
classic form, second order in the
bass, and third order in the treble,
built using high quality parts
including film capacitors — but I'd
like to have seen the latter more
securely bonded in place.
Strongly built of mainly 20mm
thick MDF, these speakers have
been designed as mirror pairs, with
an offset tweeter set below the bassmid unit for improved phase
alignment. Like the bass unit, the
25mm soft fabric dome tweeter is
manufactured by Castle.
Bi wiring is possible using the
double pairs of five-way binding
posts. Suggested placement is in
free space, using the adjustable steel
spikes on carpeted floors to obtain a
secure lock to the floor, thereby
maximising stereo focus.

SOUND QUALITY
This speaker gave avery good first
impression. Sounding well balanced
with bass, mid and treble in good
proportion when positioned in free
space, the Severn 2 handled the
floor boundary well, showing awell
developed bass, but without mid
heaviness.
Its projection of detail was most
impressive, and it was later that this
characteristic was shown to be the
result of a touch of forwardness in
the presence range (upper mid to
lower treble). This has the effect of
punching-out detail, at the risk of
some added hardness and ' shout'
on clarinet, powerful massed strings
or with some of the more nasal
MARCH 111911
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female vocalists such as Rickie Lee
Jones. Conversely, the convincing
attack

and

sense

of

life

on

percussive transients was just too
good to be true, and I found that
the matching audio system needed

LAB REPORT

on- wall response

While the
impedance graph

and measured 6dB at 45Hz, but

to sound sufficiently sweet in the
midrange if the new Severn was to

shows afairly low

in- room this
speaker in fact was

sound at its best.
Bass sounded clean and clear, the
carbon fibre cone displaying low
coloration and high resolution, an
appealing combination. Wellbalanced, the treble sounded tidy
enough, better integrated than
before, and rated well above
average, if not the best in its class.
Stereo focus was not quite as
sharp as anticipated, perhaps the
effect of alow mounted tweeter in a
floor standing enclosure, but the
standard was nonetheless pretty
good. Stage depth and width were
rated above average.
In the end, the sum is greater
than the parts here, and the new
Severn has an undeniably lively,
open and upbeat character. What
you hear is what you get: there are
no hidden layers of performance,
requiring special matching or
placement to be released.

CONCLUSION

minimum of 4.5
ohms, this lies

extended to alittle

above 12kHz,
considered
harmless.
Otherwise, this

below 40Hz.
Looking at the
family of off-axis
response, the

speaker can be
classed as a9-10

degree of
integration
achieved is

ohm model, and is
an easy amplifier
load. Given the
above-average

directed above the
speaker [Fig 2bl.

Fig 2b. Mordaunt Short MS30i Classic:

So a stand is
needed: don't try
to judge this
speaker's quality if

dash), 45° lateral (chain dash)

amplifiers.
Conversely, the
dynamic range
was exceptional
thanks to the
150W peak
programme
capacity, allowing
genuinely loud

image focus.
An energy/time
response

problems, and as

win it arecommendation.

to valve amps.
The axial

Mordaunt-Short

bass but was
otherwise very
tidy. Operating at
around 4.2kHz,
the defined
acoustic crossovers
were effective.

designs, the metaldome tweeter treble
resonance has been
tamed. Examining
the time-sensitive
waterfall response,

absence of delay

treble was still

compensation. A

smoother with the
grille in place,

wider dynamic

MORDAUNT-SHORT
MS30i CLASSIC

correcting the
edge-der-action

graph (not shown)
revealed longer-

Having successfully transformed the

dip at 6. 5kHz and
the minor peak at
12kHz [Fig 24.

term series of
overlapping decay

real-wood contender at £280 in its
'Classic' form, the company has
continued the exercise with the
larger MS30i. The ' 30's original
price has nearly doubled as part of
the ' Classic' treatment, with the
vinyl laminate exterior replaced by
reconstructed but nonetheless quite
satisfying real rosewood veneer.
The enclosure has been increased
in size, while audiophile details
abound, with a through reworking
and rebalance of the design aimed
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In the bass it has
been tuned low for
amore extended

MorduantShort Ltd,
3Ridgeway,
Havant,
Hants,
P09 11S.
Tel: 01705
407722

waterfall of energy decay, 0.2ms risetime

Fig 2d. Mordaunt Short MS30i Classic: room
averaged response (solid trace); impedance vs
frequency (dashed trace, 2ohms/division)

things seemed to be
fine [Fig 2c1; even
the phase

grille detached, the

lusty little MS 10i into arather cool,

Fig 2c. Mordaunt Short MS30i Classic:

with other

integration was
good, despite the

for money is strong, and this means
that it must be on your audition list.

+15° vertical (dotted), 30° lateral (short

revealed no

was taken with the

While the graph

response family at 2m, axial (solid trace),

very good stereo

factor in matching

response showed
the shelved-down

I
/
v

you're standing
up! Excellent pair
matching
(+0.25dB) also
helped to make for

many virtues, which comfortably

and by measurement. It sounds
lively and revealing. Overall value

-

indicated its
suitability for
middle-size (15W
or more) valve

measurement

commendable,
judged
both
subjectively in the listening room

r

- •

except that

the dry side,
another helpful

quite well-extended bass, while its
general frequency accuracy is

nearfield correction)

sensitivity, this

most subtle speaker available, it has

Secondly, in contrast to smaller
speaker types, it has powerful and

individual driver responses (dashed line is

consistency over a
range of axes

done well on test. While not the

well into many rooms.

axial frequency response, 1m, showing

89dBIW

106dBA sound
levels. Bass was on

fully domestic furniture grade, and
with its slim pillar design it will fit

Fig 2a. Mordaunt Short MS30i Classic:

remarkable,
showing very good

Castle's designer has put punch into
the Severn and this new version has

Firstly, it is complete, requiring
no accessories, while the finish is of

Having
successfully
transformed
the lusty little
MS10i into a
rather cool,
real-wood
contender at
£280 in its
'Classic' form,
MordauntShort has
continued the
exercise with
the larger
MS30i

MORDAUNT-SHORT MS30i CLASSIC

range waterfall

components of
moderate power in
the lower mid.
These are very
likely associated
with the first
bending mode for
the midrange cone,
also signed as a
blip in impedance
at about 580Hz.
This was probably
the cause of the

moderate
`boxiness' and
related coloration

that very smooth
treble. With near-

heard in the mid.
The spatially

low end was
reinforced almost

averaged Room
Response (Kg 2d1

to flatness down to

had alumpy
tendency through

the large scale
balance which was

the mid leading to

heard on test.

Test results

boundary lift the

40Hz providing

Mordaunt Short MS301 Classic

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
425x25x30
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
15-150W
Recommended placement
on rigid stands. 0.2-0.4m from wall
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
70Hz-18kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
45Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
38Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
89dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
106dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
4.5 ohms/8 ohms/good
Forward response unIfomilty
very good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £600
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TDL CHILTERN CF 100
LAB REPORT
With abelowaverage sensitivity
of 85dBIW, a
healthy-sized
amplifier is
required to produce
high sound levels
from this
loudspeaker. A
minimum

much of the upper
range. The

have been

attractive, fullyveneered front

offerings with

output extended to
55Hz (the -6dB
point), or to below
50Hz under room
conditions while

may be used with

the dotted traces
showed the

maximum sound
level of 102dBA.
However, the
sensitivity was
uncompromised by
the impedance
characteristic,
which averaged
9ohms with
minima of 6.5 and
6.2 ohms,
representing agood
amplifier load.
Port tuning for
this box was
indicated at 52Hz
and if well
balanced, bass

larger

made the decision
to discard the grille
rather easier.
At low
frequencies, the

amplifier rating of
25W is indicated,
while up to 100W
reasonable care,
this resulting in
practice in a

In the past
the majority
of TDL designs

Fig 3a. TDL Chiltern CF100: axial frequency
response, 1m, showing individual driver
responses (dashed line is nearfield correction)

smaller systems that use 160mm or
smaller main drivers. It needs a

frequencies,

good speaker stand, properly spiked
and equipped with atop plate large

so the smallest
model in the

enough to support the speaker near
to its edges. In a room, the best
balance is likely to result if the
speaker is placed fairly near to a
long, solid wall, to help give the
firmest and most extended bass.
The bass driver is MordauntShort's own design, an injected

Fig 3b. TDL Chiltern CFI00: response family

in the vertical
plane, the above-

(dotted), 30° lateral (short dash), 45° lateral

at 2m, axial (solid trace), + 15° vertical
(chain dash)

axis output was

moulded polypropylene cone of
graded thickness, co-moulded with
the inverted half-roll surround, the
whole built on astrong diecast alloy
frame.
It is essentially designed to work

well integrated
with the axial,

without a crossover: the transition
to the Mordaunt-Short-built metaldome tweeter lies at 3-4kHz. The

with aminor dip
below the median

clearly pretty flat,
showing very

labyrinth
loading at low

something of

crossover frequency
[Fig 1]. Off-axis

axis of 4d8.
In third octave
analysis, the
response was

transmission
line or

a departure

response with a
fairly low 1.8kHz

level. With a large, 210mm-chassis
bass/mid driver, this system is even
presents a viable alternative to the
ES12 from sister company Epos.
The traditionally sized and
proportioned cabinet looks quite
hefty after a raft of narrower,

company's
new carbon
fibre range
marks

acoustic crossover

at lifting the performance to a new

electrical feed to the latter via a
single capacitor which is actually

Fig 3c. TDL Chiltern CFI 00: waterfall of
energy decay, 0.2ms risetime (5dBldivision)

'voiced'
from
a paralleled
combination of selected parts. For
critical listening the protective
tweeter cover could be removed
(with great caution) but the fabric

minor plateaux to
1.5kHz and 6kHz

grille is best left in place. The

extension down to
45Hz should be
available under
room-matched

on areference
axis. Good
integration was
seen for the off-

inductor to the bass/mid driver.
The cabinet interior shows good
attention to detail, with extensive

conditions. On
axis, the +3dB
response spanned

axis outputs,
which also
balanced well in
energy terms. The
energy/time

80Hz to 17kHz
and pair matching
was also very
good, +0.3dB
100Hz to 10kHz.
The grille had
an unfortunate
effect on the
output, placing an
audible and

response was
generally good, if
dominated by the
high-Q ultrasonic
resonance of the
metal-dome
tweeter, which

crossover is completed by a small

Fig 3d. TDL Chiltern CF100: Classic: room
averaged response (solid trace); impedance vs
frequency (dashed trace, 2ohms/division)

cross-bracing augmented by some
panel damping pads. With a
generous internal volume of 22
litres, the enclosure has been tuned
to alow 38Hz by a43mm diameter
ducted port on the rear. A low-

listening room a
fine response was

before was still

some +3dB from

evident but the rest
of the output was
well blended right

50Hz to 8kHz,
with the expected

down to the mildly
dry bass.
Distortion was
found to be better

obtained [Fig 3c1],

resonance moulded structure mould
forms the front panel while the
exterior

is

clad

in

a finely-

reconstituted rosewood veneer. The
speaker can be bi-wired via the
multi- way gold plated binding
posts.

rises I2dB above

natural roll-off
towards higher

measurable notch

the mean.

frequencies, The

than average for

(10dB deep at
2.5kHz) in the

Apart from this,
the in-band decay

mild prominence

the size and

First

near 1kHz noted

sensitivity.

particularly rewarding. Here was a

lower treble, and

rate was

giving rise to

commendable and

irregularities of
+1.5dB over

this is apparent in
the 5dBldivision
waterfall graph,

11 ) 1.
Electronics Ltd,
Chiltern Hinise,
Knaves Beech
Business Centre,
Loudwater,
High Wycombe,
Bucks,
HP/0 9QR.
Tel: 01628
850111

[Fig 3c1. Using
the higher
dynamic range,
10dBldiv
presentation (not
shown) the results
still indicated good
damping in the
carbon fibre cone.
Measured in the

Test results

TDL Chiltern CF100

Dimensions (
hwd. mm)
290x200x230
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
25-100W
Recommended placement
free space on 45cm stands
Frequency response ± 3dB ( 2m)
80Hz-18kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6(113) at 1m
55Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
50Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
90dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
102dBA
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
6.2 ohms/8 ohms/good
Forward response uniformity
very good
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £450
(in rosewood finish, £500)

SOUND QUALITY
impressions

were

not

loudspeaker that demonstrated
some distinctly old-fashioned
tendencies — for example,
significant

midrange

coloration. Its size suggested a
healthy bass, and while it was
really capable when correctly
placed near awall, when out in
free space, it was actually too
dry in the bass to properly
balance the midrange. Without
the backing of a proximate
wall, 0.2 to 0.4m from the
back panel of the speaker, the
mid was not only prominent
MARCH MPS
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but it also showed off the speaker's
worst point: namely a moderately
thickened, boxy quality.
But matters improved with some
room-boundary support, the low
mid and bass filling out, and the
mid balance, which formerly
sounded exposed, now appeared
more
natural.
There's
a
resemblance to the MS 10i Classic,
but no more than that: switching to
the smaller model revealed a faster
sound, with better timing and a
more open midrange as well as
superior mid-treble integration. On

technology. In this context, it
performs beyond its price.

TDL CHILTERN CF100
In the past the majority of TDL
designs have been larger offerings
with transmission line or labyrinth
loading at low frequencies, so the
smallest model in the company's
new carbon fibre range marks
something of a departure. A very
compact stand-mount speaker, the
Chiltern CF100 is beautifully

finished in real veneer. It has an
internal volume of barely 9 litres,
reflex-loaded to augment the bass
the face of it, the larger speaker
offers greater dynamic range, with a by aducted port on the rear panel.
It is intended for free space use on
more powerful, deeper bass and
suitable good-quality stands.
lower distortion, but is this enough?
The strong cabinet is built of
The MS30i Classic undoubtedly
15mm thick double-veneered MDF
has the ability to polarise listeners.
panels, and has an anechoic foam
Those seeking afast, low-coloration
lining plus a long-hair wool filling.
sound must look elsewhere. On the
At the exit of the reflex duct,. the
other hand, there are rewards for
moulding is flared to reduce audible
listeners
who
persist.
bass distortion at high powers. FiveSympathetically system matched
way binding posts are fitted and the
and placed, it demonstrated inner
speaker can be bi-wired.
qualities of dynamic expression and
The 125mm diameter bass driver
transparency (particularly evident in
has an active diameter of 105mm,
the upper-mid and treble ranges)
with a cone made from resinwhich reach into audiophile
territory. It could provide a stabilised woven carbon fibre.
Energised by a large magnet, this
generous sound images on a large
unit is built on astrong cast frame.
scale, clearly teaching that a good
This TDL driver crosses over to the
eight- inch main driver does have
well-respected and long-established
something to offer compared with
TDL 25mm metal- dome tweeter,
the ubiquitous five and six inchers.
with detachable perforated cover
Comparisons of speed with the
(take care when removing this),
zippy little 10i Classic may mislead,
whose alloy dome or shell is
as the 30i actually does quite well in
strongly
reinforced
by
an
its class, and, for example, clearly
anodisation process which others
shows the pace and rhythm qualities
have described as ' ceramic' layering.
of middle-range Naim electronics.
The crossover is set to operate at
The
MS30i
Classic
had
around 21cHz, and uses high quality
surprisingly good stereo focus for its
components, second-order for low
size; it played bass tunes evenly and
pass, and third-order for the high
with good expression; and it
pass to the tweeter. Low- loss
possessed aclear, sparkling vice-free
treble. It proved easy to drive and
could deliver high sound levels from

polypropylene capacitors are used
throughout, with unsaturable air

avariety of amplifiers, solid-state or
valve.

core inductors.

CONCLUSION
Neither
bland
nor
easily
assimilated, the MS 30i Classic
does
not
win
an
obvious
recommendation, and yet Iwould
argue that if interested you should
persevere. It requires some care in
siting, the aid of a good speaker
stand and a balanced view of its
general character.
If this all works out, you can
properly value its low distortion and
exceptional mid/treble transparency,
capable rhythm, superior dynamic
expression and high loudness
potential. Perhaps worth still more
than
this
is
its
particular
combination of tonal balance, high
sensitivity and easy amplifier
loading, which well suits it to valve
NMI NEWS aIIECOIM REVIEW
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SOUND QUALITY
This elegant-sounding design has a
classically neutral sound of almost
broadcast monitor
accuracy,
and
nothing jumps out
at you on first
hearing. Coloration,
of both cone and
box varieties, was
low. Moreover, this
speaker
had
a
healthy
wellbalanced
and
tuneful bass which
responded well to
free space location
on 24cm high rigid
stands.
While it is not
particularly

sensitive, the speaker appeared easy
to drive and could handle higher
powers surprisingly well, avoiding
premature compression or bass
doubling until playing really loud in
a moderately-sized room. Ifound
the effect of the grille rather
destructive, but remove it, and you
release high levels of clarity and
focus. The speaker also conveyed
respectable transparency and image
depth over the entire frequency
range. Dynamics were quite good,
not quite a ' direct coupled' sound
but well resolved and informative
nonetheless.
Large, spacious sound stages
could be produced, complemented
by natural perspectives, a smooth
character, well judged string and
brass ' tone' and an upper treble
which, if lacking some air and
sparkle, was also pleasantly grainless
and free from excess sibilance. Solid
bass was present to around 45Hz,
just sufficient for believable double
bass and bass guitar at civilised
sound levels. It possesses above
average rhythm and proved to be
involving and entertaining over
longer sessions.
The integrity of this design came
through over extended testing,
which showed it to be both evenhanded and low in aural fatigue.

The TDL's
125mm
diameter
bass driver
has an active
diameter of
105mm, with
a cone made
from resin stabilised
woven carbon
fibre.
Energised by
a large
magnet, this
unit is built
on a strong
cast frame

CONCLUSION
TDL has succeeded in constructing
a miniature system of fine build
quality, excellent finish and
engineering with a well-balanced,
big-hearted sound. Working on tall
stands in free space, it provides low
coloration, fine clarity and very
good stereo, with an overall
accuracy of near broadcast monitor
precision.
It is inevitably of low sensitivity,
and deserves a good quality
amplifier of 50W or more but has
the advantage of a good loading,
and gets the best from amplifier and
cable. Here it is the quality which
counts and not the size and so the
Chiltern CF100 joins that worthy
band of recommended
loudspeakers.
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o me, ' Specifications' is a
euphemism in audio for
`license to tell whopping great
lies'. But one number will tell you
more about Theta's Casablanca than
all the ad copy the company can
muster: 41. That's the number of
pages in the owner's manual, and
you'll have to read at least 30 of 'em
before you're fit to operate one of
the most comprehensive, facilityladen devices since that classic 600series Nakamichi pre-amp of yore.
When apre-amp occupies aspace
of 19x16x7.5in and weighs 431b
(specs, Iknow, but ones which can't
be misinterpreted), it has to offer
more than amassive case. Especially
when it costs £ 3998 just for the
'bare' chassis.

It's apparent
that Theta
wanted to
make the
Casablanca
easy to use
rather than
to cloud its
operation in
arcane
rituals...
no hidden
commands,
no seeking the
function in
the small print
of some
unlikely menu

That's the key to the Casablanca:
you can include or delete as many
options as you like. Credit goes to
Cello for pioneering this approach
with the original Suite, but it's the
computer era which has turned
modularity into something lessrarified than studio practice. The
Casablanca, like Krell's KAV and
the Meridian 800 series uses PC
architecture to create what we can
only hope will be components even
more resistant to obsolescence, by
virtue of ` upgradability', than the
computers they emulate.
Right after the 1997 HiFi Show, I
borrowed the importer's well-worn,
certainly burned-in Casablanca, one
complete with just about every
analogue, digital, and video option,
including ' superior' D /A converter
and a selection of phono and XLR
inputs and outputs. The choices
were bewildering: balanced or singleended, coaxial or Toslink, S-video or
RCAphono, PAL or NTSC.
I ended
up
treating
the
Casablanca as if it were a high-end
audio pre-amp which just happens to
preclude the need for an external
DAC, surround processor, or video
routeing system. For optimum

analogue-to- digital selector, which
chooses between the analogue or
digital sources which share input
numbers, is marked — surprise! —
'A- D'. No hidden commands, no
seeking the function in the small
print of some unlikely menu.
Another frinstance: whatever
button you might hit for asub-menu
(all of which appear on-screen) will
get you back to the main menu if
you press it again. And you will find
yourself surfing through the wrong
menus until you get the hang of it.
What's so reassuring is that you
needn't worry about fouling up the
configuration settings your installer
spent an afternoon establishing with
his SPL meter and tuned ears.
If, for example, you accidentally
find yourself looking at the rather
daunting menu for the output levels
of your five subwoofers, set to the
nearest decibel, you needn't run out
of the room screaming. Just hit ' set-

Sound and vision both meet
true high- end standards with Theta's
Casablanca pre-amp/processor

by

performance, Irestricted my A/V use
to the S-video connection of aTheta
Data III Laserdisc transport.
It's apparent that Theta, unlike
Meridian, wanted to make the
Casablanca easy to use rather than
to cloud its operation in arcane
rituals. A big Prinstance: the

A NIGHT IN

KEN

KESSLER

up' one more time and you're back
at the previous menu.
•Admittedly, the Lexicon DC- 1
offers a similarly logical approach.
But what Theta has done is to isolate
the less- often required functions
while giving prominence to the most
common — source selection and
mode, for example — teaching the
machine to do the rest.
This was made clear after Ispent
ages trying to get DTS discs to
deliver something other than silence.
Had Iread the manual first, I'd have
known that the Theta has to realign
itself between Dolby Digital and
DTS when you have one Laserdisc
player with two digital outputs: one
for DTS and normal digital sources,
the other an RF connection for
Dolby Digital. Because of the 15
second delay while this happened, I
hadn't realized that the Casablanca
was clever enough to select
automatically between the two.
Eventually, Iended up with the
Theta routing signals to and from
the aforementioned DATA III, a
second CD transport from Marantz,
aPanasonic hi-fi VCR and monitor,
both NICAM-equipped.
The Theta's output fed, at various
times, asix-channel Marantz power
amp or a couple of Acurus amps,
one with three channels and the
other with two. The only aspect of
performance Ididn't sample was its
control over subwoofers, simply
because my 14 x 22ft room is wellserved by three Apogee LCRs across
the front and a pair of Apogee
Ribbon Monitors for the rear. Imay
be an American, but Ishare not my
nation's thuggish passion for
stomach-churning bass. And if eight
6in woofers ain't enough for that
room, well, it'll have to be no more
dinosaur movies for me, Isuppose.
It took about two seconds to
realise that here was — beyond any
doubt — a bridge between
audiophilic concerns and home
cinema. Forget the sound of sub£1000,
all- in- one- including amplification, 92- button A/V
receivers. While they represent
superb value for money for the noncritical listener, they do not
represent anything even approximating sonic excellence. The grain,
the sizzle, the exaggerated highs, the
boom down below, the poor
transitions between channels: these
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are banished from systems built
around aCasablanca.
As I've used aTheta Pro Gen Va
since its birth, Iwas familiar with the
sound of digital conversion the
Theta way. Theta's Neil Sinclair
described the top- level- converterequipped Casablanca as ' nearly a
ProGen
Va'. ` Nearly'
is
understatement, and it took acouple
of hours and a half- dozen discs
before Icould distinguish between
the Pro Gen Va into the Casablanca,
and the latter's on-board converter.
Part of that time was spent settling
on an interconnect which didn't add
to the confusion; the on- board
converter had the advantage over the
Pro Gen Va by virtue of direct
connection inside. After swapping
between Discovery, Transparent,
and XLO wires, Idecided that the
Pro Gen Va showed a slight
improvement in dynamics, especially
the speed of transition from soft to
loud, and it offered better low level
detail and resolution. BUT — and
that's in capitals so you'll notice — it
would be hard to justify an extra £2k
over the Casablanca-with-on-board`superior'-DAC.
In this respect alone, the
Casablanca deserves consideration
as a combination pre-amp/converter
of no mean abilities. Admittedly, I
haven't heard aCasablanca with the
'entry-level' DAC, but I'd be
surprised if many Casablanca
customers opted for the this. With
the ` superior' DAC, the Casablanca
retains 98% of the Pro Gen Va's
sound, while adding enough inputs,
outputs and switching niceties to
convert it into a tinkerer's dream.
What makes this device something
more is the way it deals with AN. It
was immediately apparent that the
HI.F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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video signal — Data III to
Casablanca to monitor — benefited
from the quality of the Casablanca's
video cards. Replacing a sub-£ 700
AN pre-amp with the Casablanca, I
was rewarded with the same level of
improvement I'd expect had a linedoubler been inserted. And you
don't need to be Spielberg to notice
the gains — cleaner whites, sharper
edge definition.
Sonically, too, the improvements
over lesser processors were vivid.
Given that most of the sound effects

Like other high-end
pre-amp/processors,
Casablanca features
aPC-type modular
construction. Picture
opposite shows the
mainframe: below is
one plug-in module

in films are almost impossible to
'reference' — the Harrier jump jet*
at the end of True Lies is about as
familiar to most of us in real-life as a
llama's cry or an Fl engine from
inside the cockpit — so we try to
focus on two or three things. We
tend to listen for crowd
sounds, rainfall, and other
real-world, enveloping
experiences, mainly to
hear whether or not it
convinces us.
Do you need to be told that the
sound of reality is all- enclosing?
That the sound of rainfall doesn't
appear to be coming from five
discrete sources? The test is this: the
better, the more coherent, the more
enveloping the sound without gaps,
the better the surround- sound
experience. It's that simple. And,
bless ' em, the Theta guys have
created the perfect device to show
why some of us feel that DTS blows
Dolby out of the cinema.
There's almost aconsensus as to
which scenes do it best, given the
shortage of Laserdiscs available in
both Dolby Digital and DTS form.
Dragonhean, Last Man Standing and
a few others have emerged, but the
instant showtime fave has to be

*Those who'd like to
hear aHarrier without
having to endure
Schwarzenegger can
find one taking off on
the HFNIRR Test
Disc III, available
from the Accessories
Club — Ed

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
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Tel: 0181-947
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GoldenEye. You guessed it: the bit in
the preamble where Bond does a
'chute-less sky-dive after apilot-less
plane, and the flyover. You start
with the final scene confronting the
Russians (Chapter 5) and duck those
ricocheting bullets, move on to the
chase after the plane, listen for the
rushing wind, savour the explosion.
While only an idiot would doubt
the merits of Dolby Digital, which
can be positively exciting in terms of
impact, dynamics, and sheer energy,
DTS definitely wins the day if its
realism that's your goal.
But this is nit-picking. Even with
the now-passé Dolby Pro-Logic,
the Casablanca creates
a surround
sound
experience to savour, all
the while serving admirably
as a funky ol' two-channel
analogue pre-amp if required.
It is aproduct which we'll learn,
in about 10 years' time, was a
milestone in early all-digital home
cinema. In 20 years' time, it may be
held in the esteem as aMaranta 7C
is today. Yes, it's that good.
A final word, whatever my obvious
lust for this near-perfect device: no
sane consumer should even consider
purchasing a Casablanca ( or any
other control centre) without trying
at the very least the Lexicon DC- 1or
Meridian 500-series components for
insanely good value-for-money, or
the Proceed, Krell, Meridian 800,
and EAD equivalents where cost is
no object. I've lived with around half
of the dozen or so contenders in this
field and can see the merits of every
one, but Ihave to state categorically
that, should Isuddenly find a spare
ten grand or so, Iwill be using a
control unit named after my all-time
favourite film...
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MUSIC«
COMPOS177011S
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swe move ever closer to the
set-top box entertainment
source or all-in-one multimedia system, it becomes more
important that AV speaker systems
manage to suit music playing
requirements as well as providing
the bass oomph and impressive
midrange that gives good results
from movie soundtracks.
And why shouldn't they? Is it
really so difficult to provide the
finesse and accuracy necessary for
music listening plus the dynamic
attack and low frequency power and
extension that the movie watcher
requires?
Not according to Laurie Fincham
and Andrew Jones, who both,

How many times have we heard that
'high- end meets home cinema' tag for
AV speakers that are supposed to
sound good on music too? Infinity's
Composition Preludes stake a better
claim than most
by PETER 1 COMEAU

tower section just 160mm wide and
curving back to 200mm depth
incidentally feature in the history of sitting on a subwoofer base of the
KEF, and are the designers of the same width but curving back to
Infinity Composition Prelude.
50cm depth. This does not provide
Here, at last, is an elegant solution much volume for the 300mm bass
to the multimedia speaker system, unit — in fact only 12 litres — so a
one that can be driven by any
100W power amplifier is included
amplifier, is not too fussy about just to drive the bass section,
room positioning, and provides a boosting output below its resonant
balanced sound for all listeners.
frequency to achieve extension
Impossible? The specifications give down to aremarkable 25Hz.
a clue as to how the feat is
Four plastic- coned 125mm
accomplished.
lower-mid units, two 100mm upper
Prelude's front speakers are tall, midranges and a 25mm dome
graceful columns consisting of a treble unit are included

Switch into the
five-speaker
set-up and
voices are
strengthened by
the centre
speaker,
though as usual
the sense of a
three
dimensional
soundstage is
partially
obscured

in a d'Appolito arrangement in the
slim upper column. This gives a
wide dispersion in both the
horizontal and vertical planes to
cover a wide range of seating
positions. These units are driven by
your amplifier through a passive
crossover, but the multiplicity of
drive units and high- strength
magnet systems used gives asuperhigh sensitivity of 96dB for 1W
input into the nominal 4ohm load.
With its high-powered bass
section and high sensitivity, this is
one of the few non- horn- loaded
speaker systems that will give good
dynamic range from just about any
amplifier, including single- ended
triode valve designs! You could
even power them direct from the
output of a stereo TV and still
achieve wall-shaking results, though
the quality might be rather suspect.
A long, slim centre channel uses
the same drive units as the columns
in order to match their sensitivity
and achieve good acoustic matching
to avoid timbre change with shifting
images. As usual I found its
horizontal arrangement disrupted
the excellent stereo image from the
left and right columns, so for
stereo use it is best left
switched off.
Prelude's ` Quadrapole'
surrounds fall into the wide
dispersion type with what is
described as a cloverleaf
polar pattern from two
pairs of opposing 90mm
mid- treble units and a
central 125mm bass-mid.
This is similar, but not
quite like, the THX surround
format where the output is designed
to spread around the room rather
than providing directional, and
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therefore obvious, rear effects. The
clover-leaf pattern does give amore
directional output, but still covers
all listeners well, and siting is not
difficult. Slim enough to be wall
mounted in optional white finish to
avoid visual disharmony, these
'Quadrapole' surrounds are of
slightly lower 90dB efficiency, but
offer anominal 8 ohm load to your
surround amplifier.

SOUND QUALITY
So much for the theory, what about
the sound? With its UK designer
heritage there is not a trace of US
type coloration, bass emphasis or
enforced presence about the
Composition Preludes. Integration
of the multiple drive units is
excellent, the stereo image from the
two L/R front columns is stable,
deep and brilliantly layered. Bass
output is tight, informative, fast and
extends just far enough for rock and
orchestral satisfaction.
Spaced 0.5 metre away from rear
walls, the low- frequency output
betrays no undue emphasis of any
particular frequency band, but is
tuneful and has good transient
impact. To UK ears it sounds
particularly well balanced with the
lower mid, though Inote that US
reviewers tend to regard it as 'lean'.
A switch on the rear of the bass
cabinet provides adjustment of bass
output in three levels — ' Min'
should
suit
close- to- wall
positioning, while ' Max' may need
to be used in a larger room with
insubstantial bass-soak-away walls.
The middle position sounded fine
for the average room.
In many ways, the Preludes are
fit-and-forget speakers. They don't
impress in that larger-than-life way
which some designs use to
overpower the listener. Instead,
their accuracy and smoothness
allows access to all aspects of the
recording, whatever its source. For
home cinema use the bass output is
generous enough, though in
comparison
with
specialist
subwoofer designs such as the REL
Stentor the lowest frequencies do
not breathe as freely.
This is just about the only
evidence that the bass enclosure
design is a compromise. High
power bass can certainly shake the
floor, but doesn't manage to move
the air in the same way that the
Stentor pumps it out. But then you
don't have alarge enclosure to hide
away with the Preludes.
Colorations are few but do lend
some character to the Preludes.
There is a touch of hollowness to
some string instruments, for
example Hagai Shaham's violin in
Achron's Hebrew Melody [
Biddulph
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LAW021] gained slightly more
emphasis of wood than bow on
string, and Arnon Erez's piano can
be slightly leaden in places. On the
other hand the performers are
presented in a deep and resonant
acoustic, rather ethereal compared
to the precise focus of, say, a two
way monitor speaker, that shows off
their relationship really well.
Treble output is on the smooth
rather than brilliant side of
neutrality. As aresult there is some
apparent loss of detail in the upper
midrange, again affecting the upper
region of stringed instruments,
though recovery in the extreme
treble is enough to make cymbals
shimmer naturally and lend apolish
to violins. Similarly woodwind can
sometimes appear somewhat hollow
sounding, but this is dependent on
instrument range: so flute, for
example, is portrayed with fine
accuracy.
Vocals are often given an added
touch of warmth, but there is plenty
of detail available to retain clarity of
diction and provide a strong stage
presence. Both opera and radio
plays are enticingly presented, with
voices moving around a three
dimensional sonic landscape behind
the plane of the speakers.
Switch into the five-speaker set-

more likely to blend acoustically
with typical domestic requirements
too. Stylish looks and high
performance sound are a rare find
in the hi-fi/AV world the Preludes
have bags of both.

Here, at last, is
an elegant
solution to the
multimedia
speaker
system, one
that can be
driven by any
amplifier, is
not too fussy
about room
positioning,
and provides a
balanced
sound for all
listeners.
Impossible...
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up and voices are strengthened by
the centre speaker, though as usual
the sense of a three dimensional
soundstage is partially obscured.
This mode suits rock music and
movie viewing brilliantly, both
gaining impact from the strong bass
transient attack and wide dynamic
range of the front speakers.

CONCLUSION
Infinity Compositions are one of
the few speaker setups that give
good results for both music and
home theatre listening. In the
current state of recording quality
there have to be compromises in the
speaker design to accommodate the
differing requirements of both
media types, but the Preludes
manage this very successfully.
On paper the high 96dB/W
sensitivity looks attractive, but in
practice is curtailed by the limited
dynamic range of the bass unit and
its amplifier, and the reduced
sensitivity of the surrounds. Still,
the dynamic swings are dramatic
enough to satisfy the movie fan, and
will make the most of the often
limited capabilities of the
power sections of most
current AV receivers.
While the overall results
are, perhaps, not in the same class
as the outstanding B&W THX
system, the slimline look is more
attractive for the living room and is
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early all turntables for
vinyl disc replay — at
least, all those that are
acceptable to audiophiles, back to
Garrard's classic model 301 —
employ AC motors of the
induction type. Most of the
various types belong to one of the
related sub- classes, namely
'squirrel cage', ` induction disc' or
'hysteresis' types' ,2,3 •
8. Their
significant characteristic is that
their
speed
is
determined
principally by the frequency of the
incoming supply, and that the
supply voltage has little effect on
speed. Instead, voltage affects
torque — which seems relatively
unimportant unless you are a DJ.
But some wrongly-synchronised or
otherwise ` phased' or repeated
voltage (hence torque) variations,
might lead to speed, hence pitch,
variations.
The strong frequency/speed
dependency of the various
induction motors is deemed
useful, because the average
frequency of any national AC
power source [
see The National
Frequency] has to be held within
fairly tight limits. These limits
have to be kept to, day in and out,

zb. CARE WARNING A
The DIY kit involves wiring and parts
that will operate at mains voltage.
Inexperienced and beginner builders should
enlist experienced help and all
mains/high voltage connections should
be inspected before first use by a
competent electrician or engineer.

The benefits
of using
intrinsically
benign, as
well as more
frequencystable, AC
power to
drive a
turntable will
be obvious
enough

with infrequent exception or
dilution ( unlike some other utility
standards), because only a
10-15% sustained deviation in
frequency would risk shuttingdown — or even damaging —

A highly pure and stable
power source for turntables, Pure Cycle

billions of pounds worth of
substation plant, not to mention
electricity users' own equipment,
nationwide. Also, power line
frequency is not normally affected
by the length or quality of the
lines, nor by the remoteness of the
user; it is not ` attenuatable'.
In mainland Britain, for some
70 years home of the world's first
national power grid — the 50Hz
(50 cycles per second) mains
supply frequency is not permitted
to deviate by more than ± 2% (
ie,
1Hz), and must also average 50.0
Hz over a given 24-hour period.
The nub of the problem is that
while most mains frequency
variations are small [
see Mains
Frequency Changes], a few can be
quite large, and all are apt to be
relatively abruptly occurring ( as
discrete steps); and the pattern of
pitch change so caused is random
from the viewpoint of the musical
performance you are listening to.
Some testing with the Audio
Precision test set's six- digit
frequency meter shows that typical
AC mains frequency has a
continuous ' flutter' or ' jitter' of
±1% or so. Of course, the
momentum of a heavy turntable

platter ( flywheel effect) should
smooth the worst of this out —
but not all of it, by any means.
This residual speed variance
together with larger periodic
variations would account for what
is heard by the more sensitive and
often musically- trained listeners,
as never- quite-right pitch and/or
timing.
Nominal, typical human pitch
sensitivity is such that a 0.3%
change in frequency ( at a given
level) is audible when it occurs
over ashort period as ' flutter'. But
the period and rate of change of
speed ( hence
pitch)
must
considerably affect how such
variances are perceived. Moreover,
on
the
basis
of
other
psychoacoustic sensitivity spreads,
it would be surprising if 1% of
individuals didn't have rather
greater sensitivity than 0.3% —
probably as much as ten times
better. As vinyl recordings are
supposed to be made with aspeed
stability better than 0.1% 8,aiming
for a frequency=>speed=>pitch*
stability on replay of better than
0.03% is justifiable.

STABILISATION: APPROACHES
NEW AND OLD
While it is a comparatively simple
matter to control and regulate the
AC voltage received from the
national grid, there is no ready
means to change locally or better
regulate the AC power's frequency
— short of disassembling it and
Footnote
* .> means 'converts to ,

will provide pure AC to get the
best out of almost any record deck
by BEN DUNCAN

PURE
any

C C
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regenerating it afresh. In the past
20 years or so, this has mostly
been achieved using rather crude
techniques.
In one widespread scheme, the
mains supply is directly rectified
and smoothed. The resulting raw
DC is then switched at the
required rate, determined by a
notionally accurate clock —
usually crystal controlled. The
outcome is an improvement in the
stability of the record rotating on
the turntable.
Alas, there is a trade-off: the
spray of audio and RF harmonics
from the precise 50Hz squarewave
(and other, higher- rate, sharpedged clock signal leakages) are
prone to be conducted and
radiated to the surrounding
equipment.
This is not a good idea, since
the turntable motor and on/off
switch wiring must be in close
proximity to the most sensitive,
high- gain wiring in the entire
audio system; and often (
eg, with
Ortofon's
low
output
m- c
cartridges), mains is passing
within an inch or three of the most
sensitive wiring outside of a radio
telescopy lab. To make matters
worse, one mass- market maker
fitted this intrusive kind of
circuitry within the turntable, with
scant shielding.
Clearly, the cleanest possible
mains supply is of benefit in the
turntable's environment. With
increasing awareness of the
effects of today's RF/EMI [
Electro
Magnetic Interference] smog' on the
sonic quality and potential of all
hi-fi equipment, the benefits of
using intrinsically benign (
as well

aefore

On/Off
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Jel ".
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via RAM% wire

No tes
0 VOMI

rated

to
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Fig 1. The power supply

as more frequency- stable) AC
power to drive a turntable will be
obvious enough. In the wake of
the recent power conditioner
project 5,the benefits of aturntable
power purifier that also offers high
rejection against common- mode
noise on the mains ( conventional
turntable supplies offer little, if
any) will also be appreciated.
Another
class
of
speed
stabilisation is to use aDC motor,
with servo control, to make the
speed ' intelligently controlled'.
An early device was made by
Philips over 20 years ago' but it
was mainly Japanese ' consumerfake' makers who plied various
servo- controlled ' direct' and beltdriven motors on to unsuspecting
music- lovers. One reason why
these devices are unmentionable
in real hi-fi is that even good
motor servo circuits ( let alone
those concocted with £ 1worth of
parts) have a tendency to hunt
and develop ills like ` sychronoresonant jitter' — which rather

IT is worth recounting why all national mains supplies are either 50 or 60Hz.
Why not 5Hz or (audio nightmare!) 1500Hz? On the face of it, high power
frequencies, high above audio would be best. But all bulk AC power — whether
coal, oil, gas, nuclear or wind sourced, is (still) generated with substantial
physical machines called alternators. And all of these except wind start
with steam plant. In part, the optimum speed of the alternator determines
the frequency, and partly this is set by the steam plant. The First AC plant
used reciprocating steam engines which ran at low speed, hence the
first AC supplies had gearing belts and sought to use lower
frequencies, typically 16 or 25Hz, to help bridge the gap. In the past
90 years, steam turbines have been used, which are able to run at
far higher speeds. Since then, the maximum speed has been set by
safety and reliability limits on the metals used to make the
alternator shaft, bearings and rotor parts — remembering that
the latter weighs maybe 200 tons, and at 60 cycles per second
(the higher of the two world-standard frequencies) is turning at
3600 rpm — the sort of rate amedium-sized car engine (not
wheels) rev at, when cruising at 70 mph. For the wires and
other materials straining on the outermost points of the rotor, the
same 3600 rpm amounts to aspeed of some 2000 mph. Next,
the current handling rating and efficiency of the grid power
transformers is very highly frequency-dependent, so once a
national grid is in place, the frequency becomes sacrosanct.
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The
transformer
is specially
balanced to
give high
Common
Mode ( noise)
Rejection.
Further special
steps have
also been
taken to
reduce the
passage and
production
of Electro
Magnetic
Interference
in the
remainder of
the power
supply

defeats their object. Such circuits
are in any event often employed
to permit the use of ultra-low-cost
and imperfectly balanced platters
and bearings.

MAKING PURE AC
Figs 1to 3 show the circuitry used
in Pure Cycle to create highly
stable, clean and also balanced
AC power — solely and expressly
for 100V to 240V AC mains rated
induction-type turntable motors.
In Fig 1 the AC mains is stepped
down to about 50 peak volts with
Ti. This transformer, similar to
one previously specified for my
HYEAD-02 based circuitry", is
specially balanced to give high
CMR [
Common Mode (noise)
Rejection]. Further special steps
have also been taken to reduce the
passage and production of EMI in
the remainder of the power
supply. Thus diodes D1-4 are fast
and
soft
recovery
types.
Transformers also generate EMI
when their windings are abruptly
un -terminated. RI keeps the
current flowing and prevent
momentary voltage spikes and
EMI, when each diode drops out
of conduction near the zero
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THIEL

CS2.3
THE NEW THIEL CS2.3 is the result of 20 years of
extensive experience in designing high performance loudspeakers for home music and video sound systems. Since
1977, THIEL's innovative engineering and construction techniques have led to significant sonic improvements in each
new model introduced, resulting in speakers with the most
outstanding performance in their class.

All-metal diaphragm drivers
The CS2.3 is athree-way system incorporating all
THIEL-designed and built metal diaphragm drivers—a
I-inch dome tweeter, 3.5inch midrange driver, and 8-inch
woofer—along with a9-inch passive radiator. Metal
diaphragms provide much higher stiffness which eliminates
diaphragm resonances in the operating range for very clear
and open reproduction.
The CS2.3 drivers also use unusual short coil/long gap,
copper stabilised motor systems to dramatically reduce
distortion. Coupled with the low resonance diaphragms and
very high quality electrical network components, avery high
level of clarity is achieved.

New coaxial driver
The new CS2.3's most innovative design feature is anewly
designed coaxial tweeter/midrange driver where the two
drivers' diaphragms share the same voice coil. The technique
allows the elimination of the midrange/tweeter section of the
electrical crossover network as the driver's incorporate a
mechanical crossover. The coaxial driver mounting results in
perfect time coherence regardless of listener position, greatly
improving imaging and transient fidelity.

Cabinet construction
The CS2.3 I-inch thick cabinet walls, 3-inch thick baffle,
internal bracing, and aluminium driver chassis all contribute
to reducing unwanted vibration for greater clarity and spatial
performance.

Finished in the world's finest woods
The CS2.3 is available in awide variety of exquisite,
real-wood and laminate cabinet finishes, finely crafted to
enhance any home environment.

The CS2.3 features:

As with other THIEL speakers, te CS2.3 achieves complete
time and phase accuracy to provide very realistic and natural

• Very accurate frequency response

three dimensional imaging by use of first-order crossovers,
wide bandwidth drivers, asloping front baffle, and coaxial
driver mounting.

• Time aligned driver mounting

• ¡'hase coherent crossover system

• Low resonance cabinet construction
• Very low distortion driver motor systems

Speci fications
Bandwidth(-3d11)
Amplitude Response
Phase response

The CS2.3 woofer

37 Hz-20 kHz+2 dB
87 dB@2.8 V- 1m

4ohms (3ohms minimum)

Recommended Power
Size

The CS2.3 crossover network

Minimum ±5"

Sensitivity
Impedance

The CS2.3 midrange/tweeter
35 Hz-23 kHz

100-400 watts
II"Wx 15"D x41.5"H

Weight

70 pounds

BALANCED AND AFFORDABLE
For nearly thirty years, Malcom Toft has been designing and building multi-track recording consoles
that have been used around the world to record artists from David Bowie to Luciano Pavarotti. He
started his career as arecording engineer and has worked on albums by (among others), David
Bowie, 1-Rex, James Taylor, Joe Cocker and the Beatles. Malcom therefore knows athing or two about
very high audio fidelity.
Recently, he has decided to apply this wealth of knowledge and design experience to developing a
range of extremely high quality products designed for the discerning audiophile. We are therefore
very proud to present his inaugural product, the LBPA-5 pre-amplifier which offers both single-ended
and balanced inputs and outputs. Apart from the naturally superb audio quality which utilises studio
grade components including an accurately calibrated, channel matched ultra low noise stereo level control, fully regulated, short circuit proof power supply and state of the art circuitry, you will be interested to note afew operational features that set it apart from conventional pre-amps. Firstly, there is the
ability to select more than one source at atime, making it possible to mix the signal from say two tape decks. Very useful when using the pre-amp's comprehensive record facilities. Secondly, there is awealth of additional monitoring features such as individual mutes for the left and right channels, an overall
mute, left and right channel swap, aleft/right 180phase reverse, a20dB dim and amono button. These extra monitor features are passive and involve no
electronics to degrade the signal, they just bring professional facilities within the reach of the audio enthusiast and deliver superb sound quality. We suggest
you audition aToft Audio LBPA-5 as soon as possible and listen to awhole new audio experience at aprice that will also be music to your ears. £ 395.
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN14 OEJ England.
Tel: (+44)01903 872288 Fax: (+44)01903 872234 After hours: 0860 660001 e.mail:heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
web page: http://www.hifi-stereo.com
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TURNTABLE PSU
voltage point. R2 and R3 help set
limits on the magnitude of the
peak current drawn by the
reservoir capacitors, and also
smooth the rate of change of
current draw at the onset of
conduction - both acting to
reduce EMI. In addition, as
previously described, the small
resistances also usefully damp
resonances.
Fig 2 shows the oscillator stage:
a simple R- C type of the Wien
family.
Once
settled,
and
assuming an op- amp with low
popcorn and 1/f noise above
10Hz, the frequency stability of
this class of oscillator is high. One
main cause of variation is the noncancelling portion of the fairly low
temperature-dependency (tempco)
of the frequency determining R
and C values.
On the left, the existing HT
supply is regulated down to ± 12V.
Connected to this regulated
supply, R14-16 and R38 are used
as air heaters, spread amongst the
oscillator parts. Aided by an inner,
heat-insulating covering box, they
raise the temperature so that the
oscillator frequency is made
relatively immune to changes in
the room temperature: an ' R- C'
oven in other words. Without it,
the development of a hot or cold
localised room draught ( not
necessarily felt by listeners) could
lead to pitch changes over the
starting value.
Two resistors are allowed for
each of the frequency- setting
resistor positions, so the ideal
values ( less a percentage for
trimming) can be approached very
closely by paralleling if required.
The panel switch, SW.1 adds
resistors in parallel with those for
the basic 50Hz setting, for
67.5Hz, giving 45 rpm. This saves
users of anarchic turntables like
the Rega Planar 3 having to lift
their platter!
Sealed, cermet presets PR.1,2
provide a nominal adjustment in
frequency of about ± 1%. You can
either set these presets with a
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Fig 2. The oscillator section
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MAINS FREQUENCY CHANGES
occur in the first instance when fresh alternators are
brought up to speed and put on line before they have
settled; when strong load variations affect alternator
speed; and when complex synchronising interactions
occurl. Others are introduced in order to counteract the
running deviation, in order to maintain the statutory 50Hz
running average at the end of agiven 24-hour or other
period. Musically, this amounts to aconductor speeding
up the orchestra slightly but suddenly, because he's
realised he is running 'n' minutes behind, then abruptly
slowing it down when an excess pace has accumulated 'n'
minutes ahead.
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Frequency variations, either in small steps or large ones,
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Osc II1ator

frequency
meter,
or
else
iteratively, by ear - taking care to
try a few different recordings. Or
just leave them in the central
position. At the oscillator's
output, R19,C7 progressively
attenuate harmonics and noise
above 70Hz.
Fig 3 shows the output stage,
which has much in common with
a good speaker- driving power
amplifier. C8 blocks DC and subharmonics below 50Hz. D5 and
D6 protect IC.2 from any
degradation under power up/down
conditions. IC.2 drives lateral
MOSFETs TR.1,2. R24 to R27
set the bias. R28, C24 and
complements guard against any
tendency towards parasitic RF
oscillation, as does the output
Zobel R30,C26. For driving the
heavier motors of older rim-driven
and broadcast standard units up to the hefty Garrard 301 size,
the PCB has provision to add an
extra pair of MOSFETs and
associated parts, as shown below

cancel the contribution of the
input bias currents to offset
voltage. Any residual offset at the
output may be nulled out - to
below lmV - with PR.3. To do
this, the oscillator output must be
disabled. This may be achieved
after shorting the terminals at
TP.1-2, or by unplugging IC.1;
while monitoring the DC voltage
at the stage output (` Vo').
As circuitry of this type solely
passes a single signal of stable
amplitude
and
frequency,
capacitor selection is mostly
relaxed over audio requirements.
Yet while capacitors with a
dielectric like polyester may thus
be optimally used throughout,
care will still be needed to avoid
units exhibiting microphony,
considering some of the high
circuit impedances. Otherwise,

there's a slim chance that
sound/room-induced vibration
might cause slight frequency jitter
or amplitude 'wobble'.
Finally, on the low voltage side
of the step-up transformer, Th.1 is
(TR.3,4).
a PTC thermistor, which acts as a
While the MOSFETs operate
resettable fuse, protecting the
on the unregulated supply of up
power stage and both transformers
to some ± 27V, IC.2 has aprocess
from substantial damage due to a
limit of 44V (ie, ±22V). Thus
short circuited output - or the
R17,18 and zener ZD.1 have
connection of loads other than
been added to limit the total
turntables
and low- wattage
supply voltage seen by the opincandescent lamps. T2 then steps
amp to this threshold. This is
up the power stage's output to
enough for the
12V RMS
240V AC - or any lower mains
required at the output for the
voltage you require. The output
highest mains supply. The same
winding is floating and has a
12V RMS
17V peak, and the
centre tap that may be connected
rails have to supply this plus afew
to earth. This balances the AC
extra volts for the MOSFET's
with respect to earth, as supplied
gate source bias and currentdriving voltage - enough for a to the turntable, and can help to
reduce hum radiated and then
single pair to drive a up to one
picked up by the cartridge wiring.
ampere or so, with low distortion.
To get the best advantage from
Distortion and noise output, and
this, the two mains wires ( send
efficiency in T2 ( or any power
and return segments) within the
transformer) is degraded by DC
turntable area should be kept at
content in the source.
all times close together, and
To keep DC fundamentally low,
ideally be quite tightly twisted.
C22 sets the amplifier's DC gain
Also, ideally, the turntable's
at unity (x 1), while R20 and R22
power switch should be a double
values are made similar to help
53

Magnat in Cologne, Germany have been developing high quality speaker systems
for thirty years. In addition to creating new technologies, the engineers at our R&D
base have also maintained acontinuous commitment to finding new ways of making
high end technology affordable. The approach is similar to that taken in the car
industry, where the engineers transfer developments from Formula 1racing to
applications for normal, street legal automobiles.
The VICTORY Series is an excellent example of successful technology transfer.
One of the most impressive highlights is the VICTORY tweeter: the polycarbonate
dome is coated with high grade titanium for extra rigidity and the voice coil is cooled with ferrofluid oil, which

Moat
VICTORY

SERIES

increases power handling. The woofer/midrange units are fitted with hardened cellulose cones. This, combined
with the extremely rigid steel basket means that disturbing mechanical resonances have virtually been eliminated.
Generously dimensioned screw terminals enable connection of modern large cross-section cables.
Call HENLEY DESIGNS now on 01491-834700 for information on stockists. We think you'll be pleasantly
surprised by the performance and the, ahem, price.
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The Pure Cycle PCB unboiced — designed

pole (DP) type. This is not too
much of a worry where the
turntable is mainly wood and
plastics,
but
becomes
essential for safety if the
turntable
is
mainly
made
from and/or cased
in
metal (` Class
1
insulation'). If this is not
possible, and if safety
must be kept high (because of
children, pets or parties), the pure
mains after the IEC outlet may be
connected through an ` RCD'
safety circuit-breaker.
At the same time, be aware
when choosing the best type, that
some RCDs make some excess
electrical and/or acoustic noise of

by Ben Duncan., with specie, advanced
transformers de,igned by ATMC Ltd. CADCAM PCB design using ARES software
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PURE CYCLE is an original, new,
high sonic performance
accessory component, designed
by Ben Duncan for worldwide
application solely in connection
with AC- powered, vinyl disc
I
replay turntables. PCBs, kits and
a comprehensive DIY builder's
guide, as well as complete units
(including versions for countries
outside UK) are available from
the
News Accessories Club:
COPYRIGHT I see page 63 or via the Internet
NOTICE
http://www.hi-fi-accessories© The design
club.mcmail.com
described in this
Prices: electronics kit £249.00;
article is subject to
UK and EC
enclosure/chassis £79.00;
copyright law.
together £325.00; ready- built
Reproduction and
unit £399.00. For the Linn LP12
manufacture for
(with Valhalla board) an
trade sale are
strictly prohibited
adaptor and lead-out cable will
worldwide.
be mode available; Pure Cycle is
Licensing enquires
suitable for pre-Valhalla LP I2s.
should be directed
The 'Power' version is
to the IIFIVIRR
Accessories Club.
separately priced ( price on
application).
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Fig 3. The output stage

their own. Like Pure Cycle itself,
these items are always best
mounted in a box outside the
turntable, ideally one placed on
the opposite side from the arm.
R31 drops the voltage to LP1, a
low voltage, long-life lamp which
provides a continuing load when
the turntable is turned off, as well
as benignly indicating that the
output voltage is healthy.
When first fired up, PR.4 is
adjusted for the required voltage
at the output. Check and adjust

outlet

turntable

UK

1m-7

State

avreCa-1
noi•mber

again after full warm-up. Once
set, and in use, Pure Cycle
requires an hour or two to warmup enough to attain good ' 1hour'
(medium
term)
stability.
Switching on well before use or
leaving on at all times will allow
the full benefits to develop ( see
specification); for serious vinyl
users the cost of this is bearable,
as Pure Cycle consumes barely
12VA — or under £ 7 per annum
at UK domestic electricity prices,
if left on most of the time.

HFIVIReAccessories Club, PO Box
200, Beefjord,MK40 1YH.
Tek 012W 741152

1 3

S 41.

3

PURE CYCLE SPECIFICATIONS
Drives all AC- powered motors. Special ' Power' version drives
Garrard 301 and similar large motors.
Nominal mains input: 95, 115, 220 or 240V.
Operable ranges: 85-125V and
200-260V RMS AC.
Incoming Mains frequency: 50Hz
and 60Hz ± 10%
Output voltage: 200-240V nominal
for 220 to 240V use. Other nominal
outputs ( 115V, etc) may be set. Dedicated
T2 for 115V AC available on request.
Output frequencies: 50Hz, switchable to
67.5Hz for 45rpm turntable speed.
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Frequency stability: better than ± 0.01% per
hour after warm-up.
Voltage Stability: better than
±2.5%
per hour, measured
after worm- up.
Output AC waveform purity: .
with typical 5VA turntable load, over
20Hz to 22kHz test bandwidth, below
<0.3% total harmonic distortion including
noise. (This Figure is about 1/5th to 1/100th of the
normal rnains % THD )
Common Mode mains Noise Rejection: >60dE
Power consumption: approx 12VA 1excludes the load).

(
0.19dB)
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GETTING TO THE SHOW
Temple Meads Station is ashort
ance from the Marriott and is
ible by bus, foot or taxi.
from the M4 ( Wales to
take J19 ( M32 Bristol)
M32 becomes
entional dual
geway. Follow

15118
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CHELTENHAM

14119
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Centre.
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The first 1998 new product launches
I
w including the Nairn CDX CD player, the
Acoustic Energy 500 Series loudspeakers
and three new Quad electrostatics

Ji
J)
j

I
w

10% discount on most purchases made at
the show plus special offers every day

Hi Fi? there in person to answer
I What
your questions
Exciting Show Competition
4

e

_

à

I

le.;
j

Your opportunity to meet manufacturers
and designers

The latest in hi-fi and home cinema—over
I
I W one hundred famous brands

I

A310 1364
POR 1(08(10

EXHIBITORS INCLUDE: Acoustic Energy, Alphason, Apollo,
Arcam, Atacama, Audiolab, Audiophile UK, AudioQuest, B&W, Bose,
Cable Talk, Castle Acoustics, Celestion, Chord Company, Cyrus.
Denon, Dynaudio, Gramophone, Henley Designs, Hi Fi World, HNE
Systems, KEF, Marantz, Meridian, Michell, Mission, NAD, Nairn Audio,
Onkyo, Path, Pioneer, QED, QLN. Quad. Quadraspire, Rotel, RATA,
Ross, Sennheiser, Sonic Link, Sony, Sound Dept, Sound-Bytes,
Soundstyle, Stands Unique, Tannoy, TEAC, Underground Records,
Veda, Vinyl Demand, Vivanco, What Hi Fi?, Yamaha Hi-

make it adâte
20-22 February 1998
Marriott Hotel, Lower Castle Street, Bristol.

Easy local parking in
Parkway NCP
TIMES
Friday 20 February

11.00 - 6.00

Saturday 21 February

10.00 - 5.00

Sunday 22 February

10.00 - 5.00

ADMISSION
Adults

£5.00

Students/OAP/UB40

£3.00

•Accompanied children under 16 free
organisers
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Nightingale's
ADM- 30
valve
pawered
integrated
amplifier:
a blend of
vintage
warmth
and modern
precision

so retro, yet so un-kitschy that you
would be forgiven for swearing that
it's a reproduction of some longforgotten valve amp of 40 years ago.
Quite simply, Nightingale took all
of the styling fillips which were
commonplace in the 1950s and
moulded them to modern tastes.
You can't help but think the
obvious: Harley-Davidscat. And not
least because the best-looking finish
is a metallic aquamarine which
wouldn't look out of place on aFat
Boy. Conservatives can opt for
champagne gold or anthracite, and
any one of the three looks terrific

next to the solid walnut casework_
Even the feet are chromed
fall the things of which I've
Steve Harris hit the nail on the
been accused in my career,
head when he told me. excitedly,
the best is the most recent
that avoice said to him, ` B&Kr. It
that I'm ' in the pay of the Vatican'.
was the choice of knobs, identical to
Although preposterous to anyone
who
knows
what
surgery
I test equipment of the 195Gs: black
plastic knobs with finger indents and
underwent when a mere eight days
rotary switches with pointers
old, it's easy to understand how this
accusation arose. More than cmce I featuring white indicator marks. Big,
clicky, no-nonsense controls a
have sung the praises of Italian higeneration away from the softfi, and there's more to follow.
touch/high-tech computer-grade stuff
Why? Because Italy's high-end
which separates an LP from a CD,
manufacturing community is .as
amanual gearbox from Tortjueflite.
vibrant and imaginative as the British
scene was 15 years ago. Their
products are more interesting and
more fun than anyone else's, and so
Ihave no qualms about championing
them on those wounds alone.
That they sound as good as they
look is what makes ' em ,i.
g..._

0

dangerous...
itlie
Nightingale's ADM- 30
,1
Class A Tube Integrated
Amplifier is a perfect
example. Everyone, and
Imean everyone who saw
it in my listening room
either smiled the smile of the
blissfully impressed, or just came
right out and said, ' How much will
it cost me?'. And why would a
stream of hardened audiophiles and
manufacturers react so positively?
Because the ADM- 30 has looks
which make palms moisten and
nether regions quiver.
It reminds you of the time when
hi-fi was the dominant hobby in your
life. It whispers to you, it seduces,
it tempts. It oozes precisely the same
charm as that first valve amp you
ever coveted, the same appeal as a

SUPPLIER
.Simetel SPA,
Via ¡'leve Tomia
42, 00156
Roma, Italy.
TeL +396411
0546, Fax: +39
6411 0557

Quad II when you were a kid, and
couldn't afford a Garrard 301 or a
Revox G36 or anything else which
was just beyond your reach. Or your
wildest dreams.
What's so clever, so Italian, about
the Nightingale is the way that the
manufacturer went all the way with
its styling without forgetting the task

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

at hand: to make music. Yes, it has
an unfair advantage over nearly every
other all-tube integrated amplifier on
the market in that it looks so right,
Ufa

Nightingale's
AD- M30 integrated amplifier
This is Real Man's HiFi, all mocklab gear and test instrument styling
and pure functionality... which still
manages to look great.
But Nightingale is tao clever and
too genuine to endow the ADM- 30
with fantastic looks but no substance.
Take away the wrapping and you're
looking at adual-mono all-tube Class
A design good for 313W/ch. There's
a complete absence of feedback,
automatic bias adjustment stage (said
to keep the tubes biased to with
0.1% of the nominal value), full valve
regulation, a standby mode which
keeps the filaments pre-heated, and
reed relays for source selection.
Across the back are four beautifully
made transformers: separate mains
and output transformers for both
channels. In front of them in an arc
are eight 6L6 power tubes with four
88CCs for the pre-amplifier and two

E82CCs for phase inversion. At the
back: just speaker terminals and a
screw-tag strip to allow you to select
4 or 8 ohm impedances.
Perhaps the talking point of the
ADM- 30 is where they hid the
sockets for the four line inputs and
the (optional) phono stage: under
the curved hood at the front. How
simple, how clever, yet how obvious.
There's but one snag: the depth
doesn't allow you to use cables with
either overly long phono connectors
or which are too stiff to bend back
en themselves. That's because the
way to use this to its fullest
advantage is to feed the cables under
the amp; when Iconnected a CD
player with Transparent cable, Ihad
so feed 'em through the front, with
the hatch opened.
To its right are the aforementioned
selectors, the first offering — in
addition to source selection — power
on'off and standby mode. In-between
are selectors for tape monitor and
mute, while the last is a volume
control with detents. Note, too, that
the ADM- 3G is available with a
choice of covets, one achromed cage
over the valves, the other a curved
cover for the transformers, coloured
the same as the top-plate and fascia.
The reason you can't have
both is due to the chrome
hood attaching via the
bolts which hold the
transformers in place.
When you use the
transformer lid, it covers
these bolts. The general
consensus is that the amp
looks best with the tubes
exposed and the transformers
covered
And it sounds just the way
you'd hope it would, ablend of
vintage warmth and modern
precision. Just how good it was at
straddling the generations was
demonstrated by the ease with which
it went from driving Quad ESL63s
to ATC's new A7 mini-monitor.
Yet despite the Nightingale's
power delivery, dynamic capability
and transparency, it reminded me
most of all-time favourites like the
Radford STA25 and the Dynaco
Stereo 70 — the very ( mediumpowered) masterpieces which made
you wonder what all the noise was
about when friends started drooling
over monster amps with phonenumber price tags
Which reminds me: the ADM- 30,
if imported here, could sell for around
£2900. OK, so it's alot more than
a second-hand STA25, but this is
brand-spanking new and acts it. Even
if it does look like it was made when
Bill & Ben were the Teletubbies.
Alas, yet another treasure to add
to my 'wants' list...
Ken Kessler
57

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU
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'TRAY CHIC'

V.01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
1%e stock tine equipment from:ATC * AVI * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIOLAB * AURA * AE * BOW
B+W * CABLE TALK * CASTLE
CHARM * COPLAND * DENON * EAR
GENESIS * GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
I
IEYBROOK * HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS
JBL * KLIPSCH * KONTAK * LFD
LYRA * MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL * MIT
MICROMEGA * MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
MYRYAD * NOUS ANALOGUE * OPERA
ORTOFON * PRIMARE * PROAC
PROCEED * PROJECT * QUAD * REL
REVEL * ROTEL * RUARK
SD ACOUSTICS * SHEARNE * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TARGET * TEAC * THETA
TRICHORD * TUBE TECHNOLOGY
1It I * XI ()
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

THE
"MARK LEVINSON NO. 39
CD PLAYER"

DIGITAL DOESN'T COME ANY BETTER

IAX FREE EXPOR1; FAST & EFFICIENT

Golden Tube Audio
To hear the magic
ofJohn Williams
playing Concierto de
Aranjuez by Rodrigo your Hi Fi comes from
Audiofreaks.
Single-ended designs, plenty of
valve power in Pure Class A,
transformer coupled valve preamplifier, beautiful craftsmanship
and - of course - highly resolving
harmonically accurate and musically
rewarding sounds along the lines of the
highest High-End standards.
All the above qualities combined with
uniquely affordable cost - that is what
Golden Tube Audio is all about. Enter
the beautiful world of real High-End
Audio in a most appropriate andfully
justified manner

AUIDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT. Tel: 0181.9484153 Fax: 0181.948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk yAvw.audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk
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arious CD compilations of classical
music made familiar via films and
television are useful in serving
appetites whetted by works which might
otherwise never have been appreciated. But
there are also countless unacknowledged
examples of such music, absorbed by TV
viewers whose ears may prick up in
response but who never know what they
are hearing. Others sometimes recognise a
piece but cannot identify it from a short
excerpt. Indeed, there must be numerous
music-lovers who've suffered the frustration
of finding every note familiar yet being
unable even to name the composer, let
alone the work.
In this respect Iknow I'm not alone in
regretting that there's no firm convention
that the music used in films or TV
productions be credited, afact made more
irritating by the endless details often given
regarding other contributions. Music
specially composed for the occasion is
normally acknowledged, but the classics tend
to be taken for granted as an inexhaustible
reservoir of mood-setting material needing
no indentifying mention, a situation not
helped when semantics rather than
atmosphere dictate the choice of music.
A striking example of the latter occurred
last year in related Horizon and Tomorrow's
World programmes, where the subject was
a 2500 year old woman found in afrozen
Siberian grave. This was accompanied in
both cases by excerpts from Schubert's
penultimate string quartet, which in effect
provided acryptic ' subtitle', accessible only
to those who knew the music or were
blessed with a crossword-puzzle type of
mind which could leap instantly from

'female archaeological remains' to Death
and the Maiden. Although Irevere the work,
its pun-like exploitation didn't trouble me
as Ibelieve that practically any introduction
of afresh audience to great music is better
than none.
But Iwould argue that viewers/listeners
attracted to or perplexed by musical
excerpts should for this very reason be
enabled to pinpoint them. Thus Iwould
have named Schubert's quartet at each
programme's end, while emphasising that
this particular case is cited simply because
its play-on-words caught my attention and
I'd scrawled anote to remind me to tackle
the whole subject.
To 'remind' is also acrucial function of
nicknames, especially when numbers are
the bleak alternative, so Idon't share the
aggravation felt by some over Elvira
Madigan being used as shorthand for
Mozart's Piano Concerto in C, K467.
Millions came to know its wonderful slow
movt via the Scandinavian film, and so
pervasive is the link that some CD versions
still supplement the work's number with
that name. And if any readers wince at this,
please remember that we all happily refer
to Mozart's Symphony 41 as the `Jupiter',
and to Beethoven's Piano Concerto 5 as
the ' Emperor' Or his Piano Sonata 14 as
the ' Moonlight',
despite
all
these
appendages having equally arbitrary
posthumous origins.
This is not to say that there's any excuse
for being slipshod when it comes to
documentation, but having first met serious
music partly via the cinema, with taste
moulded thereafter by the most unlikely
juxtapositions, suffering confusions over

genres, periods and styles while constantly
finding fresh treasures, and realising that
this sort of quest might be triggered at any
age, I'm wary of adopting a superior
attitude to people who have simply become
entranced by apiece of music and want a
convenient label, without wishing to bother
(at least initially) with composers' names
or the distinction between a mode, a
movement and amelody.
Which brings me to an error in last
November's ' Sidelines' where Ireferred to
the opening of Ambroise Thomas's Mignon
Overture and a turbulent passage from
Brahms's Symphony 3 as having had a
powerful impact when heard in unusual
circumstances at my first job. Memory was
playing tricks here, as the Overture's start
(indeed its whole first 4m or so) is decidedly
unpowerful, with all the excitement and
energy postponed until the joyous polonaise
which launches the second half. I'd simply
come to think of that tuneful dance as being
at the work's beginning.
This would hardly be worth mentioning
were it not that several readers took me up
on the point, while the linking of Thomas
with Brahms was also thrown back at me,
as if I'd declared them to be composers of
equal stature. So let me affirm now that
while the Mignon melody is unquestionably
a thing of great delight, the snarling
outburst at about 50s into the last movt of
Brahms 3is manifestly apassage of mighty
and terrible drama, great music of quite a
different order.
But Ilove them both, and given aproper
credit (!) the two could even provide
contrasted moods for aTV documentary
about schizophrenia.
John Crabbe

Wedge
The HFN/RR CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine. The price code for each record
will be found at the foot of the review. List the CDs/LPs you require,
with the format and price as indicated, then add 50p per disc for
post and packing, up to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more
PRICE CATEGORIES:

• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each

discs. Unless listed here at a special price, sets are priced at the
appropriate multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also
be supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone (01234)
741152 for details and prices. The CD Service will supply any record
generally available in the UK.

• MID PRICE: £7.95 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS

CD SERVICE ORDER FORM

Name

Classical - Beethoven/Richter £9.95;

Please supply the following items:

Address

Chopin Nocturnes £ 12.45

Catalogue number & title

CD / LP

• SPECIAL PRICE

Price £

Classical reissues - Steve Reich set
£63.45; Tchaikovsky symphonies,
'Winter's Embers' £ 12.45
Rock/pop - Garth Brooks £13.25;

Post and packing : £

All Saints, Babyface, John Butler,

(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) Cheques should be made payable to
HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex'
Card Number
delete as appropriate

DeFtones, Paul Simon £ 12.75
Soundtracks - Sarajevo, Shooting
Fish £ 12.75; Caspar £9.75; The Cult
Files £ 13.25; Zabriskie Point £19.75

I
'

Rock reissues - Episode 6 £9.95;
The Searchers £ 12.75; Jimmy
Clanton £ 12.95; Bing Crosby
£13.25; The Move £24.95
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Expiry Date

Postcode:
Tel:
Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to:
HFN/RR CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service Hollins: Tel: (01234) 741152
Fax: (01234) 742028
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT- free but
where applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE

Signature
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The Master Phonograph Co

Tel: ( 0044) 1-705-486050

9a 1.angstone Ave,

Fax: ( 0044) 1-705-474242

Langstone Havant

e-mail uet@easynet.co.uk

Hants, England
P09- I
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HIGH END TUBE AMPLIFIER KITS
We are releasing two high end Integrated TUBE Amplifier kits. Please watch this space for further details. The kits have been designed on ano compromise basis and
use the very best components that we have been able to source from all over the World. Unlike most companies we do not constrain ourselves by designing or building to
a price but endeavour to deliver me Pinnacle of excellence. In the designing of both kits we evaluated several types of Triode Tubes, including the obvious ones
WE300B, 211, 845, and some others not normally associated with Audio. After extensive tests which encompassed many parameters we decided that the new Svetlana
SV572-10 delivered significant sonic performance over and above any other including all makes of the 300B. Both Kits are fully integrated offering balanced inputs for
Phono, CD and Aux. Kit I ( MPIP) uses 4 X SV572-10's ( 2 per CH) in Push Pull configurabon delivering 20 Watts into 8ohms. Kit 2 ( MP2S) also uses 4 X SV57210's in Parallel Single Ended configuration delivering 16 Wafts into 8 ohms. Both models are idenhcal in Tube compliment and chassis layout with the complete
amplifiers comprising the following. Three separate Solid Copper chassis ( all sharing the same dimensions 505mm x 220mm x 70mm) 2rnm thick. Two chassis
combine the outboard Power supplies ( one for each CH) which are totally independent of each other and incorporating the followmg features. Fully Tube Regulated, 2x
5U4 Tube Rectifiers into a400ma Choke then through 600uf Pro-Cap Polypropylene smoothing capacitors and mto 2X 6550 Series Pass Tubes which are controlled by I
X 0A2 Gas Stabiliser, IX 6C4 Driver. Each supply delivers 550 volts B + at 350 ma, in addition to the DC Filament supplies. The 2Power Supplies are connected to
the Amplifier via 2 Screened Umbilical Cords. The Amplifier combines both Channels on chassis number 3 MPIP features the following Ix 6SN7GT Cathode
Follower input, 2 x6SN7GT First and Second stage Pre-amp, 2 x6.ISGT Phase Splitter, 2 x6SN7GT Drivers. 4 X SV572-10 Power Output. 2 Hand Wound Output
Transformers, Pro-Cap Silver Foil Paper m Oil coupling capacitors, I % Metal Film Resistors throughout, OFC Silver wire, Silver Solder. Point to point wiring
connections to PTFE-Silver Pm solders tennmals. MP2S consists of the same number of Tubes but with the following changes. IX 6SN7GT Cathode Follower input, 2
X 6SN7GT first and seoond stage Preamp, 2X 6.15GT Driver. 2X 6N7 Cathode Follower. 4 X SV572-10 Power Output. In depth assembly and wiring instructions. We
would draw your attention to the HIGH VOLTAGES used in this amplifier the Power Supplies are capable of delivering enough Current to cause serious INJURY or
even DEATH. Prices! MPIP or MP2S ( as described above) £2.975. Optional extras. MPIP or MP2S with Silver Plated chassis and transformer bell covers £3,285 or
Plated in 24-Carat GOLD £3,563. All pnces are + VAT and carriage.

The dCS Elgar

The best D to A converter
in the World - bar none!
Stereophile - USA
Stereophile - USA
Stereo Sound - Japan
Diapason - France

Product of the Year 1997
Digital Source of 1997
Product of the Year
Diapason D'Or

Designed and manufactured in England by.
Cambridge. Tel: 01799 531 999

mom

The Nagra PL- P
Preamplifier
Pure Class - A Biased Triode Vacuum Tube
Preamplifier, with fully adjustable Phono
Stage and line level inputs

dCS I ,td.

Fax: 01799 531 681

Designed and manufactured in Switzerland

Distributed in the UK by R.T. SERVICES. Oxford.

Distributed in the UK by R.T. SERVICES Oxford

Tel: 01235 810455 Fax:01235 810324

Tel: 01235 810455 Fax 01235 810324

bloc kbox

Some
thoughts on
the Audio
Engineering
Society,
and the
value of its
preprints
1. Drew Danl.:is,
The futility of
quantifying
subjective audio
measurements,
AES preprint
4379-M2,
101st Convention,
Nov '96.
2. John Atkinson,
Loudspeakers: what
measurements can
tell us — and what
they can't tell us!,
AES preprint
4608-05, 103rd
convention,
Sept 1997.
3. See Ben
Duncan 'sPièce de
Résistance, Part 2,
HFNIRR, April
1987.
4. HFN1RR Oct
'97 & Dec '97
AES preprints
cost £3.00 in the
UK and can be
obtained from the
secretariat: phone
01628 663 72.5
(UK only); or
(USA) 001 212
661 2355;
or AES websitc
http:11www.aes.org,
for local contact
addresses in most
territories
worldwide.
HYEAD-02 opamp and the
HYAP-02 DIY
application PCB,
kits, ancillary
parts, psu, etc, are
available from
Lynden Audio,
PO Box 5570
Birmingham,
B45 8NE. TeL
0121 445 505 7,
6.30-9.00pm.

A

lmost unmentioned in the
world
of high
quality
domestic
sound
reproduction, the Audio Engineering
Society, or AES, is near half- acentury old. It's an NYC-based
American organisation that has
become de fact') international. There
is much scope for good in this, but
the organisation is already good at
publicising its strengths.
The AES has gained a virtual
monopoly
in
the
sphere
of
commercial exhibitions as well as
joumal-based ' scientific' publishing
about audio. Is this healthy to the
music
and
mass
human
communication, as well as the public,
which it ultimately serves? And
should atrue scientific body should
be so directly involved in commercial
trade exhibitions, and ' sustaining
members' — le, sponsor companies",
who may also inevitably be lobbyists
(however reputable they are), and
whose names and products are rather
prominently displayed throughout
issues of the journal, which displays
almost no conventional advertising?
Meanwhile, a well known and
highly experienced member of the
UK hi-fi press has recently described
how the core activity — namely,
lectures at supposedly learned
conventions — had always been
found by him to be `formal and stuffy
affairs', after he had had the benefit
of seeing how relaxed and convivial
the competing British Institute of
Acoustics could make its own audio
'convention' sessions.
As you night have come to expect
with abody of work striving to be
seen as '
scientific', the AES journal's
content has become increasingly
academic, and moreover, mostly
mathematical_ A well-meaning 'peer'
review board of world experts almost
certainly delays the publication of
anything too original by a year or
three, and effectively prevents the
publication
of
any
heretical
knowledge. Exceptions: papers that
are original, contain at least some
readable prose and also attack
convention (if timidly), include some
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by Professor Malcolm Hawksford
(who is also, of course a valued
contributor to HFNIRR); while in
1995, six US-based engineering
consultants filled one complete issue
with real-world-based appraisal of
modern audio system earthing
practice requirements.
Still, a far higher frequency of
interesting and useful papers can be
gained by obtaining the ' preprints':
individually published papers upon
which convention lectures are based,
and which are mercifully ( in the
AES's own words) ' reproduced...
without... consideration by the review
board'. We will now consider three
recent gems.

FURTHER OMNUECTIVIST
SUCCESSES

In another, more recent pre-print2,
Stereophile's editor, John Atkinson,
has made another landmark appraisal,
based on listening to and making
advanced
and
consistent
measurements on 360 loudspeakers.
JA's paper contains a wealth of
information and consolidated wisdom
for purchasers, reviewers and,
particularly, designers, on the value
of the various measurements, from
impulses and phase to panel
vibrations, and which values have
been principally correlated in practice
with good sonic reports. Omnijectivist
loudspeaker research by Martin
Colloms, and by the Greenfield/
THE FUTILITY OF JEALOUS
Hawksford team at Essex University,
ACADEMIA...
is also cited.
The third of some of the notable
In the first of these', Drew Daniels,
preprints Ihave spotted in the past
an electroacoustics consultant from
California, begins by hitting nails on
two years, is by M Perrot (alias
the head. 'Scientific efforts to discover
Hephaistos 3), from France. He begins
with the well known position, that
what makes the artist tick are awaste
of time. This excessively arrogant
conventional alias ' classical' tests of
audio electronics do not tally with
effort disguised as scholarship is no
widespread listening experience, and
more than envy of artistic trait. Its
cites simple test circuits he has
seems irrational that some people are
made to study life rather than to live
devised which can be arranged to
it.' After then quoting some deep
prove the point. The defective
thinking he identifies is that classical
insights of the late Richard Heyser
testing revolves around an implicit
about the dangerous thinking of
hypothesis: that distortion characteraudio 'objectivists' (Heyser's 'sideline'
was making real stuff that worked for
istics are immutable and simple. But
NASA in the 1960s) to break the ice,
in reality, they are usually unstable
Drew then lets rip with some
and complex, often varying according
to a music signal which is itself
examples taken from 121 frequency
response graphs he had made, of
complex and even quasi-chaotic. The
changes, furthermore, often have time
different people's outer ear (the canal
constants that give rise to ' memory'
and pinna**).
The response curves vary widely,
phenomena.
from being almost as smooth as the
The fact that different sources of
best speakers, to having spiky
memory arise in components (
eg,
responses with huge (20dB) dips and
capacitors), in ICs (as nested thermal
peaks — like old and low fidelity
feedback paths), and even in
particular circuit topologies (
eg, as
speaker technology. In some cases,
spike saturation or V-Iprotection
the outer ear sensitivity at 201cHz and
recovery characteristics), will come
above is hardly down on the high
as no surprise to technically
sensitivity that all human ears have
around 3 to 5kHz. From these
experienced readers.
results, it is easy to see why some
The trouble with testing for
memory effects is rather like that of
people find some kinds of music too
bright, or how people with this
jitter in 20+-bit systems: equipment
condition working on mixing in a which has less of the effect than the
studio will create dull recordings.
smallest amount you are trying to
measure is probably not in existence.
Overall, the fact that our individual
You will have to make it yourself,
physical audio sensitivities vary far
and without any test equipment to
more widely than the widely
misrepresented
and
outdated
test your efforts against. After
Fletcher- Munson ' equal loudness'
achieving this, Perrot is reporting
errors signals that are only 60dB
curves imply, has been demonstrated
down with one well known, bad,
by making original measurements.
transistor-based topology. Simple
But the results will come as no
surprise to anyone who has had to
tube circuits can readily have lower
work closely with diverse musicians
memory, but Perrot then relates how
transistor circuits with high feedback
or music listeners.
(as exemplified by my HYEAD-02
*Surprisingly, the majority of which are British,
IC 5)can also be made with even
and then American!
**In case you were wondering, the response is
lower memory, yielding sonics that
plotted by making asolid cast of each ear
even tube fanatics will prefer.
passage, the acoustic response of which can then
Ben Duncan
be tested in the lab.
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Acousticarts
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

AUDIO RESEARCH LS15

AUDIO RESEARCH D130

COME AND LISTEN TO THE BEAUTIFUL AUDIO RESEARCH COMBINATION. THIS
NEW STUNNING AMPLIFIER REALLY NEEDS TO BE AUDITIONED

YOU OWE IT OF
YOURSELF TO
HEAR THE
STUNNING
NEW CDM7
BY B&W

SIMPLY 845
The best Integrated amplifier available today.
For alimited period, £500 worth of cables will be supplied free
with every Simply 845 purchased.

NEW IN:

THE BEAUTIFUL,
AWARD WINNING
CASTLE SEVERN 2
ON PERMANENT
DEMO

Millenium 1000 loudspeaker cable from Yamamura Churchill.

Iii- end performance loudspeaker cable at affordable prices, and as you would
expect from Yamamura Churchill it is very good indeed.
New &

Ex-dem Equipment for sale

Audio Physic Virgo loudspeakers, birds-eye maple (list £3400)

POA

Audio Physic Tempo 1loudspeakers, black and cherry ( list £ 1999). . £ 1500
Audio Physic Step loudspeakers. black & cherry (list £ 1299) . . . . . £ 975
Adyton Opera Integrated amplifier, ( list £2595)

£ 1995

Meracus Tanto CD player, ( list £ 1395)
Nlarantz CD17 CD player, boxed with guarantee ( list £800) ..

f995
. . £600

Posselt Condor, same as the Albatross but much smaller,
imide in real wood. 94dB

£ 1400

ART Cables, various lengths, please phone for details

Pre- Owned Equipment for sale
Matisse Reference pre- amplifier ( tweaked PSU), great sound

£ 1000

Croft Epoch pre-amplifier Excellent condition

£400

Posselt Albatross Loudspeakers. the best box speaker available, 94dB. £ 1600
Mullard 5-20, original main and output transformers ( stereo set),
new and boxed

£ 120

PYE Mozart HFS20 Stereo amplifier, very collectable, great sound ..

THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

COPLAND CSA 28

THIS OUTSTANDING
NEW CD PLAYER FROM KRELL
MAKES AN IMPRESSIVE
PARTNER FOR THE
INTEGRATED AMP

HEAR THE NEW CSA 28 REMOTE
CONTROLLED AND UPGRADED
REPLACEMENT FOR THE CSA 14
INTG. AMPLFIER

ARRIVING SOON AND NOT TO BE MISSED!!
KRELL KAV500i INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER AND
KRELL KAV 250 CD PLAYER

£400

Leak TI.12.1 ( matched pair), BBC spec rebuilt to avery high standard £ 1600

PLUS..THE PHENOMINAL VALUE OF THE COPLAND CSA 515
AMPLIFIER 150w/c FOR ONLY £895.00!

OUR AGENCIES INCLUDE:Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic,

•CREDIT FACILITIES BUY NOW PAY LATER

Croft, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF,

OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE
(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

Leak Troughline Tuners, Monrio, Nottingham

•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Analogue, Posselt, TRON. UKD Opera,

•EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE

•MAIL ORDER FACILITY

Unison Research, Yamamura Churchill Cables

Agencies include:

& Accessories.

APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE.
CELESTION. CHORD, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, LUMLEY,
MARANTZ. MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, RS. AUDIO,

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY:

PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO

Tel/Fax: (+44) 01895 833099

We mod< awee range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO.TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET. TRANSPARENT AUDIO. FLATLINE, SILTECH. QED AND MANY OTHERS

We are situated on the outskirts of London 4 minutes from
junction 16 of the M25 ( M25/M40) or
20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station

WEB

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm TuesSat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

1=

Call the Accessories Club HOTLINE on.. 01234 741152

Atiessedieg ti L
TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION?
As the photograph reveals, our Music Editor has recently
undergone a certain metamorphosis: no longer in need of a
torso or limbs (he's fed from a giant CD changer), he's
entered a state of nirvana. China-white, expressionless,
just the head remains. The cause? Constant exposure to
Ben Duncan's battery powered headphone amplifier,
PHONES-01, and the exceptional Beyer Dynamic DT911s.
Those seeking such atranscendent path may care to follow the
example. And HFNIRR's special offer price saves you £ 0 if
both components are ordered together. Truth to tell it was the
audio-classic, the DT990PRO, which prompted this package, but
regrettably that's just been discontinued. Beyer's replacement model
loses out in terms of coloration, but perhaps has greater rhythmic
drive for awider market appeal. Ergonomically, the '911 has asoft
head-support band, larger circumaural cups with amore flexible
coupling and reduced side pressure, all giving greater comfort. The
cable is virtually free of microphonically induced noise effects when
you move; the jack plug outer unscrews to expose the smaller pindiameter for Walkman cassette/portable CD player use. Neodymium
magnets are used; impedance is 250 ohm.
I
HFN/RR 001 Fluxdumper: The ' magic brick'
in ablack-ash box
£22.95 E
HFN/RR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil stepup transformer:
£69.95 II
HFN/RR 005 Spikes: timber 0 steel LI
set of 8, inc fixing kit £10.25 E
HFN/RR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack
£8.950
HFN/RR 012 Software Storage System:
stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
LP unit ( 120 capacity)
£65.00 0
CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£44.00
singles unit (200)
£49.00 D
4-high CD unit
£86.00 E
CD 4base unit
£96.00 D
Dividers: 25 at £11.25 LP II CD 11 Single D
HFN/RR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting twolevel turntable support
£59.95 O
111.V RR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks £12.95 D
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
150 x150 x3mm
£12.95 E
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
kit £199 D ready built machine
£369 D
Ringinat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 D
HFNIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 ID
100, £18.95 D 500 £86.95 D
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £19.95 ID 100, £38 O 500, £ 180 111
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5H 100, £9C 500, £40 O
CD Jewel Cases:
standard, 5in complete (packs of 10) £6.50 O
5in outer £5E slimline Sin £6.50
double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75 D
slim double (pack of 5) £5.45 O
5in clear protective sleeve (each) 75p I
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £ 17.95 111
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £14.95
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95 D
XLO/Reference Rec. Test CD £24.95 ED
Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10 O
Michell Tenderfeet: original ' alloy' isolators
(set of 3) small £5.95 E large £8.95 E
Isopod ceramic cones (3)
£32.95 D
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95 O
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 E
Ferrite Noise Absorbers: small (4.5mm dia
max) £11.95pr
large ( 12mm) £12.95prEJ
Shure Stylus Balance: £12.95 each 111
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00
Sovtek Valves: EL84 £2.60
6L6 £4.50 ED
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Fully described in last May's feature
article [page 69], PHONES-01 now has a
rear-panel 5-pin XLR socket for the
supplied interconnect from line sources;
front controls are for gain and switching
(via an intermediate safety position)
between listen/charge. In practice one
can listen for afew hours for several
days and asingle overnight charge will
top up the two 12V lead-acid batteries - with
battery power, of course, there's no mains hum to overlay the
music, so there's aconsequent transparency and focus. Used as a
pair, the PHONES-01/DT9 IIsallow fatigue-free listening
opening awindow onto the venue: it's not difficult to visualize
the players spread out in front, to hear reverberations bouncing
off the rear walls of the hall, or savour the different characters of
instrumental groups and their precise locations across the
soundstage. Whether synthesised rock or aBach concerto, timing
and articulation, image depth and dynamics have avivid allure
such that you'll need persuasion to revert to room speakers!

menir
i
aMt£:=1.1U-

6SN7GT £2.60 0 ECC83 £4.35 O ECC88
£5.35 E EL84M £6.50
EF86 £7.95 E
GZ34 £ 10.60 0 6550 £ 15.40
KT66
equivalent £6.70 _ 300B triode £89.95 0
Pearl Coolers: All types, output valves,
£7.75 each .11. pre-amp valves £6.00 each
G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525 LI
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 0
Decca London tone arm
£99 0
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95 O
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95 0
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95 O
BOOKS: Acoustical Engineering
by Harry FOlson
£40.013 LI
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self
£25.00 _]
High Performance Audio Power
Amplifiers by Ben Duncan
£40.00 0
Audio Anthology Vas 1-6 £16.95 each LI
GEC Ampleer Design
£19.95 E
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner
£16.95 O
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 D
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 CI
Tube circuits for Audio Amplifiers
Mullard
£17.95 Li
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley
£24.95 CI
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95 0
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 0
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander
£24.95 0
High Performance Loudspeakers
by Martin Colloms (softback) £24.95 0
(hardback) £50.00 fl

. . .

. . . . .

Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 LI
Home Theater for Everyone
by Robert Harley (softback) £17.50 D
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol I
£49.95 0
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50 0
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 0
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95 111
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £129.00 D
HiFi News Test LP
£ 14.95
Kontak contact cleaner
£14.95 ID
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95 D
DACon D/A converter kit
£180.00 I:
RATA Reved: CD treatment, sachet £9.95 E
HFNIRR024 ToolBox: with tools
£99.95
ProGold spray £13.95 D DeoxIT £ 13.95 E
Statrnat for improved CD sound
£19.95 D
Ben Duncan's Pure Power mains power
conditioner
kit £375.00 E built £399.00
Pure Henry amp o/p inductor £50.00 (
pr) 0
Radio Exterminator earth wire
(5m) £20.00 O
PHONES-01 heidphone amplifier kit:
PCB with all components and front panel
controls £79.90 IE batteries/AC charger, extra
£64.90 E aluminium case, extra £54.90 0
Ready built (w. charger) £275.00
**

THIS MONTH'S
*
* * *
SPECIAL OFFER

PHONES-01 (
with charger) together with
Beyer DT911 headphones
£459.00 LI
Headphones only
£235.00 Ll

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
Tel:
11 Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) made payable to
HFN/RR Accessories Club
El Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex'
My card number is
Expiry date

HI Li
Signature

Please send orders to HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non-UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non-EEC sales are VAT-free. Accessories Club
Tel: (01234) 741 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. '
Please delete as necessary.
E&OE
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

SOUND

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a 'one off' special built, up to
32 elements.

CONNECTIONS
TEL / FAX : 01244 401280
E mail : sound connectionsedial pipex com

MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI- Fl ACCESSORIES
The importance ot
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when
purchasing a hi-fi system.
It is very easy to be sceptiGALAXIE CIRCULAR 17-ELEMENT STEREO
GAtNl59dBF to B 337dB L 74"

cal about cables because of
their apparent high cost or

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just alist of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

insubstantial appearance,
but they
can play a major part in
achieving the full potential
from your system.
We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
enables you to evaluate cables in your own system,
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.
PLEASE TEL

FAX

E MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODLit.
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• SONICLINK • NORDOST • CHORD CO
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SUMIKO • LYRA • MICHELL • STANDS UNIQUE • TARGET

SOUNDSTYLE • TOWNSHEND • IXOS • MUSICAL FIDELITY

57 G:een Lane • Great Sutton • South Wirral • Cheshire • L66 4LE

DEFINITIVE AUDIO

Export TellFax 00 44 115 9813562

Tel/Fax 0115 9813562

We have a prestigious reputation for leading edge and innovative audio. We carry a strict
seletttan of only the finest designs and offer a unique system based approach. This has
earned international acclaim ano established recognised sound quality benchmarks.

The new SiriuS D200 reference
power amplifier with
SINGLE MOSFET technology

Living Voice Auditorium. "Ihad expected these speakers to be hot on tone and
dynamics, since these parameters embody the company's hi-hi philosophy. Iwasn't
oisappointed. Vocals were superb, instrumental timbre was beautifully resolved and any life
that could be found in the music was there to walk into.
Consumate performance at an affordable price...."
HiFi Choice 97
High sersitivity (94dB/w), outstanding dynamic range, excellent low-level resolution, £ 1500.

For full range brochure contact our t: k
distributor:
R.T. Services, 118 Mendip Heights, Didcot,
Oxfordshire OX11 7TG

Telephone 01235 810455

Old products range I:pm modest to exotic. from mainstream to unJsual.•
•living Voice Airscout, RW24 Bass Bin • Border Patrol • Art Audio •
•SJS Electroacoustics • Wadfa • Musical Fidelity • Kelly Transducers • Lowther •
•Nottingham Analogue • Vitavox • Mystic Mat • Musical Shoes • Platter Matter •

Telefax 01235 810324

and more
Second Hand Items Include.
EDOS ES 22 £850, Audio Note DAC 4 Signature £2500. Helius Orion If ANS £250,

International distributors are welcome to contact us:
SiriuS is handbuilt by AMPspeaker ApS,
Hedevej 20A, DK-2680 Solrod Strand. Denmark

Telephone int +45 56 14 85 85
Telefax int +45 56 14 85 83

Helms Orion II (
no wiring) £ 150, Musical Fidelity A220 (ex dem) £500,
Musical Fidelity A2 CD (ex dem) £375, Impulse H5 Ash (ex dem) £790,
Monarchy M22 B DAC (ex dem) £790, Monarchy M18 DAC (ex dem) £350,
TEAC P700 Transport £690, Art Audio Quintet (chrome/gold) £ 1100,
Audio Innovations - First Audio Triode Mono's £700, 2nd Audio Triode Monos £ 1500,
Audio Note M2 Line Pre £650, Audio Note ANS 1Metre I/C (unterminated) £50,
Audio Note ANV - various, XL0 Type 4AES/EBU £65,
Vitavox AK 157 15" Bass Units £ P0A

AMEX

VISA - MASTERCARD
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Why does
listening
to DAB
give one
the figets?
Is there
something
fundamentally wrong
with it?

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail john_nelson@
compuserve.com

I reviewed car audio equipment,
especially amplifiers. As a breed,
these usually featured cheap and
cheerless switched-mode power
supplies whose design was driven by
apotent combination of engineering
ignorance and the need to keep costs
to aminimum.
Many of these units sounded
reasonable
enough
on
first
acquaintance but were soon found
to be sonically very fatiguing when
auditioned
against
high-grade
comparative references for more or
less extended periods. In passing,
some of the worst examples in this
respect were the most expensive and
heavily advertised — in that world,
ollowing December's item
about DAB quality, Ireceived
image is all. DAB radio seems to
share somewhat similar characteranumber of letters from people
istics, both in the experience of
who for business or professional
myself and alistening panel and also
reasons have also been listening to
(unanimously) those who wrote.
DAB and did not much like what
they had been hearing. One BBC
To quantify that alittle, Ihave so
employee in particular wrote a far listened to five different DAB
fascinating e-mail to which Ishall be
receivers
under
comparative
returning in detail later. For now, as
conditions for extended periods and
been unable to tolerate any of them
food for thought, Iwant to quote
for more than about 15 minutes
something from his note, with minor
without feeling the characteristic
modifications
to
guarantee
fidgetiness and urge to do something
anonymity:
else which Iremember so well from
'Another bug-bear with data
car amplifier auditioning. And
reduction is the effect it will have on
although emphatically not being one
any
phase/amplitude
encoded
surround
system,
je,
UHJ
of the golden- eared subjectiveAmbisonics, or Dolby surround. I reviewing fraternity, I find that
disturbing. It is, of course, early days,
raised the question at the ***
and no-one in his right mind would
Conference, but received no public
assurance that it would not affect the
write off DAB at this stage. But I
can't help wondering whether
surround effect. Privately, afterwards,
the late lamented Michael Gerzon
something is fundamentally amiss
somewhere.
told me that data reduction systems,
through their band- splitting and
THE AUDIOVOX
variable processing times, do indeed
PRESTIGE P-74
destroy the encoded signal.
'To add insult to injury, have you
Still with vehicle audio, regular
enjoyed the delights of the CII readers will know that as well as
producing my monthly column for
available to BBC staff, extolling the
virtues of the DAB system? It is a this journal, Iundertake consultancy
and assessment work for a wide
disgrace. It is obviously intended for
variety of clients. Idon't usually go
that vast horde of BBC employees
in for log-rolling, but I'm going to
unaware that the BBC transmits
programmes, and the comparison of
make an exception this month
FM and DAB treats the staff as if
because some time ago I was
effectively challenged by avery large
they are children.
company to put my money where
'It is a recording of " Chantilly
my mouth is. And the result is about
Lace", which has aludicrous amount
of interference, which magically just
to be judged by rather a large
fades away. If anyone believes this is
audience...
atrue representation, they want their
Many rude words about the
heads examining!' (Ihave not heard
performance of RDS radios have
appeared in these pages, usually
the CD in question — any
accompanied by more or less choice
disaffected Corporation employees
epithets in respect of manufacturers
like to send one to myself and
who do not do proper trials and who
another to our Music Editor?)
will not take the trouble to
It seems that no-one who has
carried out extended comparative
understand the capabilities of the
listening in a transparent system is
system.
Early last year the Audiovox
at all taken with DAB, and on the
Corporation based in Hauppauge,
evidence so far Imust confess that
I'm not generally impressed with it
New York decided to become a
either. The more Ilisten, the more
major player in the field of European
my mind goes back to the days when
car audio. Naturally enough they also

F
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decided that agood RDS radio was
de rigueur, and in atelephone call to
me some months ago said words to
the effect that if Iknew so much
about this RDS business, how about
making their new P-74 the best in
the world?
There was a generous budget, a
wide-ranging mandate, a sensible
time-scale
and
a
clear
communication to the effect that it
was entirely down to me to produce
the goods. And since I'd been so
rude about RDS radio manuals, I
would also be expected to write the
RDS section of the manual...
One of the things Iadmire about
American culture is the let's- dowhatever-it-takes approach so often
manifest in its industry. Shortly after
Itook on the assignment (and wrote
a rude report about the first
prototype) senior engineering and
commercial staff appeared in the UK
with
a test vehicle,
copious
instrumentation, several competitors'
high- end radios and a no-holdsbarred brief.
A good few thousand miles of UK
test routes later (not to mention
6,000 more miles elsewhere in
Europe) a mass of data had been
captured and the groundwork had
been comprehensively done. Lengthy
discussions, demonstrations and
experiments followed. The second
prototype was very much better than
the first, and the third and fourth
better still. By the fifth, we had the
generic and extended-generic linking
working extremely well; now the
production versions are just about to
start rolling off the line.
Isuppose that over the years I
must have seen and evaluated
practically every RDS radio ever
made — high- end, low-end and
everything in between — and Iwill
go on record as saying that the
Audiovox Prestige P-74 is one of the
best yet at any price.
Yes, of course Iwould say that.
But I'll offer ahostage to fortune and
say that if any of the RDS
shortcomings about which I've been
so scathing in previous columns —
persistent muting, undemanded
changes of station, impossible
ergonomics, lack of generic linking,
poor regionalisation, an incomprehensible
manual —
manifest
themselves in the P-74, I'll eat my
proverbial hat.
Seriously, the Prestige machine is
very good indeed — both in terms
of RDS performance and basic radio
performance — and if you're in the
market for an aftermarket RDS radio
at a price point of about £ 150, it
should certainly be at the top of your
shopping list. And no, I'm not being
paid acommission on each one sold!
John Nelson
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any years ago, as frugal
newly-weds, my wife and I
owned two television sets,
one with apicture and no sound,
the other with sound and no picture.
Among the many disembodied relays
that we enjoyed was alate-night
presentation of Steve Reich's
Music for 18 Musicians.
Even now, Ican remember that
our reactions ran from laughter and
incredulity, through reluctant
fascination to total absorption. Next
day, Iwas scouring the stores for
Reich records, and yet it was the
hour-long Music for 18 Musicians,
with its constant pulse and
hypnotically overlapping textures,
that remained our firmest favourite.
The work was initially released by
ECM but, as Steve Reich himself
recently told me, DG had their
sights on it first.
'I even have an LP sleeve with
Beryl Korot's drawing on the front,
and the photos and the print on the
back. And there on the bottom is
that little yellow logo. That summer,
the producer Rudolph Werner wrote
me aletter saying that ECM's
Manfred Eicher had expressed
interest in releasing the recording
and that Ishould let him do it. I
wrote back and said, " look, I'm not
a jazz musician, let's release it on
Deutsche Grammophon. Besides, I
don't know much about ECM".
'You see, Iconsidered that DG
was the pinnacle of classical
recording. Werner then wrote me
another letter: " Iknow you're not a
jazz musician, but Ithink Manfred
Eicher really will do something with
it. Do me afavour, meet with Bob
Hurwitz, who's running ECM in
New York".
'So at, the end of the summer, I
came back from Vermont, went
down to New York City and started
asking about Bob Hurwitz. In
general, the word was: yes, he's OK,
but he hates minimalist music!
When Iactually met Hurwitz, I
asked him if could Ispeak frankly.
"Of course," he replied. " I've heard
that you hate minimalist music", I
said. " Oh Ido..." he confessed,
"...but Ilove Music for 18
Musicians!" So we've been friends
ever since.
'Anyway, he then told me that he
wanted to send the record out to
progressive rock and MPR [
mass
public radio] stations. Isaid,
"really?". It was as if some bum off
the street had asked for a spare
dime, and met with aresponse like
"come on, get in my car: we're
going to the Ritz for dinner!". I
couldn't believe it. "If that's what •
you're gonna do," Isaid, " then
absolutely! Give it to Manfred
Eicher. Let's go for it!". And, to
date, they've sold Ithink between
120,000 and 150,000 copies.'
Was Reich surprised by this
incredible success?
'Yes' he said decisively. ' Iwas
MINE» & RECORD REVIEW
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'Vibraphone
player Jim
Price, one
of the
original
members
of the
ensemble,
gave me a
call. Steve,
he said,
what are
you doing?
You can't
play this
piece with a
metronome;
you're
squashing it,
killing it...'

The American composer discusses his ECM and
Nonesuch recordings of Music for Eighteen Musicians
by Robert Cowan

especially surprised that so many
people from the "progressive rock"
and jazz sides had taken to it. Iam
convinced that if that same
recording of Music for 18 Musicians
had been released by DG instead,
that success just wouldn't have
happened. But because it was
released on ECM, the jazz people
automatically looked at it: they went
through the bins — and Isuddenly
started popping up in jazz bins and
classical bins. Of course, there was
that whole discussion — what bin
do you want to be in, and all that.'
So how does the new Nonesuch
recording stack up against its
legendary ECM predecessor?
'With that first recording,
producer Rudy Werner, for better or
worse, said virtually nothing: he
knew that we were aself-run
ensemble. There was alot of
listening during the ECM sessions,
coming in to see what we were
doing, but we sort of ran the
sessions ourselves. For the re-make
[where Hurwitz, now the guiding light
at Nonesuch, acted as executive
producer], we had one disadvantage
in that we had come back that day

from Tokyo, which involves just
about the biggest jet-lag you can
have. We had originally planned to
record the piece in Tokyo, because
we were going to perform it twice
there. After all, we recorded the
original ECM album after a
performance, so we reckoned that
we could do the same again.
`On the first day, Imade a serious
mistake. Ihad been discussing the
recording with percussionist Bob
Becker, who's a sort of "captain
tempo". Idecided that it should be
on the fast side — which it is. We
were all psyched into the
metronome; so we would set the
metronome, then do asection, then
set the metronome again, do another
section, etc, etc. It wasn't quite
happening and yet the day was
finished.
Dec 11y metronome
'Then vibraphone player Jim Price,
one of the original members of the
ensemble, gave me a call. " Steve",
he said, "what are you doing? You
can't play this piece with a
metronome; you're squashing it,
killing it. You've got to play at least
67'
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quality digital attenuator
and d/a converter

To celebrate our tenth anniversary we have focused all
of our development capacity in an attempt to create the
finest ever digital to analogue converter. The result is
DAX DECADE and it differs from all of our previous
converters not only in sound quality terms but also in
facilities. Apart from full remote control, 5inputs
(coaxial, BNC, Toslink, ST and AES), balance, mute
etc. the key facility is the addition of remote attenuation,
allowing adirect connection to your power amplifier.
From our experience with the PASSION series of
passive preamps, and of eliminating active stages
wherever possible in order to drastically reduce
corruptions of the delicate audio signal, we know that
the ULTIMATE preamp is always no preamp.
With DAX DECADE this is now possible without
compromise either in the digital or analogue domains.
Digital sources can be fully controlled in the digital
domain before passing to the ultra-high quality
converter system inside DAX DECADE and then
onwards for direct connection to the power amplifier
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interview MUSIC
acouple of sections in arow." I
said, "Jim, thank you for calling:
you've just saved this entire session!"
'The next day we went back to
the studio — by now we were alittle
less jet-lagged — and Isaid, OK,
we're going to do sections two, three
and four straight through, just as
long as we can do at least acouple
and get arunning start. And then it
just began to breathe. The sections
are different in tempo, and we
didn't go with any metronomic
thing. We got the flow going.'
Reich himself thinks highly of the
new performance. ' But there are
some marked differences with the
ECM version. The two most
obvious are: (a) that it's alittle bit
faster — sort of slightly more in
your face; and (b), it's longer by ten
minutes or so.'
One of the reasons for this is that
bass-clarinettist on the new '
recording, Leslie Scott (Virgil
1. Blackwell featured on the ECM
disc) needs longer pauses to breathe.
'He is older now,' chuckles Reich
affectionately, 'he's gained acertain
amount of weight, he needs more
time — which of course changes the
length of the whole recording, and it
changes other things, too. For

CLASSICAL 1000 - The Top
1000 Recordings of all lime, by Rob
Cowan. 272pp, index. Paperback,
£15.00. Guinness Publications ( ISBN
0-85112-001-6).

A

nonymity was
the hallmark
of EMG's The
Monthly Letter.
For 50 years this
frankly written
booklet offered
consensus reviews
by an unknown committee. There
was afunny side too. 'We confess
we had tears in our eyes,' said the
team when it reported on Erich
Kleiber's recording of Beethoven's
Fifth in December 1953. Well now,
the mind boggles at the thought of a
group of hardened critics blubbering
in front of aloudspeaker. Whatever
it cost Rob Cowan [
above] in tears,
the blood and sweat behind this
enterprise cannot be gainsaid. There
is no cloak of anonymity either. This
is emphatically one writer's opinion
about the best in the recorded
universe.
First, awarning. The layout is
unusual. So start by reading the
introduction which explains the
format. To quote Cowan, the book
attempts ` to investigate the greatest
works composed in aparticular
genre by placing each composition
in some sort of chronological
context'. Really, it's dead easy once
you catch on, and if you do get lost,
there is an excellent index in
alphabetical order.
NSW NEWS a RECORD REVIEW

example, when the bass clarinet
plays those notes in the pulses, very
often they are doubled by the cello;
but the cello's rule is to come in
after the bass clarinet entrance and
to follow acrescendo of its own —
so when the bass clarinet goes out,
the cello comes in.
'On the ECM recording, you
don't hear so much of that, because
the bass clarinet pulses are so close
to one another. On the new
recording, however, you hear the
bass clarinet out, then the cello...
and then you hear another wave of
the bass clarinet coming in. So you
have this big tempo change, this
oceanic flow in the bass clarinet
part, which is based on the
physicality of the player. This is
totally in keeping with the way the
piece is conceived and written —
and it gives an impression that's
quite different to the ECM
recording.'
Nonesuch's digital sound quality
is another bonus, although, when I
spoke to him, Reich was preparing
to make yet another recording of the
piece, with Ensemble Modern —
this time, for BMG. (It will be
coupled with anew BMG recording
of Eight Lines.)

Naturally, Cowan's choices will
not be to everyone's taste. He
acknowledges that. And from a
fellow reviewer's stance there are
oddities, eg, Robert & Gaby
Casadesus in Mozart's Two-Piano
concerto K365 or Sze11 in
Beethoven's Eroica. But there is no
rigidity because Cowan also offers
viable alternatives for those who feel
differently. Some omissions: no
mention of Elgar's own recordings
of his symphonies [EMI], Harty's
peerless versions of Berlioz overtures
[Pearl] and Walton's First [Dutton],
and asuperb EMI disc of Haydn's
Symphonies 22, 86 & 102 by Rattle.
Some mistakes: asecondary
recommendation of Brucluier's Te
Deum should read Karl Forster not
Rudolf Kempe; the St Antoni Chorale
that Brahms used in his Variations is
not by Haydn.
It might also have been agood
idea to have said that Mozart's
Requiem was completed not only by
Sussmayer but, since then, by five
others including Beyer, whose
edition is used in the prime
recommendation — Harnoncourt.
Well, what of the rest? Unalloyed
pleasure, to be sure. It is impossible
to count the number of times I
exclaimed 'Yes, of course!' to
Cowan's choices. The examples: the
Busch Quartet in Beethoven's
Opp.127 & 132, Primrose/
Koussevitzky in Berlioz's Harold in
Italy, Sejna in Dvorak's Fifth, Bohm
in Haydn's Seasons (
Gardiner's grim,
antiseptic interpretation is ignored),
Ottensamer/C Davis in Mozart's

Boosey & Hawkes blueprint
Boosey & Hawkes are printing two
separate full scores of Music for 18
Musicians, one of which (it's about
400 pages in length) represents the
piece exactly as it's performed on
the ECM recording — to the note.
'If students want to learn the
work quickly,' says Reich, 'they'll be
able to, say, take it "from 42" —
just like any other printed work. But
for those people who really want to
get into the music and see what it's
really about, that sort of score locks
out awhole dimension. So, I
thought, what we should really do is
amodular score, one that allows for
the freedoms and the interactions
that Ioriginally intended. No
conductor is necessary; but you
must have aconductor for the other.
'In this second version, however,
the bass clarinet looks at everybody,
the vibes player is making contact
with everyone, and the whole
ensemble plays as achamber group.'
So is the idea that you gravitate
from the one to the other?
'That's right. The "literal" score is
more for students, and if they like it
and they say, "gee, this is great" —
then the modular score is the real
way to do it!'

Clarinet Concerto, Pogorelich in
Ravel's Gaspard de la nuit, Brüggen
in Schubert's Unfinished and
Toscanini in Verdi's Falstaff
Notice the presence of 'historic'
recordings. There is alarge quantity
of them because Cowan also has a
passionate interest in preserving
heritage. He talks about classic,
vintage performances as easily as he
describes music; which brings me to
the raison d'être of this tome: it is
not just acollection of
recommended recordings, it is also
an ingeniously organized teach-in on
the works themselves.
Each chosen piece of music is
briefly described before adiscussion
of the chosen CDs. The book is not
only for the initiated, it is for
fledglings too. And for this reason,
the last word must go to my wife
Deirdre who loves music but who,
on her own admission, knows little
about the subject. 'This is super,'
she said enthusiastically, 'Why didn't
someone think of it before?'
Nalen Anthoni
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'This is
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ally one
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opinion
about the
best in the
recorded
universe'
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Record of
the month

•

ALBINONI:
String Concertos - Op.7:7 & 10 -1
Op.9:7 & 10 J Two-oboe Concertos
- Op.7:8 & 11 J Op.9:9 & 12
Anthony Robson, Catherine Latham
(obs)1Collegium Musicum 901
Standage

BRAHMS• KLAVIERKONZERT NO.2
PIANO CONC fliC CONCERTO POUR PIANO
Berliner PhilharinonIker ,Claude Abbado

Chaarlos CHAN 0610

BRAHMS:
Piano Concerto 2
Maurizio Pollini (pno)1BPOIAbbado
DG 453 505-2

(
48m 37s) recorded live

After one or two interviews, reticent to a degree, and Beethoven
performances suggesting he'd muddled the definition - was it Le
Corbusier's? - of architecture as ' frozen rrius ,c', I'd begun to wonder where
Pollini's art was leading him. Then there was the questian mark hanging
over Abbado's Brahms leg, that Prom First Concerto with Lupu, or the
televised German Requiem)...
Yet together, old flames are
rekindled, the music to hand
rethought — there was aVPO
recording for DG made 20 years ago
— and, caught live by a recording
team which included the legendary
Günter Hermanns, what results is
Brahms realised at an exalted level.
Six years after the death of
Karajan (the Concerto was given at
the Philharmonie in December ' 95),
the Berlin Philharmonic remains the
most powerful-sounding yet refined
of all orchestras in this composer's
works. It's a tribute to their
character that they should sound no
less committed under Harnoncourt
(the symphonies, on Teldec) — but
that's avery different story!
`Reserves of power' is also what
comes to mind with the pianist: even
in his very first solo, the feeling of
pent-up energy is enormous. Listen
to Pollini's exultance and flexibility
in (ii), or the infinitely subtle
dynamic relationship with the
strings' ppp before Tempo Iin (iii)
— beautiful clarinet playing, too —
just before the cellist reappears [8m
29s], here more eloquent than ever.

(Despite which, DG allot him no
booklet credit) Abbado's long
tenuto on the final breve/whole note
to close (iii) remains from the 1977
version; but with Pollini there's
certainly anewfound playfulness and
lightness of expression in the
Allegretto grazioso, (
iv).
The piano is balanced quite close,
and has a weighty, truthfully metallic
quality. Only in (ii), until around
4m 32s, where counterpoint leads to
a cadenza-like flurry for the pianist
then delicate soft horns, did the
sound seem unduly thickened. But
in terms of balance, what you hear
is essentially what Abbado secures
from the orchestra and what Pollini
controls with such unbelievable
mastery at the keyboard. (If ever I
harboured an impossible ambition, it
would be to be able to play this very
concerto in just this way!)
Christopher Brew'«

Ads 0

'Caught live
by a
recording
team which
included the
legendary
Günter
Hermanns,
what results
is Brahms
realised at
an exalted
level'

(
64m 35s)

Anthony Robson and Catherine
Latham are of one mind as to how
to attack the unisons and duetting
passages of the double-concertos,
matching each other note for note,
phrase for phrase, in these
beautifully stylish readings. Their
joyful, bouncy rhythms in fast
movements are admirably matched
by Collegium Musicum 90. My
favourite is Op.7:11 with its vigorous
(i), elegiac (ii) for the two lamenting
soloists, and catchy syncopated (iii).
The concertos for two oboes
account for half the programme.
The rest is made up of string
concertos, some of which are
indistinguishable in style from what
Albinoni described in his other
works as ` sinfonias': early examples
of which served as opera overtures
and led to the concert symphony.
There are parts of varying
prominence for solo violin neatly
taken by, presumably, Standage
himself. The long Andante of Op.9:7
is anon-solo series of figurations
over abass line that chugs
monotonously. Perhaps imaginative
use of the continuo armoury (bass,
theorbo, archlute, guitar and
harpsichord), silent here but for the
string bass yet pleasingly evident
elsewhere, would have helped.
An attractive successor to Vol.1
[Chandos CHAN 0602]; despite my
slight reservation, both should be on
Baroque-lovers' shelves. The
forward, well-focused recording
offers no obstacle to enjoyment.
Robert Dearting

A:1 0

Claudio
Abbado and
Mourizio Pollini

BAGUER:
Symphonies 12, 13, 16, 18
I,A fP'Ramert
Chandos CHAN 9456

(
58m 27s)

Carlos Baguer ( 1768-1808) spent
much of his working life in
Barcelona. The notewriter Vilar i
Torrens, author of a doctoral
dissertation on the composer,
describes Baguer as 'the principal
symphonist of Catalonia and
probably also of Spain in the
Classical era'. These four
symphonies of the 1790s show, we
are told, the influence of Haydn:
their scoring is for oboes (with
occasional flutes), horns and strings,
and each is in classical four-movt
format. There, similarities with
Haydn end. There are no formal
surprises and few thematic ones;
apart from arare spot of
chromaticism everything is textbook
correct. Shortwinded melodies (the
Minuet of 18 gets as far as ' How
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Robert Dearling

A:1-2

BARTOK:
Concerto for Orchestra _1
Divertimento for Strings
RPOIDaniele Gatti

Béla Bártok
in 1936

Conifer Classics 75605 51324 2 (
68m 04s)
Gatti directs polished and thoughtful
readings of these two works, with
careful attention to the detail of the
score. The structure is clearly
delineated and there are many

BARTOK:
The Wooden Prince J Dance Suite
Budapest Festival OrchlFischer
Philips 454 429-2

(
68m 10s)

The Wooden Prince is aprince of
forest glades and swaying trees —
fanciful, unworldly and rich in
Wagnerian resonances, though
piping peasants are often close to
hand. Ivan Fischer's performance
represents Bartók as nature-lover,
folklorist and, unexpectedly perhaps,
humorist, flicking the clarinet tune
that saunters in at 8m 28s into the
`Dance of the Waves' [track 4] and
making playful clatter of col legno
strings thereafter [9m 22s]. The
pace is invariably faster than with
72

moments where Gatti's rhythmic
grasp gives the music an almost
balletic grace.
The sophistication of Gatti's
approach is undeniably effective in
the finely-drawn textures of the
Concerto's intense Tlegia', but the
more vigorous moments miss the
earthy vitality and excitement that
Solti, for example, brought to this
music. The pungency of Bartók's
folk-inspired writing would benefit
from more bite and urgency than

Gatti delivers, and he is not helped
in this by arecording that is, for all
its wide dynamic range, discreetly
reticent rather than brazenly direct.
Nevertheless, Gatti is effective in
conveying Bartók's more reflective
moments, and his control of the
orchestra is often highly impressive.
The Divertimento in particular
contains some powerfully committed
playing that should win new friends
for this underrated piece, which was
Bartók's last completed composition
before his departure for America in
1939. Here Bartók's customary
Hungarian-style folk idioms find
expression in a darkly complex work
that is rich in invention and fantasy.
As an appendix to the disc Gatti
includes an excerpt from the finale
of the Concerto for Orchestra with the
original ending, which Baru* later
deemed too abrupt and replaced. It
is interesting to compare the two,
although Bartók's second thoughts
seem to me to be far superior. [
But
why isn't the finale divided into two
tracks, so the alternative may be preprogrammed for near-continuous play?
Mus Ed]
In conclusion, a solid
recommendation for the
Divertimento, but amore qualified
one for the Concerto, where Solti's
vintage (LSO) recording on Decca
still captures the spirit of Bartók's
creation with verve and energy.
John Kersey

most rivals, the range of orchestral
sonority immense, from the
Introduction's Rheingokl-style
murmuring to full tutti that know no
sonic bounds (beam up, say, 2m 39s
into track 3, the ' Dance of the
Trees', and stay with it for aminute
or two). Boulez offers a more overtly
romanticized option, just as well
played as Fischer's though hardly as
well characterised, and while I'd not
want to pass on DG's fill-up (a
memorable account of the musically
superior Cantata profana), Fischer's
gutsy rhythms and pungent
flavouring win the day. As to the
Dance Suite, Istill hanker after
Dorati's panting sensuality in the
opening Moderato (
best heard on
Dorati's Mercury recording), though
this new version generates real
excitement in the second dance and
makes a dramatic feature of the
finale's riotous brass counterpoint
[from 27s into track 14]. Fischer's
handling of the linking ritornellos is
sweetly lyrical, especially prior to the
penultimate Comodo, and the
recording is again quite superb.
With a magnificent Mandarin
already available [454 430-2], let's
hope that Fischer's scheduled
Bluebeard will clinch aBartókian
CD hat trick.
Rob Cowan

A- B:2/1 fl

Ivan Fischer: '" he
music is Bartók at his
most humorous,
dream-like and
colourful. And it is one
of his most tonal
compositions, starting
and ending in perfect
harmony.
It was not easy to
decide which version
we should record.
Bartók revised the
score making several
cuts. ( He later opened
some of those cuts
again.) We do not
know why he made
these drastic changes:
he may have felt that
the ballet is too long,
or maybe, some years
later, he no longer
liked parts of his
naive, youthful work.
In this recording we
are playing the
original version without

/
1*:1 •

any cuts'
MARCH 1998
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much is that dog...' before stopping
dead) and proper statement-answer
phrases predominate, though 18(i)
shows adesire to escape from
routine, not wholly successfully.
Mathias Barnett does his best with
the material but Ican't help
thinking that period instruments
would have introduced much-needed
salt and pepper into the textures.
If Mr Torrens had said that
Baguer was the principal Catalan
symphonist of the Classical era I
could not have argued, but with
Boccherini and Brunetti active in
Iberia at the time Icannot agree.
Baguer effectively illustrates the
greatness of the other two Bs and, of
course, acertain H. Those wishing
to confirm my impression will find
the sound-quality refreshing and
well-defined, but on the whole this
issue does Chandos's valuable
'Contemporaries of Mozart' series
no favours.

classical REVIEWS
BEETHOVEN:
Notturno Op.42/MENDELSSOHN:
Viola Sonata in c/SCHUMANN:
Miirchenbilder
Paul Coletti (v1a)1Leslie Howard
(pno)

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas Opp.109, 110 & 111
Sviatoslav Richter (pno)

Hyperion CM 66946

To those who like to think of the
three last sonatas as a ` triptych',
Richter's 1991 Ludwigsburg recital
in the Philips Edition [' Beethoven
I': 438 486-2, 2CDs] must seem
preferable to these Russian
recordings. The sound is certainly
less good here: the audience
presence is more intrusive (except
that applause is edited out — after
Op.111 it's included on Philips);
there's some jangly resonance, too,
from the piano in Op.111. But the
later readings are much drier, more
abstracted: there's more emotional
variety, more expressive freedom on
Revelation. And more to
challenge the listener.
When so much
Beethoven playing today
offers little other than a
technically proficient
confirmation of what we
already know of the
music, Richter's playing
opens up new,
unexpected vistas. Ilike,
for instance, acertain
Appassionata-like
vehemence in Op.109(i),
and the way in which the
scherzo is like the
obverse of the coin of (i).
Not everything is
convincing, eg, he is even
slower than Gilds in the
scherzo from Op.110
(2m 41s vs. 2m 19s);
however this version is more flowing
than on Philips (at 2m 47s) and
whereas the shorter timing of 14m
54s for the Ariette of Op.111 (in
1991, 16m 46s) may suggest hurry,
this is the more involving account.
On Philips, the long passages in the
upper treble sound arid rather than
ethereal; and the Variation in 12/3 2 is
less of ajoyous release than here.

(71m IIs)

The viola repertoire is full of
arrangements, but the only one used
here is the Beethoven, and at least it
was made by an exact contemporary:
Franz Xaver Kleinheinz ( 17701832). It is a reworking of the String
Trio Op.8, and one could describe it
as no more than period chamber
music rewritten for home
consumption. It is, however, difficult
to imagine abetter performance of
this version: the March is full of life,
both Adagios are treated with great
sensitivity and the Polacca seems to

take on a more East European
character in this instrumentation.
The Mendelssohn is strangely
neglected. A full-scale, maturesounding sonata (he wrote it at 15),
it includes an interesting minuet
which was orchestrated for re-use in
Symphony 1, and this beautifully
shaped reading surpasses most of the
recorded symphonic representations
of it. The third and final movement
is an Andante with eight variations
which last a total of 15m, the secret
of their success being that all but the
last are well under 2m in duration.
The Schumann Mârcherbilder is
specified as being for violin or viola
— it is in the form of a four-movt
sonata with two broad movements
sandwiching two livelier examples.
These are exemplary
performances. The viola is forward
in balance yet does not overimpose.
Leslie Howard is crystal clear
throughout (marvellous articulation);
somehow his musical projection
effectively overcomes the slight
acoustic reticence of his instrument.
There is no earth-shaking music
here, just calm, cultured
compositions played with
immaculate skill
Antony Hodgson
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Revelation RV 1009
(62m 110s) recorded live 1972/65/75

A:1 ")
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'There's
more
emotional
variety, more
expressive
freedom on
Revelation.
And more
to challenge
the listener'

Sviatoslav
Richter: live
performances
of Beethoven's
last three
piano sonatas
on Revelation

Christopher Breunig

C:1

BRAHMS:
Cello Sonatas 1 & 2
Peter Bruns (vIc)10Iga Tverskaya
(pno)
Opus Ill OPS 30-144

(
51m 34s)

Cello Sonatas 1 & 2/SCHUMANN:
Fantasy Pieces Op.73
Arto Noras (vIc)ljuhani Lagerspetz
(pno)
Finlandia 0630-16884-2

(66m I4s)

Period instruments (Bruns plays a
Tononi, 1730 and Tverskaya, an
Erard from 1850) versus modern
ones; and in No.1 the old
instruments have the edge. The
lighter timbre of the Erard piano
scores in (i) where the textures can
get clogged, as they do with
Noras/Lagerspetz. The five bars

starting from Fig.7, for example, are
difficult to balance, with the cello
not far from the bottom of its
compass and both instruments
playing fortissimo. Noras/Lagerspetz,
like many othes, do not succeed in
clarifying the string line at this
point, whereas Bruns/Tverskaya are
able to suggest that perhaps Brahms
did know what he was doing. This
duo has agood sense of rhythm,
and Bruns makes the fugal writing
in (iii) sound a lot less effortful than
it does under Noras.
With No.2, the position is
reversed, partly because Opus Ill
have altered the sound (the piano is
blanketed and a cramped acoustic
exaggerates the cellist's striving for
abundance), and partly because
Bruns and Tverskaya seem oddly
uncomfortable, particularly so in (iii)
which is stilted and short on tension
By comparison, Noras/Lagerspetz
strike very good form. The pianist
may tend towards exuberance in (i);
but the sweep of their playing is also
matched by a comparable sensitivity
to Brahms's qualifications of
affettuoso in (
ii) and passionato in
(iii). Schumann's Fantasy Pieces are
thoughtfully circumspect, but even
Noras's skill cannot dispel the
impression that this music is more
evocative when played on the
clarinet, for which it was conceived.
Finlandia pleasingly capture agood
ambience but unpleasingly capture
breathing noises as well.
Na/en Anthoni
B-C:1-2

A- B: 2-1

CH EDEVILLE:
Les Saisons Amusantes ( after
Vivaldi) J Sonata Op.13:4 lattrib.
Vivaldil/VIVALDI: Sonata, Op.2:2
Palladian Ensemble
Linn CKD 070

(
59m 53s)

This is the Four Seasons, Jim, but
not as we know it. After this
performance you will either hate it
the more or love it afresh. Nicolas
Chédeville ( 1705-82) obviously
regarded Vivaldi's warhorse as in
need of revival (he was not the last)
and rustification. He chucked out
the solo violin in favour of recorder
and/or hurdy-gurdy, sacked
string band, dispens
some
movements and drafted in others
from unrelated Vivaldi works, and
cancelled ' Summer' and 'Winter'
altogether. All is explained, if not
altogether excused, in the booklet.
Further, the programmers have
wrought additional violence upon
Vivaldi's design by inserting his
Sonata Op.2:2 after ' Spring', and
Chédeville's Op.13:4 before what
isn't `Winter' any more. Incidentally,
II Pastor Fido, the Sonatas once
attributed to Vivaldi as Op.13, are
all by Chédeville.
What does it all amount to? It's a
rustic free-for-all, with hurdy-gurdy
73

Bill Newman
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CHOPIN:
21 Nocturnes
Peter Katin (pno)
IMP 30367 02357

CHOPIN:
Variations Op.12 _15 Mazurkas r-1
Rondo in c J Souvenir de Paganini
J Nocturne in c-sharp _13 Waltzes
J Piano Sonata 1 - Larghetto J
Polonaises 13, 14 & 15 J Bolero
J Berceuse
Peter Katin (pno)

(2CDs, 111m 19s)

Peter Katin
celebrates his
50th year of
giving
concerts and
recitals

Athene A711 CD11
(74m 56s)
Always the perfectionist, Katin
carefully selected the material for
this CD programme ('This one will
work', Katin says of his choice),
which carries on in the tradition set
by pianists in the late 1960s for LP.
We found, for
instance, Malcolm
Binns including
Chopin on a
Broadwood
instrument for
OiseauLyre, along
with music by Handel
and Beethoven. And
Katin's own 1836
Collard & Collard
(which sets the pitch
at A = 431), restored using
authentic materials by Michael
Parfett, recaptures the tonal
characteristics of the pieces with a
feeling of nicety. Rather as with
Mackerras working with aperiod
orchestra, this is another musician
showing what he can do equally well
on aconcert grand — as collectors
of his Chopin on Olympia, UnicornKanchana, and (much earlier)
Decca, know already [
see below].
The main attractions are the
larger works here. Each forms the
necessary pivot for the remainder of
the programme which spreads nicely
into a succession of major/minor
modes to give the essential interplay
of Chopin's variety of moods and
textures. The three Polonaises, by the
way, are early works that contrast
74

Chopin
portrait by
Delacroix
(Musée du
Louvre)

'Rather as
with
Mackerras
working
with a
period
orchestra,
this is
another
musician
showing
what
he can do
equally well
on a concert
grand'

Christopher Breunig

to have become damaged. The
pieces are ordered chronologically
here, including the three
posthumously published Nocturnes,
and Dr Katin has written descriptive
notes for each. ( He suggests,
provocatively, that we compare the
phrasing of Op.37:1 with Elgar's
theme for the Enigma Variations.)
His playing is always sensitive to
mood and detail, and quite free of
egotistic imposition — Imuch prefer
his quiet, honest manner to that of
Pires, whose DG set was surely
overpraised last year, although some
may feel awant of ' excitement'. The
sound has come up well for its age,
having a mellow character with a
touch of surrounding ambience.
Often we hear echoes of the
dance, expressed as if tinged with
regret, eg, in the G-major Op.37:2
or the evergreen B-major Op.9:3.
This Allegretto scherzando was
described as a ' charming caprice' by
Arthur Hedley, for Katin's Decca set
(made when he was 27), and that
earlier interpretation has some
exquisite playing and a more
carefree air — you might (like me)
be lucky enough at some time to
find the two ' Eclipse' LPs

A-8:1

GERHARD:
Symphony 3, Collages J Piano
Concerto J Epithalamion
Geoffrey Tozer (pno)IBBC SOI
Bamert
Chandos CHAN 9556

Peter Katin — who celebrates his
50th anniversary as aconcert artist
this year — has recorded the
Nocturnes a few times: first for Decca
(1957), most recently for Olympia.
In 1970 a Unicorn 2LP set was
issued. These are not the same
performances, but are-recording
done in 1971 at Charterhouse
School (and new to the UK) when
the Unicorn master-tape was found

A- B:1 0

mouldering away on adealer's
shelves! They contain some lovely,
but quite different performances.

(65m Ws)

Chandos's ' Gerhard Symphonies', of
which this is Val, will clearly be
equally important for the works
selected as couplings, some of them
not previouly recorded in any
format. Certainly, the premiere
recording of the 1951 Concerto for
piano and strings unveils ableak,
passionate masterpiece, in visionary
transition between Gerhard's earlier
folkloric idiom and his fully serial
later one. Despite the first
movement's affinities with
Schoenberg's Piano Concerto (a
very recent model), Gerhard's
language here evokes the darkest of
Bartók, suffused with Iberian
inflections. The profoundly moving
slow-movt, ' Diferencias', seems in
mourning for post-Civil War Spain,
from which Gerhard had been exiled
in Britain for more than a decade.
This is acompelling performance;
Geoffrey Tozer (who tends, in his
Chandos Medtner series, to display
more enthusiasm than finesse) here
admirably expounds the darkly
glittering solo writing, reminding us
that the young Gerhard was briefly a
pupil of Granados.
The other works belong to his
vibrant, boldly exploratory final
period. Symphony 3 ( 1960), for
orchestra and tape, is, in epic
imagination and elemental power,
the one true successor to Varèse's
Déserts: an indispensable classic, its
effect always new. If Bamert's fine,
strong reading lacks something, at
least in this recording, of the hot,
dry sheen of the recorded premiere
under Frederik Prasnitz (also with
the BBC SO, on an EMI LP), his
urgency and electricity outclass
Victor Pablo Pérez [Auvidis]; and
neither previous recording has
balanced and projected the taped
sounds so well. (Astonishing to think
the complex and magically evocative
electronic score was created, like
Varèse's, on ahome tape-recorder!)
Epithalamion (1966), with its
plethora of cadenzas and percussion
improvisations, is, as the booklet
notes acutely observe, essentially
'anti-symphonic' despite its large
orchestra. Yet here again is avivid
sonc showiece deserving wider
currency than it has hitherto
received, in atauter reading than its
Auvidis rival (and in superior
sound). A release of major
importance.
Calum MacDonald
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Robert Dearling

well with the middle-period and
later Mazurkas and Waltzes.
It all adds up to improving our
knowledge of Chopin's genius, but
there is no attempt to create any of
the superfluous excitement which
can be found elsewhere with
younger exponents. Good recording.

photo: Olympia Compact

and musette (bagpipes) providing a
saw-tooth drone against which
recorder and drone instruments
provide a sometimes barelyrecognisable approximation of some
of what Vivaldi wrote. Ienjoy
drones but, be warned, they
maddened the Music Editor. [
So
what? Mus Ed] What is refreshing is
the evident joy with which the
players perform. Pamela Thorby
(recorder) invites us to chuckle with
her, Richard Egarr introduces the
Sonata Op.13:4 with the lightest and
most playful organ tone Ican
remember, and in the authentic
Vivaldi sonata Rachel Podger
(violin), is brilliantly effective.
Intriguing and infectious sounds
abound and they come with pinpoint accuracy and positioning via a
close recording. Though Ifind the
'atmosphere' twixt movements a
little wearing, the chamber-room
acoustic is very convincing.

classical REVIEWS
HANDEL:
Alexander Balus
DenleylGeorgelDanielsIDawsonl
McFadden/New College Ch Oxford/
King's Consort & Ch/King

Mow: Roger liuuervIiister Clutetna

Hyperion CDA 67241/2

(
2CDs, 155m 52s)

Robert King's booklet notes deftly
recount the history, action and
structure, but say little about the
nature of this strange piece.
Comprehensively damned by
Winton Dean, and based on the
obscure story of an incompetent
usurper of the Syrian throne in 2ndcentury BC, Alexander Balus has lain
almost the least-regarded of
Handel's oratorios, and this fine new
recording shows signal service by
showing its solid strengths.
Composed soon after Judas
Maccabaeus, it's essentially a
historical sequel to that story, with a
smaller choral component. The
libretto's religious dimension is
virtually inconsequential (even good
pagans are doomed); instead, the
action concentrates on martial
valour and achivalrous, lovestruck
king as central protagonist. Thus
Alexander Balus almost resembles
what Handel's contemporaries so
ardently desired of him: an English
opera seria. Yet there's no
conventional happy ending — the
piece is atragedy of sorts, less
surprising when one remembers the
librettist, More11, produced an
edition of Euripides.
The work is uneven, and some
numbers are adapted from the early
La Resurrezione. Yet it contains both
great and surprising music, among
which the princess Cleopatra's first
aria, ' Hark, hark! He strikes the
golden lyre', boasts an orchestration
as seductive and exotic as the music
of her namesake in Giulio Cesare.
Alexander's Jewish minister,
Jonathan, has one of Handel's most
sublime arias, 'To God who made
the radiant sun' (in the cosmogenic
vein of Semele's '
But hark the
heavenly sphere turns round'). And
the penultimate scene, where
Cleopatra receives news of the
deaths of Alexander and of her
father Ptolomee (the villain of the
piece), brilliantly combines
recitative, accompagnato,
unsupported voice, and two superb
airs, ' 0 take me from this hateful
light' and ` Convey me to some
peaceful shore'.
Lynne Dawson as Cleopatra is in
fact the vocal star of this
performance, though ably supported
by Catherine Denley as Alexander
(the role was originally written for a
soprano) and Charles Daniels as
Jonathan. All aspects of the
production are up to the standard of
the King's Consort's previous
recordings for Hyperion, and the set
deserves awarm welcome from all
Handelians.
Calum MacDonald
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HOLLIGER:
Lieder ohne Worte I & II _I
Sequenzen über Johannes I, 32 _I
Trema J Práludium, Arioso &
Passacaglia J Elis
Thomas Zehetmair (v1n)1 Thomas
Larcher (
pneUrsula Holliger (lmp)
ECM 457 066-2

'Holliger's
inspiration
has returned
time and
again to

literary
(
77m 18s) models. The

Heinz Holliger's legendary prowess
as an oboist has rather
overshadowed his activities as a
composer. This disc provides a
retrospective of his creative output,
and offers music that is both
challenging and thought-provoking.
The works presented here show a
distinctive compositional style that
has clear links to Holliger's teachers
Boulez and Sándor Veress. At the
same time, Holliger's inspiration has
returned time and again to literary
models. The poet Georg Trahi was a
particular influence, and through
him, Holliger began to evolve a
highly personal and expressive
artistic vocabulary that he has
turned to increasingly programmatic
ends. Encoded in Holliger's scores
one may find complex cryptograms
that point to events of biographical
significance, and even asingle note
may serve as areference-point to a
secret language shared only between
Holliger and his chosen performers.
Holliger's music often attains an
intensity and extremism that is
unsettling, and in awork such as
Trema (1981-3) — the title literally
means ` trembling' — the music
suggests adisturbing world of
psychological torment. Such
obsessive ideas are counterbalanced
by pieces where lyricism and the
subtlest nuances of expression are
called into play; in the second book
of Lieder ohne Worte the outer
movements are almost deceptively
calm, suggesting the retreat into a
deliberately enclosed domain.
Elsewhere, the early cycle for piano
Elis (1961), based on the
eponymous poems by Trahi,
conjures up eerie, nightmarish
visions whose fragmented language
is the product of concentration
rather than restraint.
These are first-class performances
that draw one into Holliger's

poet Georg
Trakl was
a particular
influence,
and through

fascinating world and where
virtuosity is unerringly at the service
of the composer. The recording
captures the performances with the
utmost clarity and precision.
John Kersey

A•:1*

KORNGOLD:
Violin Concerto/GOLDMARK: Violin
Concerto 1
Vera Tsu (vIn)1Razumovsky
SinfonialLong
Naxos 8.553579

(61m 27s)

him, Holliger

Why, collectors will ask, do ayoung
Shanghai violinist and conductor
enter the stakes with two such
evolve a
virtuoso works for violin and
highly
orchestra? The answer is simple
when one begins to listen. Here is a
personal
talented young player from Beijing
and
Conservatory who has attracted the
expressive
likes of Stern, Ozawa and Menuhin,
artistic
intent on bringing out musical
vocabulary
meaning as opposed to displaying
her obvious technical skills. Ilike
that he has
Tsu's sweetness of tone, and finelyturned to
judged portamenti — nowadays a
increasingly
comparative rarity — and she
programmatic identifies with the style of Korngold's
late-romantic masterpiece, giving the
ends'
composer back the musical respect
he lost at the hands of jealous,
narrow-minded critics.
Her Goldmark reminds me of that
of Bronislaw Gimpel [Vox], areal
musician-virtuoso. In common with
his, Tsu's account seeks after truth
and has real stature.
Wilhelm
Her compatriot Yu Long affords
Futiwiingler.
fine support
Below:
Bill Newman
B:1 A
Heinz Holliger
began to

MOZART:
Don Giovanni
Welitschl
Schwarzkopf/
Seefried1Dermotal
GobbilGreindllPoelll
Kunz! Vienna State
Opera ChIVP01
Furtwiingler
EMI CID 566 567 2
(3CDs, 182m 37s) mono
These CDs derive
from tapes recorded
by Austrian Radio
during the Salzburg Festival
performance on 27 July 1950. Once
the ear has grown used to the initial
coarseness of the sound, the impact
of avery interesting performance is
hardly diminished (though stage
balance could hardly be ideal in the
circumstances, and there is the
occasional contribution from
audience and prompt-box, as well as
unselective applause). The cast is
more than usually star-studded, and
there is real drama as well as much
musical beauty under Furtwângler's
magisterial command.
It would be misleading to say that
all the singers live up to their
reputations, though they all shine at
75

SCHUBERT:
Winterreise
Chnstoph Prégardien (ten)lAndreas
Staier (f-pno)

least intermittently. Erich Kunz's
Leporello is the pick of the cast,
singing and acting the part with
discretion as well as relish. Tito
Gobbi's Giovanni is on this evidence
something of adisappointment: he is
light-voiced, quite imposing, if
untidy, and well below his vocal
peak. Dermota's Ottavio, Greindl's
Commendatore and Poe11's Masetto
are hardly more than acceptable.
The ladies cannot conceal passages
where they are under strain, yet they
provide many joys too. Furtwângler
favours tempos that strike one as
indecently slow in the love duet and
one or two of the arias; but he
carries cast and orchestra with him
in a reading that will awaken happy
memories for people (like me) who
got to know Don Giovanni with casts
like this; impatient younger listeners
may note the vocal imperfections, at
times indifferent Italian, and wonder
what all the fuss was about.
The leaflet contains articles and
synopses in three languages, but not
the libretto.
Peter Branscombe

(
62m 49s)

Half of the items on Peter
Seivewright's enticing super-budget
survey can also be found on Leif
Ove Andsnes's outstanding Virgin
Classics issue warmly received by
BN back in November ' 96. In the
early Five Piano Pieces and
Humoreske-bagateller, Seivewright
proves himself an assertive, highly
accomplished practitioner. His
response is, however, occasionally
lacking in fresh-faced charm; nor
does he display the almost
aristocratic pianistic finesse or
captivating lightness of touch of his
younger Norwegian rival. Elsewhere,
Seivewright's bold manner is
eminently well suited to the
formidably rigorous, rather Busonian
Symphonic Suite (
coolly received,
unlike the First Symphony which
precedes it). He also brings plenty of
panache and intelligence to the
imposing Theme with Variations,
whereas Ithought the superb
Chaconne a mite dour (Andsnes
gives aglorious, entrancingly fluid
interpretation, full of strength,
serenity and apositively mercurial
imaginative flair). The Naxos
collection ends with The Dream of a
Merry Christmas, aminiature
meditation on ' Silent Night' dating
from 1905. The sound is bold and
true, if a little tiring on the ear ( any
louder music inclines to over76

'u
ci2
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NIELSEN:
5 Piano Pieces, Op.3 j Symphonic
Suite, Op.8 J Humoreskebagateller, Op.11 J Chaconne,
Op.32 J Theme with Variations,
Op.40 J The Dream of a Merry
Christmas
Peter Seivewright (pno)
Naxos 8.563574

Tebloc 0630-188242

The classic
Pears/Britten
Winterreise
was
repackaged
by Decca last
year: 452 4022, 2CDs

(73m 58s)

Matthias Goerne (bar)/Graham
Johnson (pno)
Hyperion CD1 33030

(
74m 08s)

Thomas Hampson (bar)IWolfgang
Sawallisch (pno)
EMI Classics CDC 5564 452

(69m 47s)

There is no shortage of
recommendable recordings of
Winterreise, but here are three further
ones, two of which (unless Iam still
over-excited by early impressions)
jump right to the top of the list. The
tenor version has much going for it:
the voice is what Schubert had in
mind, and the Johann Fritz
fortepiano used, made ayear or two
before the cycle was composed,
evokes Schubert's sound world with
a directness, crispness and variety
that a modern instrument has
difficulty in achieving. The darker
timbre of the baritone in the other
exciting new performance is finely
attuned to the mood of the cycle,
and Graham Johnson's piano playing
is wonderfully evocative of the
changing moods of the winter
traveller.
Andreas Staler is the ideal partner
for Christoph Prégardien's light yet
strong, here hauntingly melancholic,
voice. Together they convey with
admirable directness the tensions,
the vain hopes, and latterly the
despair of Wilhelm Müller's
wanderer in ableak inner landscape.
Prégardien's crispness of enunciation
does not preclude effective
colouristic emphasis on a particular

brightness). Excellent value for
money nonetheless — and there's a
second volume on the way.
Andrew Achenbach
'Pfitzner
handles
his appealing
material
with enviable
surefootedness and
there are
countless
felicitous
harmonic
touches
along
the way'
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PFITZNER:
String Quartet in d ( 1886) J String
Quartet, Op.36 ( 19251
Franz Schubert Qt
CPO 999 526-2

(
73m 17s)

The Brahmsian D-minor Quartet
(the first of Pfitzner's four) is avery
early offering dating from the
composer's days at the Frankfurt
Hoch Conservatory. The craft and
confidence of the writing is pretty
amazing when one considers that it
is the work of a 17-year-old student
(albeit evidently asupremely gifted
one). Pfitzner handles his appealing
material with enviable surefootedness
and there are countless felicitous
harmonic touches along the way (a
fondness for the viola is another
trademark). Believed lost by the
composer himself, the manuscript

word or phrase. His dynamic
control, timbre and rhythmic
buoyancy are expertly matched by
his partner, who can reduce the
volume to aghostly echo in the
closing bars of 'Der greise Kopf', or
rage in 'Der stürmische Morgen'.
This is a splendid achievement, one
to set alongside the Schreier/Schiff
version for excellence. Texts,
translation and clear, atmospheric
recording enhance the attractiveness
of this issue. A:1' 0
After Ian Bostridge's tenor for Die
schiine Müllerin Graham Johnson has
turned to abaritone for Winterreise,
and he must be congratulating
himself on the wisdom of his choice.
Ihad some reservations about
Matthias Goeme's recent CD of
Schubert Goethe settings; here Iwas
gripped from beginning to end. In
the early songs Goeme sings with a
calm, almost withdrawn beauty that
for me recalled Gerhard Hüsch
(than which no higher praise); even
in the second half there is an
emphasis on the subtlest gradations
of tone colour to convey the
traveller's growing sense of
alienation from the external world.
Goerne's voice rings out strongly
and with wonderful control of words
and vocal phrase in a song like ' Der
Lindenbaurn'; he has the lightness of
touch and neatness for ` Letzte
Hoffnung', the bleakness for ' Im
Dorfe' and ' Des Wirtshaus', the grey
resignation for ` Der Leiermann'.
This is apartnership of the highest
order, finely backed by clear,
atmospheric recording and the
accustomed excellence of Richard
Wigmore's translations and
Johnson's perceptive notes. A:1
Thomas Hampson has a superb
voice, and Ihave often warmed to

turned up among his papers after
his death and the piece as awhole
surely deserves such affectionate
advocacy as it receives here from the
expert Franz Schubert Quartet.
By contrast, the C-sharp-minor
Quartet (No.3) is aproduct of the
composer's maturity. It was
completed in 1925 and is ahugely
imposing affair, impassioned and
highly wrought both emotionally and
contrapuntally, whose considerable
complexities threaten to burst not
only the boundaries of tonality but
the string-quartet medium itself. It
comes, then, as no surprise to learn
that Pfitzner subsequently reworked
his Op.36 into an orchestral
symphony some seven years later (a
finely prepared account of which —
with the Bambergers under Werner
Andreas Albert — can also be found
on CPO). Another eloquent
performance, and excellent sound in
this co-production with Bavarian
Radio.
Andrew Achenbach
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his performances, both on record
and live (most recently in Alfonso
und Estrella in Vienna in May). This
Winterreise is very disappointing. I
certainly don't look for heavenstorming extroversion, and this is far
too well-mannered an account for
that; nor for self-aggrandizing
highlighting of detail; but Ido want
a sense of involvement in what
might nowadays be called the
psychodrama of the unfolding cycle.
Oddly, there are signs that Hampson
and Sawallisch — a less than
masterful partner here — are using
the the Old Complete Edition.
There is beautiful singing, but poor
enunciation now and again, and very
little sense of the poignancy, false
hopes and ultimate bleakness of
Müller's and Schubert's wanderer.
The disappointments extend to the
recording, which though neatly
balanced lacks intimacy. EMI have
backed an also-ran here; of the
starred new performances, Teldec
beats Hyperion by the shortest of
short heads (though readers who
prefer abaritone to a tenor may
reverse the decision). B:2-3 0

sudden pulling on the reins, which
say much for his fantastic technical
facility but little of musical worth.
Wise' and Sanderling allow each
movement to unfold with subtle
cantabile combining of piano with
winds, and important solos coming
through the textures. The second
movement is beautiful in the right
sense, with strings and solo piano
building the themes eloquently
without straining ends of phrases;
and the Finale is thrilling, songful
and climactic.
These artists' performance of the
maligned Fourth Concerto is one of
the most perfect Ihave heard. For
all Michelangeli's pianistic genius
[EMI], he didn't have aconductor
of the calibre of Sanderling, who
knows exactly how much weight to
give the phrase, and is a real stylist
when matching his conception to
Rasel's. Good sound for 1982 and a
real triumph for Berlin Classics'
label.

Big Newman 1111111111ffl

photo: Malcolm Cratuthers1Hypen.on

Peter Brdlisconi ,,

Matthias Goerne

ROSSINI:
l'Inganno felice
MassisIGiménezIGilfryIRegazzol
SpagnolilLes concerts des Tuileries!
Minkowski
Erato 0630 17579 2
(78m 08s) recorded live
This delightful little opera dates
from the January of 1812, that
miraculous year in which the not yet
20-year-old Rossini confirmed his
stature with six operas. The
appellation farsa should not disguise
the fact that this is aserious story
about ayoung duchess who is
banished by her husband after
doubts about her faithfulness have
been insinuated; all ends happily, in
a score rich in melodious, and at

RACHMANINOV:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Piano Concertos 3 & 4
Peter RiisellBerli ) 1SO/Sanderling
Bolin Classics 0093072 BC & 0093022 BC
(66m 35s/72m 30s)
Wise' is amusical pianist who keeps
virtuosity very much in the
background, and Sanderling's great
forte is instrumental clarity and an
ability to keep a tightly-knit
ensemble and a steady, even flow.
The combination of talents results in
some of the most musically
stimulating and architecturally
structured Rachmaninov Ihave
heard in avery long while.
The first two Concertos are totally
free of cloying sentiment and
theatrical overstatement. Here,
Sanderling anticipates the
instrumental balance problems and
moulds his accompaniment to
Rilisel's dynamic canvas. In the
celebrated Third Concerto Iwas
relieved to be free of (for one)
Horowitz's manic fast speeds and
Me NEWS ORECORD REVIEW
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Rossini's
l'Inganno
felice: a ' small
masterpiece'

times entertainingly witty, arias and
ensembles. L'inganno is already
available in less than perfect
versions, conducted by Viotti
[Claves, 1992] and Franci [Note
Productions, recorded some 30 years
ago], but Marc Minkowski's
direction of his accomplished cast
and expert little orchestra should
establish this as the recording to
have. There is awelcome bite to the
playing, and the singing is of avery
high standard, with areal sense of
involvement in the simple story, and

plenty of spirit for the typical
Rossinian high jinks as well as a
pleasing breadth and poise for the
more poignant moments. A small
masterpiece, treasurably performed,
and recorded live, with appropriate
immediacy and just balance.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 e

SAINT-SAENS:
String Quartets 1 & 2/FAURE: String
Quartet
Abum/ (.2t
Conifer Classics 75605 51291-2

(
75m I8s)

Both Saint-Saëns and Fauré (lifelong friends, as well as teacher and
pupil in the early 1860s — even
though, at the time, Saint-Saëns was
only ten years older than his 16year-old protégé) came to the
quartet medium very late in their
careers. In his First Quartet of 1899,
Saint-Saëns sets about the task with
his customary giddy facility; indeed,
so breathtakingly assured is the
craftsmanship one readily overlooks
the comparative dearth of truly
memorable ideas. Actually, that's a
bit unfair: (iii) boasts an eloquent
main theme (and its reappearance at
4m 10s against agently chugging
chordal background is a ravishing
inspiration), while the Allegro non
troppo finale contains awealth of
harmonic and contrapuntal incident.
(Annotator James Harding senses
more than a hint of impatience in
the Molto allegro coda, but Ifind it
makes a perfectly satisfactory
summation.)
Its successor dates from 1919,
when Saint-Saëns had reached the
ripe age of 84. Cast in just three
movts, it's a thoroughly beguiling,
deliciously light-hearted creation,
more in the spirit of a divertimento
(especially in the concluding
'Interlude et finale') and consciously
seeming to eschew any profundity.
By contrast, Fauré's sole Quartet,
his very last work, completed in
September 1924, just two months
before his death, carries a much
more sober demeanour. This elusive
utterance — so gloriously noble,
restrained and full of the most subtle
harmonic mastery — well repays
close study, and, once you've
attuned yourself to Fauré's very
private world, you're in for a deeply
moving experience. Take my word
for it: music as civilised, serene and
searching as this offers true balm to
the soul in our hectic times.
The youthful Miami String
Quartet are supremely elegant, lucid
proponents of all this material, and
their immensely pleasing advocacy of
the Saint-Saëns quartets most
usefully fills a gap in the current
domestic listings. Moreover, the
sound is eminently realistic and
balance excellent. Very much
recommended.
•
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classical REVIEWS

Erato 0630 17869 2

Chandos CHAN 9552
(63m 22s)

Feliner is not afraid to give himself
time for the opening Allegro giusto to
register its dark, shifting moods. He's
thoughtful, serious in (ii); there's a
feeling of private improvisation
(though we know fully that the notes
are Schubert's). The final Allegro
vivace is richly sounded, but again
there's asuggestion of reverie in the
second subject, and fine control as it
accelerates away. This young pianist
— the recital was produced in
Austria just ayear ago by Tim
Oldham — brings freshness to D780,
notably to the hackneyed F-minor,
No.3; the balance of formality and
feeling is exactly gauged.
The programme includes the 12
waltzes composed at Graz in 1827;
most are under 1m in duration, the
longest (No.12) is under 2m. Fellner
gives these pieces elegance and
charm, purposefulness too.
As this is only his third CD for
Erato, was it not a mistake not to
have afew words about him in the
booklet:'
Christopher Breunig
SCHUBERT:
Hyperion Schubert Edition, Vol.29
Marjana Lipovsek (mez-sop)/
Nathan Berg (bar) /Graham Johnson
(pno)
Hyperion CM 33029

convincingly, violin and piccolo;
ironically, the music would not have
sounded out of place in any of the
politically correct Ballet Suites.
Indeed, the first Waltz in Ballet Suite
I, that in jazz Suite I, and the
second Waltz in jazz Suite 2, use
identical material differently scored,
so it was evidently a favourite of the
composer and his admirers.
Kitaenko enters into the spirit
admirably. His Frankfurt players are
spot-on rhythmically, with
breathtaking gusto in many of the
robust numbers. But Ifound it
difficult to set avolume level both
audible and comfortable in this
sometimes rather glaring recording.
This was not so acute when I
changed to adifferent pair of
speakers — so you may be lucky.
Try at home, if you can, before
buying this invigorating disc.

SHCHEDRIN:
Symphony 2 J Old Russian Circus
Music
BBC PhilharmonicISinaisky

SCHUBERT:
Piano Sonata in a, D784 J
6 Moments Musicaux, D780
12 Grazer Walzer, D924
Till Fellner (pno)

(
78m 23s)

This majestic project moves steadily
forward with avolume that contains
an unusually high proportion of
little-known songs. Marjana
Lipovsek includes the five Novalis
Hymns, the two Silbert songs, and a
variety of others, of which only
`Frühlingsglaube' is widely familiar.
Her flexible, even-toned and
eloquent voice is finely attuned to
the mainly sombre lieder she sings.
There is a light touch to
`Morgenlied', and joyous serenity in
`Frühlingsglatibe', the one popular
song in the recital. The most
remarkable number isn't sung by
Lipovsek at all, but by Nathan Berg:
the mighty Mayrhofer ` Einsamkeit',
which in this sensitive, beautifully
articulated performance lasts over
19m (for this listener, not a moment
too long). All the usual fine features
of the series are abundantly present:
apart from the endlessly-satisfying
music, and performances of poise
and distinction from singer(s) and
pianist, there is warm, natural
balance and clarity in the recording,
thoughtful programme-planning, and
the superb book of texts and notes
(stimulating and informative in equal
measure).
Peter Branscombe

A:1 C I
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(
79m 44s)

Who could resist ascore with a
catchy title like Old Russian Circus
Music? In it Shchedrin attempts to
capture the colour and vibrancy of
the touring circus, and its exciting
effect on small Russian towns in the
19th-century. Subtitled ` Concerto
for Orchestra No.3', it's a real
virtuoso piece lasting some 24m,
and it makes great demands
collectively and individually on the
orchestral players. To be sure, it has
some boisterous moments, yet some
parts are quiet and atmospheric,
though never gloomy or doleful. The
composer says his primary aim was
to entertain, and he certainly does
that, while ravishing the ear with
some witty, inventive orchestration.
Circus was written in 1989, but
the symphony dates from 1964 and
was not well received by the Soviet
authorities at the time. It takes the
form of 25 preludes for orchestra
grouped in five movts, and lasts
around 55m. I've listened to it four
or five times now, but Ifind it a
hard nut to crack — partly because
the music contains such stark
contrasts. Shchedrin says he wanted
to 'bring about a clash in musical
terms between the peaceful,
everyday sounds of the life which
surrounded us, and the sounds of
conflict which Iwell remember from
my wartime childhood — the
rumbling of bombers flying
overhead, the grinding of tanks, the
distant sound of shells exploding,
the groans of the wounded, the
marching steps of soldiers boots
stamping on the pavements'. The
performances sound very expert and
well prepared, and Chandos provide
sound of superb depth and impact.
Not exactly easy listening then, but
challenging and worthwhile.
James M Hughes

(
63m 30s)

MOM

SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 5 & 7
COE/Berglund
Finlandia 0630-17278-2

A-A*:1 01

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Ballet Suites 1, 3 J Suites for Jazz
Orchestra 1, 2
Frankfurt RSOWitaenko
BMG 09026 68304 2

Robert Dearling

'Everything
Berglund
does makes

absolute
The lighter side of one of the 20thsymphonic
century's most intense composers is
engagingly displayed in this
sense and
programme. Shostakovich's flip-side
he stubbornly
found favour in Stalin's Russia
refuses to be
that is, when it didn't sport the
unduly
word 'jazz', that decadent Western
noise that threatened to undermine
seduced by
the whole Russian economy, so
any
Stalin thought, were it to establish
incidental
itself there. So Shostakovich's
felicities'
flirtation with jazz was short-lived.
The so-called jazz Suites are more
correctly titled, as here, Suites for
Jazz Orchestra: saxes, trumpets, bass,
piano, percussion, and, less

(52m 57s)

Berglund's Seventh possesses a
granitic strength and
uncompromising rigour. The
opening minutes are especially
arresting: by strictly
adhering to the letter
of the score,
Berglund brings out
the strangeness and
modernity of
Sibelius's scoring.
Everything Berglund
does makes absolute
symphonic sense and
he stubbornly refuses
to be unduly seduced
by any incidental
felicities along the
way. The results
command huge
respect, yet some will
possibly crave more
in the way of sheer
charm and joy. The
COE respond with
customary freshness
and intelligence,
though the strings' lack of tonal
breadth can be a drawback.
The COE string section was
boosted for the Fifth, though any
consequent gain is mitigated against
by the closer balance of this (live?)
production. (Nijmegen is named in
the booklet. The Seventh,
engineered by Tony Faulkner at
Watford Colosseum, boasts sound of
altogether greater amplitude and
naturalness.) Even more than in the
Seventh, Berglund eschews any
expressive blandishments. It's a
reading which, in its rugged severity
and bracing arctic chill, had me
thinking of Sibelius's memorable
description of his own Fourth:
`...absolutely nothing of the circus
about it'.
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Neither mystery nor pantheistic
awe play much part in the Finnish
maestro's conception of (i); rather,
it's the unremitting logic of
Sibelius's inspiration that concerns
him, and the textural transparency
he achieves can be revelatory.
Incidentally, what sounds like an
editing slip deprives us of acrotchet
at 10m 48s in this same movement.
No hint, either, of any pastoral
playfulness in (ii): for some
Berglund's direction here will be too
unsmiling, dour even; yet the cool
restraint of it all somehow feels
peculiarly authentic, very Finnish
somehow.
As Berglund views it, the big
horn-led tune in (iii) is no such
thing, rather arivetingly original
blend of bassoons, horns and
chordal strings (and aglance at the
score supports him). The peroration
is extremely broad, almost didactic
in tone, the uncomfortable blare of
trombones effectively nullifying any
nobility.
Curiously, neither performance
has much of the ' epic' about it —
partly acase, Ifeel, of the COE not
(as yet) being sufficiently immersed
within the idiom. There are also a
number of textual emendations
(Berglund is preparing new,
'corrected' editions of each work for
the publisher, Wilhelm Hansen) that
intrigue and unsettle in equal
measure.
Andrew Achenbach

A-B:1 -2

R STRAUSS:
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme ( Suite)
J Dance Suite after Couperin
ASA I . 1tare-In,»

photo: Chicago Architectural Photographing Co/David Phillips

Philips 446 696-2

(
65m 28s)

It is curious that Sir Neville and the
Academy of St Martin's have never
turned to Strauss's little Molière
vignettes before. Predictably spruce
everywhere but in acuriously heavy
Courante, the end result just misses
the warm romanticism of Kempe or
Beecham on the one hand, and the
light fantastic of the Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra [DG] on the
other. The Academy soloists provide
avariable experience: avery stylish
flute and clarinet make one sit up
and listen in 'Minuet' and
`Intermezzo' before straight-laced,
hard-edged strings mar the pleasure.
Kenneth Sillito's fiddling tailor and
cellist Stephen Horton's leg of
mutton aren't quite of the highest
poetic order, either.
Except for that Quixotic highspot, though, the ` Dinner' is a
graphically illustrated delight from
first to last, and the pleasure
continues unmitigated in the first of
Strauss's two Couperin suites (the
second, the Divertimento, is the
Orpheus CO's companion piece on
their unbeatable DG disc). Idoubt
whether in concert we'd want to
hear all eight movements, but it's
Me NEWS aRECORD IIEVIEW

MARCH 1991

always interesting to hear Strauss's
endless resourcefulness in carving up
his rather large ensemble. I'm sure
he would approve Marriner's elegant
engagement of solo strings only at
the start of the Allemande's minuet
sequence — outclassing even
Kempe, long uncontested on EMI.
Outstanding, too, are the first trio of
the elaborate Gavotte: ashowcase of
Strauss's different instrumental
'takes' on Couperin — and the
Wirbeltanz (
Couperin's `Tourbillon'),
as fast and brilliant as it could
possibly be. Since this is the only
worthy single-disc recommendation
for the Tanzsuite — Kempe's
performance is on the third of
EMI's 3CD sets — it should be well
worth investigating.
David Nice

A- B:1-2/1 0

STRAVINSKY:
Scherzo fantastique J Apollon
musagete ( 1947 version) J Firebird
Suite ( 1945)
RCOIChailly
Decca 458 142-2

(
70m 37s)

The title and back cover twice list
the works in order of ` popularity',
then in playing order (as above); but
Ifeel the early Scherzo would have
offered the listener something more
to settle into, after the big climax of
Firebird — given here in Stravinsky's
later revision, where he reduced the
orchestration but restored quantities
of music (thereby attracting
Balanchine who staged this Suite as
aballet), introducing into the finale
the striking monolithic sequence of
forte quaver chords: 2m 03s-2m 30s.
Op.3 is afantastic piece of scoring
— it anticipates several Firebird
features (at 2m 10s to 2m 14s, for
one) — and it gained Rimslcy's
approval; late in life Stravinsky
confirmed his own satisfaction with
the piece, and his Sony recording
surely implies acertain glee which I
think eludes Chailly. Chailly is
rather cool in the two full-orchestral
works: Ifeel he loses expressivity not
only in asomewhat distanced
Firebird B̀erceuse' but even in the
'Infernal Dance', by pushing the
tempo so hard. The Finale, too, is
harsh rather than uplifting. The
execution, though, is excellent, and
if there's some cheating with
levels/presence (notably the drum
thwacks in the Finale) the sound is
generally wonderfully clean in focus
and spread.
But the principal value of this CD
lies in Apollo [
for strings only],
which is quite superb. Stravinsky .
wrote of ` contrasts of volume'
replacing those of instrumental
colouring, and few orchestras could
realise this so gorgeously as do the
Concertgebouw's strings.

TCHAIROVSKY:
Symphony 4' LI Romeo & Juliet
Chicago SO/Barenboim
Teldec 0630 13698 2
(62m 33s) '
recorded live
Daniel Barenboim first recorded this
symphony in 1971, after concert
performances with the NY
Philharmonic — the CBS LP came
with afull orchestral score. Compare
just the timings and you might think
little had changed. (Not even
Mravinsky could have matched
Teldec's suggested 3m 07s for the
finale!) The differences lie in the
details: in this live re-recording,
made 26 years to the month after
the CBS, one can hear that
Barenboim has dispensed with
nearly all of the earlier quirks and
underlinings in favour of asolid,
tightly controlled architecture, where
accentuation is more often dynamic
than in tempo changes. Even so,
that pocket score would be even
more desirable here to follow some
of the subtleties of pulse variation —
say, at the end of (ii). The
woodwind phrases in (ii) at the
`Tempo I', bars 200-219 [ 5m 26s]
have acertain charm, but
Barenboim is no Markevitch when it
comes to sensitivity to the feminine
side of Tchaikovsky's writing; some
will feel he expresses too few of the
elements the composer described to
Mme von Meck.
But Iwarm greatly to this
account: the playing is very good
(though the winds don't pass
unscathed through (iii), notably in
the bar before the first piccolo entry)
and the finale is most exciting. But
where's the appropriate applause?
Instead, Teldec fade to ablack void.
Incidentally, their artwork comprises
sepia-tone studies of Louis Sullivan's
Schlesinger and Mayer building; the
building was completed in 1899, the
year `Tchaiovsky's' [
sic] Fourth was
first played in Chicago.
Recorded in an empty, but not
hum-free, hall two years before, with
different engineers, the Fantasy
Overture offers aricher, more

Daniel
Barenboim.
Below: Louis
Sullivan's
Schlesinger
and Mayer
building,
completed in
1899: the
year
Tchaikovsky's
Fourth
Symphony
was first
played in
Chicago

Christopher Breunig
A-IV:I/P/1(2)
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The

formidable Romanian
conductor, who died in 1996,
was universally known — and
frequently reviled — for two
things: lifelong wariness of the
recording industry, and (in later
life, at least) the slowest tempos
in the business. This
impeccably-prepared ` edition', a
justifiable reaction on the part of
Celibidache's family to the
haphazard quality of pirate
recordings, makes us realise how
reductive a view that is.
It isn't simply the excellent
cross-section of printed tributes,
from Munich Philharmonic
players and trainee conductors
among others, which puts across
a philosophy not always easy to
grasp; the recordings themselves,
taken from Munich
performances of the past decade,
unedited according to Celibidache's
fierce decree and of the highest
technical standards, at last bear
witness to an unerring richness and
variety of tonal beauty that few
conductors have approached.
Time doesn't merely become
space, to paraphrase Wagner's
Gurnemanz; it also serves a kind of
religion of sound, and if at times
that's a dangerous thing — for there
are whole stretches which will make
you want to shout 'impossible!' — it
also forces you to hear the music in
acompletely different light. Given
the luminous beauty Celibidache
coaxes from his Munich players,
that's never a hardship even if you
disagree with the point of view.
Of no works is this truer than the
two Tchaikovsky symphonies — 5
[EMI CDC 556 (prefix to all discs)
5222, 58m 26s] and 6, [5232, 61m
36s]. The specific quality of
contained but resonant brass playing,
perfectly balanced with strings,
means that the heavier scoring of the
Fifth's outer movements never
becomes blatant or over-rhetorical.
This is an epic quest in shining
armour, supremely powerful in the
climactic reiterated chords of (i) and
unremittingly trenchant in the
finale's central battle — the steady
polar opposite of Mravinslcy's
whirlwind precision but still very
exciting; and when Celibidache does
finally let rip on Tchaikovsky's moho
vivace just before victory, the effect
is cataclysmic. The inner movements
prove that he can be flexible when
the score demands; though
throughout the set, a uniform tempo
is more often the order of the day.
The first movement of the
Pathétique, on the other hand, is a
more usual (which is to say,
unusual) paradigm of the
Celibidache experience: maddeningly
slow tempo for the second subject
on the one hand, overwhelming
mastery of the movement's heart of
darkness on the other. Love it or
hate it, this is cosmic, rather than
human, drama. The finale is always

powerful, but never unduly
exaggerated Bernstein-wise: theatrical
frenzy is not Celibidache's style.
As:1* As:1 *- 2 0
Celibidache's Wagner [
5242, 66m
06s] boasts similar extremes. The
Tannhauser Overture was the first
track Ilistened to, and within a
minute Iwas aware of something
extraordinary in the dark sonorities
of lower strings; Siegfried's Funeral
March, too, is unerringly powerful.
But what of the Meistersingers
Prelude, with its ludicrously
pompous march and its insistence
on often meaningless trumpet
counterpoint? You might guess from
this that Celibidache never
conducted an opera in his life:
singing humanism is not afeature.
A:1/3
Nor, for that matter, is
Haydnesque humour, for all the
special pleading in a disciple's
accompanying article. Predictably,
Celibidache points up Haydn's
pre-Berliozian love of rare, clean
sonorities, starting with a timeless
introduction to Symphony 103
[5182, 70m 32s]. The bright string
sound throughout — again,
Celibidache somehow manages to
make it specific to these works —
offsets deliberately broad tempos
which preclude any long-term
repeats (there are none in any of
symphonic outer movement featured
on the set). The Mozart 40
(coupled with another Haydn
symphony, No.92, [5192, 60m 13s]
teaches us not to generalise about
Celibidachean slowness: this allegro
(i) is very molto indeed, both even
and flowing with afabulous clarity
to the viola accompaniment, and
another testament to a more familiar
kind of beauty in phrasing. The
Andante is surely too austere, and
rather heavy on the repeated notes;
though Ilike the feminine endings
to the phrases in the minuet. Haydn:
A*:2-1; Mozart: A•:1
Celibidache was conscious of
uniform tempi in classical
symphonies, but with his Beethoven
Fourth a more familiar conductor's
imposition creeps back: the lovely
clarinet solo in (ii), characteristically
well played, is too slow to allow for
affectionate phrasing. Nor does the
symphony's poise between romantic
ardour and 18th-century wit come
across: this is all stern mastery
without charm, regrettable in the
finale, though fine for aheavenstorming Fifth. Nice distinction
between shades of fand if, one of
this conductor's hallmarks, and the
handsomest horn playing, with a
resonance that hits you in the solar
plexus, mean that the heroic point
need not be hammered home [5212,
77m 57s]. A:2/1 *
Beethoven remains the touchstone
for Celibidache's Schubert [
5272,
59m 26s] and Schumann. It's
unfortunate for all but the most
emphatic statements of Schubert's

Ninth, but these, too, have to be
heard to be believed: the end of (i)
and the dramatic crisis of the
nocturnal march have never sounded
richer. Fascinating clarity in
counterpoint and accompaniment
make this a reading to be admired,
but hardly loved. (No coupling.)
A*:2/ 1
The most remarkable
transformation, though, affects
Schumann's Rhenish and Fourth
Symphonies [5252, 74m 17s]. Again,
Celibidache's insistent weightiness
means that we're deprived of an
intimate intermezzo in (ii) of the
Rhenish; but what sounds either side
of it! Again, the specific colourings
of the superlative Munich brass
bring aspark of the divine to the
contrasting episode of the scherzo as
well as to the more familiar
solemnity of (iv). No.4, too, gains
from the special emphasis
Celibidache places on what normally
sound like redundant repetitions.
This, for me, was the most
revelatory issue in the series.
lk*:1 •
More controversial slowness
makes curate's eggs out of the most
colour-conscious scores in the series.
Mussorgsky's Pictures at an
Exhibition [
5262, 65m 12s] places
more weight on Russian gravitas
than the French sensibilities of
Ravel's orchestration. You'd think
from the opening promenade that a
whole synod of Russian orthodoxy
had come to gaze at Hartmann's
designs. There's certainly something
religious about ` II vecchio castello'
and ` Bydlo', where Celibidache
refuses to go for a flat-out fortissimo
but creates instead a slightly veiled
climax which suggests the
participation of Slavonic choirs. The
brass are predictably impressive in
`Catacombae' and 'The Great Gate',
ultimate demonstrations of the
conductor's way with the weightiest
sonorities (and the ever-impressive
recording deals magnificently with
tam-tam and bells). Ravel's Boléro
is perverse in that Celibidache resists
raucousness in the last 5m: why
conduct the piece if you have
qualms about its ultimate vulgarity?
But the solos are, without exception,
supremely well-honed. A*:1*-2
A colleague's quip about a
performance of La mer being more
like Le lac comes to mind as
morning shines over still waters in
Celibidache's Debussy [
5202, 65m
04s]. But give up in impatience and
you'll miss the most ravishing of
'Jeux de vagues', with avery slow
coda that achieves real mystery.
Iberia is the same maddening
mixture — lovely, lazy processionals
and aperfumed night that begins
well, with astonishing long glissandi,
but has you switching off halfway
through. (With Ravel's Mother
Goose.) A•:2/ 1 (*)
David Nice
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treatment in
later years. It •
shows in the .
performance:
and,
interesting as
it is to hear
the master'
verbalizing,
you don't need
to know the '
backgrounds
to the other
Interpretations:
listen
carefully, ana
listen over arid
over again,
and they will
tell you
everything you
need to know
about this
century's
most singular
conducting
vision
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A:1 0

TIPPETT:
The Rose Lake J The Vision of
Saint Augustine'
Shirley-Quirk/ISO & Ch/Davis/
'Tippett
Conifer Classics 75605 51304-2
(68m I9s) ' el971
With The Rose Lake, Sir Michael
Tippett bids a final farewell to
composition. Completed in May
1993 and described by its 88-yearold creator as ' a song without words
for orchestra', this half-hour offering
was inspired by avisit to Senegal in
1990 and a local recommendation to
view (in Tippett's own words) ' a
small lake, known as Le Lac Rose,
where at midday the impact of the
sun was such as to transform its
whitish-green colour to amarvellous
translucent pink. The sight of it
triggered aprofound disturbance
within me: the sort of disturbance
which told me that the new
orchestral work had begun. The idea
that took shape gradually was that
some kind of lyric utterance would
burgeon within the design, initially
polarised against asharper, more
pungent element, but ultimately
reach a climactic stage where song
reigned supreme'. That ` climactic
stage' comes at the very heart of the
piece in a section entitled 'The Lake
is in full song', a gloriously lyrical
outpouring framed by an archstructure as elegant as it is satisfying.
Beautifully proportioned and full of
the most evocative, ear-tingling
invention, The Rose Lake represents
another consummate, utterly
characteristic achievement for this
amazing nonagenarian, and Sir
Colin Davis's authoritative recording
(a Keener/Faulkner production, set
down at Walthamstow last April)
has all the polish, commitment and
sensitivity one could wish for.
As for the coupling (taped at same
venue some 27 years ago), Sir
Michael himself presides over an
enthusiastic, if slightly rough
account of his 1964 cantata, The
Vision of St Augustine. This craggy,
ecstatic and questing creation is
seldom heard — the choral writing
especially makes excruciating
demands — but in a performance as
stunningly assured as David
Atherton's (on BBC Radio Classics,
and taken from aJanuary 1985
London Sinfonietta concert at the
RFH celebrating Tippett's 80th
birthday) the work's inspirational
qualities stand out. The composer's
REVIEW

MAI» US

version is not quite in the same
class, yet possesses an expressive
warmth and humanity to which
many will respond. As remastered by
Geoff Miles at Floating Earth, Bob
Auger's 1971 recording has come up
vividly enough, though choral focus
could be sharper, and there's more
than ahint of strain in the loudest
moments (apity, too, about the
jarring edit at 9m 29s in Part 1). A
valuable pairing, nonetheless.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1

B-C:2

VIVALDI:
Concertos RV124, 129 J Sinfonia
RV169 J Sonata RV130 U In
furore iustissiniae irae, RV626
Laudate pueri, RV601
Catherine Bott (sop)IPurcell Quartet
Chandos CHAN 0613

(
56m 06s)

Similar in concept to a recent Opus
Ill disc on which Concerto Italiano
played predominantly serious Vivaldi
concertos and were joined by
contralto Sara Mingardo singing two
lamenting cantatas, the Chandos
disc has an even more unified feel to
it. Two sacred vocal works are
separated by a concerto ripieno
(RV124) and the Madrigalesco
Concerto (
RV129), the whole framed
by two pieces titled Al Santo Sepokro
— 'At the Holy Sepulchre'. The odd
one out, RV124, is generally serious
in tone, made more so by the quietvoiced organ continuo and by its
dense fugal finale.
The motet In furore and the psalm
Laudate puai are top-level Vivaldi,
showing effective use of the voice
(Catherine Bott is surely
unsurpassed in this repertoire).
Michael Talbot in his note points
out that the high D in the psalm is
the highest vocal note Vivaldi wrote
in sacred music — and how easily,
naturally and purely Miss Bott takes
it! Instrumentally, too, these vocal
works are full of imaginative ideas.
The three religious, or quasireligious, concertos for string group
exhibit emotional playing, the
approach to dynamics being liberal
and the organ providing a discreet
continuo. Augmenting the Purcell
Quartet is Stephen Preston, flute, in
Laudate pueri, and a double-bass, all
played in good period style. The
players do not indulge in the
extremes of fragmented phrasing
adopted by the Concerto Italiano
group mentioned above; amore

restrained ' authenticity' is better in
keeping with this programme. A
bright, chamber-like rather than
church-like acoustic brings the edgy
period violins and Catherine Bott's
full-toned singing into the room with
convincing fidelity.
Robert Dearling

A•:1

VIVALDI:
Violin Concertos Op.12:1-6
Pavlo Beznosiuk (v1n)1AAll41
Hogwood
Olsean-Lyre 443 556-2

(
52m 37s)

We have come along way since the
1950s, when the Virtuosi di Roma,
and the 1960s and 1970s, when I
Musici, were considered the bee's
knees in Vivaldi because they used
harpsichord continuo and played
with spirit. Happy days! Then came
the authentic revolution. Period
fiddles allied to brisk phrasing,
brisker tempi and an increased
continuo contingent put all that out
of date. Comparison between
Hogwood's Vivaldi and IMusici's
makes the latter sound thick and
ungainly. No longer can we tolerate
violinists who dare to use vibrato,
and the upholstered sound of even a
small modern-instrument string
band seems anachronistic. Yet
sometimes authenticity can be
counter-productive. The very first
movement of Concerto 1on this
new CD jars in my ears because the
grace-notes prominent in the
opening melody (bars 3 and 4) are
played short by Hogwood. How
Vivaldi would have played aquaver
grace-note before a crotchet is not
known, but contemporary writers
suggest he would have equalised
them into two quavers. Which is
what IMusici does, and it sounds
right.
A minor point perhaps, but
important when dealing with niceties
of period performance. In almost
every other detail Hogwood wins.
His tempi are invariably right for
each movement, the lively, phrasing
and open textures thoroughly
satisfying; and Pavlo Beznosiuk's
playing, after a shaky start in 1, is
assured, his small tone as recorded
quite within scale with the orchestra.
The Abbey Road sound spreads
widely between the speakers, and
gives a slightly distant perspective.
Robert Dearling

B:2 ,

The largest single- composer societA11111.11ow on the Internet. Its w
(http://www.elgar.org) aims to promote Elgar worldwide. Fast access to sev
main areas includes a virtual tour of the Elgar Birthplace in Worcester, and it
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There are extracts from the works, courtesy of the Chandos catalogue. And
'Real Audio' allows downloading of audio files in less time than it takes to pl
them [ says the press release]. Those interested but not on the Internet should
write for details to the Membership Secretary, David Morris, 2 Marriotts C
Haddenham, Aylesbury, Buck HP17 8BT. Tel: 01844 290 742.
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Bartok's
Concerto for
,Orchestra
I(plus
rehearsals) is
a bonus disc
available only •
with the 11CD ;
boxed set
(CDS 556
51721. There
are passages
in the
'Introduzione'
where the
Munich players
come closer to
losing the
ensemble than
anywhere else
(security is
very rarely a
problem in the
other
performances);
yet again,
though, stay
with the
performance
and you'll hear
articulation in ,
the 'Elegia'
that verges on
the
supernatural piccolo player
especially
(A»:2-1.).
Turn to the
rehearsal
sequence and .
you'll hear
Celibidache
anguishing with absolute
genuineness,
as always about Bartok's
disgraceful

resonant sound to lower strings.
Barenboim is, of course, no less
adept at raising tensions without an
audience, and except for the first
fight sequence (which seems to lose
focus not wholly through recording)
this is an impressive account. But it
really doesn't have the ' electricity' of
the Fourth Symphony.

Sony's 'Theta'
reissue label has a
valuable Barber
collection; the
recently introduced
MAHLER:
Symphony 2 '
Resurrection' Cl
Symphony 5 - Adagietto
Symphony 8 ( Part 1)
I"
anous soloists and choirsINYPOI
Bernstein

Bernstein Century
series includes
recordings new to
the UK

BARBER:
Overture to ' The School for
Scandal' J Second Essay J Violin
Concerto' _
JPiano Concerto'
Adagio for strings 3
Isaac Stern (vin) /John Browning
(pno)INYPOISchippersl'Bernsteinl
2Cleveland OrchlSze111 3Philadelphial
Ormandy
Sony SMK60004

(74m 09s) 01957-65

A useful mid-price survey,
containing at least four classic
performances. Schippers's blistering
NYPO versions of the ' School for
Scandal' Overture and Second Essay
have, of course, already appeared on
CD (part of asuperb all-Barber
'Masterworks Heritage' anthology).
The glorious Stern/Bernstein
account of the Violin Concerto can
also be found [in a much better SBM
transfer, also duplicated in Sony's
`Stern Edition' - Mus Ed] within
Sony's recent ' Bernstein Century'
series alternatively coupled with a
NYP Adagio and two works by
William Schuman: To Thee Old
Cause and In Praise of Shahn.
These three items continue to
sound fairly well, whereas the first
CD transfer of what was the
premiere recording of the Piano
Concerto (set down in January
1964, amere three months before
the Violin Concerto) brings a
disappointingly shallow and acerbic
sound-picture. The performance is a
thrilling one, enormously
commanding and virtuosic, though
Browning's own later RCA version
with Slatkin has an extra expressive
subtlety to which Ialso greatly
warm. Ormandy's eloquent, nicely
flowing 1957 Adagio for Strings with
the Philadelphia also suffers from
conspicuous tape wear, with
irritatingly 'phasey' tuttis.
Andrew Achenbach
84

B- D:1*- 1

Sony Classical SIA2K 63159
(2CDs, 120m ¡ Ss) '
01964
lsac Stern
and Samuel
Barber:
Sony's 'Theta'
reissue label
has a valuable
Barber
collection.
The recently
introduced
'Bernstein
Century' series
includes
recordings
new to the UK

Bernstein's first recording of Mahler
2 was rather eclipsed by his 1974
remake with the LSO: apity, since
the earlier performance was far more
cogent and deeply felt. Of course,
it's exaggerated, yet such was the
conductor's conviction one quickly
gets caught up in the drama of
Mahler's apocalyptic vision, and
Bernstein even made it hard to
imagine the music played any other
way.
In the 1960s, when recordings of
Mahler were still quite infrequent,
every new Resurrection was an
exciting event. Apart from the
musical challenges (taxing enough),
the vast sonic scale of the work
made it difficult to record. Given
the limitations of analogue
equipment at that time, the original
Columbia engineers succeeded very
well. On LP, the sonic gulf between
Bernstein's two CBS recordings
seemed quite wide, and naturally it
was the later set that seemed better.
Yet hearing both on CD, it's
remarkable just how well this older
one sounds. Tape hiss is low, and
there is plenty of clarity and
immediacy. Perhaps inevitably, the
final choral climax fails to expand as
it does in real life — but then, how
many digital recordings of the work
really satisfy at this point?
The fillers are interesting; a
fervent, headstrong account of Part
1from the Eighth Symphony,
recorded live at the opening of the
Lincoln Centre in 1962, plus a
highly emotional performance of the
Adagietto from the Fifth, played at
the Mass for Robert Kennedy on the
day of his funeral in 1968. Sound
varies abit here, but is always very
acceptable [
definitely a C-D/C rating
for me! Mus Ed].
James M Hughes

A/11:1*/1 D

REICH:
It's gonna Rain J Come Out Li
Piano Phase -IFour Organsl
Drumming "J Clapping Music J Six
Marimbas _I Music for mallet
instruments, voices and organ J
Music for 18 Musicians' J Eight
Lines' J Tehillim J The Desert
Music J Sextet J New York
Counterpoint' J Three Movements
J The Four Sections J Electric
Counterpoint J Different Trains J
The Cave - excerpts 1-J Nagoya
Marimbas J City Life J Proverb
Steve Reich & AlusiciansIThe Steve
Reich EnslLubmanILSOIBrooklyn
Philh & Ch/Ti/son Thomas/
Schonberg EnsIPercn Group The
Haguelde LeeuwITheatre of Voices/
Hillier/Kronos Qt/Pat Metheny(gtr)I
Bang on a Can/Evan Ziporyn (clts)
Nonesuch 7559 79451
(10CDs, 1.59m) 01988-96 ' new
Endlessly repeated, the phrase
'Come out to show them' gradually
shifts in prominence from R-L, is
swirled around until consonant and
sibilant sounds metamorphose into a
kind of rhythm-based music. In one
of the various essays in the thick
accompanying booklet — the discs
themselves are in thin jewel-cases
stacked in astout holder/slipcase —
Michael Tilson Thomas describes
his first encounter with Reich's work
(Come Out) and how a Carnegie
Hall performance of Four Organs
was no less uproarious than the
Paris premiere of Le Sacre in 1913.
'Engaging and provocative', writes
MTT, and Reich's pieces engage by
their ingenuity, provoke because of
their repetitiveness: the sheer time it
takes for displacement to tease the
ear with shifting accents. One could
suggest various claims for analogy
with much to be seen in today's art
galleries — and, Brian Sewell-like, to
distance oneself, to question what of
of true value lies behind the in-yourface cleverness.
The sound quality here is often
superb; presentation is exemplary.
Nonesuch has provided collectors
with a ' definitive' compendium of
Reich's work from 1965 to '95,
some of it newly recorded. DG's
'Classikon' disc, or one or two of
the earlier ECM releases should be
tried first by the merely curious.
Christopher Breunig

A/As:1 0

JOHANN AND JOSEF
STRAUSS:
Waltzes, Polkas, and Marches
BPO 'Kara a?
I
DG 449 769-2

(
64m 16s) 01971

Karajan's sophisticated way with the
music of the Strauss family isn't to
everyone's taste, but at their finest
these aristocratic performances
certainly show him at his
incomparable best. The orchestral
playing is totally assured and always
beautifully manicured. I've long
MARCH 19111
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admired Karajan's account of the
Egyptian March, with its ' la la la-la'
middle section and superbly poised
introduction. For Karajan collectors
there's the bonus of three previously
unreleased tracks by Josef Strauss,
including an absolutely stunning
Music of the Spheres which has a
swooning, swirling opening that even
Mantovani might have envied! On
the debit side, it isn't hard to
imagine piçces like At the Hunt, and
the Thunder and Lightning polka
given with greater gaiety and
panache (Karajan is rather
caculating here), though his later
digital recordings were even more
heavy-footed. But why quibble when
there's so much else of the highest
quality to enjoy? The newly
remastered recordings sound clear
and firm, if slightly on the tight/dry
side, like the LP. It's good sound.
characteristic of its time, but not
what we're used to today.
Recommended just the same.
[Karajan excludes the shimmer of
triangle for Pizzicato Polka but
decorative flurries are added, eg, at 4m
27s etc — unlike his 1946 VPO
version issued for the first time by EMI
last year. Mus Ed]
James M Hughes

Hyperion CDD 22026
(2CDs, 117m 38s) *1988
Here's a fascinating survey of songs
written by composers who either
perished in, or whose lives were for
ever changed by the carnage that
was The Great War. That genius of
English song, Ivor Gurney rightly
takes the lion's share, and is
represented by no fewer than 28
songs (the two discs contain 41 in
all), among the most memorable of
which ( In Flanders', ` By abierside',
'Even such is time' and ' Severn
Meadows') were actually composed
in the trenches. Other real
discoveries include the remarkable
'Arabia', ` Diaphenia', ' Epitaph on
Salathiel Pavy' and `To Gratiana
dancing and singing', by W Denis
Browne, avictim of Gallipoli, whose
music proclaims a searching talent.
The six offerings by Ernest Farrar
are less distinctive, though both
'Britanny' and the ' Two Pastorals'
are utterly charming by any
standards. Butterworth, Finzi and
Sydney-born (but Eton-educated)
Frederick Kelly are represented by
just one song each: ' Requiescat',
'Only a man harrowing clods' and
'Shall Icompare thee?' respectively.
Lovely performances; beautiful AAD
soma. If you missed out first time
round, don't hesitate now.
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There

are times
when Iwonder
whether record
company claims
eron ,t.
for state of the art
digital sound are
Prag,
entirely justified.
Many modern
0.11CAGO SVMPHOTiV ORCHESTRA
orchestral
recordings fail to
generate the
physical
excitement and
mental uplift Istill
experience
listening to a
Mercury 'Living
Presence',
irrespective of age
or location.
The late Rafael
Kubelik's Dvorak
New World, with
the background
tape hiss almost
eliminated, has
that kind of
charisma denied to
today's orchestras and conductors all
striving to make headway in the face
of audiences who don't listen to the
standard classics any more. The
precision and attack of the playing
and full-toned instrumental
blendings throughout (with just a
broadening of pulse in the
symphony's coda to heighten the
brass crescendo), puts every other
performance — including
Toscanini's and Reiner's — in the
shade. Kubelik's Mozart Prague
symphony has wonderful taste and
refinement, too. Single-microphone
vintage mono sound. Unbelieveable!
[434 387-2, 62m 03s, rec.1951/3]
C(H):le D
Music for Quiet Listening, Vol.2 as
performed by Eastman-Rochester
forces under their Music Director
Howard Hanson, is something of a
misnomer, especially when Liadov's
Kikimora and Hanson's own Fantasy
Variations on a Theme of Youth (
an
enormous favourite of mine) both
contain resounding climaxes.
However, there is much to admire
of a ' quieter' nature in John La
Montaine's Birds of Paradise, the
composer's piano merging with a
delicate tracky of woodwinds, and
Charles Martin Loeffler's L'Etage
(The Pool) and La Cornemuse (
The
Bagpipe) for oboe, viola and piano,
conjuring up sounds seemingly
extracted from Greek mythology.
Grieg's The Last Spring and the
two Liadov pieces — the second is
the mesmeric The Enchanted Lake —
are both taken from a tour Hanson
undertook with the Eastman
Philharmonia, entitled `Musical
Ambassadors USA', and they are
welcome inclusions. For me, David
Burge's regal-sounding piano in
Hanson's glorious tribute to youth
would be my reason for purchase:
lovers of his Romantic Symphony will
not be disappointed [434 390-2,

ameatima

A-11:1-2 I
-

WAR'S EMBERS
Songs by Browne, Butterworth,
Farrar, Finzi, Gurney & Kelly
Hill (ten)I Varcoe (bar)/George
(bacs) Benson (pno)

Andrew Achenbach

m.t.aiums

65m 55s, 01956-65]. A:1
Nearly every Mercury release has
its Antal Dorati quotient, and
rightly so. The Albéniz/Arbos Iberia
Suite, Falla's Interlude and Dance
from La Vida Breve, and excerpts
from Moussorgsky's Khovantschina
(Prelude and ' Dance of the Persian
Slaves') and Smetana's The Bartered
Bride, all feature the orchestra
Dorati headed for 10 years: the
Minneapolis SO. Recordings from
1957-9 are gloriously enriched by
these latest digital transfers, while
the Northrop Auditorium acoustic
with its three close overhead
microphones brings out all the inner
colours [434 388-2, 63m 06s]. A:1
The other Dorati release derives
mainly from Watford Town Hall
sessions during July 1965. The
Hungarian already had Tchaikovsky
Symphonies 4, 5 & 6 in the can,
and the London Symphony
Orchestra were well-primed for the
first three, 'Winter Dreams', 'Little
Russian' and ' Polish'. Apart from
the marvellous precision of each
section, Dorati maintains a flowing
pulse throughout each work while
highlighting Slav rhythms. There is
enormous ` punch' in these
interpretations — as usual devoid of
the sloppy sentimentality of some
other readings. Arensky's Variations
on a Theme by Tchaikovsky with the
Philharmonia Hungarica (which
Dorati hated working with until he
came to the complete Haydn
Symphonies on Decca), is the
charming coupling. [434 391-2,
2CDs, 134m 51s]. 11(C):1
Iwas afraid that Paul Paray's
superb reading of Chausson's
Symphony would never reappear on
CD. Wilma Cozart Fine had
problems with the 1956 master tape,
which appear to have been resolved.
Neither Ansermet nor Munch, or
even Monteux, equal Paray's
sensitive handling of the score; this
work appears to be tailor-made for
him, and it is probable that as a 13
year-old student Paray would have
known the composer. Lab's Le roi
d'Ys Overture and Namouna Suite 1
(Paray's mentor Lamoureux
encouraged the composer to arrange
Namouna in two suites, following
the failure of the complete ballet)
are ' natural' inclusions here, the
music's drama and satire treated to
pungent phrasing with long, loving
string lines. The most interesting
item is Henri Barraud's Offrande a
une ombre, literally ' Offering to a
Shadow', in its first stereo release.
The 10m piece is a portrait of the
composer as officer and resistance
leader, subsequently dedicated to a
close friend who was killed during
World War II. Paray, too, worked in
conjunction with the French
Resistance and was decorated for his
bravery [434 389-2, 72m 33s,
rec.1956-8]. A/B:1*
Bill Newman

85

succumbs to the triviality threatened
by eclecticism. True stylists aren't
always checking themselves in the
mirror.
A:2
THE GANELIN TRIO
ANCORA DA CAPO
LEO LR108

Reviews by Ben Watson

DON BYRON QUINTET
NO VIBE ZONE ( LIVE AT THE
KNITTING FACTORY)
KNITTING FACTORY WORKS KFW191
(67m 51s)

'True stylists
aren't
always
checking
themselves
in the
mirror'

86

(77m 36s)

Bringing humour and spectacle into
free music, Vyacheslav Gandin
(piano), Vladimir Chekasin (sax)
and Vladimir Tarasov (drums)
knocked the socks off aWest Berlin
audience in 1980. For the digital
release of Ancora Da Capo, Leo have
substituted part two of this
performance for the second part of
the original Leningrad recording.
Bizarre instruments and wacky
orchestration are swept up in
sarcastic flamboyance. These
Russians injected jazz with their own
personalities and thereby broke the
curse of pale imitation. Wild!

Byron thinks hard before assembling
his musicians. Here his agile clarinet
fronts the excellent rhythm team of
Kenny Davis (bass) and Marvin
Smitty' Smith (drums); Uri Caine
contributes firecracker Don Pullenstyle piano, while David Gilmore
shows that whizz-bang electric guitar
can engage in chamber dialogue.
Various motifs — fusion fast-runs,
bebop twists, New Orleans, free
climaxes — are all concatenated
with skill. However, Byron

Violinist Phil Durrant is best known
for his work in Butcher/Russell/
Durrant, a trio that maintains the
virtues of British Improv:
musicianship attuned to the slightest

Sketches of Spain [
Columbia/
Legacy CK65142, 60m 43s] was Gil
Evans's re-arrangement of Rodrigo's
Concierto de Aranjuez, ashowcase for
Miles Davis's muted melancholia. A
sticker promises 'one of the greatest
jazz recordings of all time ... in the
same category as Kind Of Blue'. On
the back, a note describes how sales
'reached the jazz audience — and
beyond'. That is nearer the mark.
Evans's literomantic orchestration
was complete kitsch and, like all
kitsch, it dates; anyone expecting
the poise of Kind Of Blue will be
disappointed. Castanets,
tambourines, Spanish guitar, foreignlegion fanfares... I'm sorry, but what
a load of bollocks! The
portentousness with which Miles
responds to Evans's Hollywood
evocations of Iberia begs for the
audacious raspberry of Billy
Jenkins's Scratches Of Spain. Sketches
Of Spain is the audio-equivalent of a
bull-fight poster in a Spanish
restaurant (and, despite its vaunted
'massacre of the jazz police', Bitches
Brew merely perpetuated
the threadbare
mystification of these hung
harmonies). A:3 El
On Miles Ahead
[CK65121, 52m 12s], Paul
Chambers (bass) and
Arthur Taylor (drums)

constituted a matchless rhythm
section, but Evans's clogged
orchestrations won't let them
breathe. Miles is no Sinatra or
Tonné; he hasn't the showbiz
arrogance to ride the TV-orchestra
vulgarities of Evans's brass. The
third CD-release, and finally in
legitimate stereo (Phil Schaap's
notes explain the full story). A:3
Quiet Nights [
CK65293, 39m 45s]
is more of the same, another
Miles/Evans collaboration. True,
Paul Chambers's bass walks with
dignity, but that only makes Evans's
layers of woodwind chintz more
regrettable. Dismissed at the time as
'bossa nova bandwaggon' fare, it
evinces the tawdriness of the sales
ploys of yesteryear. A:3
Art Blakey's The Jazz Messengers
[CK65265, 77m 16s] from 1956
features the inaugural line-up of
Donald Byrd (trumpet), Hank
Mobley (tenor), Horace Silver
(piano) and Doug Watkins (bass):
the out-reach of bebop regrounded
in proud, gospel-fuelled grooves.
Sublime! A:1
JJ Johnson's jj Inc [
CK65296,
70m 36s] is hard bop so sonorous
it's majestic, with a great front line
of Freddie Hubbard (trumpet) and
Clifford Jordan (tenor) to frame H's
mellow and soulful trombone.
Hubbard's solos manage to be

A:1 0
PHIL DURFtANT
SOWARI
ACTA 10

(
64m 16s)

nuance. Here he records
unaccompanied violin with such
deep focus on bow-to-string
distortion he discovers a spectral
universe of quantum wiggles and
folk mystery: the Evan Parker of the
fiddle. The electronic tracks are
simultaneously abstract, brittle and
pretty. Durrant manages to be crafty
and crazy at once. Truly an original.

CHARLIE MINGUS
A MODERN JAZZ SYMPOSIUM OF
MUSIC AND POETRY
CURLY CDGR131

(
57m 34s)

This includes an excellent Nat
Hentoff essay from the original
release on Bethlehem, but omits the
date of recording. It was October
1957. A tight and affecting sextet —
Jimmy Knepper's trombone and
Shafi Hadi's tenor to the fore —
arranged to sound Dukeish. The
'poetry' appears on the first track:
actor Lonnie Elders describes a poor
Harlemite's love of jazz. Its softspoken dignity makes one forgive its
hipster cliches. Romantic interludes
swell from workshop-gospel call-andresponse. The musicians don't 'solo'
so much as throw out lines for
Mingus to weave into his sound.
There are three previously
unreleased tracks.
Ael

spikily assertive and tender all at
once. A great arranger caught in
what he himself called ' ideal'
conditions: a thousand-and-one
1960s TV-themes found their
blueprint. A:P
In 1961, Cannonball Adderley did
some production work for Riverside,
and recorded some expatriates in
Paris. Bud Powell's A Portrait Of
Thelonious [
CK65187, 47m 24s], with
Pierre Michelot on bass and the
great Kenny Clarke on drums, puts
Monk's tunes through the bebop
mince-grinder. This listener missed
Monk's blues root, but Powell fans
will be fascinated. A:2
Bud Powell and Don Byas's
A Tribute To Cannonball [
CK65186,
61m 20s] owes its misleading title to
its delayed release (Adderley died in
1975, this came out in 1979). It's
the same 1961 trio plus Don Byas's
tenor: an uneasy encounter between
Powell's zigzag virtuosity and Byas's
burly romanticism. Sparks fly,
though, on ahitherto unreleased
run-through of ' Cherokee', perhaps
because Cannonball joins in on
joyous alto. A:2
All these Legacy reissues are
lavish product, replete with rare
photos, unreleased tracks and
extensive notes comprising both
original blurbs and new, highlyinformative essays.
MARCH 1918
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n his time, Herbie Hancock has
zigzagged from jazz to funk to
disco and back, but always with a
likeable sense of fun. Thrust
[Columbia 486568, 38m 56s] is
fusion from 1974 using abrace of
Arp synthesizers, plus the inevitable
Fender Rhodes and Hohner D-6
clavinet; a funky little combo with
Bennie Maupin on sax and Paul
Jackson on thumb-slapping bass.
Hancock's sudden lapses into lyrical
impressionism make for charming
surprises. A:1 0
Feets Don't Fail Me Now
[Columbia CIC35764, 40m 38s]
from 1979 has brittle disco stylings,
with Herbie on the notorious
vocoder. This encroaches on
territory better mapped by
Parliament and Mandré: amusing
but thin. A:2 0
Sound-System [
Columbia
CIC39478, 33m 54s] from 1984 is
really producer Bill Laswell's affair:
he brings on his usual crew of
avant-funkers. Everything is
sacrificed for thunderous arcadegame hip-hop: heart-judder
ricochet. Though there are some
crunchy funk textures, Laswell's
beat rhetoric eclipses Hancock's
personality. This was meant to
chart: an effective dance track
stretched out to make an album.
A:2 0
Also up for reappraisal are two
recordings made before Laswell's
world-fusion doldrums set in:
Material's Memory Serves [
Charly
CPCD 8285, 38m 58s] from 1981
and Laswell's own Baselines [
CPCD

8282, 33m 20s] from 1984.
The former has a convincing
ensemble groove, suggesting a
missing link between the JB's and
ma
the Magic Band. Fred Frith's
bottle-neck guitar is in fine fettle,
and there's intriguing industrial-folk
from Billy Bang's violin and Olu
Dara's trumpet. Henry Threadgill's
alto chews creative gristle too.
Faced with untramelled beatinfatuation, free-jazzers rise to the
occasion better than straight
players. A:1 0
By comparison, Baselines is stilted
and cyber — automatic rhythms
with sardonic soundbytes of TV
evangelists — but nevertheless
makes for cliché-busting fusion. In
the early 1980s Laswell had a
musicianly forthrightness, a chunky
simplicity, that is starting to sound
classic. A:1 0
Finally, two jazz-classical fusions
from the Leo label. The Moscow
Composers Orchestra's Let Peremsky
Dream [
Leo Lab CD035, 62m 48s]
combines Schoenberg's atonal
lunacy with big-band orchestrations
and Sainkho Namychylak's Tuvan
vocalese. The ghost of Prokofiev
walks abroad. A:2 0
The Russian-German Composers
Quartet belie their stuffy name on
Not Only For... [
Leo Lab CD033,
76m 1Is]: four improvisors weave
ambient electronics with the Doors'
'Riders On The Storm' and Zappa's
'Watermelon In Easter Hay'. They
come on like agenteel version of
Can. Seems anything can fuse with
anything in today's music! A:2 0

FREDDIE HUBBARD
STRAIGHT LIFE

STANLEY CLARKE
THE BASS- IC COLLECTION

SONY/CTI 2K65125

(
36m 24s)

Sumptuous Creed Taylor production
from 1970. Freddie Hubbard's
unique trumpet and flugelhorn —
mellow and sweet — struts and
purrs in awarm acoustic engineered
by Rudy Van Gelder. Herbie
Hancock contributes bubbling
electric piano and George Benson
strums easy-funking guitar. Joe
Henderson's dry tenor is the perfect
foil. Two long workouts are richly
polyrhythmic, a penthouse version of
Pharoah Sanders's Afrocentric
immersions. A concluding ' Here's
That Rainy Day' is just Hubbard
with Benson's guitar and Ron
Carter's glowing bass.
Also in this series, Milt Jackson's
Sunflower [
ZK65131] is again
drenched in Hubbard's blissful
trumpet, and there's afine sampler
(Esther Philips, Hank Crawford and
Idris Muhammad alongside Milt and
Freddie) with full personnel and
thoughtful notes: Birth Of The
Groove [
ZK65134]
A:l•
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SONY/EPIC EPC485144

(
69m 03s)

Stanley Clarke, what awide-boy.
Even when he's playing garish trash
you have to like him. Starting out as
a Black Nationalist free-jazzer —
he's there in a
woolly hat in the
Lli
1.1-LiLy
gatefold of
Pharoah
Sanders's Black
Unity — he
played doublebass for Getz,
Blakey and
Silver before his
part in Chick
Corea's Journey
xpairiale hin
To Forever
introduced him
to electricity and
stardom. This
According to
selection documents his stylistic
the engineer's
opportunism: there's imitation power
note, 'Kali is on
rock (' Hello Jeff'), cod reggae

E

(`Jamaican Boy'), gimmicky jokefunk with George Duke (' Silly
Putty'), New Age (' Lost In
Thought'), cosmic soul (' Life Suite')
and even a Funkadelic/Bootsy

the left, Noah
is in the centre,

and Bobby is
on the right...'

pastiche ('Mothership Connection
(Star Child)'). There's certainly an
oomf to Clarke's music — when he
wants to rock, he makes the drums
suitably elephantine, and brings in
Jeff Beck on guitar — but the man
swaps genres like they're party hats.
All the while trying to keep aserious
muso face. Hilarious.
A:1
CHARLIE HADEN WITH GERI
ALLEN AND PAUL MOTIAN
THE MONTREAL TAPES
VERVE 537483

(
50m 03s)

Recorded live at a Haden
celebration in 1989, this brings
home what agreat pianist we have
in Geri Allen. She pursues the
enfoldment of funk and intellect
broached by Monk. Haden (bass)
and Motian (drums) are her ideal
accompanists; indeed, this stark-yetnuanced presentation suits Allen
better than her own elaborate
projects. Probably the purest jazz
experience available today. Supreme.

NO NO DIET BANG
PROFAN
BRAMBUS 199791

(70m 42s)

No No Diet Bang is a Zurich-based
sax/bass/drums team. For Profan,
they brought in Annie Whitehead on
trombone, Juan Munguia on
trumpet and Marc Wagnon on
vibes. These larger-than-life horns
are set in wonderfully-orchestrated
cameos replete with pungent
harmonic twists and slightly-sarcastic
— yet touching — modulations
borrowed from Gospel and Country.
A ska-tinged Fred Wesley,
Whitehead has abrass tone that can
only be described as gorgeous. No
No Diet Bang achieve the fulsome
1970s-funk sound associated with
the Crusaders. Fans of warm valveamplitude, plush-upholstered
harmony and expressive grit should
investigate.
A:1 )
ZUSAAN KALI FASTEAU/
NOAH HOWARD/BOBBY FEW
TRIO
EXPATRIATE KIN
CIMP 4148

(
68m 29s)

Anyone enamoured of the Free Jazz
released on the Parisian BYG label
in the early 1970s will like this.
Fasteau plays cello and soprano,
Howard alto and Few piano:
cadenza rhapsodies out of a lateTrane bag. Some crisper edges
might have contributed structural
tension, but the trio's coherence-viaecstasy is nonetheless aworking
method.
•
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.4%1lJLJrrI
in fICOIELII
GARTH BROOKS
SEVENS
Capitol 72418-56599-2
(.46in 02)

This gets out of the blocks sharply as Brooks and a band leaded by
ace picken Steve Wariner opt for a Western Swing kick (' Longneck Bottle'). There's
a happy hoedown ('Cowboy Cadillac'), a touch of cantina Marty Robbins ('Two
Pina Coladas') and a neat courtry-rocker ( A Prend To Me') but the emphasis is
on ballads, some power-packec, some powder- puff. The production is in the hands
of the kncwing Allen Reynolds and, all-in-cll, the hat- man sseventh album is an
okay deall likely to top the US charts, though exactly wlny is a question worthy of
Carol Vorderman's 'Mysteries'.
A:2

IFred Delbr
ALL SAINTS
ALL SAINTS

OK, so Vorderman might not know, but Ido. Garth Brook sings in tune, telling

London 828979-2

(
60m 45s)

The single, 'Never Ever', which acts
as the album's starter, provided
hope in Top Of The Pops-land.
Though the opening spiel failed to
match the wonders once proffered
by The Shangri-Las, there were
hints that the spirit of Brill might
not be far away. The album
generally reflects those feelings. The
songs selected (they include the
Chili Peppers' Under The Bridge'
and LaBelle's 'Lady Marmalade')
are mainly chummy hums, the girls'
harmonies are finely tuned and the
only problem stems from one or two
of the individual leads which
sometimes fail to convince.
Charmarama.
Fred Dellar

As:1 -2 •

simple stories glorifying the lives of ordinary folks, studded with choruses an
amnesiac could remember. He employs the finest session players ( Edgar Meyer,
Sam Bush.. Bela Fleck etc) to perk up his perfect)/ respectable but uninspired band.
His records are impeccably produced, and, mixed so that every element in the

sound is perfectly audible just when it should be, for max mum radio playability
and middle-aged A/B consumer accessibility. In record company marketing terms,
the man's uldeniably a genius. Unfortunately, his music is agonisingly dull and he
hasn't a spark of originality in his entire fuse box. Folks who really love country
call him tie Anti- Hank, and there's 14 reasons why right here.
Johnny Bleck

For the most part, things
continue admirably, Clapton
reappearing for 'Talk To Me',
Shanice Wilson providing an
impressive version of ` Breathe
Again' and Beverly Crowder
stepping up for ' Exhale (Shoop
Shoop)'. Things taper sharply in
the latter stages when Babyface
hits the Kleenex trail with 'The
Day (That You Gave Me A
Son)' while two duets with Stevie
Wonder droop into nothingness.
Even so, the man known to his
mum as Kenny Edmonds generally
moves in impressive, if not totally
unplugged, ways.

RUTH BROWN
R+B=RUTH 3ROWN
Bullseye Blues CD BB 9583
(60m 27s) dist. Direct

All Saints: Girl Power Too
BABYFACE
MTV UNPLUGGED NYC 1997
Epic 489069-2

(
59m I2s)

The singer-composer-producer-manfor-all-instruments revisits his old
hits in solid company, the opening
'Change The World' proving a
remarkably funky thing as Eric
Clapton contributes his best blues
licks to a lengthy instrumental jam.
NM NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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What an amazang woman! Still
ripping it up at 70, this R&B legend
and one of Atlantic Records' first
stars has assembled a classy New
Orleans band (featuring Duke
Robillard), with support from
Clarence ` Gatemouth' Brown and
Johnny Adams. The result is a
session with the kind of slinky, sexy
sound which redefines the notion of
a red-hot marna-fication. Mixing

new material with R&B classics,
Brown reaffirms her position as the
true queen of the genre. Particularly
delicious are the take of the Brenda
Lee/Juice Newton fave, ' Break It To
Me Gently', and a duet with old
friend Bonnie Rain, creating a
wonderful link with John Lee
Hooker's The Healer. Let's hope it
does for Brown what that CD did
for John Lee.
Babyface:
revisiting his

old hits

JOHN BUTLER
THE OVAL SERPENT
Chrysalis CDCHR 6128

(50m 22s)

For those mourning Diesel Park
West (insult added to injury as Oasis
rips off the Beatles with far less
style), here's the band's heart, soul
and brains with his solo debut. Yes,
it's so Lennonesque that at least
three of its tracks could have
appeared on Anthology as long-lost
Fabs tunes; one is even called
'Maybe Tomorrow', just like the
first hit by the original Beatle
wannabees, the Iveys/Badfinger.
Butler, though, also pillages West
Coast catalogues, so the result is
Liverpool by way of LA. So achingly
beautiful are some of the songs, so
anguished some of the singing, that
this magnificent set deserves to be
89

filed alongside other underappreciated derivistes, like Karl
Wallinger and Ian McNabb. Er,
fabulous.

effects. However, while 'Around The
Fur' may be too shouty for some,
'Be Quiet and Drive', with its urgent
but laid-back and hypnotically
catchy chorus, and the sarcastic
'MX' reveal an unexpectedly deft
touch with a strong melody.

CARAVAN
LIVE FROM THE ASTORIA
HTD HTDCD79

Valerie Potter
(76m 05s)

JANIS IAN
HUNGER

EAST OF EDEN
KALIPSE
HiD HTDCD80

Grapevine GRACD 233
(
55m 29s)

It was inevitable that the cult interest
in 1970s prog-rock would lead to the
re-birth of East of Eden. Best known
as the 'Jig-A-Jig' band, EoE deserves
credit for its melting-pot approach,
their stew seeming less alien now
than it did aquarter-century ago.
Dave Arbus's fiddle remains to the
fore, the feel is more jazz than rock,
the effect surprisingly contemporary.
Equally modernised is Caravan's
sound, but it's still quintessentially
airy/wispy East Kent. Heard live in
London in late 1997, the band
features four core members plus a
trio of ` newbies', including Doug
Smith from Robert Plant's band.
The material? Tor Richard', ' Golf
Girl' and other classics, played with
unexpected vim when you consider
that the core quartet knows this stuff
inside-out. Naturally, those fans still
breathing will adore both CDs.
Ken Kessler

A:1 •

(
61m 37s)

There's always been something
special about Janis Ian. Something
about being true to her roots,
something about providing lyrics
that can be read just as well as sung.
Here her songs/poems/stories (pick
what you will) include memories of
that march on Montgomery in ' 65; a
telling tale of infidelity; acry for an
America that has lost its way; and a
homage to the great guitarists of the
past that proves that Ian herself is
no slouch when placed in charge of
a Martin acoustic. Something
special, in fact.

culture icon than Joan Baez, and the
others display the same tantalising
balance between heart and head that
sets Lohan apart from the herd of
flash-in-the-pan rock chicks
currently seeking to emulate the
success of Morrissette and Crow.
Lohan is an original, which means
success may be slower in coming,
but when it happens she could be
made for life.
Johnny Black

A -:1* •

METALLICA
RE- LOAD
Vertigo 536 409 2

(76m 06s)

This might almost be called Load
Part 2 as it contains the songs left
over from the sessions for 1997's

Sinead Lohan:
promise more
than fulfilled
with her second
album

1:2 • A—B:1-2 •

DEFTONES
AROUND THE FUR

MetaIlica: not so hot left-overs

Maverick/Warner Bros 9362 46810 2

from Load

(74m 02s)
The Sacramento-based quartet
follow up their critically acclaimed
1995 debut, Adrenaline, with amore
focused, thoughtful record which
proves the earlier work was no flash
in the pan. Once again, the band
mixes granite-hard riffs, thick
grooves and vocals that range from
rap to screaming, achieving potent

Load. It starts off promisingly with a
real humdinger in ' Fuel', and `The
Memory Remains' really is
appropriately haunting (despite
Marianne Faithfull's ill-advised
croaking guest vocals). 'The
Unforgiven II' is aclever re-working
of a song that originally appeared on
the multi-platinum Metallica album,
but after that things start to go
downhill, with the second half of the
album containing too many average
choruses that fail to hit target.
SINEAD LORAN
WHO DO YOU THINK IAM?
Grapevine GRACD 209

Deftones: granite- hard riffs,
thick grooves and vocals ranging
from rap to screaming

(
advance tape)

The promise shown by this young
Irish singer/songwriter's superb
debut album two years ago is more
than fulfilled on this new, betterfocused second offering. The sound,
crafted in Dan Lanois's New Orleans
studio with Malcolm Bum in the
producer's seat, is harder and
radically more contemporary than
her debut, but the really good news
is that Lohan's second batch of
songs is every bit as engaging as the
first. One song, 'No Mermaid', has
already been covered by no less a

Valerie Potter

A:2 •

PAUL SIMON
SONGS FROM THE CAPEMAN
Warner Brothers 9362-46814-2

(
55m 371)

When Paul Simon launched
Graceland in 1986, he announced
that he was considering an album
based on the music of New York
City. While working on Rhythm Of
The Saints, he realised that the tragic
life of Salvador Agron, a notorious
Puerto Rican teenage killer from the
Upper West Side. could provide an
ideal backbone for amusical that
would allow him to realise his New
York album. Collaborating with
MARCH INS
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SOUNDTRA CKS
When record companies wake up to a
market, the floodgates open. Check out
the following soundtracks, aimed at
serious collectors by virtue of p-iceless
'extras'. From Rykodisc are CDs of
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang [
RCD10702
OIL Carrie [
RCD 10701], It's Ae Mad,
Mad, Mcxl, Mad World [
RCD10704]
and the Bomd Flick Octopussy [CD
10705];

Ill are A:1 and feature

'enhanced CD' video footage ,,
iewable
via your CD-ROM. EMI plunged into the
Ted Turner .collection to reissue
Zabriskie Paint [EMI 823 3642 * 1with
an entire extra CD ( an hour's worth) of
unreleased Jerry Garcia and Pink Floyd
Paul Simon: Upper West Side story

material. A-B:1 -2 And for Bogie buffs,
Casablanca [
EMI 823 5022 U] features

Nobel Prize-winning lyricist Derek
Walcott, Simon has now delivered
an impressive collection of songs
utilising elements of salsa, doo-wop.
gospel and r'n'b. Gorgeous though
much of the work is, it differs
radically from most Simon albums
in being unmistakably show-based,
with songs often swerving in their
path to accommodate narrative
devices that will make much more
sense on stage. Nonetheless, much
of this is classic Paul Simon.

alternate tckes and the complete, unedited
vocal of 'As Time Goes By'. H:1 •

Johnny Blac

•--' 1* 1F

include: Welcome To Sarajevc [
EMI 724::' 4
93014 2 •] with Teenage Fanclub, Blur
and others. A:1; the stunning Do pfest of
Casper: A Spirited Beginning [
EMI 821
3452 •i] with Supergrass, Kool & the

Gang and. ( like Sarajevo) Bobby McFerrin's' Don't
Worry he Happy' A:1 *; and Shooting Fish [
EMI
PRMDCD 35 •], featuring the Wannadies,
Dubstar cold more. A:1 -2 Ye. who tolerate re recordings should investigate Silva Screen's
HDCD homage, The Essential James Bond

MARTIN STEPHENSON
BEYOND THE LEAP, BEYOND
THE LAW
Demon FIENDCD 938

Interesting new 'various artists' soundtracks

A Spirited
Beginning,
Kool & The

Gang, Bobby
McFerrin

[FILMCD 007 ID] and a brace of horror classics

(64m 46s)

As Stephenson closes his first decade
as arecording artist, the one-time
leader of the Daintees seems like a
perfect mid-Atlantic amalgam of
gentle Anglo-Irish folk music and
gruff American (read: JJ Cale)
troubadouring. His latest will not
surprise Demon-watchers, alabel
virtually specialising in loner singer-

to accompany the Channel 4 refurbishments:
Nosferctu [ FILMCD 192
aid The Pha.itom of the
Opera [ FIJViCD 193 111). Silva Screen has also
issued a second volume of cult and TV themes, The
Cult Files: Re Opened [FILMXCD 191 •], with...
3D glasses. All offer Dolby Surround and ment
A:1 if you like orchestral.

Ken Kessler

songwriters, and the atmosphere is
enough to recall both 1960s Boston
coffeehouses and the kind of pubs
which stout-brewers use to denote
the Emerald Isle in advertisement..
Stephenson's voice and material grip
you and simply don't let go, which
is agood thing: there's along gap
between the last track listed on the
CD and the four bonus cuts tagged
on to the end.
A:I-1' •
YES
OPEN YOUR EYES
Eagle EAG CD 013
Martin
Stephenson:
going solo
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On Casper:

MARCH 1985

(74m 12s)

How many comebacks is it now?
I've lost track, just like I've lost
track of the various lineups that
perform as Yes and squabble about

who actually owns the name. This
aggregation features four bona-fide
Yes stalwarts, singer/songwriter Jon
Anderson the most important, most
of whose vocal range seems to be in
frequencies only dogs can hear. It's
impossible to fault the band's
musical integrity — they play
impeccably, and their arrangements
are superb. Unfortunately, like so
much of the music spawned by UK
prog-rockers of the early 1970s, it's
emotionally uninvolving and
intellectually pretentious. Granted,
this time they're clearly aiming at
American AOR radio, with glossy,
widescreen, tuneful tracks recalling
their major hits, but unless you're a
diehard fan it's hard to care one way
or the other.
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rock/pop REISSUES

THE SEARCHERS
THE SIRE SESSIONS
Raven RVCD-64
(75m 37s) Dist. Direct
The most unnecessarilyoverlooked comeback ever,
what should have been this

Liverpool group's
emancipation from
the rock revival
circuit. These
1979-80 sessions
include material
from Tom Petty,
Will Birch, John
Hiatt and others,
many of whom
were inspired by
the Searchers in
the first place. As
it contains the
whole of both
albums recorded
for Sire (with the
best-ever version of Alex
Chilton's ` September Guns')
while accounting for
differences between the US
and UK releases, it's a musthave. A— A': 1
Ken Kessler

glassbreakers, 26 minimasterpieces in original mono,
except for four stereo mixes
unique to this set. ' Rag Doll',
'Sherry' and more.
A- A 5:1-1'
JIMMY GILMER
LJCKY ' LEVEWFOLKBEAT
Ace CDCHD 665

MARC BOLAN & T REX
UNC -IAINED: UNRELEASED
RECORDINGS VOLUME 8
Edsel END 525

(
64m 303)

THE BEST OF THE UNCHAINED
SERIES
Edsel NESTCD 907

(
68m 06s)

THE BEST OF 1972-77
Edsel MEDCD 536

(
2CDs, 135m 07s_

Possibly nearing the end of
Edsel's extensive Marc
Bolan/T Rex reissue series,
another volume of unreleased
tracks from the glam king, plus
two best ofs' — one to cover
the Unchained CDs and a44song, 2CD set dealing with his
last half-decade. Completists
will already own everything on
the collections, but they're
great intros for novices.
A-C:1 - 2 A-C:1-2 A:1 0

years between Elvis's induction
and the emergence of the
Beatles were talendess
androids. 'Venus In Blue
Jeans', the title track and afew
other chart entries worthy of
space alongside Tillotson, if not
quite the Big O. B:1-2 0
BING CROSBY
THE COMPLETE UNITED
ARTISTS SESSIONS
EMICD BING 1

(
3CDs, 201m 26s)

A mid-priced set — 64 tracks,
over half of them never before
on CD — dealing with Bing's
final years. Rarities abound for
the collectors, while the
booklet sets new standards in
annotation. Strictly for fans, as
his style is almost too loose for
modern tastes, but it's pure
class all the way. A*:1

ROGER CHAPMAN
BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES

EPISODE 6
LIVE! THE RADIO 1 CLUB
SESSIONS 68/69

Magnum CDT8183

rpm RPM178

(
47m 42s)

For Family and Streetwalker
fans, an unreleased-on-CD-set
from 1989. Still in possession
of one of the most distinctive
voices in British rock, with that
unmistakable quaver,
Chapman applies it here
mainly to originals, plus three
choice covers. Opens with an
awesome take of ' Let's Spend
the Night Together'.
A- B:1 - 2 0

WestSide WESM517

(
60m 57s)

Sub-titled `The Very Best Of',
this 24-track set shows that not
all of the teen idols from the
NW NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW

Thirty-one previously unissued
tracks from apre-Deep Purple
Gillan/Glover alliance. Period
studio chatter, jingles, covers
of then-current chart material,
but a red herring if you're
expecting the birth pangs of
heavy metal. Still, a major rock
artefact. B:1-2 0
THE 4 SEASONS
EDIZIONE D'ORO
Ace CDCHD 642

JIMMY CLANTON
GO JIMMY GO

(76m 09s)

DAVEY GRAHAM
AFTER HOURS

(
71m 48s)

Originally released in 1968 as
a double LP, what was then
the group's greatest hits
collection. The finest falsettoled pop ever, and still
inspiring would-be

MARCH 1,811

(
48m 57s)

Rare tapes long thought lost, a
1967 live session at Hull
University with better-thanbootleg sound. The legendary
British folk guitarist produced
ahypnotic set consisting of
classical, blues, jazz and
myriad forms of roots music.
Stunning stuff, with two more
volumes to follow. C: 1 - 1S0
THE IVY LEAGUE
MAJOR LEAGUE/THE
COLLECTORS' IVY LEAGUE
Sequel NEDCD 289 (
2CDs, 107m 38s)
Another 2CD definitive: the
original line-up's complete
output, plus eight unissued
tracks. The whole lot sounds
like ahybrid of the Beach
Boys, the Four Seasons and
the Fortunes, absolutely
fabulous pop from the mid1960s. A:1-2 9
CHUCK JACKSON
SMOOTH, SMOOTH JACKSON
Sequel NEM CD 993

(
79m 30s)

All Platinum recordings from
the depths of the disco era,
but this isn't what you'd
expect: It's soul of nocturnal
sort, a la Gaye and
Pendergrass. Twenty-two
tracks (including aweird
version of ` It's Not Unusual')
from one of the neglected soul
greats. A- B:1 El
MAN
LIVE AT THE PADG(T ROOMS,
PENARTH
IGO 860CD 365

THE MOVE
MOVEMENTS
WestSide WESX 302

(
57m 49s)

Second of three two-on-one
CDs dealing with the ' Sugar
Shack' singer's vocal work,
with and without the Fireballs.
This pair hails from 1965, the
first consisting of the TexMex, sub-Buddy Holly rock
for which Gilmer is known, the
second an unusual set of
covering hootenanny-grade folk
music of the day. A:1-2 0

Roller Coaster RCCD 3921

so, some of the finest codCalifornian music ever made
in Great Britain, redolent of
the era and virtually ahomage
to Quicksilver. B:1-2 17

(38m Ois)

A mega-rarity from 1972, one
of the Welsh band's live and
very West Coast America-ish
sets, je, three tracks which
clack in at 38 minutes. Even

;CDs, 205m 46s)
Celebrating the group's 30th
Anniversary, their complete
pre-Harvest output on three
CDs, including the live
Something Else EP with
previously ' lost' material, nonalbum B-sides and more. John
Platt provided detailed liner
notes in abooklet full of pics
of priceless collectables. Along
with the BBC sessions and the
U'S Message From the Country,
this completes the lot. A
magnificent achievement.
A- B:1
RICK NELSON
FOR YOUR SWEET LOVE/
FOR YOU
Ace CDCHD 667

(
54m 59s)

His first two LPs for Decca on
one CD, from 1963 and just
after he exorcised his teen idol
demons. Still making hits, but
this is more ` mature' stuff,
Rick rather than Ricky.
Gorgeous stereo versions of
the title tracks, Tools Rush In'
and 21 others; this is the first
of Ace's reissues of Nelson's
complete Decca catalogue.
A- A': 1 - 2 0
TOM RUSH
TCM RUSH/WRONG END OF
ThE RAINBOW
BCO RGOCD361

(72m 50s)

Two albums on one CD,
daring from 1970 and after
Rush had peaked. Still doing
his bit to uncover great hongs
and songwriters, the folkie-ish
Rush here offers atrio of James
Taylor songs, one from Jesse
Colin Young, Jesse Winchester
and other surprise sources.
Mellow stuff. A:1-2
DEL SHANNON
iUNAWAY HITS WITH DEL
314ANNON/
•IATS OFF TO DEL SHANNON
RGOCD367

(
ó3m 08s)

Another great two-on-one, his
rare debut albums, which
happened to contain his
biggest hits. BGO also found
three bonus cuts to make this
an essential purchase for fans
of Farfisa organs and preFrankie Valli nasality.
A-C:1 0
Ken Kessler
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE- ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the CAD-805C, the latest version
of this breathtaking 50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the Western Electric 300 B.
MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £2123 plus, with the CAD 572 SE
monoblocks. which provide an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805,
sonically its equal in many respects.

The Reference All-Valve Earmax Mk II Headphone
Amplifier is still going strong. With improved
circuitry and sleek new case. Still only £375 inc.

805 NIonoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor
Apertura Tanagra

The Audiophile club
PO Box' 6477
London N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772

Other Products
•Shiripy cables
•Claravox speakers
•Music plus

Master Phonograph
cirei.y bend

Earmax

j

?Mien situ Worlds %rat Yak Plterenpid r1

The Master Phonograph Co

Tel: (0044) 1-705-486050

9a Langstone Ave,

Fax: (0044) 1-705-474242

Langstone Havant

e-mail uet@easynet.co.uk

Hants, England
P09-IRU

HIGH END TUBE AMPLIFIER KITS
We are releasing two high end Integrated TUBE Amplifier kits. Please watch this space for further details. The kits have been designed on ano compromise basis and
use the very best components thai we have been able to source from all over the World. Unlike most companies we do not constrain ourselves by designing or building to
a price but endeavour to deliver me Pinnacle of excellence. In the designing of both kits we evaluated several types of Triode Tubes, including the obvious ones
WE300B, 211, 845, and some others not normally associated with Audio. After extensive tests which encompassed many parameters we decided that the new Svetlana
SV572-10 delrsered significant sonic performance over and above any other including all makes of the 300B. Both Kits are fully integrated offering balanced inputs for
Phono, CD and Aux. Kit I ( MP1P) uses 4 X SV572-10's ( 2 per CH) in Push Pull configurabon delivering 20 Watts into 8ohms. Kit 2 ( MP2S) also uses 4 X SV57210's in Parallel Single Ended configuration delivering 16 Wafts into 8 ohms. Both models are idenhcal in Tube compliment and chassis layout with the complete
amplifiers comprising the following. Three separate Solid Copper chassis (all sharing the sante dimensions 505mm x 220mm x 70mm) 2mm thick. Two chassis
combine the outboard Power supplies (one for each CH, which are totally independent of each other and incorporating the followmg features. Fully Tube Regulated, 2x
5U4 Tube Rectifiers into a400ma Choke then through 600uf Pro-Cap Polypropylene smoothing capacitors and mto 2X 6550 Series Pass Tubes which are controlled by 1
X 0A2 Gas Stabiliser, IX 6C4 Driver. Each supply delivers 550 volts B + at 350 ma, in addition to the DC Filament supplies. The 2Power Supplies are connected to
the Amplifier via 2 Screened Umbilical Cords. The Amplifier combines both Channels on chassis number 3 MPIP features the following Ix 6SN7GT Cathode
Follower input. 2 s 6SN7GT First and Second stage Pre-amp, 2 x6.ISGT Phase Splitter, 2 x6SN7GT Drivers, 4 X 5V572- I0 Power Output. 2 Hand Wound Output
Transformers, Pro-Cap Silver Foil Paper m Oil coupling capacitors, I % Metal Film Resistors throughout, OFC Silver wire, Silver Solder. Point to point wiring
connections to PTFE-Silver Pm solders tenrsnals. MPS consists of the same number of Tubes but with the following changes. IX 6SN7GT Cathode Follower input, 2
X 6SN7GT first and seoond stage Preamp, 2X 6.15GT Driver. 2X 6N7 Cathode Follower, 4 X SV572-10 Power Output. In depth assembly and wiring instructions. We
would draw your attention to the HIGH VOLTAGES used in this amplifier the Power Supplies are capable of delivering enough Current to cause serious INJURY or
even DEATH. Prices! MPIP or MP2S ( as described above) £2,975. Optional extras, MPIP or MP2S with Silver Plated chassis and transformer bell covers £3,285 or
Plated in 24-Carat GOLD £3,563 All pnces are + VAT and carriage.
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Hi Fi Choice "
The ECI-1
is one of the more
important integrated

JMla b

P. If, PA

e

amplifiers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom
Eraa a'', A. 95

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's

by FOCAL

cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold

The long awaited

Hi Fi News and Record
Review "
AW100DMB
combined with the

UTOPIA
now available on

EC-4 preamplifier is
recommended for
amplifier combinations

demonstration

over £2000"Alvin Gold
la.a,

"For me this is truly
the ultimate
desert- island
loudspeaker"
Jack English
Stereophile
Volume 19
No. 5

Pra-e, h. £500 ECP 1 ',how, slaqa Pao.",
(CI 2Megnaed al £995 n,,.AW 250 DMB
O 03995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

JMlab

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869

PERFORMANCE THAT BELIES ITS PRICE

Superb sonic performance combined with stunning good looks
Amplifiers, D/A Converters, CD Players, Audio and Mains Cables
Designed by Dr R Rews and Prof M Hawksford
Hand built in the UK by skilled engineers
Prices from £299 to £5500

A SA 11
KEEPING
TABS
ON ADS

THE ULTIMATE AURAL EXPERIENCE
LED Audio, 7 Lancaster Gardens West
Clacton- on- sea, Essex, C015 6QG

ADVERTISING STANDARDS AUTHORITY 2 TORRINGTON PLACE LONDON WC1E 7HW

Tel: ( 01255) 422533 Fax: ( 01255) 221069

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

t
e

s
i
ammend

Answers to that oft-posed question
what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as
their best hi-fi buys?
This regular HFNIRR series assembles
and updates current listening systems and
key recommendations From HFIVIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components
for personal listening systems ( on this
page) will be of great interest to all
who follow equipment reviews. Note,
though, that the writer's inclusion of a

1)ave BM"! man

Eric Braithwaite

DAVE BERRIMAN

CD PLAYER
TEAC VRDS I
OSE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM
Rego R8300
CARTRIDGE
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Bryston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER
Btyston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS
various, including his own designs

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD PLAYER
Sugden SDDI/SDA-1
TURNTABLE
Michell Gyrodec/QC power supply
ARM
SME IV
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon MC7500
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Michell Argo/Michell !so phono
stage/Hera power supply unit
POWER AMPLIFIER
Michell Alecto
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS

van

CD PLAYER
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE
den Hu! Grasshopper IV GIA
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given product here does not
necessarily constitute ageneral
recommendation.
Turn the page for the reviewers'
recommendations proper. For this feature
we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of
all-round performance and value. ( In the

Perer J. Comeau

.\fartin

PRE- AMPLIFIER
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Research V1-150 or
Krell KAS 2 or Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM
Linn Wok
CARTRIDGE
Goldring Excel
PRE- AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD

CD PLAYER
Theta Data Basic II Transport/
Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE
Roksan Xerxes
ARM
Roksan Artaxerxes
CARTRIDGE
Roksan Shiraz
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3

case of speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be needed, the
price of these is not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the models
listed under each recommended heading
are not necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does carry a
personal stamp of approval from an
experienced audio critic.

Kerr Kessler

KEN KESSLER

V

CD PLAYER
Marantz CD! 2/DA12
Krell KAV300cd
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE
Thorens TD124
Garrard 401
ARM
Decca International
Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE
Orto fan SPU-A
Decca Gold
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Graaf WFB Two
Meridian 562V/565
Krell KRC-3
POWER AMPLIFIER
Quad II Reissues
Sutherland 2000
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL 57
Quad E51_63
Rogers LS3/5a
Wilson WAIT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE
van den Hui MC Two
PRE- AMPLIFIER
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor

Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with

amaximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

Dare Berriman

Eric Braii hum ite

Martin Colloms

Perer I. Comeau

Ken Kessler

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordount Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- I00

£500-£1000 TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

MEE231r=0MM
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Celestion 3Modaunt Short MS 10i, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Epos ES!!, Harbeth HL P3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000 Mission 753, Tannoy 0300,
UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000-£2000 BBC 1.55/12a, Jamo Concert 8,
Harbeth HL Compact 7
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy
Westminster Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon DCD-315
£200-£350 Denon DCD825, Marantz CD- 675E,
Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500 Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer P0-5901,

Marantz CD- 631I KI Signature
£500-£1000 Marantz CD17, Quad 77, Rote! RDD980/RDP980
£1000-£2000 Denon DCDSIO, Meridian 500/563,
Sugden SOD-1/SDA-1
OVER £ 2000 Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Rote! RA- 931
£200-£350 NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500 Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion,
Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000 Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden Sternfoort SF60
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA-I4, Quad 77Pre/707Power
OVER £ 2000 Cary SLP90/300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200/SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7. KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES! I, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000 ATC SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz C063- SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Nairn CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity El0
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI 52000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES! I, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, OreIle CD1OOSE
£500-£1000 OreIle DA188

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Ratel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity El 0,
£350-£500 OreIle SA- 100, Naim Nait Ill
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV 10-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research V150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Mordaunt Short MS! Oi Pearl, Celestion 15i
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
£500-£1000 Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
OVER £ 2000 Definitive Technology BP2002, Ruarkn Equinox
Excalibur, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP-4090, Sony CDPXE900E
£350-£500 Marantz CD63K1 Signature, Pioneer PD- S505

Precision, Sony CDP-X3000ES
£500-£1000 Cyrus dAD3Q, OreIle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
CD
£1000-£2000 Nairn Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA28
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon
HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audiolab 8000S, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £2000 Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

UMEIZEIEEIM»
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 Tandy Genexw LX5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Ruark Epilogue
£350-£500 Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A, ATC7
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB! subwoofer, Kelly KT3
OVER £2000 Wilson WAIT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Musical Fidelity X-ACT
£200-£350 Musical Fidelity X-DAC), Marantz CD67SE,
£350-£500 Kenwood DP7090
£500-£1000 Theta Chroma HDCD (D/A converter) Roksan
Caspian,

£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD16
OVER £2000 Krell KAV 300- CD, Theta Pro Gen Va,
Mark Levinson No.31.5/No. 30.5 (transport/DAC
combination
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £-200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X-Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Rate! RA960
£350-£500 Musical Fidelity XA-50 Audio Analogue Puccini,
Audio Analogue Bellini
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti,
Unison Research Simply Two
£1000-£2000 Copland CTA401, Audio Research VT60
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £2000 Graaf GM200/WB13.5, Krell KAV300i, Marantz
Project TI, Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS I, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcom Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rote!
RDCD970BX
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£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic 11,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200 Harmon Kardon HK610, Ratel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harmon Kordon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI 52000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000 Rote! Michi RIIA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505
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CHESHIRE

DEVON & CORNWALL

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

&was
Perfection

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA1 3NU

Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

GREATER LONDON
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ALCHEMIST

NORTH WOOD

CHORD DENON DPA EXPOSURE HEART

C)

MARANTZ MICROMEGA MUSICAL TE CHNOLOGY

u-

AUDIONOTE ARION AUDIO MECCA

NAD NEAT PROAC REGA R
OSE ROTEL

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

STAX TALK ELECTRONICS TEAC
THORENS WOODSIDE
Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

B& W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELE STI ON, EPOS, HARBETH,
KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL, RUARK,
TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

27 BOND STREET, EALING WS
it 0181-567 8703
AUDIOLAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, JPW, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, OREUE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUL, & OTHERS.
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

PHONE: 01296 28790

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

studio

Armin%

Ming

W
Audlolab
Castle
Morteltan

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
BONUS FABER YAMAHA

Classé

Rona

Marantz
EP os

30 years of Excellence
55

tuUts

Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

SOO"

Tel: (
0I ) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

BADA BONDED DEALER

Plains
FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TE1,6171 824 8855
FAX 01716245715

81

LONDON

n
d

,

il
Jr
o

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

GREATER MANCHESTER

dee O'Brien Hi-Fied

Ink

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS

CHORD,

All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
in.

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
100

COPLAND,

MOTH,

MUSICAL

NAIM,

OPERA,

DENON,

FIDELITY,

NAD,

ORTOFON,

QED,

R A LABS, ROGERS, ROYD, RUARK,
SENNHEISER,
THORENS,

/ f
_
j
• etc ... etc... etc

AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12 -14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,
CHEADLE

OLDHAM
0161 633 2602

I

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

SME, SONY, TEAC,
UNISON

RESEARCH

411111111111116.

COPL ANI
MARTN LI)GAN

Demonstration Room - Installation Service Major Credit Cards -Mail Order - Repair facilities
5mina walk from Raynes Park BR - Free car parking
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW

Te1.101811946-1528

Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TDL • Mission • Copland •
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber
Rega • Quad • Arcam •

DENSEN, IXOS, JECKLIN, KRELL,
MARTIN LOGAN, MAXELL, MICHELL,

Telephone demonstrations or just pop

Now in our third tangy year

KRF.I.I.

AKG, ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO
TECHNICA,
BEYER,
CABLETALK,

Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.

THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

'
SIMP LY TH E BES T' NAMES IN HI- Fl
• Naim Audio • Audiolab •

ORI>H<V5 AVD10
*ea

e.,;

Authorised Dealers Ion kook Raw • eerie elflonn • dodo Wog, • &domes •
A:«thdo•lioioFfiez•Baker•Burmeger•Unue•Corrodkérton•Cie•Ce1•1110.•
•Fooel•Fulenkdo•Gorernemeen• Seem Teke•Grool•Klelà• berg Vao•lonfes
Stiq • lhowern• lélecea•OI/A • Oak • Orele• Ortiof• Prpeoh• Purat• Prepo• Pereorlerd• Pre
InMe•OR•Sesene•Ser•ira•lintle•bindhereillokeor Umm faaerde • Worm
Oudel•YM old ohm
Sidirnbrostnlialmm • Part •

hemp lariblod,

Call for 6« of part exchange bargains
Dencesegnon by onnongennn nStorish 027 e
Ihe Mólof npor orn bane ellent

01257 473175

Fax ( 0181)946-0331

EVENING CALLS WELCOME
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KENT

NORFOLK

HEREFORDSHIRE

le\

The Old School

ENGLISH

ti
-

audio
•***CYRUS

1

School Road, Bracon Ash

Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D.. Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega. Ro)d, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

This one's worth keeping!

GRAHAMS III- I-1
HiFi • Home Cinema- Multi-Room Installations

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Epos, Copecond, Hi Q Pink 1, Audio Research, Micrornego.
SME, Meridian, Audi., CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Roark, Marlin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,
Some Fober, Denon, Celestial, do. Jorro, °dol., Rose much more
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

Nottingham's newest and largest
Infi & home theatre store.

•Three demonstration rooms
•Home trials
•Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

-0171 226 5500 Grahams HiFi, Canonbury Yard,
190a New North Road, London NI 7E15
Tel:0171 226 5500 Fax:0171 359 7620
E-mail: news@grahams.co.uk
Web site: http://www.grahams.co.uk

studio

KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
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Choose from
the finest
•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

efnifiés

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431 _
EASTBOURNE Green St. (01323) 731336
—
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (
01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities

82

HI-FI & TV

Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB. AURA, AVI, B&O,
BOSE, B&W, CASTLE, CHORD, DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD, ROBERTS, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL ETC

Anarog Audio
(HiFi Specialists)
849 High Road I () orlon N 12
1(1 0181 443 321, -

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
KOTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
,•I,•,

SUFFOLK

Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

ot lull rang,. ol , peaki.r., and
star all malor manuta,
Ple../.,•/,h(nre. tor detail.,

SOUTH EAST LONDON

H11011"gP"Milee§
14

)% * at iterr-eb,A °
ilOtte

sig

hi-fi for grown-ups

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0 8 0 2 17 6 3 19

1
SURREY

storld•as of: ARCANI • DENSES • EPOS • LINS • LOEWE
•MI CROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO* NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•R011/ • SHAIIINIAN • TEAC • YAMADA & N1ORF:

n idelitY
indecently good hi-fi

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others,
plus cartridge re- tipping service

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

82 The High Street

SALE NOW ON

TURNTABLES - Aud Note, Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan,
Wilson Benesch, Audiomeca.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME. Wilson Benesch. Nott
Analogue. Lyra. Sumiko, Goldring, Audio Note, Grado, Roksan.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rote), Marantz, Harman Kardon, Orelle,
(richard. Roksan. AJdiomeca, Primare, Winne BOW Technology.
Audio Alchemy. Meracus, Audio Note.
AMPLIFICATION - Rote). Marantz, Harman Kardon, Aura. Monrio.
Orelle, LFD, Campion, Densen, Roksan, Meracus, Michell, Adyton.
YBA, Primare, BOWTechnology. Electrocompaniet, Arion (va)ve).
Audio Note (valve). Unison Research (valve), Graaf (valve).
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics. Audio Gem, Apogee, Audio Note.
Band W. OLN. bangle, Jamo, JBL, Ruark, Impulse. Wilson
Benesch, REL, Totem, Tannoy, Yamamura, Klipsch. Horning,
Bravura. Lowther. Ling Voice.
HOME CINEMA - Rote), Harman Kardon, Proceed, Lexicon, JBL,
REL. Triangle. Jamc, Synthesis.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - OED, Flatline, Kimber,
Silver Sounds, Precious Metals, ART.
Yamamura, Sonic Link. Frameworks, Partington,
Stands Unique. Soundstyle.

Tel: 01622 676703

Closed Mondays • Free Porlang

Castle Sound & Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,
Nottingham, NGI 6GF
Tel: 0115 958 4404

NORTHERN IRELAND

UNILET SOUND & VISION

24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 lED

NORTH LONDON

aa

lon-Sal 9.30 — 5.30

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

Areal. Audio Alchen). Nana, Denon.

CENTRE****

fiec installation: Credit I
.
:teddies: Service Dept.

&VISION

Sound & Vision

570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

Amain, A.T.C., Audiolab. B&W. Castle.
Denon, Exposure. Harman Kardon. Kef.
Marantz, Micmmega. Mission. Naim,
Pink Triangle. Pioneer, Pmac. Quad. Rd.
Rote!, Ruark. John Sheame. Stax. Teat, Yamaha

CASTLE
SOUND

T_J1\TILET

Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: ( 01508)

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

0181-688 6565

9High Slue«. Hampton Wick, Kinpron upon
Thorne*, Surrey KT14DA. Tel: 081-943 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

15\

UNMET

Sound & Vision
* Six

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820
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SCOTLAND

YORKSHIRE
THE HI-FI

Music Mill

yeeee

STUDIOS

Hi- ti advice that's always worth listening to.

«s 1h

Pro-Ac, Ruark, Densen, Audiolab, Castle, Impulse (horns),
Alchemist, TEAC, Michell ( Full Range), Stax, Audio Physic,
Audio-Note, Nottingham Analogue, SME, T&A, CI.L.N., T.DI.L.,
Opera, Aurum, Etalon, Monitor Audio, Electrocompaniet,
Pro-jekt. Sequence, Trichord Research, Unison (valves), Living
Voice. Exposure, Blueprint. Harbeth, Celestion (A-series only),
Audioquest, Lynwood, Klipsch 8. Yamaha Home Cinema.

.
ttars

si t liii un tan:at11 .
% , h,,,rn a

range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled performance.
For friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
BLEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (evening (es
welcome). Generous part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, AVI, BRISTON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO, TEAC, and many more.

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387
Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

eetrie

wenereateme
ACOUSTIC lINSWIllet

Systems matched to specific requirement
PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Nationwide delivery and installation

AWE

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

Sympathetically designed audio furniture

WEST SUSSEX

THE EAST COAST'

Friendly professional advice and after-sales support
NAM AUDIO • PRO AC
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS • MARANTZ • AVI
ALCHEMIST • TEAC • ROKSAN • ROTEL

ZEN AUDIO

72 Newhaven Road Edinburgh EH6 5QG

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

geleftp4e117

TEL: 01482 587397

0131 • 555 3%3

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-F1 SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Rega,

Arran Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other line equipment

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

Zefdieit Hi- Fi
naim - regir

roksari - alchemist - I
cic hoed

TO ADVERTISE

ProAc

IN THIS SECTION

Selected agencie. include \ am. Rep. Rok.an. Alchenmt. kci, fnchord. Matanti.
QLN. Tantos. Orille. Reid, Tea:. mangle. mAntis, Demen. Mmical Fideliti. Neat.
Reim. Apogee. Audiorneca.Caale. Opera, Ontifon. Projeu Turntable.. Roark. ProAc.
Marston. Sennhelier. Stan, Garda Pamare, Jeff Rouland. Soundaile, Nordmt.

W

Stands Unique. Aacania. Van den Flul. Chord Comparo. MIT. etc
•Showroom and 2Listening Rooms
•Apronn MCI', and home dernonNtration, as :0labia.

0.9r.e.ceedec.
PROJ ECTS

HLAIDING,..«,/

0

PLEASE CONTACT

ould you Like to hear more.)

1 1 3

2

LANE.

3

DAVE WALSH
TEL 0181 686 2599

L.BELDB

0

4

5

6

EXT 318

5

WEST MIDLANDS

IHX
L àr,"1
::j

Hi-fi For Those With An Eye For Quality

For The Midlands
152a High

01922
jukun

Awns Lag

REMONCI
¡DWI
MGM

Street,

Bloxwich,

Walsall

493499/473499

MIST AC3 COGITAI.

• 3 Hi -Fi
• Free

Demonstrations
Guarantee

• Inhouse

•mail

Service

order

• Interest

Free

Off High Street, Blorerich,
!tr. 1
,
tiLstill, West Ridlarde
np

Cpen 6 Days, 9am - 6pe
Late =et Friday

WI eLT rE IFI

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

LAM

da

Sharing the ASDA Carperlt î

Credit

LOMA.
=LIM
NA,. ALSO, - APOLLO
AT.
AUDIO ALCBLAY
AUDIO
PUL97
B&W
BOSS
MISR
CABLE TALK
CI10. COMPANY
CYRUS
C7LESTICAT
APA
SPOS
n IMAM NICIIILL ICDDAUD
anvaT 11113MIAN NICAMOCIA MISSION NM MUSICAL FICMITT MARA312011
ORATOR
PROJSCT
QUAD
RORSAII AOGIXILS
ROT.
SAM= ISLA
SYSTEM MONT TM TOSS MIMI,. TAM MI SUL
TANANA
TV S VC. 'RCM: SCOOT
TOMS,/
PAIMMIC AXAI
PIOSm
PROMCTICIII MITTS PROW MiTO
SZLECO

HIFI

WE ARE HERE

Department

available

mom,

I.J SIC

Itàaiort
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Studios

• Home Cinema Pheatre
• 2 Year

itetA
WMW

I
- 1 I - FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00

INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

APR 0% Written details on request.
LIcensed Credo Froker

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD. SUTTON COLDFIELD.

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH . AMEX • DINERS

102

BIRMINGHAM 817 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 ESL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 510

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933
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specialist JILle.
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Apogee Duetta Signatures full range ribbon speakers, mint condition
including boxes and manual £ 1,950; Symo speaker cable 2pairs of 2.5m
£225 apair; Meridian 566 20-bit duc £500; Meridian 518 digital preamp/jinerbuster £600 tel: 0171 281 0821 (H 1006)
Arcana Alpha 5Plus CD Player, £300 rebuild by RATA, excellent sound,
manual and boxed, upgrading £ 210 tel: 01903 247779 ( Sussex) ( H0977)
ATC SCM50A active speakers, walnut £2,950; Audio Research L515 preamp with remote £ 2,250; RCM% B260-S RDS tuner £650 all excellent,
with boxes and handbooks, moved to smaller house, tel: 0115 924 2075
Nottingham (H0984)
Audio Research Classic 120 dual mono power amplifiers, £ 3,990; Audio
Research SP9 MICH pre-amplifier, £990 both in silver and mint condition
with minimal use, tel: 01203 419605 (H0928)
Audio Research LS15 pre remote, £2,500, Classic 60 power amp, balanced £ 1,650; all silver Theta Basic II CD Transport £ 1,600, all boxed
with manuals, tel: 0860 260956 (London) (311001)
Audio Research LS3 £950 plus D200 power amp £ 1,650 together
£2,500 (list £ 5,000) Kiseki black-heart MC Cartridge, just retipped by
expert stylus co perfect condition £450 (list £ 1,998) tel: 0181 743 3303
evenings (H1007)
Audio Research IS5, DAS2, VTI40 x2 £6,500 also Krell KSL & KST
£2,700 tel: King, 01892 770016 (H0985)
Audio Research preamp SP-9MK1 mint £ 650; WANTED: Nakamichi
Dragon, must be mint, WANTED: Sony TA-NRI monoblock, power amlifiers, must be mint, WANTED: B&W 801 MK3 loudspeakers, tel: Tony,
01220 833168 or 0966 413086 ( H1023)
Audio Research SP 10 plus M100 monoblocks with black matching
fronts ( M100's have 100 hours use since Absolute Sounds re-valve)
£4,350; Revox B77 2channel R-R tape deck, unused with remote control
plus 20 reel's of tape £ 650 tel: 0181 395 5178 (Surrey) (
H1022)
Audio Synthesis DAN duc, Ultra Analogue version with glass optical input
£800ono; Musical Fidelity X- CANS valve headphone amplifier and XPSU
power supply £ 180ono; Beyer DT990 PRO headphones £70ono; HiFi
News Headcase headphone amplifier £ 30ono tel: 01962 851802 (HI031)
Audio Synthesis DAXII as new, £ 1,550; Meridian 203 DAC good condition £260; XL° Reference speaker cable, 8feet pair £450; tel: 0049 250
43445 evening ( Germany, Iwill call back) (H0886)
Audio Synthesis equipment for sale, Passion 8S with direct coupled silver blue interconnect, stunning £ 1,195; Desire Class A 150 WPC
Amplifiers, 2off £ 795 each, DAN 2with N code and HDCD £ 1,550; 2
pairs of transparent audio ultra 25 foot (4x25) speaker cable fully run in,
£2,250 per pair, £4,000 for both; SDIE Speakers, just run in, £ 1,750
(£2,950 new) pair of DNM gems with latest network T Capacitors, £700
each, all mint, any demonstration, upgrading tel: 01734 611918 (H0992)
Audio-Note ANSPX speaker cable 10m stereo bi-wire set rrp £ 3,800 bargain £ 1,500 tel: 01932 343813 (H1005)
Audiostatic ES200 BK Speakers, £ 1,800 (£ 2,800 new); Leak Stereo 20
and Variscope 2 £400 amp has been rebuilt tel: 0181 657 7141 between 7lOpm (H1015)
AVI S2000MP preamplifier and remote £650; Technics SL-P0867 5disc
Cl) player, £ 180 both as new and boxed; Rogers LS4A speakers, black,
£100 tel: 0181 870 3630 (daytime) ( H0907)
Bose Life Style 12, brand new, still in boxes, cost £ 2,500 will sell for
£1,850ono tel: 01705 782872 (H1002)
CAT SLI reference pre-amplifier with phono, mint condition,
£1,995ovno; Rolunann Cartridge, new, £ 650; Roksan Artemiz arm, £ 500;
Lumley M120 monoblocks, £ 1,660 warranty; Siltech and Cardas interconnects, tel: 0181 337 2544 (H1009)
Chord SPM800 amp, mint condition, boxed with instructions £990 tel:
01642 822066 ( H0980)
Copland CTA401 conrad-johnson PV- 5, MV-50; The Head MC transformers; LFD MC 1phono stage; Vendetta Research phono stage; vdH or
Garrott Decca tel: 0181 883 5618 or write to Box No. 0786, HiFi News
Classifieds, Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA ( H0983)
Croft Mega Micro 2-box, preamp, serviced and upgraded by Glen Croft
Kimber wired latest caps superb phono and line inputs, £ 1,000 Yamaha
C60 preamp, 2phono inputs MM/MC excellent line inputs, bargain £200
tel: 01305 853618 ( Dorset) ( H1011)
Dali Grand Coupe, fantastic two-way loudspeaker, fabulous finish, new
in box, never used, £ 1,600 or highest offer gets, tel: Rickard, 00 46 1312
6589 (Sweden) ( H0997)
Gryphon SIO0 Power amp, £2,800 (£ 5,500); Audiomeca Mephisto CD
Transport £ 1,650 (£2,500); P.M.C. AB1 speakers £999 (£ 1,900); Audio
Research BLI converts to balanced £ 350; Yamamura Churchill
Interconnect £ 350 (£ 700); Mtr. Orelle Da180 DAC £ 300; Audio
Synthesis Passion preamp £ 250 tel: 01923 462309 (310917)
Guarneri Homage speakers by Sonus Faber, mint £4,650 tel: 0181 997
2288 daytime ( H0955)
Impulse H2 Horn loudspeakers, 3CLO Patchwires, rosewood, excellent
with vavles and low power amps, beautiful sound £ 1,200; Audiolab 8000
P&C pre/power amplifier, 100WPC, clear and clean sound, £500 tel:
Simon, 0171 603 3755 ( H0957)
KEF Reference series model one, Rosetta Burr, 6 months old, perfect,
warranty, boxed £ 800 tel: Geoff, 0181 870 3451 ( H1012)
Krell KBL Line stage fully balanced preamplifier and spearate power supply unit, mint condition with original packaging and manual, cost £4,950
will accept £ 1,600 tel: 01204 433698 ( H0988)
Krell KRS1 four chasis stereo preamp, aclassic unit in mint condition,
£1,500 tel: Clive, 0181 859 6506 evenings ( H0922)
Krell KSAIOOS complete with acoustic mass damper spiked feet, 3years
old, power, reliability and finesse for £ 3,450, buyer also gets free Linn
Isobarik DMS Speakers, tel: Jonathan, 01453 885032 ( H1034)
Krell KSA505 £2,000 (£ 3,800); KRC2 £2,200 (£4,200); Theta Data
Basic Trans' £ 1,000 (£2,000); Theta Pro Prime 2DAC £ 1,000 (£ 1,800);
Monitor Audio Studio Fifty Special Finish £2,250 (£ 5,000) all immaculate condition tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex) (H0885)
Linn AXIS turntable, Basik arm, K9 cartridge 33/45 rpm, immaculate
condition, original box and instruction booklet, £ 175 tel: 01582 735504
(Luton) (H0991_
Linn Inter £ 230ono; A&R A60 amp £90ono; Leak Sand wich 3 £70ono; A60
M/C Board £ 10; M25 Heathrow area, buyer collects, can demonstrate, write
to: Box No. 0787, HiFi News Classifieds, Link House Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (H0998)
Linn Itock Klyde £ 500; Active Kabers £950; Two LKI00 £400 each; LFD
LSI Preamp £ 500 LFD PA2 monos £800; LFD MCI £450; Soundstyle 6
tier £ 120, Two Audiotech tables £ 30 each tel: 01480 351781 (H 1033)
Mackintosh MC60 ( 1962) valve monoblocks, offers; Meridian 208
CD ,Preamp £ 5950no ( new £ 1,350); Quad 44/405 MKII pre/power amps
£355 may split; Quad 306 power amp, £ 155; Croft Valve preamp £ 170 tel:
01746 768000 ( H0929)
Mana Acoustics equipment stands, 3tier with reference table top and soundstage £ 500; 5tier with reference table top and soundstage £600 VP) TNT
Turntable stand £450 all items in mint condition, tel: 0181 291 1744 (H1020)
Mana Acoustics Five Shelf amp stand, £450; Mana Speaker sound base,
pair £ 110; Nakamichi DR2 cassette deck, £ 395 (£600); Transparent 1metre
digital interconnect £ 125 (£ 219) tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex) (H1025)
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Hoban Xerxes mini table or easy access to underside, £ 35; set of updated suspension blobs, £25; all new and unused, as disability has forced CD
to take pnority tel: 01425 276671 ( H0982)
Ruark Equinox speakers, £850; Audioquest Crystal Hyperlitz cable 2x3
metres £ 50, or will include with above tel: Jim Smith, 01494 875902
(South Bucks.)
SME Model 30 turntable with Series V arm, mint £4,750 tel: 0181 997
2288 daytime (H0956)
Sony CDP-X/350ES CD player European award winner of the year 97 98
variable digital filters, unwanted prize, brand new, £ 795; Audio Analogue
Bellini pre-amplifier, black, brand new, £ 375 tel: 0181 905 6331 (HI016)
Sound Lab AS plus full range American Electrostatic loudspeakers, with
upgraded ' ultimate' power supplies, medium oak with white grilles 18
months old, immaculate rep £ 13,500 will accept £7,995 tel: 0181 291
1744 ( H1013)
Spendor 5P3/1 speakers black, with Epos stands, £ 550; Target welded
rack 3tiers £90 both little used, tel: 01932 345241 ( H1019)
Tannoy D700 Loyd speakers, rosewood finish, five months old, boxed as
new, £ 1,500 tel: 01355 264586 (HI030)
TDL Reference speakers (cost £ 3,500) £2,200 excellent condition, Sony
MDP650D laser disc player £275 also NTSC Loser Discs for sale, tel: Rod,
0121 705 1142 WANTED:Wharedale 1958 corner speakers (H0996)
Teac A.G-6500 receiver, Teac A140 tape deck, B+) Beomaster 6000,
Beocrod 6000, beogram 8000 + remote, offers tel: David, 0161 773 0697
eves (H0914)
Thorens TD 16MK2 turntable SME3009 series 2improved arm, Shure V15
ERAN super track cartridge, £ 200ono tel: 01842 755840 (Thetford) (H0978)
Valve Amplifiers updated version of The Classic Mullard 5-20 design, 25
watts per channel, wideband low distortion, true valve sound, monobloc pair
£300, single chassis, dual mono £ 350 tel: 0181 427 1378 (Harrow) (H1028)
VPI TNT2 new 1.13, mint £ 1,895; Eminent Technology ET2 arm, excellent £ 395; Chord SPM800 Power amplifier, excellent, boxed £975;
Cartridge Man's Grado Signature 2hours, boxed, £ 285 tel: 01747 853372
(Dorset) ( H0993)
Wadia 16 CD Player, remote volume control, digitial I/O, reference performance, mint £ 3,750 (£&, 500 new); Theta Pro-Generation 5A DAC,
Stereophile Class A performance, superb sound, mint, boxed £2,250
(£4,800 new) tel: 01394 460281 (H0999)
Wheaton Triplanar arm, very rare, handbuilt unit, built November, I've
never used h, latest model in black £2,300 (cost £ 3,300) tel: 0181 325
2585 (H0981)
Wilson Watt/Puppy System 5, £,750 (£ 17,000 new); Wadia 20 CD
Transport, 25 DAC, digital volume control, latest specification, boxed
£5,650 (£9,500 new) no dealers/dreamers tel: 0374 966942 (evenings
only) ( H1021)

Mark Levinson No. 28 pre-amp, £ 1,250; Audionwca Mephisto transport
and Audio Synthesis DAN, £ 2,400; Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
deck„ mentor ami, tracer III cartridge complete with Petros Isolation Base
and Vdamp feet, cost £ 3,000 accept £ 1,500 tel: John, 0171 548 3678
(office), 01279 653800 7-9pm (H1008)
Mark Levinson no. 26.5 pre-amp £ 3,195 (£8,450 new); Levinson no.
23.5 power amp £ 3,195 (£7,450 new); Wadia 15 D/A converter £ 1,595
(£3,995 new) Wadia 6CD player £ 1,595 (£ 3,995 new) all as new, boxed,
tel: 0181 311 7182 ( H0919)
Martin Logan SL3 light oak, purchased new 15/8/97, superb, boxed, min
£2,600 tel: 01902 786818 ( H0974)
Meridian 200 twin processor transport plus 263 DAC excellent condition
(boed) £550 tel: 01531 632007 ( H0990)
Meridian 508.20 CD Player, as new, boxed, £995 tel: Chris Harris,
01494 881171 (Work) 01491 825340 (Home) ( Bucks/Oxon) (H0995)
Meridian 566 DAC £700; 2x Audiolab 8000P Power amplifiers £475
each, Meridian M60C Active Center Channel speaker £ 700 all are as new,
all have boxes, manuals, leads etc. tel: 01622 844556 '(Home), 0973
899651 ( Mobile) ( H0986)
Meridian 605 monoblock, power amps, exc. condition, boxed, highly recommended ( MC) ( 33 Marks) £ 1,095ono tel: 01903 261931 evenings after
6pm (Worthing, Sussex) ( H0940)
Meridian System 200/203 201 pre 555 power, all 21/2 years old, perfect,
boxed; Monitor Audio 703's cherrywood, 8 months old, perfect, boxed
quality cables V/Hull, first etc inc s/sink belling, lot cost £5,500 sell £2,000
tel: Brian, 01224 734012 (H1004)
MF X-DAC mint £ 170; Theta TLC, mint, £ 110; Theta Galiath, mint,
£100; Siltech HF6 Digital 1/2m, £50; Siltech HF7 Digital I
m £80 tel:
01903 247779 (Sussex) ( HI014)
Michell ISO HR Phono stage and Hera PS suited to low output cartridges
and Ortofon MC2000 cartridge and Zetas top tonearm with VDH wiring
total buying price, £ 2,100 selling for £ 1,200 tel: 0141 883 8217 ( HI032)
Micromega Stage 6Cl) 10 months guarantee, perfect condition, £ 575ovno;
Technics SUA900V MKII amplifier with remote, also perfect condition
£150ovno, Box No. 0788, HiFi News Classifieds, Link House Magazines,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (H1029)
Mission Cyrus 2amp £ 150; 2x 12 foot runs Audio Note and speaker
cables £ 30 tel: 01283 716530 (Staffs) ( H0944)
Michell Gyrodec and power supply, Zeta Tonearm (VDH silver wired)
VDH MC I
0cartridge all excellent condition, can demo, £850 (£ 2,500)
tel: David, home 0181 886 3952 office 0171 325 5915 (H0960)
Mobile Fidelity LP all in excellent mint condition, Dean Alto speakers
including stands, excellent condition, £ 145050; Rotel RB870 RL-870 pre
power amps, as new, £225ono tel: 01623 646543 for details (H0972)
Musical Fidelity A1000, Marantz CDIO, Pioneer PD75, Meridian 606
DAC, KEF 103/4, KEF 104, Cambridge Audio R50's, Reference
Speakers; Leak Sandwich, all boxed, mint, KEF Carlfon's, Distan 25's, tel:
01992 718265 (H0887)
Musical Fidelity A2 CD player, brand new, boxed, best buy, new price
£499, bargain at £ 350; Albarry 408 mono blocks with pre-amp and power
supply, unmarked £ 350 tel: 01572 723198 ( H1003)
Musical Fidelity F22 pre-amp £ 595; F15 power amp, £ 1,095 both in mtnt
condition; Tammy D700 speakers (black) £ 1,495; Tannoy 623 (centre speaker) offers; can demo tel: 0171 731 1711 (Fulham, West London) (H1027)
Haim Audio CDS unused, boxed, now acollectors item, genuine sale,
£3,200 tel: 0131 336 2956 (Edinburgh) ( H0979)
Naim CDI as new, boxed, with manual, £ 1,150; AEI Rosewood with
stands, £650; Rogers Master valve amp, rebuilt £ 350; PinkTriangle export
light ash with matching power supply £550 tel: 0141 533947 ( H1000)
Original Direct Cut Disc, 'Thelma Houston' " I've got the music in me"
collectors item, serious offers invited other direct cut/supercut records
available, i.e. Beatles Abbey Road tel: 01227 360452 (H0898)
Passion 85 £895; 2xDesire power amplifier £795, all in good condition,
excellent sound, lsophon Ontario loudspeakers in oak £595 tel: 01420
542060 ( H0976)
Pioneer PD75 CD Player with Trichord Clock Imod. in excellent condition, boxed, with manual £ 350ono tel: 0115 987 8846 evenings (H 1017)
Pioneer VSA-E06 THX amplifier, £900; Ruark Dialogue, Prologue One,
Epilogue speakers, full cherry wood, £ 1,500; Panasonic NV-HD625 Video
£300; BEL Q100E subwoofer £400; Quadrasphire QAV Table, larger size,
£250; All new and boxed, complete system only £ 3,000 for quick sale tel:
0181 870 3630 daytime ( H1024)
Quad 606 Power amp ( later version) £500, tel: 01424 718921 ( Hastings)
(H0967)
Quad ESL63 loudspeakers with new MAF stands, £ 1,550 tel: Dave, 0171
209 1468 (H0987)

FORSALE/TRADE
ATC 50A in rosewood, ex-dem pair as new £2,995; ATC 20 latest model,
£1,295 ring now on Max Music, 01858 545416 (H0994)

WANTED
DNM PA2 monoblocks, good price paid, other DNM amps considered tel:
Mr H.S Brown, 0181 461 3798 (H1010)
EMI TB 90 tape machin, good price, tel: 01580 830558 or fax: 01580
8311997 ( H0961)
Old Hi-Fib and Classical LP's Wanted! Valve amplifiers: Quad, Leak,
Radford, Rogers, Pye, Lowther; Loudspeakers: Tannoy, Westrex, Vitavox,
Goodmans, JBL, Altec; Turntables: EMT 927, Garrard 301, Thorens TD124, SME 3012, Orotfon 309, tel/fax: 0171 625 8966 ( H0953)
Pink Triangle PIP Il pre-amp, must be mint, tel: 0181 461 4797 after
6pm ( H0963)
Reggae SKA rocksteady roots and Dub Records, 7", 12" and LPs, 1960
to 1982, any condition, any quantity, Michael, 5Foxbush, Hildenborough,
Kent, TN II 9HT, 01732 832452 (
HI026)
Valve Preamp required, preferably Rose RV23 , EAR or simlar quality,
please call 01604 702062 ( H0989)
Wanted By private enthusiast, Radford STA25 series three power amplifier, SC22 or 22P preamplifier, FMT1 tuner, or Leak Stereo ' 60' power
amplifier in mint, unmodified condition, electrically or cosmetically, please
write to Box No. 0785, HiFi News Classifieds, Link House Magazines,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon Surrey, CR9 2TA (H(1969)
Wanted, Quad II control unit, FM Tuner, AM Tuner, Quad II Power
amps, ESL 57 speakers, complete system preferred tel: 01225 461148
(Bath) ( H0973)
Wanted, Sonus Faber Extremas or Wilson Benesch A.0 Tone tel: 01902
786818 ( Midlands) (110975)
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DREAM SYSTE

MAKE

CYRUS GETS
SERIOUS WITH
MICRO SYSTEMS

THE ULTIMATE
INNOVATIVE
TRADITIONALISTS

FOR MANY
OF US VINYL
STILL RULES!

WHEN IT'S RIGHT
YOU KNOW
,
IT'S RIGHT!

FROM AS LITTLE AS

FROM AS LIME AS

FROM AS LITTLE AS

FROM AS LITTLE AS

£72. 90
PER MONTH

£8 1.
00
PER MONTH

£89.
91

£91.53

PER MONTH

PER MONTH

While some customers can be attracted to
the appearance of many mainstream
mini and micro systems, they are quickly
won over by ademonstration of the sheer
musical superiority of these diminutive
Cyrus components.
As beautifully constructed as anything on
the market, this superb Cyrus and Mission
line-up provides an exquisite system for
anyone looking for legitimate hi-fi
performance but with the minimum
impact on their domestic decor.
The system offers ostylish and genuinely
sophisticated quality of reproduction with
all types of music that is likely to satisfy
its owners for many years to come.
Call in for ademonstration and find out
about our unbeatable trade-up offers.

No hi-fi manufacturer can claim to have a
more significant history of innovation
than Quad, and this latest system
continues that tradition, offering both
exceptional sound quality and
outstanding value.
Judging by demand for older Quad
equipment through our own 'second user'
store, we would guess that Quad offers
the best 'investment' potential amongst
hi-fi products, and owners of older Quad
equipment will be pleased to know that
because of the demand through our
'Trading Station' we always offer
exceptionally generous part-exchange
allowances against Quad hi-fi of any
vintage when you up- grade to the
wonderful Quad 77 system.

There is still something so beguiling about
the quality of vinyl that even now, some
fifteen years after the introduction of
digital sound, many of us treasure our
[Ps more than ever. You know that old
saying " you don't know what you've got
until you lose it!"
If you're no longer playing your old
albums, or if you've replaced your
collection with CDs, it's worth knowing
that we have ahigh demand for quality
used turntables - so whatever you do,
talk to us - please don't throw it away!
But, if you're a 'vinyl junkie' you'll want
to speak with kindred spirits.
So this is our recommended '
Re-start
System' for anyone with adominant
collection of the beautiful black stuff!

There's little we con say about Audiolab
and Monitor Audio that isn't already well
known. Other than that they are near
neighbours of ours in aconcentration of
top-name manufacturers in the hi-fi hotbed that is Cambridgeshire.
The two companies come even closer in
this system,demonstrate how bi-amping a
superb two-way speaker with Audiolab's
latest 'minimal' integrated and additional
power amp creates asoundstage of
amazing scale and precision.
We commend Audiolab and Monitor
Audio, not only for such obvious sonic
qualities but also for their outstanding
engineering as well as acosmetic finish
which enhances the sheer desirability of
all their award winning components.

CYRUS Illi Amplifier £598
CYRUS PSX-R Power Supply £328

QUAD 77 Control Amplifier
£849
QUAD 77 CD Player
£699
QUAD 77 Tuner
£699
Quad 1
01Speakers
£599
TOTAL £284 6
PART- EXCHANGE (
example)
or Deposit
£
846
BALANCE
£
2000'
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£167

PINK TRIANGLE TARANTELLA
With Rego RB300 & Grado
£795
COPLAND (SA 14 Amplifier £
1199
SONUS FABER Concertino Spkrs £599
SONUS FABER Speaker Stands £ 290
TOTAL £288 3
PART- EX ( Example) or Deposit £
663
BALANCE £2220"
INTERES 7 FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£185

AUDIOLAB 8000CD CD Player £999
AUDIOLAB 800 OLX Integrated £
469
AUDIOLAB 8000SX Pwr Amp £549
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 12
Floorstanding Speakers £999
TOTAL £301 6
PART-EX (
Example) or Deposit £ 756
BALANCE £ 2260'
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£1
88

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £20.75 PER WEEK

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £21.12 PER WEEK

EILL BUY
YOUR HI-FI

WE'LL SELL
YOUR HI-FI

Invant Cash offered
for Used and Vintage
hi-fi equipment.
Complete systems
always wanted.

Let us help you get
THE BEST PRICE
for your old hi-fi
by selling it for you on
acommission basis.

b

Mission
CYRUS daD30
752F£
CD Player £ 578
898

TOTAL £ 24 02
PART- EXCHANGE (example)
or Deposit
£602
BALANCE £ 1800*
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X £1
50
*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 16.82 PER WEEK

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 18.69 PER'WEEK

WE MAKE
IT EASY!
With 0% Finance
available on all
NEW and USED HI- Fl
and Audio- Visual
Purchases

Generous allowances
for your carefully used
hi-fi equipment plus a
'CASH- IN- HAND'
facility.

. RC \\ I • \ RH) \ • U DIOI \ IS • O. DIU RESEARCH • A\ I • BOWERS 8:
ILKIN • L\S ILE • ( TRW'S VEGA • COPLAND • Cl RI S
MICHELL • MISSION • MONITOR AUDIO • MUSICAL FIDELITY • N % I'M • PINK URIANGLE • PIONEER • PRO- AC • QUAD •

THEM

IAL

FINA

NAIM
THAT TUNE
IN ONE!

VALVE & SOLID
STATE - BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS?

KRELL CLASS A
POWER DRIVES
MARTIN LOGAN

FROM AS LITTLE AS

FROM AS LITTLE AS

£324. 019
PER MONTH

PER MONTH

MULTI-CHANNEL
EXPERTISE
IS HARD TO FIND

£364. 50

If you're after that ' toe-tappin', 'finger
poppin', 'hand clappin', 'thigh slappin',
sound experience - simply call in and listen!
We'll demonstrate Naim, acompany that
places aconvincing emphasis on the
value of true system synergy. For a
growing number of our customers, Naim
reproduces music the way they like it,
and we'll place abet that when you listen,
you'll probably discover that you do too!
A complete Nairn system starts from
around £2,300 which you can build
incrementally to astaggering £30,000!
What's more, if you'd like apersonal
endorsement, we cal tell you that some
of our people have chosen to spend their
own ' hard-earned' on complete Naim
systems. We can't say fairer than that!

No dogma here! While different
technologies provide different solutions
to achieving state-d-the-art sound
reproduction, The Hi- ii Company will
always provide an appropriately wide
choice of top quality mipment for your
personal assessment.
Audio Research have earned aglobal
reputation with their highly sophisticated
vacuum-tube amplifiers which, with the help
of their new CD player in this system,
produce an utterly convincing portrayal of
all types of music.
Add the ProAc Response 2.5 loudspeakers
and, in our view, these rare devices help this
system create the tramparent sound of
electrostatics with the sheer power that only
superior cabinet speakers can achieve.

MAIM
MAIM
NAIM
MAIM

CD2 CD Player £2000
102 Pre-amp £ 1050
180 Power amp £ 1060
Credo Speakers £ 1060
TOTAL £5170
PART- EXCHANGE (
example)
or Deposit £ 1990
BALANCE £3180'
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X £265

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
CD player £3399
AUDIO RESEARCH L59 Pre £ 1949
AUDIO RESEARCH VISO Pwr £2895
PRO- AC RESPONSE 2.5 £ 2700
TOTAL £ 10,943
PART- EX ( Exemple) or Deposit £2943
BALANCE £8000`
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£667

*OR DEFER PAYMENT 90
DAYS THEN THREE YEARS AT
JUST £ 29.72 PER WEEK

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST f74.77 PER WEEK

For many years we have delighted in the
transparency of electrostatic speakers,
but never more than when driven by
hugely powerful Class Aamps.
Electrostatics really open up to Krell
amplifiers, enhancing their clarity with a
three dimensionality which can be eerily
real in some instances. With well recorded
discs one can feel as if it's possible to walk
right through a literally transparent
soundstage to mingle with the musicians
in your own living room!
Any system offering this level of
performance usually deserves ahome
demonstration and if that is something
you would like to experience for yourself,
please contact us and we will be delighted
to make the arrangements for you.
The system is of course on dem in store.

Digital technology leads the way in
audio-visual systems and there's no doubt
that Meridian of Cambridgeshire are
world leaders in the design of state-ofthe-art multi-channel sound equipment.
With our own extensive expertise in
home-cinema installations at all budget
levels, we have to place this system as
perhaps offering the perfect combination
of hi-fi pedigree and sonic performance
with genuine up-to-the-minute audiovisual compatibilty.
If you are serious about creating amultichannel 'home cinema' and hi-fi system,
this is the ultimate installation.

KRELL KAV300CD CD player £3549
KRELL KAV250P P.e amp £ 1999
KRELL KAV250A Fwr amp £3195
MARTIN LOGAN CLS11
£
4555
TOTAL £ 13,298
PART- EX (
Example) or Deposit £4298
BALANCE £9000*
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£750

MERIDIAN 500 CD Transport £ 1245
MERIDIAN 518 Processor £925
MERIDIAN 519 RF Demod £450
MERIDIAN 562V Dig Control £995
MERIDIAN 565-7.1
S/S Decoder with AC3/DTS £ 2850
MERIDIAN DSP 5000
Digital spkrs Rosewood ( 2pairs) £6920
TOTAL £ 13,385
PART- EX (
Example) or Deposit £ 3385
BALANCE £ 10,000*
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£833

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 84.12 PER WEEK

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 93.46 PER WEEK

FREE BROCHURE

•
R
ÇT,

Phone for our latest
Comprehensive Systems
Brochure

FOR THE LARGEST
RANGE OF QUALITY

USED HI-FI

PETERBOROUGH
35 - 42 COWGATE

26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET LONDON WI

Tel: 01733 341755 Fax: 01133 358141

Tel: 01 71486 8262/3 Fox: 0771 487 3452

IN THE COUNTRY
PLEASE SEE OUR
'TRADING STATION'
ADVERT OVERLEAF

TO ARRANGE A HOME OR IN-STORE DEMONSTRATION - PLEASE TELEPHONE
•
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WANTED
TOP QUALITY HI-FI
We urgently require all
types of hi-fi equipment,
classic and modern,

I

INSTANT
CASH

PART
EXCHANGE

BUY BACK
PROMISE

OR COMMISSION SALES

Nobody Values
Your HiFi More

Unbeatable ' Buy- Back'
GUARANTEED on any
future up- grade!

Phone ( 01733) 555514
for full details.

THAT'S OUR PROMISE

HE FINEST SELECTION OF
IN THE COUNTRY GUAR
MM. TURNTABLES / ARMS NM
Dual CS505
£80
Grado tonearm
£498
Linn LP12 (Air) Zeta
£795
Linn LP12 Ekos/ Troika £3000 £ 1298
Linn LP12 Basik/LVX/A&R£1400 £595
Linn LP12 Basik Plus £ 1400 £595
Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup / On MC3000 £998
Michell Gyro Power PSU
£195
Regs Planet / Acos Lustre £120
Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77 £249
The Voyd Turntable Oncl Reference
external power supply £2800 £ 1298
Voyd 0.5 c/w SMEV
(Silver wired) £5300 £2998
IIIM AMPLIFIERS - SCUD STATE IM
Alchemist Kraken Pre £395 £288
Arcam Delta 90 ( tnt) £500 £268
Audiolab PPA
(Phono stage) £ 1100 £798
Audiolab 8000A&P (Old Style)
£1200 £648
BGW 202 (ControUPre) £275
Burmester 838 Head amp/Chrome
£1500 £695
Classe Audio Thirty Pre £ 1320 £695
C J Sonographe FET ( Pre)£1250 £495
Counterpoint Solid 1Pwr £ 1495 £795
DPA 200S Pre/Power £ 1250 £745
DPA 50S Power £ 1500 £695
DPA Renaissance Int £595 £477
Dynaco ST120 (Classic circa 76) £328
EAR 834P Head Amp £500 £350
Exposure VIINIII Pre/Pwr £700 £448
Finestra EC ( Inc mains filter) £795
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr£1425 £795
Jeff Rowland
Consumate Pre
£5500 £2798
Krell KBL Line Stage £4998 £2798
Krell KSA150 Power £4998 £2998
Krell Ref KRSBP
(6 component balanced pre) £3995
Krell KPE Phono stage
EPOA
Lecson ACl/AP1 (Circa 1975) £295
LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800 £ 1798
LFD LS2/PAI ( Pre/Pwr) £2600 £ 1198
Meridian 551 Int
£795 £568
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC £ 1750 £794
Michell Argo/Hera (Pre/PSU)
£1339 £898
Musical Fidelity A120 £549 £295
Musical Fidelity P140 Pwr £600 £250
NAD 3020e ' Mg
£ 130
f80
Nairn 92 Pre / Flat Cap / 90 Power amp
(6 months old & mint) £ 1252 £998
Naim 42 Pre
£195
Naim 72
£725 £528
Naim 180 Power £ 1095 £698
Naim 160 (Old style) £495
Nalm 250 (Old Style) £ 1655 £795
Naim 135 Mono's (Late) £3330 £2245
Naim Hi-Cap ( Late) £700 £495
NVA AP30 (Integrated) £350 £228
Nytech CP122 / CPA602 £700 £325
OCM 500 Power amp £2750 £1698
Onkyo A809 Integrated £ 145
PS Audio TwoC power amps X 2 £595
Quad 66 Pre-amp
£498
Quad 44 Pre-amp
£495 £265
Quad 34 Pre-amp
£400 £220
Quad 405 Power-amp £400 £195
Rappaport Pre 2 (Pre)
£295
Rotel RB850 Power
£ 195
Sugden A48 (Circa 1976) £128
Sumo Athena (Pre) & 9 ( Pwr) £795
Technics SU VX820 £450 £295
Threshold S300 (pwr) £5500 £1500
Tornado 1/ Hurricane 1 £995 £798
YBA 2 ( Pre)
£ 1700 £878
VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Arion Electra Integrated £ 1400 £875
Art Audio Quintet tMonos( £2000 £1198
Art Audio Conductor ( Pre) £700 £428

VALVE AMPLIFIERS (Continued) MI
Audio Innovations 1st Audio
(7.5watt heated triode) £ 1700 £695
Audio Note MI ( Pre)
£498
Audio Note P3 (300B Power) £1298
Audio Research SPII Mk1
(Revalved & Serviced) £4995 £ 1698
Audio Research D130 ( Pwr)
£1890 £1495
Audio Research LS7 (Pre)£1599 £1295
Avantic SPA 11 Vintage valves £ 188
Counterpoint SA20 Pwr £3000 £ 1398
Golida SG-502
£950 £698
Gordon Welford ( Pre)
Hand made/Hard Wired£ 448
Croft Micro ( Pre)
£144
Grant G100 MC / Pre / Pwr £2200 £998
Sonic Frontiers
SFM160 ( Mono's) £5495 £2498
MIM CD PLAYERS / DACS 311M
Arcam Alpha 1
£320 £ 195
Arcam Delta 170 /Black Box 3 £585
Arcam Black Box 5 DAC
£295
Arcam Alpha 7 CD
£330 £235
Arcam Delta 70 CD Player £600 £254
Acoustic Prec Eikos (New) £ 18501448
Audio Alchemy Drive System 3
4 Box CD Player £ 1950 £1098
Audio Alchemy Drive 3 £695 £498
DPA Renaissance DAC £569 £395
Krell SBP64X DAC £9900 £4798
Krell MD10 (Transport) £7990 £4398
Marantz CD94
£799 £398
Marantz CD651i £250 £125
Meridian 602/606Trans/DA0£3350 £1498
Meridian 200/263 £ 1400 £694
Micromega Duo (2box ) £2299 £1198
Micromega 2.5 Trans £2500 £1495
Micromega DAC1 £500 £298
Mission PCMII
£250 £150
Mission daD 7000
£195
Musical Fidelity Digilog £ 195
Musical Fidelity Tubalog £500 £368
Musical Fidelity E600 £600 £428
Nairn CD3
(6 months old / mint) £993 £798
Naim CD1
£ 1999 £ 1298
Parasound DAC-1000 £795 £528
Pioneer PDS901 ( Silver) £250
Pioneer PD9700 . £450 £254
Pioneer PDM900 ( Multi) £600 £298
Proceed PDT1/ PDP1 £3490 £ 1690
PS Audio UttraLink 2 DAC£2200 £ 1348
OED Digit Reference £450 £284
Quad 67CD CD Player £900 £695
Technics SL- PS 770A £250 £155
Technics SL PG500A (Silver) £ 150
Teac P700 Trans + Opt Remote
£900 £645
Trichord Pulsar 1
£ 1195 £847
Wadla 2000 (Trans/DA01 £ 12,000 £5998
Yamaha CDX 530E £230 £125
TAPE DECKS / TUNERS MIM
Audiolab 8000T £750 £538
Avantic BM611 Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 (no decoder)
£148
Cambridge T55 Tuner (Black)
£78
Creek T40
£ 199 £125
Cyrus Tuner
£399 £268
Marantz SD55 3 hd / 2 mtr £400 £195
Nakamiehi 680ZX £600 £398
Pioneer CT7OR 3 head (Silver)
£150
Quad 66 Tuner
£438
Revox B215
£ 1950 £658
Yamaha KXW282 (Twin) £260 £168
Yamaha KX480 mint £200 £138
Yamaha T-09 Tuner £ 150
£90
LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustat Model X (valve amps) £1298
Acoustic Energy AEI £799 £498
Acoustic Energy AE1
(Rosewood) with stands £950 £648
Apogee Caliper Signature £4000 £ 1508
Audio Note AN J/D ( Blk) £930 £548

MU LOUDSPEAKERS ( Continued) M11
Dali 104MS Special Edit £650 £418
DCM Time Windows
£395
Equation Zero ( Blk) £ 1700 £748
Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000 £398
JBL M Series M330 PA Speakers£895
KEF 103/4 (
Black) £ 1200 £595
KEF 104/2 (Teak) £ 1495 £595
KEF 70s ( Surrounds) £299 £ 195
Klipsch Heresy 11 ( Black) £754
Lentek Monitors
£400
Linn Kelidh (Walnut) £750 £598
Linn Kaber (marked) £2200
Linn lsobarik Passive ( Blk)
£9
£
998
50
Linn Sara + Stands
£375
Martin Logan Aerius £2200 £ 1548
Mission 752 (BLack) £580 £295
Mission 754F (Oak) Ex-dem £ 1198
£695 £395
Mission 765i
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395 £248
Monitor Audio 852 Gold Teak £500 £269

ED HI-FI
TEED!
LOUDSPEAKERS (Continued)
Monitor Audio MA800 Rose £795
£395
Musical Fidelity MC2
£ 195
Prawel Acoustics
Ensemble (Teak)
£1398
ProAc Response 2
£ 1700 £998
REL Stadium Sub (Blk) £ 1000 £648
Rogers LS-4 ( Black)
£ 185
Rogers LS3/5a (Black) £799 £398
Ruark Templar 2
£559 £395
Spendor SP1
£549
Spendor BCIII (Teak)
£395
Tangent RS2 + Stands £400 £225
Tannoy Devon ( 12 -deems)
£795 £298
TDL Studio 1
£800 £475
Thiel CS1.2
£ 1100 £645
Townshend Glastonbury Il £ 1700
£894
Wharfedale Coleridge (Blk) £165
Wilson Audio
Watt 3 + Puppy 2 ( Black) £ 13,300 £7498
Yamaha NS10 Studio £300
£168

LONDON SHOWROOM CLEARANCE
ALL NEW STOCK
FULLY GUARANTEED

i
PRICED TO CLEAR !
-SO BE QUICK!

IM AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Audiolab 8000C Mk2 Pre £549 £447
Audiolab 8000P Mk2 Pwr £749 £547
Audiolab 80000 Pre £ 1099 £897
Audio Research D200
Power - 200 wpc
£3250 £2257
Chord SPM1000B
Balance Power £2785 £ 1997
Chord SPM 1200B
Balance Power £3525 £2527
Chord CPA2800B
Line Stage Pre
£3246 £2247
DPA Renaissance Intgrtd £595 £477
DPA DSP200 Line Pre £499 £397
Krell KSA100S £5843 £3997
QED Systemline
Kit + Modifications £3000 £1897
Thorens TTP2000 Mk1 Pre £499
£397
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr (35w) £599 £477
Yamaha A970 ( New) £800 £507

VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Alchemy
Vac- In-The-Box Phono/Pre £249 £ 197
Audion Sterling Intgrtd £ 1200 £947
Audion Silver Knight
Anniversary Monoblocks £3400 £2697
Audion Silver Knight
Integrated 300B
£ 1125 £897
Audio Research BLI Cnvtr £888 £587
Audio Research V70 Pwr£4480 £2487
Audio Research
LS5 Mk1 Line Pre £5295 £3997
Great 5050 Power £2150 £ 1657
Graaf WFB 2 Pre £ 1195 £897
PM Components MPL1 Pre plus
2 xMp211 Power amps £5000 £2507
Unison Simply Four Pentode
Class A Power amp £ 1550 £1247
CD PLAYERS / DACS 11
Arcam Delta 270CD £800 £447
Audio Alchemy DACMAN £ 149 £ 117
Audio Alchemy DAC-119-130X £229 £177
Audio Alchemy Digital
Encoding Engine V1.1 £399 £297
Audio Alchemy DTI Plus £249 £ 197
Audio Alchemy ACD2 Plyr £490 £397
Audiolab 8000CDM Tms £ 1399 £1097

26 NEW (AVENDISH

ST

LONDON WC1M 7LH
PHONE FOR DETAILS:

0171 486 8262/3
Audiolab 8000D Rev £899
DPA Renaissance CD Plyr £950
Micromega Stage 4 CD £600
Micromega Stage 5 CD £750
Micromega Stage 6 CD £950
Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster £245
Theta TLC Jitter Buster £229

£697
£647
£397
£597
£747
£197
£177

AUDIO-VISUAL
Lexicon DC1 + AC3 £4000 £2997
Lexicon 500T Touch Screen
Remote Control £2000 £1497
Onkyo TXSV 919 5Channel
100w Receiver £ 1995 £1497
Onkyo TXSV 424R 5Charmer
50w RDS Receiver £450 £377
Onkyo TXSV 525R 5Channel
8w RDS Receiver £600 £477
Orelle XTC POW 1Power amp
4channel 175wpc £2000 £1497
Parasound HCA1206 THX
6 Channel power amp £2195 £1697
Rene PE17
Room Equaliser £699 £497
Rane THX 44
Room Equaliser £ 1750 £997
LOUDSPEAKERS
B&W THX System £4975 £2977
Castle Howard Mk2 £ 1200 £947
Epos ES22
£11.85 £987
Harbeth HL Compact 7 £ 1499 £1197
Harbeth HL K6
£ 1049 £847
KEF Ref Model 1Blk £ 1199 £997
Klipsch SW15 Sub
£1600 £1197
Klipsch DPS Effects THX £800 £597
Klipsch LCR Main and Centre
THX System (
Each)
MOO £397
Meridian M2500 Active Sub£1595 £1297
Mission 754F
£ 1498 £997
Note Perfect Virtuoso £2750 £1497
Note Perfect Concert £2450 £ 1297
Pink Triangle Ventrical £896 £597
Quad ESL63 Afro/black £3450 £1997
Quad fit Gradient SW63
Subwoofer system £ 1750 £997
Sonus Faber
Electa Amator Mk1 £3293 £2497
Wilson Witt Mk1
£8888 £6887

TRADING STATION
35 Cowgate Peterborough

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

ESTABLISHED 1974

I

for sale trade
B

(...ormerly
... formerly Bravura)
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KEF AUDIO

the Virtuoso range
"...dynamic, immediate
performance... transparent enough to
allow the life in the recording to shine
through..."...a firmer bass quality...
"Piano could sound very good indeed,
tactile and convincing, and vocals could
be just exquisite." [ Virtuoso Bronze,
HiFi News, July, 1997]
"...breathtaking speed and transparency
at low frequencies ... asuperb sense of
timing and the ability to play bass-heavy
material with delightful agility...
"...plays middle frequencies quite
spectacularly. ... high and low
frequencies come across with equal
aplomb. "...fine dynamics ...
"the finesse of an electrostatic and the
timing of aRehdeko..." [ Virtuoso Gold,
Hi Fi Choice, June, 1997]

MARANTZ K1

VirtuosoGold

Now, what will they say about the VirtuosoReference?
Believe it: these are the free range, organic products
of the audio world - they cost alittle more, maybe,
but they give amuch better taste. Prices from £2995.
B*a speakers are designed and manufactured by
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks, HASTINGS,
East Sussex TN35 4NB United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1424 813888 Fax: +44 (0)1424 812755

b
DENON

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD

ASAi
KEEPING
TABS
ON ADS

CROYDON SURREY ORO 7AF

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
Email: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com

ADVERTISING STANDARDS AUTHORITY 2 TORRINGTON PLACE LONDON WC1E 7HW

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

11

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used. Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, HiFI Answers.

"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, 111-F1 News RIB.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger. Hi -Fi Choice. The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking. Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers: highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: II ••U• Malcolm Steward Hi FI Choice.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System ® brings the Gairards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS -The Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, its in aclass of it's own!"
Alan Sitcom, Hi-Fl Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jaguar." Audiophile. "
Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gels everything ri
ght.
Peter Soper insists Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldn't disagree.' Noel Keywood, HI-Fl World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up, heavy plinth and appropriate mat, Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HI-FI News RIB. "
Ihave been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sc..unding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, HI-Fl World.
OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results I
get are
really unbelievable and I
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes) Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art." Mr %linger. "
Iam delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic. Well
worth all the detailed work that went into the design" R. Newham. "
When Ifirst put up the Slate Audio 3011 must
admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the moon,
the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! Iwould very highly recommend any of your
customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

>>
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THE GLASSMAT

411.

The finest platter mat in the world.
I I

The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY "KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GCA .DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THEGARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE lI 1111 SPEED Ale STIIENT.
STORMFORCE DEVASTATING SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTRICS. BEWARE.... STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!
HUMDINGER ELEVATE YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
BACKLASH SUPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD 'WON° SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDL\G OFC LEADS: BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN PGRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® I
LSO FOR EMT AM ) THORENS 7D124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA R9300 FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS
SME 3009S2 ( 1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

BE

BRAVE

FACE YOUR

FEARS

LIVE YOUR

DREAMS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ell TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601
E

for sale trade

SME Turntables are massively and beautifully constructed using the finest quality parts, and engineering techniques. Both models now
in mk2 guise offer much improved performance from their predecessors, featuring aimproved power supply and anew 3phase, hightorque motor system eliminating cogging. The listening experience from those 12" slabs of vinyl and 78s is nothing short of breathtaking, with aextraordinary three dimensional soundstage, and stable stereo imaging, together with precise pitch stability. This is all
achieved by aunique four point suspension system featuring purpose moulded 'O-'rings and fluid damping, ensuring SME turntables
are free of extraneous vibration effects.
SME Turntables feature long term dependability, and freedom from critical adjustments and setting up procedures.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND DEMONSTRATIONS OF ALL SME PRODUCTS CONTACT

UNIQUE AUDIO LONDON

SOUTH WEST ANALOGUE

0181 450 7384

01643 851351

WilmslowVAudio
"I The loudspeaker specialists for covey 30 years
The UK's largest distributor of replacement speaker dri‘e units

Contact
COMMUNICATIONS

and accessories for the trade and DIY speaker builder

COME AND

PR

LISTEN TO

marketing

THE AMAZING

design

NEW
Audio Synthesis
"Decade"
AMPLIFIER & PAX
NOW ON

IPR Award Winners 1997

DEMONSTRATION

A range of 25 DIY loudspeaker kits from £ 140 - £3800 on demonstration
•Crossover design and supply
• Large range of accessories including Capacitors, Inductors

01732 780 364

• Resistors. Binding Pests, Grille cloths and foams

contactPR@btinternet.com

•Ports, Spikes, Cable and much, much more
Wilmslow Audio Ltd

Phone for your free catologue

SO Main Street
Broughton ..‘ stley

Tel: 01455 286603

Leicester

Fax: 01455 286605

LE9 6RD

Ennaihwilmslow.audio@dial.iipex.com

Po Box 117 Sevenoaks Kent England TN15 6ZY

for sale trade
SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
conrad-johnson PV10AL preamplifier
conrad-johnson PV10A preamplifier
conrad-johnson PFR line remote preamplifier
conrad-johnson ART line remote valve preamplifier
conrad-johnson MV55 ( 2x50 W) valve power amplifier
conrad-johnson Premier BA (2x275W) mono amplifiers
conrad-johnson Premier 10 valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve dia converter
Conrad-Johnson DR- 1CD transport
Golden Tube SEP-1valve line preamplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11(2x8W stereo) - new
Melon 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
Melos 402 Gold 400W valve monoblock ( pair)
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
Wheaton Tri Planar IV tonearm ( new)
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC cable
Muse Model 2d/a converter ( silver/black)
Muse Model 5CO transport ( silver/black)
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W - pair (silver)
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee/JEM loudspeakers ( new)
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers ( walnut)
Avalon Radian HC loudspeakers (cherry)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
Shun Mook platforms and tunlny devIces ( selection)

AUDIOFREAKS

RRP

£995
£ 1295
£2500
£15000
£1995
£17000
£3750
£2000
£1800
£900
£1400
£4500
£8950
£900
£3000
£4700
£2000
£1800
£4000
£5500
£5500
£ 13000
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

Special

£795
£995
£ 1900
£9800
£ 1450
£9950
£ 1900
£ 1500
£ 1400
£650
£850
£2500
£4300
£490
£ 1700
£2500
£ 1350
£ 1200
£2500
£2900
£3800
£8000

1>istrihutnrs () I
. Fine Audit) Sr.
1104ne Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

gt1/1/00A9
Aymedraffaapep&sees

DESIGN 8
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES.
PENFOLD LANE, COLMEN
GREEN. DUCKS HP15 6511
(01494) 714058 8FAX

BANDOR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
• Any one loudspeaker covers //irds of musical spectrum
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE ct ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £ 1.00 STAMP

ALPHASON

Music Mill
Hi Fi advice that's always worth listening lo

0131 - 555 3963
MICHELL ARGO/HERA
£400
THETA CHROMA (NON HDCD)
£600
TANNOY M20 ( BLACK)
£ 100
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST (WALNUT) £2950
AUDIOLAB 8000A 10 MONTHS OLD
£380
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN (AFEW HOURS USE) £480
MICHELL ISO/HERA
£400
QUAD 34/306 (GREY) VGC
£350
CELESTION 3000 MK1 C/W STANDS
SILVER/BLACK
£250
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN PRE/PWR EX DEM £850
CELESTION A3
£ 1500
10am-6pm • MON SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 50G

AUDIO

MATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
LET

SALE

Alchemist Forseti pre + power
£2228
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)
£579

.PO.A
.PO.A

Audion Black Shadows 845 valve (new) £4030
Audio Innovations 2nd monoblocks
£2500 .. £ 1350
Audio Innovations L2 pre
£750 .. £450
Audion Silvernight 300B monoblocks . £2250
Cadence ES spks (e/d) 5year warr.
£3500 ...PO.A.
Chario Academy 1 - solid walnut
£ 1349 ... .£999
Chario Academy 2 - solid walnut
£1699 .. £1199
Clements PT 7piano lacquer. black
£4250 .. £2250
Counter Point SA 1000 pre (e/d)
£2818 .. £ 1795
Counter Point SA 100 power
Jadis JA80's monoblocks
£9912 . £4450
Jadis JA30's monoblocks KT88 £5980 .. £2750
Krell Kay 300i int. amp
£2500 ... PO.A.
Linn lsobariks spkrs (inc stands)
£
650

PO A

Macintosh 712 pre (e/d) (r/c)
Macintosh MC7100 power (e/d)
Musical Fidelity 3A pee
Nakamichi BX 30i3E caos
Nakamichi 682 D< caos
Quad 606 power
Tannoy Cheviots

PO A
£180
£350
£450
£350
£350

A NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON OEM - THE BLACK
SHADOWS 845 TO THE GOLDEN DREAMS - WITH CADENCE
ES MK II'S - LISTEN + BE PERSUADED
On Dern:- Alchemist, Anthem, Audiorneca, Auction Valve Amps.
Cadence Speakers, D.P.A., Monarchy. Ortoton. Pink Triangle
Project M. Sonic Fronliersanangle Speakers, Trilogy Valve Amps, Van der Hal

Lockwood Auto
THE

AUTHORISED TANYar SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appoimmeta

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road

required

Borehamwood Hens WD6 IWE

for the UK's leading specialist hi- ti and

rmi Phone: +44(0)

home entertainment furniture manufacturer.

181 -207 4472 RIM

Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

MM.;

For further details contact John B. Reddington
ALPHASON DESIGNS LIMITED

Absolute Tune-ups
Ab..5,1,,,,, Ǹiunds qualified engineer:. can now repair,

Tel: +44 1189 833523 Fax: +44 1189 833567
E-mail john reddington.@virgin.net

sir

arle Ill);11-sild shill 11111101T Wa• san

undertake rebuilds t;•ith wlecled audiophile grade
components and can also otter a Salt e
matching wry ice. ['Aped only

Falcon Acoustics
Ltd
Incotporating: I,kon
rook.,
Nound
New Tapped Inductors
0-10m11 in ImH & 0-ImH in 0.ImH steps
Ness and updated FOCAL ' State of the Are Kits
& . 1$11.ah Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLES 630s Polypropylene
capacitors.

DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and a pick of the best
from other manufacturers.

CROSSOVER NETWORKS:- Active & Passive.
Components. Accessories, Large range of Capacitors
+ Falcon Custom- wound Inductors.

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 5, Recipes Cookbook,
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in P/L.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder. Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large selection of Programs available, from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via

AIRR, ImudSpeaker Ver.6. BassBox, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit. the Mitey Mie Kit and

Mic/Preanip kit for the . tudiosuite or AIRR
Electronic crossover & Sub- bass booklet 3^ Ed.
Send for our FREE price list P1.26: Just send a large
S.A.E. (38p stamp) or US$2 bill overseas,

bill or 3Intl. Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:(Dept HEN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON, Norwich. Norfolk. NR14 8.1T

Europe US$1

Tel: ( 0)1508 578272

110

the

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

C -HOKING

A

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

, COMPONENTS
1 ACCESSORIES
PT
UBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fox (215) 297-8661
ç
Visit our wpbsite at:
intp://www.tetwyre.com
email: tetwyreelfetwyre.cow

THE
CAIftE

(commnii

PO. Bon 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

,

Baffled
cables

by the number of
on the market?

The Russ Andrews Solution
Use Kimber Cable - the best!
By using high qualiy Kimber Kable you can achieve
results that will astound you... it will transform your
Hi Fi system.
Our Paid Approval Scheme allows you 14 days to
evaluate these quality cables without obligation to
keep them.
Our NEW Audio Lifestyle Brochure contains our
range of accessories and cables to make your
music sound better.

Give your system anew lease of life!
To receive our latest information just mail, phone or fax the following address:
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd. Edge Bank House,
Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS England

Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539 823317
MARCH 1998
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for sale trade
Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED ElR IPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Alchemist Forsetti Amplifier

les dem) £699.00

Arcam Delta III) Pre Amplifier ( SSP 7491
Arcam Delta 90 Amplifie

( new) £299.95
(
aced) £29548)

Arcam Xeta 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp

Aermomr LINKS

( used) £250.00

Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier

(ex dem) £599.03

Audiolab 8000A Amplifier

ex dem) £400.09

Audiolab 8000S Amplifier
Audiolab 8000CD CD Player

(ex dom)
£560.00
( ex dear) £800.00

B & W DM601 Loudspeakers

IICOMPONENTS

ex deml £ 399.03

Infinity Emit K Speakers inc stands ( white)

( used) £450.00

Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier ( ex dom)
£200.00
Meridian 501 Pre- Amplifier
( ex dem) £549.00
Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC

7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe

( ex dem) £595110

Meridian 2)8) Tri Chord Transpon
Micromega Trio CD/DAGP/Supply/Slate Bed
Micromega Stage One CD player

( used) £ 195.00
( used) £29510

Naim NAC 42 Pre- Amplifier

( used) £ 195.1X1

Naim NAC 12 Pre- Amplifier

( used) £95.00

Naim NAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
Naim NAP 180 Power Amplifier
Naim Hi-Cap Power Supply

( used) £395.00
( ex dem) £599.00

Quad 306 Power Amplifier

( ex dom)

Sesos B77 Open Reel Recorder
Status 5(1) Pre- Power Amplifier

£270.00

( used) £495.013
used) £600.00

Sony CDP502ES CD Player

( used) £240.00

Technics SLP2000 CD Player

( used) £550.00

VP) TNT T/Table C/W Exact Arm Grado Sig

( used) ...£ 1950.00

Visit our web site at http://www.lintone.co.uk
e-mail on, lintone.audio@virgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Catehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3.1W.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

atv

499

MONITOR AUDIO 705

1499

1275

Some Faber Guannan
Exlrema speakers
speakers limited
stands
edition £3795
£4500

VII
sir

2475

Nakamecr 700 DIE 3head cassette deck
£895
Martrn Logan CLS 22 speakers • stands
from £ 1995

se)
sil)

Apogee Mint Grand speakers • subs pan° black £2995
Audio Research V70 power amp balanced £ 1995
Audio Research 9160 power amp
stir
£ 1495
Audro Research LS3B preamp remote black £ 1795
£1295
Gryphon
Audro
Research
Limited LS7
Eddron
preamp
preamp
Latest
£3500
Gryphon XI preamp
£2295

stir
sill

Levinson 12A preamp • >supply rnmimc
£995
Arcam 170 CD transport
£250
Arcam 1763 CD transport
£350
Arcam black box SDAC
S/h
£250
Arcam Dena 1100 preamp/DAC black box 50 cheset £395
Arcan Delta 120 power amp
£250
PS Audro 46 preamp mm/mc
£395

se,
se,
eh

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20
PIANO Cherry

2900

THETA PRO- BASIC III

2990

2550

SOWS FABER Extrema + stands

7400

5500

ANGSTROM 200 DTS

3950

3350

960

815

1460

1150

MICHE LL GYRODEC ex arm
SME V

895

749

2400

1995

14,950

12,000

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7

1750

1145

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

2250

1850

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

3400

2950

229

199

THETA GOLIATH

199

185

MICH2LL GYROPOWER OC

399

359

ISO HER

DWIN riD 500 projector

4,400

M. AUDIO Studio 50 Wood

THETA TLC

422 RICHMOND ROAD
TEL ( 0181) 892 7613
EAST TWICKENHAM

FAX ( 01E11) 892 7749

MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

MADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
.....•••Of.

...a.cr.,wes.avin
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Solen Inductors
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G T AUDIO =
Tel/fax: 01895 833099
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ACOUSTIC PANELS
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SLEDGEHAMMER

Records at Cost
NOW YOU CAN BUY YOUR CDs

AT DEALER'S COST PRICE

•

E3

LEAF

As a member of the WSL Records at
Cost Service you can buy any brand
new CD at trade price + postage and a
small handling charge from only 50p.
Write, phone, fax or e-mall us now and
we'll send you full details of the Records
at Cost Service and how to join.

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283

USA.

e-mail: madisoundentis.com
Web Page: http:Atninoltis.com/madisound

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

WSL P.O. BOX 32 ST. LEONARDS EAST SUSSEX TN39 OUZ
TEL: (01424) 718254

(
24 Hours)

FAX: (
01424) 718262

E-MAIL: WILSONSTEREOLIBRARYCCOMPUSERVE.COM

uoirrE YOU TO CASH IN ON A
MASSIVE CD WAREHOUSE
PWS! WE

Clearance Sale!

TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 808-831-3771

new
e
nid
stir
s/h
se,
sir
ed
s/li
sh

SALE

moNroR

THETA Data basic II silver

•Service /et Repairs
•Valve 8( transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
ATV SERVICES
radios
LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's
01372 456921
.Valves tested

£1295
£4995
£2295
£2995
£1495
£1395
£395
£4995
£595
£995

699

Ex Demonstration + part
exchange equipment to clear

( used) £250.00

Quantum Minstel Amplifier

sil
5/11
Sill
sfh
s/h
sir
s/h
sir
stir
sir

LIST

RIVERSIDE HIFI

( used) £320.03
( used) £720.03

Naim Flat Cap Power Supply

Krell Studio DAC balanced AT&T etc
Aude Research SP14 pre amp silver
Aurae Research CDT1 transpon pro 9
Audelab 8000 mono power amps
Threshold FET 10E pre amp phonolee
Threshold FET 10 pre amp f' supplies
Oracle Delphi Mk3 tumtable Sumer) the arm
Alphason Symphony turntable • arrn • psupply

SALE
£4500
£2995
f1895
£1395
£1595
£995
£1995
£1695
£1495
£995

AUDIO 901

r 01724 8704

( used) £550.00

Mus Fid MVT Pre Amplifier
( used) £300.00
Mus Fid MASO Mono Power Amplifiers ( used) £500.03
Naim NAC 62 Pre- Amplifier

Mrnt
Mrnt

Non 4speakers black ash
Apogee Stage speakers • stands
Tannoy 638 Profile speakers black
Wilson Audio Wilt speaker Nano black
SME 345 Tonearm black/gold rare
SME VTonearrn boxed tools etc
As new
Merldran 502 balanced preamp
Latest £ 995
Mendran 557 balanced power amp
Lalest £ 1095
Mendran 565 AC3 surround sound
£2200
Mcromega 21 CD • duo pro 2DAC
Latest £2500
Krell KSL Mk2 preamp balanced
£ 1295
Krell PAM 1dual mono preamp ( superb phono)stir
£998
Burmerster 850 mono power amps ( rare)
El 995
Burmerster 838/846 phoneme gold plated
£1495
Bunneste 838/846 phono/rne chrome
£ 1295

( ex dom)

Nakamichi CD2 Compact Disc Player

Krell KSA 200S power amp choice ol 2
Krell ESA 250 power amp choice of 2

Lumley St70 valve power amp chrome
B & W 800 Marne black ash superb rare
Mendran DSP 5000 dertal actrve speakers rosewood
Ensemble Prima Donna speakers

North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

(
used) . 1495.00
( used) £2600.00

Micromega Stag Three CD player

CATALOGUE

OUT NOW - £2.00

( used) £420013

Castle Severn Loudspeakers

NEW YEAR REDUCTIONS

SPECIALIST

( used) £ 140.00

Cyrus 31 Amplifier

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

1998

(ex dent) £699.00

Arcam Alpha 5CD Player

HIGH END AUDIO

cid
o/d
NO
s./11
NI)
MI
Or
Nil

sir
sth
sit
sin

s/h
se,
eh

Counterpoint SA12 power amp black
£595
£eh
1995
sit
Gokimund Men. 3power amp
Cary 2A3 triode stereo power amp chrome
£895
stir
Cary CAD 5500 CD preamp
sir
£ 595
Acuphase DP70 CD player AT•T
£ 1895
SA1
Mendlan 200/203 CD DAC trichord
£779955
Menden 208 CD/preamp phono board MRS
£
CAL tempest 2CD player valvesib
value £ 1295
Cambndge CD1 CD player
£500
Well Tempered classic turntaNe silver wired
£995
Rare £500
Cranfeld Rock The Onginal

ssnilt'

Tanberg 83009 Mk11 mono power amps
£895
Sota Cosmos turntable vacuum hold
Sterne-1g £ 1595

eh
silt

Snell Type A3 loudspeakers
£3295
Spendor SP2 2loudspeakers . stands
£350
Wharldale Opten 1active loudspeakers
Rare £ 1500
Adcom GFA 565 mono power amps
value £895
Linn Archive CarIndge
Good condition £495
Accouslat 11 Electrostatic speakers black
£495
REF 102.28 Kube 200 speakers rosewood £450
Silvered° speaker 8stand
Stunning £ 1495
Counterpowl SA9 phono slope
The best £ 1895
Beard BB100 Mk2 integrated amp valve
£795
Martn Logan SL3 hybre electrostatc £2495
Proac Stude 200 speakers mahogany
from £995
£2790
Jadis JD2 Top load CD transport
Menden 508 24 brt CD player
Latest £ 1695
Linn Karnck Nemenc 2CD transport/DAC
from £ 1295
Melon 402 Gold High Current 400W Mode monos
£3995
Rowland Model 2power amp
Latest £2995
Krell (SA 20013 power amp
Lae version £2500
Krell EST 100 Mk11 power amp balanced £ 1495
Krell (AV Audio Visual preamp prosessor AC3 etc £8995
Audio Research 0140 power amps mono
£3995
Audio Research reference one preamp
£4995

£10000
£3850
£3450
£600
£8888
£1000.
£1461
£1295
£14130
£2700
£4000
£2300
£1998
£5350
£3500
£3250
£6200
£6890
£1600
£4550
£08595
£4400
£2645
£3025
El 698
£8000
£5500
£2400
£620
£700
£450
£750
£520
£900
£1200
£5150
£1495

e
eh
set

£1200
£6000
£1660
£1665
£3900
£1500
£2500

£2195
£4400
£8995
Sh
£850
Se,
stir 010000.
NCI
£2000
£1000
sit
£1095
se,
se,
£895
£2350
stir
£4800
set
£1495
sill
£3399
eh
nid
£1850
sit
£4490
£1995
led
eh
£2572
se,
£8950
£5000
Or
£5550
sir
sir
£2897
silt £14390
£8800
sn,
Ms
£8950

NEW IN THIS MONTH
£5490

Krell ( PS 301 CD Player 3months old. mint
£2995
Counterpoint DAIOE & DAIIE CD Tranworr S. DAC Ultra

sfh

Analogue 20 Bit, Silver. mint

£ 1995

s/h £4165

Nakanuchi CR7E 3head Cassette deck. nint
£ 1195
PS Audio IVA Phono stage moddred MM/MC VGC
£250
Krell (AV 3001 Integrated Amp RC 3months old. mint £ 1995

stir £ 1995
srti £700,
eh £2545

Osad 44 Preamp. mint
£250
Concordat Equede Preamp vath exclusive supply £995
Musical Feebly 81001 Integrated Amp RC. mint £ 1995

eh £450
sib £ 1995
New £2500

Mark Lewnson M1.3 Power Amp. VGC
£2995
Sonus Faber Concedo Grand Piano speakers 8stands

sib £8250

only 3months on mot
£ 1495
Quad ESL 63 speakers 8stands black, latest mint £ 1695
Countepoent SAII Valve Lmestage RC Sliver
Fully serviced new valves etc. superb. mint
£2995
£995
Magneplanar I5OR Speakers ^tax

sill £2111
se, £3000
eh
set

£8785
£1600

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS ,

t

MARCH 1998

LIST
£7967
£6600
£4450
£3298
£3290
£1600
£4920
£4250
£3400
£2700
£2300
£10000
£3460

III

Audio _
Note Kit Amplifiers
The Audio Note Kit One (
illustrated)

The Audio Note Kit Two

Based around the justly famous 300B directly heated triode, we see this kit as the
introduction to real Audio Amplification, as it covers all the important aspects of
design necessary, Single Ended, No- Feedback, Class A. Directly Heated bode,

Kit Two features a single 6550 tetrode running in Single- Ended mode, yielding some

to become a member of this exclusive club of amplifiers.
Kit One has one 300B per channel running at 420 volts with 75mA current giving
8-9 watts of the cleanest power you will ever hear, the input stage consists of
a 6SN7GT with a 5687 double triode driver stage running in SRPP. The power supply
is capacitor-choke-capacitor configuration with a 5U4G HT rectifier, the 300B's have
a DC filament supply for hum-free operation whilst the other valves are AC heated.
Component quality is similar to our Level 2finished products, Audio Note paper in oil
signal capacitors. Beyschlag 1watt 1% metal film resistors, good quality electrolytics
(sorry NO Black Gates!) and a simple, attractive
stereo chassis in black paintwork. We have
several component and cosmetic
upgrades available for Kit One,
please ask for details.

12 watts of pure Class A. With a valve rectified HT for the output stage, stereo chassis,
and 6SN7GT input and 12,AX7/ECC83 SRPP driver stage, componentry and chassis
as Kit One.
Kit Two costs £599 incl. VAT, includes valves, but not postage/packing.
KIT TWO ORDER

CODE:

AN- KIT- 002

The Audio Note Kit Three
Kit Three features 2 x300B's per channel running in single-ended parallel yielding
16/17 watts in pure Class A. This kit is on two mono chassis with valve rectified HT
supplies, no signal feedback, it uses a 6SN7GT double triode as input valve and
a pair of 5687 double triodes running in SRPP as drivers. The Kit Three is essentially
a mono version of the Kit One with double the power, the some component choices
and on two chassis' instead of one.
The Kit Three costs £ 1,550 incl. VAT but excluding delivery.
KIT THREE

ORDER

CODE:

AN- KIT- 003

The Audio Note Kit Four
The Kit Four is really our introduction to valve amplifier kit building, the circuit and
power supply being mounted on a single printed circuit board. The high-quality pushpull output and mains transformers are all mounted in a small aluminium chassis
covering everything so nobody will be able to see that you have succumb to the lure
of the valve amplifier which is sweeping the world. The circuit consists of two 6V6GT
tetrodes running in Push- Pull class A yielding about 10 watts, driven by a 6SN7GT and
a 12AX7/ECC83 input stage. Easy to build, even for the beginner. Visually Kit Four
matches the Audio Note Pre-amplifier shown here but with a single chrome- plated

The Kit One
has recently
been
awarded the
title " The
Greatest Audio
Bargain of the
Twentieth Century"

volume control. As with all Audio Note kits everything (
except solder) is included.
The Kit Four costs: £299 incl. VAT but not delivery.
KIT

by Dick Olsher
(ex-Stereophile) in a review on
the Internet - this is just one of

ORDER

CODE:

AN- KIT- 004

Audio Note Driver, Interstage & Pre Amplifier Output Transformers

many rave reviews, copies of
which we can supply on request.

Here is a product group that you do not see advertised every day! As usual we start
small with the intention to grow quickly.

Price: £ 799 incl. VAT,
which includes ALL ports & valves
(yes, also the 2 x 3008's needed)
but not postage/packing which
to UK customers is £ 12.
KIT ONE ORDER CODE:

FOUR

AN- KIT- 001

Audio Note is happy to provide a wide range of complete kits, output and mains
transformers, chokes, paper in oil, aluminium, tin, copper or silver foil signal

Audio Note Paper In Oil Signal Capacitors
These handmade signal capacitors are sonically superior to any of the plastic or other
paper types we have come across. If you have never experienced the difference that
a really good paper/oil capacitor can make in a valve amplifier, then you really
should try.

Audio Note Paper In Oil Tin Foil Signal Capacitors
The tin foil is better than alu-foil for most applications, we recommend you try them!

capacitors, Black Gale, Cerafine or standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum,
carbon and metal film resistors, silver wires, interstage and driver transformers,

Audio Note Paper In Oil Copper & Silver Foil Signal Capacitors

switches, balance controls, potentiometers, attenuators, chassis's and fittings for the
quality oriented DIV'er, whether you are a beginner or hardened experimenter, male
or female, we have the best (and not always most expensive) parts for most projects.

These copperfoil paper signal capacitors are considerably better than both the
standard offerings and the tin foils. To start with there will be a few values / voltages of
each available and we shall expend as fast as we can to cover all the popular values.

Audio Note Loudspeaker Drivers & Kits

Audio Note Acid 8( Chloride Free Silver Solder

We shall be offering the speaker drivers that we use in our own loudspeakers for general
sale from now on. You can by the drivers individually or together with matched and

The best solder available, used in all our amplifiers from OTO to the mighty GAKU-ON.

tested cross-overs. cabinet drawings and reflex ports.

Audio Note Cables 8( Wires

Audio Note Circuits, Valvedata & Basic Technical Information

Audio Note manufacture a range of high quality copper and silver coax, speaker and

If you would like some suggestions which to base a future project around, then we shall
be happy to provide you with a circuit pack containing good circuits like ONGAKU,
KEGON/KASSAI, NEIRO, GAKU-ON plus several other power amplifier circuits and the
M7Tube & M10 pre-amplifiers, which are the best sounding pre-amplifier circuits we
have corne across.

wiring cables, which, depending on the overall price of the project will do justice to
any hifi system, regardless of price. Please call for prices and details.

Audio Note High Quality Stepped Attenuators & Switches
These handmade affenuators and switches are manufactured by a friend of
Mr Kondo of Audio Note. They are the best you can buy.

Audio Note Quality Output Transformers
We are in the process of building up four separate ranges of Audio Note output

Audio Note High Quality Valve Bases

transformers, h order to offer the best possible outputs at different pricepoints, they will
fall into four categories,

All of our valve bases are of the highest possible quality materials. Ceramic, Teflon

Economy range Selected to ensure quality audio in a price efficient package.

Audio Note Resistors

Mid-price range Top quality with specially selected components.
High Quality range Double C-core outputs for single-ended circuits exclusively.

and gold and silver plated. If you want the best look no further - they are the ultimate!

Audio Note endeavour to stock the entire El 2 range of all the different makes of
resistor, since most are used in our products stock is generally available within four weeks.

Super High Quality range All-silver wired outputs of the best possible quality.

BEYSCHLAG - HOLCO - SHINKOH Tantalum Film Resistors

Audio Note offer a design, prototyping and production service, where we can supply
for almost any requirement. Please telephone for details.

AUDIO NOTE 1/2 Watt Tantalum Resistors

Audio Note Mains Transformers
Available for most popular designs. We shall continue to expand the range as
opportunities become available.

AUDIO NOTE 1Watt Tantalum Resistors
AUDIO NOTE 2Watt 1% Tantalum Resistors
AUDIO NOTE Precision Carbon Film Resistors
ALLEN BRADLEY 1Watt 5% Carbon Film Resistors

Components &

valves

7-7-7
The Audio Note Pre-Amplifier Kit (
illustrated)

The Audio Note AV300BSL

A complete kit loosely based on the Audio Note

Audio Note is proud and happy to announce a joint venture with Mr Alesa Vaic of

(
illustrated)

M7Tube pre-amplifier circuit is now

AVVT in the Czech Republic, under the agreement reached Alesa Vaic's company will

available. The moving- magnet

be making a range of directly heated triodes for small signal, driver and output stages

compatible phono stage

exclusively for Audio Note. This will with time allow

consists of a cascode

us to explore hitherto uncharted territory in the

input, with passive RIAA

field of Single- Ended Audio Amplifier

equalisation and anode-

design, by putting us in a position

follower output using the

to design and manufacture

12AX7/ECC83. Line buffer/

triodes specifically for a given

amplification for the four line

purpose, something which has

inputs consists of an ECC82

not been within our reach in the

configured in parallel anode-

past, where we have always had

follower mode. For the power supply a

to settle for the best amplifying

valve rectifier and choke- input filtering

devices available, but which

are employed. All circuitry is housed in

good as many of them are, were

a non-magnetic aluminium chassis

generally made for other purposes.

giving the very best sound quality.

Initially, we will only have a Super Linear

Both phono and line stages are bunt on

version of the 300B available, dubbed the

tack-less' pcbs alloWng easy construction

Audio Note AV300B SL

but with the sonic benefits of hard-wiring.

limited numbered samples at US $ 425 each

The standard-quality version of the preamp kit includes Roederstein polyester
film capacitors, Beyschlag 1watt 1%
metal film resistors, Noble open-frame
stile potentiometers and all pcbs, valves,
wire etc. Various component upgrades

it will

be available in

either single or in matched pairs. We will follow this
fairly quickly by a new very powerful power triode. the
Audio Note AV62B SL with 120 watt dissipation for about 40 watt Class A in singleended configuration, the most powerful and linear power triode available, at an
expected price of US $ 750 each, it will help advance the case for SE operation
despite the deplorable inefficiency of most modern loudspeakers!!

are available, details upon request.

Audio Note Selected Audio Valves

Cost of The Pre- Amplifier Kit is: £ 349

Our valves are selected from the best available sources and are tested to the same

incl. VAT but not delivery.

stringent standards that we apply in the production of our own amplifiers. They fall into
two categories, standard production items and rare, mostly NOS (
New Old Stock)
valves which are no longer in production. We have compiled a special list of the NOS

Audio Note Black Gate Electron Transfer, High Performance,
Graphite Foil Capacitors

items, which is available against a stamped self addressed envelope, if you live
outside the UK, send US $ 2. You should be aware that the valves on this list are NOT
cheap, but we have stock of original GE, RCA and United Electronics 211, both

Audio Note is currently the sole source in Europe that holds any significant range of

standard versions and reinforced anode type for the US airforce, 845 Westinghouse,

values in stock, we use literally 1000s in production, as we were the first company to
realise the tremendous benefits that Black Gate capacitors offer, and we are to date

VT25/10/10Y, V162/801A, WE300B, STC4300A, Mullard GZ34/CV1377, Tungsol 5U4G

the only high-end audio company in the world to incorporate Black Gate capacitors
consistently in our finished products.
There are very few audio parts that promise a guaranteed improvement when
replacing practically any other part, but this is what the BLACK GATE capacitors
actually do. Exchanging any electrolytic capacitor anywhere in the circuit of an
amplifier or in the crossover of a speaker will greatly improve sound quality. We are
working on some guidelines as to where, how and which types of Black Gates to use
in different circuits, the first such technical guideline is available now and is called
"Improving your CD- Player" and can be obtained by sending a stamped addressed
envelope to us requesting this leaflet. All AUDIO NOTE Level 2 Signature products use
Black Gate Electron Transfer in critical signal / power supply iunctions.

Audio Note Cerafine Powdered Ceramic Electrolytic Capacitors
We have at long last secured a reliable source for these fine power supply fitter
capacitors, a must in any single-ended project. The Cerafines realty cover many of
the Black Gates values and where the prices for the BG's are prohibitive the Cerafine
is a fine sounding alternative. We have increased the range of Cerafines we stock
quite recently, and strongly recommend all the Cerafines as a far superior
replacement or substitute for ordinary electrolytics, and at the prices offered that
should be within most budgets. All power supply Cerafines are supplied with a
capacitor clamp and are upright mounting.

(best sounding 5U4G we have ever heard!), Chatham 5R4WGY and many others.

Audio Note Recommended Magazines
Listener - Review based music 8( hi-fi magazine that contains some of the
best considered 8( well written articles in print A very good read £4 per copy.
The Audio Adventure - Well produced publication, a good alternative to the
established magazines Not afraid to be controversial £4 per copy.
Sound Practices - Our best seller . A must for all DIY projects.
Contributors include Audio Note, Herb Reichert and Diego Nardi £5 per copy.
Vacuum Tube Valley - Specialising in anything to do with audio valves A wealth
of information on specific valves and their applications £8.50 per copy
Positive Feedback - Including zany, controversial articles from a wide range
of contributors including our own Peter Qvortrup. £ 7 per copy.
A full list of available issues on request
FOUNDING
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Call for or more information. Ask for a full components catalogue or see our web page.

Audio Note Potentiometers
The best available from a sound quality / price viewpoint, made by Noble in Japan,
utilising high quality conductive plastic film, However a better alterative is the KO-ON
volume controls which are used in pre-amplifiers like the M7 Tube, M7Line, and in a
mono version on the input in the NEIRO, KASSAI, KEGON and GAKU-ON, these are very
good sounding pots by any standard.
Audio Note also carry large quantities of STANDARD TYPE 9MTCHES, STANDARD
ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS (good quality industrial types), RCA, BNC, BANANAL PLUGS,
RCA SOCKETS, SPEAKER & GROUND TERMINALS & LOUDSPEAKER SPADES.

Audio Note Moving Coil, CD Line 8f. Input Matching Transformers
Audio Note now offer moving coil. CD and Input matching transformers for general
sale. Common to all of these small signal transformers is that they come in a
mumetal screening can with a threaded spindle with a nut for mounting.

Audio Note
Musics Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate
Lyon Close, 125-127 Dayigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (
0)1273 220511

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1273 731498

Web: www.audionote.co.uk
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STE VIE RAY VAUGHN
Couldn't Stand the Weather £20

BOB DYLAN Highway 61 f20
KEB MO Keb Mo f20
These are all pressed on high grade quality
180gm virgin vinyl with their original sleeves.

EMI CENTENARY2nd Issues
Following the success of the original vinyl collection this year
EMI bring you afurther twenty classic albums.
All the albums are pressed on 180gm virgin vinyl. The sleeves are
printed on quality board and original UK release packaging.

Kate Bush Hounds of Love - Frank Sinatra Come Fly with Me
Cliff Richard Cliff - Iron Maiden Iron Maiden - Blondie Parallel Lines
Queen A Day at the Races - Wings Band on the Run - John Lennon Imagine
Jethro Tull Thick as aBrick - The Waterboys This is the Sea - David Bowie Hunky Dory
Syd Barrett Barrett - Deep Purple Shades of - MariIlion Misplaced Childhood
The Band The Band - The Beach Boys Surfs Up - Roxy Music Roxy Music
The Rolling Stones Sticky Fingers - Iggy Pop Lust for Life - Japan Tin Drum

f12.50 each or all 20 for f200 p.p f6

New US Magazine published by Myles Ascot
concentrating on serious high end products
and quality recordings, informed and involvinc
writing by serious enthusiasts which is a
refreshing response to the creeping sterility
which seems to be afflicting the hi fi press.

10 ISSUES ayear.
SUBSCRIBE NOW for f29-95,
and receive the first two issues free
HELIOS CD PLAYERS
VPI HW 161 Record cleaning machine £399

The HW16•5 has been

New to the UK,The Revolutionary

the benchmark record cleaner

CD players from Helios.

since its introduction.

These machines look and feel totally
different to the opposition.

Stereophile's Analogue accessory
of the year for more years than

They sound better too.

can remember, the 16.5 is

On the outside aMetacrylite front

much more than a luxury - it is

panel and Stainless Steel controls

essential to protect your

combine with aheavily damped chassi

valuable investment in vinyl.
It also opens huge vistas of
gloriously cheap second

to produce areassuring sense of solidi
Inside, you'll find amassively rebuilt

'
6
1‘14

transport system ( Model l& 2) with

hand records !

extensive use of Carbon Fibre, and

Nobody with a serious interest

proprietry digital electronics, all

in vinyl record replay can afford

upgradable between models.

to be without one.

The results speak for themselves.

We stock afull compliment

Effortless bass dynamics and awide oF
sound stage give music atremendous

of spares and accessories, as well
as the professional grade HW 17F,
intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.

Experience the Helios Solution to CD's problems.
From £ 650 to £ 1250
HELIOS 2 CD PLAYER * * * * *

What Hi -Fi July 1997

sense of presence and involvement.
Impressive beyond their price.

HELIOS 3 CD PLAYER * * * *

What Hi -Fi July 1997

SEE US AT THE MANCHESTER SHOW WITH THE f50,000 SIRIUS III TURNTABLE
VINYL DEMAND

PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B

Tel 01425 654545

Fax 01425 654400

for stile trade
SOUND

F

MUSIC

The Alternative HiFi Shop
Come and hear why
93-95 Nantwich Road
Crewe
Tel: 01270 - 214143
AKG, AVI, ALCHEMIST, B.C.D., BLUEPRINT, CHORD CO., DYNAUDIO, DEVA,
DYNAVECTOR, ELECTROCOMPANIET, JOHN SHEARNE, KEF, LEXICON,
MYRYAD, MICHELL, NORDOST, ORTOFON, PROJECT, PROJEKT STANDS, QLN,
RESTEK, ROKSAN, STANDS UNIQUE, TEAC,

•

•

•

•

more

•

CONDITION

OESCRIPTION

NEW OR
SR

OUR
PRICE

ORIGINAL
F16111.
PMU

CLEARANCE ITEMS
Aue- Research 0125 Cloner] power
Jades DA 30 entegrated
Beur] P35
Charreleon Ruby Power Amp ( 200W)
Nunt42 5Avondale
Apogee Scella
Duntich Crown Frentes
Apogee Calmer
SD A ;ensiles SDI
Won., x64 4dac
Linn iiarkeer- 5Fisiirm
Lem Liner
DPAF.DM2

t
•
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Gooct
VGond
Ment
Ment
Ment
Avenue

Sel
SW
S/H
540
SW
SW
Sell
SM

sm

Shi
SH
S4
S

£1595.00 £3501,00
£1750 00 £2881 00
£495.00 £ 1395 00
£495.00 £ 1200 00
£195 00 £60C CO
0695.00
0500000
01750 00 £612000
£595 00 £350000
0795.00 £269E.00
£1495.00 £475E00
£1495 00 £25011e0
£225 00 £47930
£69500 £20000

NEW THIS MONTH
POWER AMPtifiERS

ak

Cri nt
Ment
As New

Aurp
Talk I•
POE AMPLIFIERS
AuchoRese. Aude Resear
Black
LInesoi. Resemr- M,stery Che
Aude Research SPI4
SPEARERS
ATC 0:11 10 Black
'muent 02
Epos 6 14
TORK-AUILESEARALOGUE/
MIMES
Transtegurateon Temper
Tessern Phono Stage mrenns
(Moto-, MC 7500
VP1HW 190/RB 300

AH

aloo.:to

Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment

£1495.00
f795 00
0995 00
01395.00

Ment
Ment
Ment

f795 00 £ 115010
£1295.00
enseto
£395 00 £575121

As New
Ment
Ment
As Nevé

£1500 00 £2500 CO
£795 00 £ 150) CD
£1295.00 £2250 CD
£550 00 £750 CD

M
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Mint

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Ment
Ment
Ment
Good Cond
Ment
Ment
As New
Ment
As New
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment

3H
S/H
3/H
3/H
SM
S/H
Sell
S/H
Shi
S/H
S/H
S/H
S'Il
Shi

£1045 00
£5945 00
£995.00
£395.00
£895.00
£1065.10
£1053. 00
£495.00
£1195.110
£2250.00
£276.00
£1993.00
£176.00
£795.00
£1495.00
£2250.00
£800_00
£425.00
£695.00

El 899.00
6530.00

rira»

£1000.00
£1600.00
6000.00
£1400.00
£999.00

£159030

£349000
£15500.00
£3248.00
£3500.00
£1500.00
£2800.00
£4000 00
£2150.00
£650.00
01300 00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
02300 00 £300040
f595 00 £950.:0
0475 00 £730.4C

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Aude, l'amant, VT613
Alchernst Kr/Hen Monos & Preemp
Conrac Johnson MF 2300
Aucho research M300 monoblocks
Jades JA500 monoblocks
Lumley Ref 120 monoblock
Albarrylel
ConraCJohnson Prem 8a
Bouldu 500 AE
LED Ptr./LS1
Auden nsearch D79/SP10 mk Il
Krell Ku 50 S
Audio Research 0400

0E101

Musicale delity F15
Krell KEA 3005
NAO Afel Monoblocks aPre-amp
Bryston 46
Musealedelety P800 CAPS
Krell KS_ Preano
Mendel 557
Aude° Innovations S50. Integrated
Mendian 505 Monobloen
Muse 17. mk Il 175W kkineoexo bar
Mark Leenson ML 2bibmoblock
Audo RFsearch 3200
Aude, Research 0240 rkll
Bryston 46 ST
Audeon 4006 Selve Kniahts
Audeon .: 1013 Golden Kn ghts
Non Nc 180
Nec Hi Cap
Musical fidelety P270 mk 11

Mon Phalanx
B6w
ACOUSI1C Energy ALI & Stands
Proac Response 4
Sounalab Dynastat
Apogee Centaur Menons
Mendi nM60 Rosewood
Floyd ;mors
%Nelson watts 2 ( N'Une)
Shannon Arc
Non V-nkll

£1295 00
£695.00
£1895.00
£4995.00
£7995 00
£1695.00
£295 00
£7995.00
£3295.00
0895.00
(P. 0.A
02495.00
£2500.00
MARCH 1998

£ 150040
£200010
03000 40

MC Corr.ack TLC-*
Tesserac -ala
Boulder ISAE
Conrad Johnson Prem PB
Exposure.% professenal power supply
Exposure eAchve aoser
McCormek Metro ene drive
Mod Souda Line Onve
Inn (acne ( SMPS) Phono
Krell PM? 3Pre one
Musecal F.dekty MAT
Mehell Aeo & Hera
Mehe1115.
Jades JP 5Imrn

As New
Ment
X-Dem
Ment
Ment
Ment
As New
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Mera
Ment

SW
Sti
Sty
Shi
511
SA
EH
511
5-H
Sell

£595.130
£79500
£225400
£599:100
£795.00
£498110
0395 00
£250 00
£92500
£1295.01
£595 00
(495 10)
£295 03
00985.20

£995 00
£1495 DO
£3400 00
£11000 00
£1595 00
£995 00
£595 00
£450.00
£17C0.00
£300000
£200.00
£91)0.00
£400 00

£20011 00
£450 141
£150000
£499E00
£1995.00
£399E00
£295.00
£1395400
£450000

0350000
£800.00
£5000.00

mou°

SPEAKERS
Alan IV mk II
Snell
Alon Ame 1
Intenety IRS Bela
Ensemble.PAI Selver-be were
B&W Sel, rsep & standsRuark cDc 81 Stands
Sonus Mien Amators aIronwood Otis
Muden man CL5 11Z & eenergete
81MWOOPER
Dolent 1012
Spendor P2/2
EPOS ES le Stands
Monitor Aide° 700 FRIC
Marten Lo an Serpe))
Royd Sapant
Westlake At ( Rotai £2110001

Ex Dom
Mont
Ex Dom
Ment
As New
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment

SeA
SW
Shi
SW

5P-1

S. Fe
S/H
S/H
SW

£595 011
£395.00
£350.00
0450.00
01595.00
£195 GD
£6995 BO

rnoc.00

£3000.00
£5000.00
£50(00
£19413 00
£10000.00
£1500.00
£769.00
£52000
£600 00
£1277.00
£245 00
£21000 00

Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Ment
Me
Ment
Ment
Me
Ment
Men

S/H
SW
SW
S/H
Sil
SW
SW
Shi
SW
SW
S/N

MODO 00
0095.00
£te5 00
rBe 00
:3011 00
ME 00
C,36 00
:435 00
£2500 00
009E00
225011 00

El woo.oé:
It 0954e
El 170>

Cl 2500 04
£379004
C1500.0'
£2350.04
£950.01.
£6000.06
£1500.00
£5900,00

C.D. PLAYERS & DACS
Penk Trengle da Capo 1307
EAD 71030 Transport
Krell Studio 2
P.S. Ao0 oultrahnk
EAD 9C00 Senos III HDCD
BALNICM/GOLD
Wacha 16
Messe°. Cyrus Descmaster (Transport)
Krell SHP 640
MC COUNIACK SAC-'
Wade .)2/26
Acuphee DP70
Acuphca DP9091
Madi 1.-menson 30.5/31.5
Forsell AIR REF Trama:Kid mk Il
Forsell AIR REF DAC
Muant/ £ C80
Rot& 9i5 (AX
DPA PUA 2Silver Werec
Mereau 500 Transp mt
Audio Alchemy Tronson
Theta P-_,geny
Maranta CD94/CDA0
Meromega Duo £ D2

Mint
Mie
Mât
Ment
Mint
As New
Mint
Mirr
Me
As New
Me
Ment
Ment
Mira
Ment
Mint
As New
As New
Me

SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
S/
H
SW
S/
H
S/
H

SH
SH

£89E00
£129E.00
145..00
e71500
C5495 00
I.4251 00
£5115.00
CaliOn 00
£6h5 DO
PILA.
C22511 00
£94511 00
£1j500.00
£8495 00
£345.10
£29.110
£999.30
£965.00
£46.90
£753 lO
£595.1,0
0995.110

cl 450.00

£2495.00
£3198.0C
52390 CIC
/60011011
/395 OC
Et 000 03
r9900 DE
£995 OC
£4500 Or
C20000 00
£26245 00
El 3800 00.
£560-00
£300.00
£250000
£1245.03
£900.00
£1145.00
£1500.00
£200030

TURNTABLESIANALOGUEIVARIOUS
Ferre Lure J151.5
Ku.zma StahcsStoge reterncr
Aude Te *un ART 1
Stu SR Pieute Pro & ' MAI% Pre
Energer
Base Dy :Inn
Pen Lure 145oveher rek IA
Koesu Urishe
API TNT Nnoton . 11
Muerai Field), TI Tuner
TNT rok III & Led
Clear ken Gamma 242z Goa Sri
Meridian Afe Tuner
TNT 46 P.ywheel km Su, pension
Forsell Ai Force Ore
finshaw trigone Fhonc

£17',0 00
£1295 no
tigh OIe
ex 01

Ment
As New
Ment
Ont
Art
Ment
Ont
As New
As New
As New
As New
Ant

(Ms

Sell
Sell
SR

Shi

men
£22,
5
EE35 Ru
MM 10
5495 O
P
£5 011
£45C0 u3
£4,g5 DO
£25100

£4500.05
£260180
£94440
£50000
04950 00£450000
£2295 0005000 0
)
(450 0
)
£4000 00
£900.00
£695.00
£6500 30
£25000 90
£395 00

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE

Tel: 0181 392 1959

10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

E-Mail Choice_HiFiemsn.com
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Finance

CONNECI

EUROPE

Up to 36 Months

OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate,
Ditton, Maidstone, Kent ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 (7 Lines)
Fax: 01732 848289
*Quality Audio Visual Products
•4 Evaluation Suites.

•Evening Appointments.

•0% Finance up to 36 Months.
•Suggested Systems.

*Ample FREE On- Site Parking.
•Easy Access M20/M25/M2&A2
*World Wide Mail Order.

•Home Evaluation
'FREE Installation Service.

•8.30am to 6.30pm Mon - Fri.
*10.00am to 4.00pm Sat.

Please note that Saturday demonstrations after 4pm
are available by pre- booking

SOME OF THE PRODUCTS NOW
AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION:
Musical Fidelity X-Series: Whole range, from the X10D to the absolutely brilliant NEW X-A50 mono power
amps stocked and on demonstration in our dedicated XSuite. These products have taken the industry by storm
and rightly so. Stunning looks and sound to match. You
can now own a full Musical Fidelity system, based
around the X-Series with your choice of CD transport &
speakers. Whether you are looking for a cost effective
upgrade to your existing system, or to purchase a complete new set of
upgradable electronics, you owe it to yourself to seriously consider these superb
products. Enthused about by the press, even outside of the normal HI- Fl
publications, these are real objects of desire. You have probably gathered by now
that we rate the X-Series more than abit !!
BOSE : Another of our favourite products. Lifestyle 12 Home Cinema System
and Lifestyle 20 multiplay, dual zone high quality audio systems on permanent
demonstration in our dedicated BOSE Theatre. Superb sound and vision from
these stylish, virtually invisible, user friendly works of art. Full range of BOSE
products available including the other Lifestyle systems
and the Acoustimass loudspeakers. The performance
and pure lifestyle orientated ease of use of these
products make them out and out winners. We currently
have some very special offers on all BOSE products,
giving you anything up to a FREE PC system and 0%
finance !!. Call for details and to book the BOSE Theatre.

OEE

Audio Analogue : Puccini & Puccini SE integrated
amps, Bellini pre and Donizetti power amps. You
should be familiar with these very, and we mean very
classy Italian products by now. The Puccini SE recently had astorming review in HI-Fl World, the Bellini and
Donizetti will be equally as well received. Available in
both silver and high gloss black finishes, these products a-e destined to
become future classics. We strongly urge you to book your demonstration now.
Priced from only £450.00 for the Puccini integrated, the range represents
unbelievable value in the sound per pound stakes. Another Italian import
heading for the Premier League!!.
Partington : Speaker stands or works of modern art ?. How about both. After
25 years in the audio industry Partington have come up with what can only be
described as atruly brilliant and revolutionary NEW loudspeaker support in the
A7-60. Will sell by the bucket load on looks alone, but
the sound enhancement properties of this support
make for something bordering on the spectacular. The
A7-60 should be deemed as an essential purchase for
anyone wishing to extract the maximum performance
from

stand

incredible

mountable

sonic

and

loudspeakers.
visual

Forms

an

with

the

statement

Townshend SSS. We have been waiting for aspeaker
stand like this for ages. Nice one Partington !!

Wise in the supply of quality audio visual products that offer stunning sonic and visual appeal Call for our full price list & product guide or to book one of our 4NEW ,valuation suites. FREE UK Mainland delivery on all mail order sales.

— STOP PRESS *** Sonic Frontiers Anthem CD Multiplayer - Finally available & well worth the wait.

7e PP'tieue

See

Anthem, Audio Gem, Audio Analogue, Audiocarpet, Bose, CAD., Ergo, Graaf, Jecklin Float, JBL, LFD, LG Electronics, Mistral, Monrio,
Musical Fidelity, Neolith, Partington, Precious Metals, Sequence, Sonic Frontiers, Sonic Link, Sonneteer, Stax, Townshend, UKD,
Unison Research... & other quality audio visual products from around the World.

for sale trade
HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

KRELL KST 100B Balanced Power Amplifier £ 1495
FORSELL Air Ref CD Trans/DAC
3months (£ 15650)
£8995
PINK TRIANGLE DaCapo DAC
£895
PIERRE LURNE Audiomeca Mephisto CD Trans .£1200
MICHELL Gyrodec/Gyro PSU/Zeta & VDH MC10 £995
NAIM NAC62 Pre-amp with Snaps PSU
£
295
MARK LEVINSON 331 Power Amplifier £3750
BOULDER 250 AE Power Amplifier £1995
MARK LEVINSON No 29 Power Amplifier £1995
MERIDIAN 606 Dac
£
695
VOW Standard Turntable MINT
£
1495
&WMatrix 801 Series Ils
£1995
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm £995
SONUS FABER Fixed Stone/Wood Stands
£
250
MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 Watt Dual
Mono Amp
£
3195
CLEARAUDIO Signature Cartridge £750
YAMAHA NS1000 Ebony Loudspeakers MINT 0200
KRELL ERS Reference six box pre-amp
£
3995
QUAD FM4 Tuner
£250
&W801 Series II with special additions £2600
AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge 8PSU
£
2750
NAKAMICHI 2)(11000 Tape Deck B & W Serviced
£1895
AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000
CAMBRIDGE P50 Integrated Amplifie
£
75
AUDIO NOTE Kassai Silver Amplifier £19995
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands £250
KEF 104 Loudspeakers £450
AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp £7000
LUXMAN
Accutouch CLL AM/FM Tuner £450
ARCAM Delta Black Box II DAC Boxed £175
AUDIO NOTE ANE/SE Loudspeakers
silverwired £3995

VISA

AUDIO NOTE DAC 4Mint boxed
£
3995
STUDER A807 Pro, tape recorder MINT £3750
HEYBROOK Quartets & stands Ex Dem (£840) ....£595
SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands
£
495
NAKAMICHI RX50E Cassette Deck £695
AUDIO NOTE ANJ/L Speakers ( NEW) £750
SONY ES Full System including DAT machine....£1495
JADIS Defy 7stereo stereo amp. MINT £3695
LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power
amplifier
£1295
Q.E.D. Digit Dac 8Positron PSU
£
125
PIONEER PD-A400X Integrated Amplifier £150
LUMLEY Promanade SP1 Loudspeakers ( NEW) £250
TECHNICS S1030 Turntable £125
KISEKI Blackheart Unused/Boxed
(0995)
Special Otter £
995
YAMAHA CDX880 CD Player £195
MAGNAPLANAR 2a Panel Loudspeakers £950
APOGEE Stage speakers with stands £1495
&WJohn Bowers Active 1Speakers £895
MARK LEVINSON 38S pre-amp ex-demo £4850
ALSO AVAILABLE FULL CELLO SYSTEM
PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS
EX-BEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR

THIEL SPEAKERS

FOR AN- UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

hlip://www.hifi-stereo.com
ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER
AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. WEST SUSSEX
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001.
e-mall .heatherclale@roli-stereo.com

replay
dio

consultants

(01244) 401290
email replay/a dial,pipex.com

PANTON ROAD CI ( ESTER CH2 311X

Replay is an independent specialist dealer based in Chester
Our high standard of service includes home demonstrations
throughout the North West with genuine help and advice in
choosing or upgrading your hi fi system.
All our customers are seen individually by appointment, and our
demonstrations are relaxed and informal with no sales pitch or pressure.
We have asuperb range of high quality hi fi components including
AUDIO ANALOGUE: an excellent range of electronics from ludy.The Puccini SE
is an exceptional integrated amplifier (£595) with asmooth and lucid sound and
includes aMM/MC phono stage.The Bellini/Donizetti pre/power (as reviewed by
Ken Kessler) is even better with superb imagery and transparency. There will also be
aCl) player very soon.
AUDIO PHYSIC: High end speakers from Germany. All models offers stunning stereo
imagery and alively, detailed sound.The Step at £ 1299 is astand mounted speaker, hut
the rest of the range consists of very attractive floorstanders.The spark probably offers
the best value at £ 1750, but the Virgo (£3399) is one of the best speakers we have ever
heard. All Audio Physic speakers work with LFD amplifiers.
AVI: This range seems to go from strength to strength.There is now amore affordable
entry level system with the introduction of the new CD Il and the outstanding Positron
loudspeakers. An AVI CD/amp/speaker system is now available for less than £27011.
BLUE PRINT: The striking Point One loudspeaker (£999) is easy to drive and produces an expansive and detailed soundstage. Sounds best with smooth amplifiers like

WELCOME
BUY IN FOR CASH
60454 OEJ
FAX 01903 872234

Audio Analogue or Alchemist.
HEYBROOK: The new Optima at £259 is ararity: abudget floorstander that actually
sounds decent! A clever balance of strengths and agreat match for agood budget sys-

Sounds Perfection

tem.The similarly priced Heylette is ahigh quality miniature more suitable for better
quality amplifiers or as asecond set, The more established Quartet (£650) is superb for
low powered amplifiers, but also sounds great with the l(X) watt AVI integrated amp.

Cornwalls
Premier
Retailer
Audio Consultancy
Home Demonstrations

TEL/FAX
CHESTER

LFD: An extensive line up of amplifiers from £500 to over £4000 and digital products
from £ 1000 to over £3000.The entry level Mistral Cl) player (£999) and integrated
Tel/Fax 01326 221372
Mobile 0468 754353

TErle%1Zt

NEW
SALE
Audio Analysis Omega's Latest spec Boxed Mint
£4500. £3495
Parasound HC/A 2200 Power Amplifier Mint Boxed £ 1795.. £995
Parasound 2000 Belt Drive Transport Boxed Ex-Dem
£ 1795. £ 1295
Parasound 1600 HDCD Dac Boxed Ex-Dem
£ 1445. . £975
Parasound CDPI000 Player Ex-Dem
£749.. . £495
Micromega 3.1 Transport and DAC
£ 1195
Teac VRDS 10 in Champagne Boxed Ex-Dem
£849. . . £550
Audiolab Q Pre-Amplifier Boxed
£ 1350. . £749
Micromega Minium System Complete New Boxed RRP . . £ 1500. . £695
T.D.L. Studio 1Speakers with stands
£295
Audio Spectrum S-37-3 Gold Speakers Boxed Mint New. . . £695. £399
Art Audio Concert Groove Tube Power Amp
£795
KEF 105/4's (original) Ex-Condition with stands
£295
Kinshaw Perception Phono Stage Boxed
£245
Kinshaw Perception Pre-Amp
£295
Kinshaw Perception Pre/Power Combo
£875
J.R.T. ADI loudspeakers Boxed with stands
£830... £450
Epos 14 Speakers Plus stands
£349
Full Audionote System Permanently on Demonstration.
Hear the remarkable Kelly KT3's with Valve and solid state.

amplifier (£499) are very smart and offer what LED term "affordable luxury". The top
of the range pre/power combination (LSB/PA2M) are stunning in their transparency
and offer genuine high end performance for £4000.
NEAT: The new Petite nik3 features anew tweeter and improvements to the crossover
resulting in abetter-integrated sound and amore open mid range.
ORIGIN LIVE: Victory (
from £695) and Sovereign (from £995) floorstanding
speakers; very attractive and available in arange of finishes. Origin Live also offer avery
worthwhile modification for Rega and Moth tonearms which significantly lifts the
perfOrmance of these arms for £ 145 (including rewiring)
ORTOFON: We can supply any cartridge from this manufacturer and there is an
exchange scheme for Ortofon or other makes of MC cartridge.
PINK TRIANGLE: The Tarantella is stunning to look at and sounds much better than
its price (£599) would suggest. New from Pink are the outstanding CD players the
Numeral and Litaural (£ 1000 and £2100 respectively) which trounce the competition.
ROKSAN: The stylish Caspian system continues to be very popular. Excellent sound,
build quality and convenience.
SONNETEER: The Campion and Alabaster are two of the most musical sounding
integrated amplifiers under £ 1000. The Alabasteer £899 is exceptional and is worth the
extra money for the increased power output.
TRICHORD: The Clock 3updates can be fitted to almost any CD Player or transport. Often the increase in transparency and smoothness resulting from these modifications is more significant than anew CD player. Call us for more details.

Many products available
ATC, Alchemist Products, AudioNote, Audio Spectrum, Boston Michell,
Elemental, Audio Henley Designs Monitor Audio , Musical Fidelity,

UNISON RESEARCH: The Simply Four (£ 1550) is one of our favourite amplifiers.

Myryad Products, Nordost, Ortofon, Parasound, Project, REL Acoustics,
Stands Unique, Straight Wire, Teac, Triangle, Trichord Research.

has to lx' among the hest integrated amplifiers with stunning transparency.

For more information and help with any product, contact Nigel on the
above numbers. Friendly advice given 7days a week, from 8am to 10pm

It has an open spacious sound with superb detail and soundstaging.The 845 (£3(l00)

We are agents for Alchemist, Audio Analogue, AVI, BluePrint, Heybrook,
Keswick Audio, LFD, Neat, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Project,
Roksan, Sonneteer, Target, Trichord, Trilogy, UKD etc.

for sale trade
41111111

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving
YEAR END SLOW OUT. EX-DEM, REVIEW, SHOW STOCK
Moka
ams
sega
Acoustat Model 11...e/static spkrs. x-dern
1600.00
800.00
Acoustat Model 11C0...e/static Spkrs. x-dent
2000.00 1000.00
Alchemist Forest' 100W intg. x-dem
903.00
500.00
Anthem Amp 1. Valve pon amp. x-dent
1200.00
960.00
Anthem Integrated 1.. Valve intg. x-dent
1500.00 1203.03
Anthem Pre I.. Volve pre MC nwn/rnc. x-dern
1500.00 1200.00
Anthem CO 1...Votve output CD player. x-dern 1600.00 1280.00
Arion Electro .. 1ntg ( rnm). ex-dern
1800.00 101:0.013
AudloMeco Kreotura/EILkir Irons & DAC. x-dent 2650.00 2000.00
Chorio Riper 2 .. 2-way spirt new
750.03
450.00
Chad° Hip. 2...2-way spkr. x-dent
750.00
350.00
950.00 550.00
Chan(' Hoer 3.. 3-way spkr. new
950.00 450.03
Charlo Fliper 3...3-way spkr. x-dent
Chorlo Academy 1 .. 2-way spLr. new
1349.00 1003.03
1349.00 800.00
Chorlo Academy 1...2-way SIDirr. x-dent
Charlo Acoderny 2...2-way spkr. new
1699.03 1400.03
Charlo Acodemy 2...2-way spkr. x-dent
1699.03 1100.00
Charlo Academy 3...4-way F/S spkr. x-show
esono 5000 00
Counterpoint HC808...Dolby pre. x-show
1990.03 1000 00
Counterpoint SA 1(01
Counterpoint SA10001...Volve Pre/Fnw.x-dem 3030.00
Counterpoint DAIO/DA11.. Trans es DAC. ', den*, 5200.00 2030.00
500 00
Genesis 5200 2- way sPkt
1000.03

zooacto

Z

i
e«eit

Kinshow Overture...intg. x-dent
550.00
McIntosh C712...Remote /Dream° ( mm). x-00m 2003.00
McIntosh MCI7C0...100W over amp. new
2000.00
McIntosh MC1703... ¡ COW pwr amp. x- dent
2003.0)
McIntosh C40.. F,1 function pre omp.. x-show
5003.00
McIntosh MC503..503W ovar omp. x-show
9000.00
Musical Fidelity T-1... Collectors item** New. boxed!
N.E.A.R 10M...2-way metol cone spkr. x-dent
400,00
N.E.A.R 20M...2-way. 3driver sPirr. x-shOw
1200.00
N.E.A.R Sound Mast...3 way polo,. x-ray
1500.00
N.E.W P-3/ o-20. I .. Pre/crerr. x-dent
2500.00
Neoirth Neol...Corron spkr. x-show
3000.03
Nec,
lith Neo2 with 00,101 Codon spkr. x-show 5000.00
Neollth Neo3...Conan spkr. ',show
5000.00
SoNc Frontiers SFS-40.. Naive port omp, x-dent 2000.03
Sonic Frontiers Line- I ... Valve preornp. x-rev
2500.00
Sonéc Frontiers SEC°. I...Volve CO ployer, x-rev 3800.00
Sonic Frontiers OEM-160...Volve nt/blocs. x-dent 6000.00
Sonic Frontiers SFT-I /SFD-2. _ Trans & DAC. x-dent 7600.00
Thule PR2CO/R-Preomp. x-dent
700.03
Thule CDI00...CD player. x-dent
800.00
Trilogy Pre/948.. PIO/Psue omP. x- dent
170080
Unison Simply 2. Valve ireg se-clem
IOW 00

coil and save up to 45°0 off a new one!!

350.00
1200.00
1503.CO
1200.00
3000.03
5000.00
300.03
302.00
500.00
600.00
2003.03
1500.03
2500.00
2500.00
1200.00
=ace
2800.03
3003.03
5000.03
400.00
sockoo
1200.00
8(0.00

ICAN ALSO SUPPLY, TURNTABLES, TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS, DAT, MINIDISC, CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS, HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS. TUNERS, ACCESSORIES. BLANK TAPES &
DISCS, TEST CD'S, TEST RECORDS. TEST CASSETTES, CABLES.
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES. ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.
All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-chsplay equipment No grey Imports Delivery is tree.
Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or wnte tor specdic detarls
IAN HARRISON HI FI ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6GQ.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

MMIleeleleKlaffle4
-4
3

Hi- Fi

Pre owned/Ex-dem Equipment

Sale retail

•

SPECIALS OFFERS
SONY Mini Disc Player MDS-JE5 10 £ 179

• PHILIPS CDR870 CD Recorder £449

• TDB SA90 box of 10 £8.99 per box
• FLOPPY DISKS HD £2.99 box of 10

Naim COS (unused; mint)

£2,900 £3,940

Naim CD2 (X-Dem)

£1,699 £2,000

D15 from

£2.25

D60 from

£2.90

DCC

D30 from

£2.50

D90 from

£3.45

JVC 90 mine £ 2.99 each

Linn Maiik-1 Amp (Remote)

£399 £650

D46 from

£2.75

D120 from

£3.65

Rega Radio Tuner (1left only) (XD)

£198 £298

74 mine £3.25 eah

Chario Syntar (pale walnut floorstanders) XD £499 £549

Storage box £2.99

DAT Tapes
CD- R for Pioneer/Philips
Maxell £3.25 each
CD- R

Mini Discs

Call us for latest prices

Mcucell £ 1.49 each

for Audio Cassettes,

Unbranded £ 1.25 each

60 mine £2.75 each

ADAT's, VHS, etc..

Place your order by calling FREE Nowt

Opera Duetta (Solid mahog.Stand Mount) XD £295 £395

0181 813 8082

Opera Terza (Solid mahogfloorstanders) XD £795 £995

Free House compilation LP with every order

VISA

Transparent Musicwave Plus Biwire 7.6M pair £700 £1,068
Transparent Musiclink Plus interconnect £160 £239
Orelle CD100E (XD)

£500 £650

Orelle SA100 (XD)

£400 £500

Rotel RCD970BX (XD)

£299 £349

28 ST NICHOLAS ST. HISS, NORFOLK IP2.2 31,14
TEL/FAX 01379 650744

28 Church Crescent, Dumfries

LOUDSPEAKERS

Telephone:- 01387 267048
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Write, phone or c- mail

KOPPERAE
•COPPER SUPPLIES •

for information pack
KOPPERAE PO BOX 6884
Dundee. 131.15 I
YB Tel: 07970 654356
email: wkopp@taynet.co.uk
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

• The CD Roof: An innovative 3 layer slab featuring sheet

TURNTBLES, ARMS, CARTRIDGES

copper, medite and damping pads to reduce RF interference
and cut cabinet vibrations that isolation platforms cannot.
• Sheet copper for DIY: From chip shields to whole chassis.

1110 Rs me Am ma mil -FI
8, Holum ciNEMA
28 GUEENSVVAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL/FAX 01403 251 587.
E-MAIL: hi-fi@payncer.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE: www.paynter.demon.co.uk
•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
•
• B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS •
• dCS ELGAR 24BIT/96KHZ DAC
•
• BASIS/AIR TANGENT
• SONY/RCF VIDEO PROJECTORS •
• ACCUPHASE
•
• AUDIO ANALOGUE

TICE CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS
MICHELL PRODUCTS
UNISON RESEARCH
OPERA SPEAKERS
MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS

• TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS

1.01'DSPEAKER REPAIRS/TESTING
CHORD SPM 12008 PWR AMP
£ 1995
TEAC P-30 CD TRANSPORT ( NEVV) £ 1995
MAGNEPLANAR MG 2.7 ( NEW) £ 1995
MAGNEPLANAR MG 0.6 [ NEVV) £ 1095
QUAD ESL 63 ( 20 HRS USE) [X/D) £ 1995
VTL 30/30 VALVE AMP IS/HI £495
PERREAUX 203W POWER AMP
£ 895
AUDIO INNOVATIONS PRE [S/H)
HELIUS CHAMELEON SPEAKERS £ 275
AUDIO ARTISTRY VIVALDI'S £2995
AUDIOLAB 80300 PRE ( X/D)
£ 795
AUDIOLAB 8093M MONOS IX/DI £ 1095

ti

I

.

l*PGRADES A Sl'ECIALITY

MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT (S/HI £ 695
NA1M 160 POWER AMP (S/HI
£ 295
NAIM 125 PRE AMP IS/H)
£ 150
MARK LEVINSON 27 PWR ( S/H) £ 1995
REL STENTOR SUB ( X/D)
£ 995
MANLEY 3036 MONOS (X/13) £ 1995
FANFARE FT- 1 TUNER ( X/D)
£ 1095
, HELIUS AUREUS
£495
NAKAMICHI 004 C.D. PLAYER
£ 195
QUAD 77 [ CARBON) PRE-AMP ( X/D) £ 595
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER ( X/D)
£495
MUSICAL FIDELITY F22 PRE- AMP ( X/D). £695
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WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR
WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

MARCH 1998

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

for sale trade
SELECT AUDIO
******************

(LOCIDOI1) ******************

ACCUPHASE ( NEW LOW PRICES)
JEFF ROWLAND (AMPS)
MARK LEVINSON ( CD & AMP)
SONUS FABER ( SPEAKERS)
MUSICAL FIDELITY ( CD's, AMPS)
KELLY ( SPEAKERS)
HELIUS ( CD PLAYERS)
BKS ( RIBBON SPEAKERS)
VPI (TURNTABLES)
SHAKTI ( STONES)
TICE ( CABLES)
BASIS (TURNTABLES)
TEAC ( P30 TRANSPORT)
LYRA ( CARTRIDGES)

NOW

WAS

Proac Studio 200

£900

Audiolab 8000Q
Quad 606 MKI
Audio Research LS2B (Black)

£600
£1,000
£300
£700
£ 1,500. . . . £3,500

Mark Levinson 36 (DAC)
Audio Research V140 (Monos)

£ 1,850

£2,500.... £4,000
£2,800... . £9,800

Wadia 2000 (DAC and Power Supply) .. £2,000.... £6,000
Jeff Rowland Synergy (Black)
Threshold SA4, FET 10E, FET 10 Phono

£3,000.... £5,000
£5,500.... £ 14,000

Wadia 3200 Transport

£900

Linn Lingo

£350

£ 1,800
£700

Naim 72 KBoards and Nap 90

£600

£ 1,200

Sonus Faber Quid (INT Amp)

£850

£ 1,250

Primer 401 and 301 (Ex dem)
SME V (New)

£2,000.... £3,500
£900
£ 1,500

Clear Audio Gamma S24K (New) £500
DNM 38 Twin Supply
£750

£800
£3,000

PRIMER ( CD's & AMPS)

REL Stentor 100W Sub MkI

£500

£ 1,200

Ortofon MC5000

£600

£ 1,500

TARGET ( STANDS)

Clearaudio Signiture 24K (New)

£950

£ 1,600

CLEARAUDIO ( CARTRIDGES)

Lyra Parnassus
Snell Type C Silver Wire 8( Coils

DCS ( CONVERTER)

Lumley ST70 (New)

£850
£2,000
£2,000.... £5,500
£900

£2,200

Want to hear a £ 150 interconnect working in your system for 10 days

DIGITAL INTERCONNECT (AG3) I
and keep it for only £ 42 plus post?
Jack Lawson, who founded the Music Room in 1979, offers unequalled expertise
PETROS BLUE PLUS on Hi -Fi and Home Cinema products. Now specialising in mail order cables and
interconnects Ican offer you music quality cables at cheap-and-cheerful- cable
INTERCONNECT prices. How? Ihave no axe to grind, no fancy packages, no marketing costs.
Ihaven't ( yet) found any remarkable speaker cables, but my big success is the Petros
Blue interconnects. Negotiations are taking place with amajor British name. I
forsee official distribution at least doubling the current prices to pay for marketing through retailers, reps. packaging, advertising, etc.
"Simply the best..."
"A big improvement upon..." — from the mail bag!
The Petros Blue really does approach my reference cables (Audio Note, Audio Research.
Gryphon and Mandrake) and audibly beat the competition at up to £ 159 price points —
and now it's even better. Why? I've found abetter solder without silver content and new
way of forming aquick weld to avoid heat distress. The price has risen slightly to £42 per
metre interconnect plus £ 16 per additional metre stereo pair ( ahalf- metre interconnect
costs £36). It is triple shielded for maximum rejection of magnetic and RF fields.Although
the packaging is plain, the Petros Blue cables are handsome metallic blue finish, plugs
and cables. The plugs are machined products. The cable is very compliant ( soft to the
feel) 91 x0.08mm OFC rubber insulation with teflon outer — a design resulting from
subjective testing.
We now introduce Petros Blue Plus — asemi-balanced configuration, wo mono cables using the braiding as an earth drain connect to source only the red/white
inners carrying signal and return or +/-. Please add £8to Petros prices for make-up charge and £6per further metre per stereo pair. Thus Petros Blus Plus
Interconnects cost £50 per metre ( plus £22 for additonal metre) and half- metre PB+ costs £46. As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER strictly until 31 December 1997,
or while stocks last. PB+ is offered post-free to UK and with an application of Tweek proprietory contact cleaner and enhancer (this is said to last 6months;
the immediate difference is certainly quite surprising).
Our most praised video cables are AC-3RF Flylead <laserdisc to NV amp> 1 /2m.£25, lm.£32.50 and our 75 Ohm Composite Video Lead RCA phono
to professional SCART plug or RCA phono costs £ 18 plus £3.50 per metre < VCR or AV Processor to TV monitor or projector>. We also supply low loss
S- VHS Cables 1-10m. Most surprising improvement is our Videophile Quality 75 ohm Aerial Cable <use between WALL BOX/TVNCR> using cast brass
non-magnetic coax male and female connectors, not the cheap and nasty pressed aluminium. The picture noise is visibly reduced, yet the cost is only £8per
metre plus £ 2.25 additional metre.

Phone Jack Lawson for full details 0141-339 2432; fax 0141-339 9762.
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1 NE
tel/fax + 44 0 1777 708673
•synite enclosure loudspeakers
•granite equipment racks
•modular amplifier racks
•Cableway® loudspeaker stands
•Isolation Plinths® for components
Cd's turntables and loudspeakers

-

timeless beauty with sound improvements
designed and manufactured in the UK by HNE Systems

HORN

LOUDSPEAKERS

10SCII
°

IMMORTAL

SOUND

FORESIGHT

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Bucks - Northwood Audio 01296 28790. Cheshire - Philip Dooley 01625 264666. Cornwall - R.J.F. Audio Visual
01209 710777. Sounds Perfection 01326 221372. Eire & N. Ireland - Kronos HiFi 01868 748632. Hants - The Audio Gallery 01730 895194. Herts
-Radlett Audio 01727 855577. Humberside - ZFB Audio 01472 883722. Hunts - The HiFi Company 01733 341755. Kent - Sounds of Music 01892
547003. Lanes - Orpheus Audio 01257 473175. Leics - Audio World 01162 571414. Notts - John Kirk 0115 9252986. Chantry Audio 01777 870372.
Suffolk - Audio Images 01502 582853. Sussex - Heatherdale Audio 01903 872288. W. Mids - Five Ways Hi Fi 0121 455 0667. Worcs - Music Matters
01384 444184. Yorks - The Hi Fi Studios 01302 781387. London - KJ West One 0171 486 8262. Musical Images 0181 952 5535. Purist Audio 0171
431 7423. The Audio Consultant 0171 380 0866. UK Distributor - Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE.
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nœchnonth
FREE with the April issue will be asuperb new
compact disc, arecording engineered by Tony
Faulkner and featuring Musical Fidelity's Antony
Michaelson as clarinettist. Don't miss this exclusive
chance to own what we're confident in describing as
the audiophile CD of the year. But of course the April
issue will be packed with equipment reviews and
features. Among the product reviews we'll be
featuring the long-waited Bel Canto single- ended
triode amplifier, and the latest Audio Research
pre- amplifier, the value- for- money LS8. Further
exclusive reviews include coverage of the
complete Marantz '
KI Signature System', focusing
on the gorgeous meter- equipped PM1 7amplifier;
Linn's Arkiv cartridge, new JBL and Cabasse
speakers, Sennheiser headphones and many
more. Among our April features will be our in-depth
report from the Las Vegas Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, while the music section will
offer extended coverage of CD reissues as well as a
full' package of new CD reviews, which of course
include rock and jazz as well as classical releases.
Don't miss Hi Fi News & Record Review, April
issue, on sale Friday, 6 March.

OUR COVER
MOUNT CD

Mozart Clarinet Concerto K622 In A Major

MOZART'S
CLARINET CONCERTO
• Exclusive offer to HFN/RR readers
*The audiophile disc of the year
*State-of-the-art sound
• Hi- bit ultra- high fidelity recording
• A must for all hi-fi enthusiasts
• A reference disc for hi-fi
equipment testing
• Soloist Antony Michaelson
• The Michelangelo Chamber
Orchestra
• Engineered by Tony Faulkner
• Recorded at the Henry
Wood Hall, London
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Supremely
talented,
amazingly
versatile...
and unjustly
forgotten?
After 'Reet
Petite', the
Jackie Wilson
story was a
tragic one

122

y

ou'd

think that recording
technology would give all
20th-century performers an
edge over, say, Jenny Lind or David
Garrick. So how can an artist who
had 24 Top 40 (US) hits, 29 LPs, a
performing career of over two
decades, prestigious gigs in Las Vegas
and New York, film and TV
appearances, be nearly forgotten? A
singer influential enough to have
been admired by Elvis Presley and
Sam Cooke... and fancied enough to
have sired more children than you
can count. Successful enough to have
supported an entire record label.
But the name 'Jackie Wilson' no
longer
crops
up
in
many
conversations and respect is one
thing which he never received in
full measure. Even the BBC
screwed up mightily when Dexy's
Midnight Runners had a hit with
Van Morrison's ' Jackie Wilson
Said'; as a backdrop to the
performance, they used a gigantic
photo of a dentally-challenged
Scottish darts champion. But two
welcomed, if seriously flawed works
might help to dispel the notion of
Jackie Wilson as amere footnote in
Post-War Popular Music. And it
seems that the definitive biography
and a 6CD retrospective appeared
independently of each other.
Tony Douglas, an Australian
journalist haunted by what he know
of Wilson's life and finding that
there was no source of information
on the singer, decided to do
something about it. He spent three
years interviewing everyone he could
find who knew or worked with
Wilson: family members, friends
and, yes, enemies. He assembled
Lonely Teardrops: the Jackie Wilson
Story, agripping 400-plus page book
with dozens of photos, a detailed
discography and probably more
information than most would wish
to know, for the picture ain't apretty
one [
Sanctuary Publishing Ltd, The
Colonnades, 82 Bishops Bridge Road,
London W2 6BB. ISBN 1-86074214-9. Price ,C14. 99]. Alas, the book
is in need of some major editing: it's

repetitive, disjointed, riddled with
typos or errors (uh, Buddy Holly
didn't die in 1958...) and lacking
focus. But, oddly enough, its flaws
reflect the life of the subject.
What every Wilson fan, however
casual, already knows is that: ( 1)
typical of the era, his assorted
managers were the villains of the
piece; ( 2) Wilson was a selfdestructive arch-hedonist; and ( 3)
he collapsed on stage in 1975 and
spent the rest of his life comatose
and
hospitalised,
dying
impoverished in 1984. This is a
biopic begging to be made, a
tragedy/thriller as dramatic as the
story of Robert Johnson. But
Douglas's study shows that the
story wasn't as clear-cut as most
potted 200- word biographies in
rock encyclopaedias might suggest.
What's indisputable, as listening
to any Wilson tracks reveals, are his
peerless versatility and vocal
abilities; the styles he mastered
include blues, Broadway standards,
soul, country, pop, gospel and rock.
Surviving film footage shows that
the ex- boxer matched vocal
athletics with stage antics leading

Six CDs from Charly. The Jackie Wilson Stoty:
The New York Years [Vols 1-4, jWCD1-41;
and The Jackie Wilson Story: The Chicago
Years [Vols 1and 2, jWCD5 and JWCD6)

directly to Michael Jackson and
Prince. We are reminded that, had
he so desired, Wilson could have
performed opera, that on occasion
he managed to chip away at the
colour barrier, and that — like
Hendrix on guitar — he could do
things with his voice that none can
hope to imitate. But revisionists
who wish to diminish Wilson's
worth base their criticism on a
catalogue which, it must be
admitted, contains far too much
nauseating schmaltz — a catalogue
steered by manager Nat Tarnopol,
who (allegedly) ripped off Wilson to
a degree reminiscent of what
happened to Badfinger.
You can see what's coming: a
parallel with the mishandling of
Elvis Presley by Col. Tom Parker.
But there's adifference. Elvis was a
naïve hick, Parker a carnival

huckster; the former was simply too
weak and/or stupid to stand up to
the latter, so he never toured
abroad, most of his films were
turkeys and he lost aton of money.
The contrast with Wilson is that,
while he didn't stand up to
Tamapol until it was too late, he
did eventually realise that he'd been
screwed. More worrying is that
Wilson actually liked corny songs
drenched in strings.
In the 1950s and 1960s, black
performers were rebelling against
the iniquities of white- owned
record labels and white managers.
And yet Wilson did it all
backwards. Unfashionably, he
adored Al Jolson — a white
performer in minstrel make-up who
stood for all that black artists
despised. He started out on
DeeGee records, founded by Dizzy
Gillespie, yet ended up on
Brunswick. He worked with Berry
Gordy, but didn't follow Gordy to
Motown, the first black- owned
major label. And he continued to
record saccharine arrangements
better suited to Lawrence Welk.
What provides credibility for
fans' claims that Wilson was the
greatest singer who ever lived —
something with which Iconcur —
is The Voice. Whether performing
a gem like ' Lonely Teardrops' or
sentimental swill like ' Danny Boy',
Wilson's voice always soared, with
seemingly unlimited range. Yes,
embarrassments exist among the
350-plus songs he recorded, but
only because of the material —
never the performance. Evidence is
now readily available on the six
CDs released by Charly Records,
containing 119 tracks which span
his entire career.
Expertly annotated and sounding
better than you'd expect, the CDs
deal with every facet of Wilson's
career: hits, live tracks and
interesting B-sides. But, sadly, the
compilers must despise collectors
and archivists because, although the
discs are grouped according to the
two ' geographical' periods in his
career — New York and Chicago —
the
tracks
aren't
offered
chronologically; ` Reet Petite', for
example, was Wilson's first single for
Brunswick yet it appears on Disc 3.
The notes state that more CDs will
follow, only adozen more needed to
complete the catalogue, so there's no
justification for alack of chronology
due to, say, space considerations.
But,
as
with
everything
connected with Wilson, there's
always something askew, something
not quite right. Maybe Douglas
should have used another Wilson
song for his book's title: 'My Tale
of Woe'.
Ken Kessler
MARCH 1995
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Music's Finest Conductors
Audio Note is the only High-End company to aesign and manufacture complete analogue and digital
systems in-house. Our product range spans cartridges, tonearms, DAC's, CD players, amplifiers, loudspeakers,
speaker suppors and cabres plus a wide range of carefully selected high qualify components.
The same sonic assessment criteria are applied to each individual component and therefore all our products will remain
consistent with eachiother regardless of price. We regard the seem as a whole where complementary design parameters
and their realisatice resutr in a level of emotional elvolvement and musical enjoyment unobtainable in other systems.
FURTHER INFORMATION 15 AVAILABLE FROM:

Audio Note

FOUNDING

Musics Finest Conductor
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Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial atate, Lyon Close, 125-127 Davigdor 'Road Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel

+44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498

Web www.audionote.co.uk

NATURE'S GREATEST SOUND EFFECT
eauty is in the ear of the listener. .
soft illiteeet, loud and glorious.
Nothing sounds as good — or looks better than
STUDIO SERIES

MONITOR AUDIO
ifton Road, Cambridge CBI 4ZIN England Phone:
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Fax: ‘( 01223) 2145334

